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The Best Management for Spring—Much De-
pends upon Circnmstances.

B. L. TAYLOB.

The question of the best system of man-
agement for securing as early as possible a
stro^ force of bees to be ready against the
firsip flows of uectar is to me a very puzzling
onei It is one thing to give a good method
and quite another to say with a feeling of
certainty what is the best method. For there
is not only the question of actual results,
which is comparatively simple, but there is

the troublesome though all important one of
comparative expense and tliat not in the ab-
stract but in connection with comparative
results. The greatest actual results do not
prove the method of management by which
they were produced to be the best. Time,
and labor, and thought, and care, and mate-
rial, and capital, are all money, so the great-
est result numerically may be obtained at a
loss while the least apparent result may yield
the greatest net profit.

Then again the labor supply greatly com-
plicates the problem. One may command
enough without other expense than a fair
payment for the services, while another
must lose time and be at other expense, and
undergo vexation tip secure labor competent
to perform the critical work required for the
proper manipulation of colonies to obtain an
early and rapid increase of brood, and be-
sides be obliged to pay a high price therefor.
One whose time is at his command and the
numbers of whose apiary are such that lie

can perform this labor himself may adopt a
method which one differently situated could
not possibly entertain. But these <are j'oints
which every one must decide for himself
with reference to his own circumstances af-
ter becoming ac(]uainted with the require-
ments of the several methods.
So far as I liave been able to determine

from actual experience, the most successful,
the most effectual and the most desirable
way to be certain of having colonies well
prepared f^r the harvest is to have strong
colonies in April—of Course I mean strong
for the season—aacL^hen leaveHhem, disturlv
ing'theiij no mot'e than is necessary to be as-
sured tliat they have .'fit all times abundant
stores. Such coioiries thus treated will se-
cure a good amount of suri)l}is in the poorest
season I ever experienced. I once thought
I wanted colonies only very moderately

strong with which to enter the winter, but I
now think differently, not because I believe
very strong ones will winter any better but
because I want them very strong as soon as
the winter is past.
To secure this character in as large a pro-

portion of one's colonies as possible, care
must be taken the previous summer and au-
tumn. Good queens and enough room for
breeding purposes from the first of August
will generally accomplish it. After contract-
ing during the early honey season nothing
furnishes the additional hive room necessary
so admirably as the adding of a second sec-
tion of the new Heddon hive filled if possi-
ble with comb. In this way but littlamanip-
ulation or care is required during the en-
tire season and with successful wintering a
good crop is almost assured. No packing,
or at least the simplest kind, is needed be-
cause the quantity of bees is such that their
animal heat easily keeps up the tempera-
ture required for brood rearing. It may be
objected that such colonies are unprofitable
because they consume so great quantities of
stores. But it will be found that such colo-
nies are seldom short of stores after bloom
appears. The maples and the willows yield
honey, often in abundance, and these strong
colonies have a surplus of bees to gather it,

while in those less strong the bees are mostly
required at home to keep up the temperature
of the brood chamber, so their stores are con-
stantly diminishing.

I have never yet been able to bring myself
to believe that it is profitable to provide out-
side boxes specially for spring packing.
The first expense is the least. There are
also the packing material, to be provided
each season, the packing and the unpack-
ing, the removal of the packing material,
the care of the boxes and the room occupied
by them and the inevitable litter, all of
which make the burden unbearable where
the colonies »re numerous. And to my mind
chaff hives are quite as objectionable. Of
course these remarks apply only in cases
where the bees are wintered indoors. I

much prefer the following method : Con-
fine all colonies not strong on the number of
combs they can w«ll cover between two du
vision boards, or in the case of the new
HMdon hive in a single section of the brood
chamber, taking care that each lias a liberal
supply of .stores to last .till the next visit, then
place an empty story above, gut a piece of

•r^ •
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burlap over the frames and cover that with
chaff or saw-dust three or four inches deep,
make the entrance quite small and leave

them till the lapse of time requires another
examination. Then from time to time add
combs as needed inserted either in the
centre of the brood nest or at the side

of the cluster as good judgement may
dictate, and in the, case of the Heddon
hive give a second section with combs
when the first one is full. This I

think will make about as much of the several

colonies as is generally profitably possible.

If healthy, a majority even of this class of

colonies will be in fairly good condition for

the harvest. Then a few days before the
opening of the honey season select all the
rest, that is that have not at least the equiva-
lent of six Langstroth frames of brood, and
unite in such a way as to give each new col-

ony thus formed as nearly as possible the
equivalent of eight Langstroth frames of
brood.
To return to the subject of stores let me

say that I have no doubt that a colony can
be built up a little more rapidly by regular
daily feeding than in any other way, but I

am just as sure that the gain is got at a loss

except to him who has few colonies and
whose time is a burden. But with good
young queens, plenty of good stores is the
alpha and omega of profitable bee-keeping.
How feeding shall be done is not so import-
ant as that it be done promptly. There is

no better way than to exchange brood combs
filled with honey if one has them for one or

more of the empty combs in the brood cham-
ber, and in the absence of such combs of

honey, I much prefer to supply a threatened
lack by putting enough at once in a feeder
above the brood combs.
At the risk of repetition I shall close by

saying that weak colonies never rear a large
amount of brood ; colonies with poor queens
never rear a large amount of brood ; colonies
deficient in stores never rear a large amount
of brood ; so I would emphasize as the main
elements of success these four things : Tol-
erate only good queens, keep all colonies
strong, winter them well and have them al-

ways abundantly sui)plied with stores.

Lapeeb, Mich., April 4, 1888.

Spring Management.

OLIVEK FOSTER.

It goes without saying that if we exx^ect a
large yield of honey we must have a large

force of worker l)ees ready when the time
for gathering it arrives.

Some fine scheming has been done with a
view to having brood reai-ed just in time for

certain expected honey flows, and to sup-
press its production when it would mature
later, but it is useless to try to be very sys-

tematical in this respect.

I never knew fi colony to become i)opuloufi

too early, for if it swarms or is divided we
have two instead of one when the honey
comes, and if increase is not desired they
may be united in the fall.

In view of tlie foregoing I would push for-

ward brood rearing as early and as vigorous-

ly as practicable up to the height of the hon-

ey season ; after this the best judgment of
the apiarist should be consulted as to wheth-
er what honey may be reasonably expected
later, will justify his keeping up the full

strength of the colonies.
In this locality but little can be done to im-

prove upon the natural instincts of a healthy
colony with a vigorous queen, aside from
confining the animal heat, and keeping a
supply of good stores on hand.
In early spring I aim to crowd the bees

upon as few combs as they can comfortably
occupy, if they are not already in this con-
dition, as they should be if properly win-
tei'ed.

In this shape the stores are necessarily lim-
ited, as most of the comb should be occupied
with brood. So a close watch must be kept
that they do not get short of stores, nor
crowded for room.
Some authorities advise abundance of

stores. I never could see that brood rearing
progressed any more rapidly, other things
being equal, with 20 lbs. of honey in the
brood chamber than with three or four lbs.

Just when and how to add more room and
stores, should be carefully considered. If
we have combs filled with honey, they may
be inserted, one at a time as they are needed.
As this honey must be removed to the cor-
ners of the other combs before the added
comb can be occupied with brood, and as it

is expensive to keep a supply of these
filled combs always on hand late in the
spring when it may not be needed at all and
cannot be otherwise utilized to advantage, I
am inclining in favor of the feeding process,
and, as I haven't the filled combs, I am pre-
paring to use feeders on, or rather under,
nearly all my colonies this spring.

Several years ago I practiced the method
described by Dr. Miller of filling the combs
with syrup. I abandoned it because it made
such a dauby mess for the bees as well as for
their keepers.

I once abandoned all feeding for stimula-
tion, because the abnormal early breeding
which it induced seemed to cause the bees, in
great numbers, to fly after water when it

was too cold for them to do so without heavy
loss. The feed used was candy bricks of
sugar, honey and flour, also thick syrup.
Some one has said "stimulate with very
thin syrup." I have " caught on " and am
going to try it.

SPEEADING THE BKOOD.

The only benefit I have seen from this is

that it keeps the bee bread at the side of the
brood, where it should be, instead of be-
tween it, as we often find it where a queen
spreads out rapidly in one direction. I aim
to place the new comb between the outside
one, which is occui)ied largely with bee
bread, and the one next to it containing brood.
This answers every i)urpose and does not
break into a good (lueen's "order of exer-
cises." Now all this aj)plics to moderate
colonies and for early spring. Later, and
before the honey harvest, we need the full

capacity of a 10 frame L. hive to hold the
l)rood from a good queen and store enough
to last over a rainy si)ell. Where I have a
good strong colony on 10 combs with say I.')
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Ibp. of houey and all right in early spring, i
just tuck them up a little and leave them
alone in this their best condition.
My hives are all single walled with no pro-

jections on sides nor backs. Those I winter
in cellar I place on summer stands in clus-

ters of four hives each, so that each hive is

"packed" on one side and at the rear end
with adjoining hives thus :

The colony is placed in the side toward the
center of the cluster, and the "dummies"
or division boards are placed next to the
bees on the other side, and are shoved out-
ward as new combs are added. The top
story, furnished with a temporary bottom
and the regular liive cover, is partly filled

with chaff and placed over the brood cham-
ber, which is thus protected on all sides ex-
cept the front end, and is ready for our rig-
ortjus changes of April and May.
Tne rear ends of all these hives are raised

one inch and the small space thus caused be-
tween the hives is filled with straw. When
summer operations begin the hives are
spread six inches apart each way. The stands

• are simply four pieces of fence boards 38
inches long, so arranged upon bricks that
the ends of the two hives rest on a board.
Mt. Veknon, Linn Co., Iov;a. April 12, '88.

Securing Workers for the Harvest.

H. K. BOAKDMAN.

" Go to the ant thou sluggard consider her
ways and be wise." It is evident that Sol-
omon had not given much attention to the
methods of modern bee-keeping, or this lit-

tle kernel of wisdom would have been ren-
dered. "Go to the bee thou short-sighted
bee-keeper, consider her ways and let your
methods of management be in accordance
with her wise instinct."

If I were to map out methods for the most
successful spring management, I would ad-
vise beginning the previous season, soon af-
ter the close of the honey harvest, to make
preparation.
The stores that are gathered during the

summer, prepared with such precision, seal-

ed and protected with so much care and in
so perfect a manner, are for the develope-
ment of workers for the coming harvest, and
not for the use of the bees that gather and
prepare it. Is it not the part of wisdom to
be insti'ucted by these suggestions, and lend
our assistance to these our little industrious
friends in making their preparations in
their own time and way 'i

The measure of our success, in fact some-
thing of the methods to be employed in
spring management must depend very much
upon the condition in which the bees come
through the winter. If the winter leaves
them in good condition with abundant
stores and a young prolific queen, we need
have no fears for their future prosperity.
The workers for tlie coming liarvest will V)e

abundant and on time, and much fussing,
doctoring and vexation of spirit be avoided.

Some of the best and strongest colonies I

have ever seen at the beginning of the honey
harvest have been the result of the let-a-lone
management.

It is useless to think of building up colo-
nies in the spring and expect them to be
strong and overflowing with bees at the har-
vest, without abundant stores. These may
be supplied in the natural way in stores pre-
pared by the bees in quantity sufficient for
the season. Or we may pinch the bees
through the winter on just enough to escape
starvation and then supply them artificially

with food from day to day to build them up.
The latter plan I think is at best but short
sighted economy. It is a fact that could not
well escape the notice of any observing bee-
keeper that those colonies having abundance
of natural stores are the most quiet, and
waste less of their vitality in useless activity
in frequent flights, than colonies stinted in
stores. If there is a particularly active col-
ony in the apiary you will almost invariably
discover it short of stores.

The methods that commend themselves to
us as the most favorable are such as will pre-
serve the vitality and prolong the lives of our
honey gatherers and at the same time secure
a moderate and uniform developement of
brood, rather than such as will excite and
stimulate to rapid brood rearing, to be again
wasted in useless activity.

I think it is an open question among our
best apiarists as to the best time to set bees
out of winter quarters in the spring. With
me the successful wintering of all normal
colonies from the time of setting them in until
they are put out in the spring is attended
with very little uncertainty. But I am com-
pelled to admit that there are some seasons
that I am not quite certain about the best
time of setting out in the spring.

I find that it is no unusual thing, in colo-
nies wintered inside, to find brood-rearing
suspended from some cause after it has been
well advanced, suggesting that the favoi-able
conditions for bi-eeding had been exhausted.
These suggestions are further strengthened
when, on setting out such colonies, the queen
resumes laying and the normal conditions
are restored. Those bee-keepers who report
their bees always breeding up strong and
tilling the hives with brood until late in the
season in confinement have been able to se-
cure a very desirable condition : one which I
am free to admit that I have not always been
able to secure. It is my experience that with
the average season brood-rearing will begin
earlier with colonies wintered inside than
with those on the summer stands, although
this is not invariably so. It is desirable
when once it is begun that it should be con-
tinued uninterrupted, and when I discover
that breeding is being suspended I cannot
feel satisfied to leave the bees long inside,
but set them out. and after they have had a
cleansing flight and quenched their thirst,

which I suspect may be the principal cause
of the interruption in breeding, I set back
the light colonies if I think it too early for
them to remain on the summer stands.

When bees are first set out they are usually
strong enough, if wintered well, to protect
the brood against serious injury for several
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days of quite severe cold. The most serious
results are to be feared from the brood being
chilled late in the season when the bees have
diminished and the proportion of brood is

much greater and consequently much more
exposed. I have no fears of serious results

from cold on strong vigorous colonies at any
season of the year, it is only those that are
not strong and vigorous that give me the
most anxiety.

It is a matter of economy then to have no
light colonies, but we are compelled to ac-

cept things as we find them, and we find

light colonies in the spring in most apiaries,

and to care for such colonies is the part of
spring management that causes the bee-
keeper the most trouble. The use of the di-

vision board for such to contract the brood-
nest, with natural stores placed back of it to

which the bees have access, is undoubtedly
among the best methods for building up such
colonies ; and if natural stores are not at

hand, combs filled with sugar syrup, or hon-
ey may be used instead. I have never been
quite able to understand why practical bee-
keepers should advocate spreading the brood
to induce extra efforts on the part of the
queen. The very opposite practice, that of
keeping the brood as compact as possible,

has been much more satisfactory with me
under all circumstances. Even when using
the division board I prefer to add the combs,
as they are needed, to the outside of the
brood-nest.
To sum ui> the whole matter then, in order

to have strong colonies overflowing with bees
at the beginning of the honey harvest, have
them strong and well provided when they go
into winter. They will then usually come
out strong in the spring, and build up and
be sti'ong for the harvest.
Strong colonies at all seasons are the key

to success in bee-keeping.
East Townsend, Ohio, March 31, 1888.

Importance of Abundant Stores—Keep the

Bees in the Cellar as Late as Possible.

O. O. MILIiEK.

I don't know just the best way to get bees
in most satisfactory condition for the honey
harvest; but if I tell what I do know it may
help. To begin with, I have had the best suc-

cess with colonies strong and in good con-
dition at time of taking their first spring
flight. Understand I am talking about bees
that have wintered in a cellar, for I have had
no experience of late years in any other than
cellar wintering. I have not observed long
enough and closely enough to lay down a
very positive rule about it, but so far as my
observations have gone, they lead me toward
the belief that of two colonies alike in other
respects, the one having abundant stores on
going into winter quart(u-s, and the other
having merely enough to i)ull througli on,

that the one with full stores will come out
with the stronger force in si)ring, and this

accords, I think, with the oljservation of

others. So I like to have each colony have
enough stores to last till tlie honey harvest.

and to make sure of this it is best for tlieni

to have a little more than may be thought
necessary. If sufficient was not given in the

fall, the next best thing is to furnish it as
soon as possible after taking out in spring.
It may seem that if a colony lacks two
pounds of having enough honey to last till

the harvest, that it can make no difference
whether that honey is in the hive till the
time actually comes when they need it, but
from watching the bees I think it does make
a decided difference. I don't know whether
the bees reason that the supply " in sight

"

is abundant and that they can go in heavy
on raising brood, or whether there is some
other reason, possibly the honey filling up
so much that would otherwise be air-space,
said honey acting as an equalizer of heat.
I like best to have on hand some sealed
frames of honey to supply any needy colony.
However it may be in other localities, I have
found generally that with an excess of stores
in the hive, eggs and brood will always be
found in as large quantities as the bees can
care for. So I do not resort to stimulative
feeding, nor do I often meddle with the
brood chamber in the way of spreading
brood, although in some cases and places
this may be done to advantage.
With a colony already strong, abundance

of stores is of first importance, and perhaps
being kept snug and warm the thing of
second importance. With weak colonies
warmth may be of first importance. I close
in with a division board just what combs the
cluster needs, and cover over with a quilt,

generally made of cotton cloth containing
several thicknesses of newspaper. Whether
I would be paid for the extra labor of pack-
ing the hive in early spring I do not know.
I have to some extent practiced putting two
colonies in one hive, by simply putting a
bee-tight division board in the middle of a
ten frame hive, putting two colonies in this

one hive in the fall, sometimes in the spring,
and leaving them so till one or both colonies
needed more than five frames each. I think
they are thus kept enough warmer to pay for
the troulile of changing, especially if one is

weak, and in this case they can be nicely
equalized, for in early spring a colony hav-
ing only two brood combs will often have
some of its brood chilled if a third frame of
brood be given it, whereas in one of these
double hives if one colony has five frames of
brood and the other two, it is quite safe to
take a frame of brood with adhering bees
from the strong side and give to the weak.

I have fed a good many bushels of meal in
the si)ring, and I suspect it helps in brood
rearing. At any rate I have never seen any
harm come of it and the bees seem very
eager for it till natural pollen abounds, when
iill substitutes are abandoned. \Vhen I had
only a few colonies I could not get the bees
to work on meal, proljably because enough
jioUeii was to be found for so few, but with
100 colonies or more in one spot the supply
is too limited, and a substitute is accepted.
After trying several kinds of ineal I have
principally used, of late, corn and oats
ground together. It may be no better than
otlier but it was convenient to use just what
I hud for horse and cow feed.

As I have said before, I have often regret-
ted taking bees in too late in the fall and out
too early in the spring, but I never regretted
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taking them in too early in the fall or taking
them out too late in the spring. All spring
dwindling ceases when the weather becomes
Rufficieutlj- warm, and if bees could be kept
contentedly in the cellar till the weather was
warm enough would there be any dwindliugy
To help keep them contented through warm
spells in spring, I open cellar doors and win-
dows as soon as dark and leave them open
next morning till bees get uneasy, some-
times till noon. Sometimes I have used ice,

Mabengo, III,, April 7, 1888.

How to Have Colonies Strong in Time for

the Harvest.

J, H. MAETIN,

On the morning of March 14th, after our
great storm, eight swarms out of (jl, on
summer stands, were barely in sight, the rest
were nearly all about five feet under snow.
On the 27th about 20 had to be exhumed, I
find that bees will, to all appearances, enjoy
quiet and warmth under a huge snow bank
if the weather is quite cold above. But just
as itoon as a thaw of many days duration sets
in -the conditions change, moisture will col-
lect upon the hives, on the combs and the
packing, mould will form and if too long
endured, dysentery will weaken if not de-
stroy the colony. After shoveling the bees
to light they had a fine airing, the first since
November, and nearly all answered the roll

call.

My next step, if the weather continues
warm, will be to examine the packing and
remove all moist material and also remove
all dead bees. They are then let alone until
settled weather comes to stay, and pollen be-
gins to come in. The bees in the cellar are
then placed, a few at a time, upon their sum-
mer stands. I now go over every swarm and
find the amount of brood, bees and honey,
and the' condition of the queens ; making
them as comfortable as possible and furnish-
ing every condition for the rapid develop-
ment of brood; all swarms that are very
weak, but have good queens, are doubled
with some stronger swarms that have lost
their queen, or have old queens. After this
examination I let them alone for ten or
twelve days; I then look over my strongest
colonies which have been previously marked.
If they have begun to increase in numbers
so as to cover outlying combs, I spread the
brood and insert a nice frame of worker
comb, I carefully watch these colonies and
continue to force them along as rapidly as
possible until each hive is full of bees and sev-
eral combs in wliich is brood hatching, I
then draw a frame of hatching brotxl from
the strong and give it to the weak swarms.
These weak ones have iii the meantime been
nursed along and are getting quite indepen-
dent, and a frame of hatching brood gives
them a big lift toward prosperity. In taking
brood from the strong swarm I am careful
to select a comb from which a portion of the
young bees have hatched, for if I take solid
brood every time I am liable to weaken the
strong colony. In this way I fit all colonies
until they are all equally strong.

If every swarm came through very strong,
occupying five or six ranges of comb, per-

haps the let alone policy would work well,
but even then I think forcing along mode-
rately would give us colonies that would
swarm earlier and thus secure a better honey
harvest.

It has not been my good fortune to winter
bees so successfully but that a large number
of colonies are weak. A few years ago near-
ly all were only able to cover two or three
combs. From appearances I was to get no
honey that year, but by careful management,
spreading the brood and equalizing, I ob-
tained a bountiful harvest and a good in-
crease.
There are manywho advocate the repress-

ing of early brood rearing. When I set my
bees from the cellar the last of April or first

of May and find hives in which a good start
of brood is found, I have no fears that such
swarms will spring dwindle, while those that
have no brood will require much care to
bring them to flowers. Early brood rearing
means early swarms, and colonies ready to
swarm early means tons of honey if the flow-
ers secrete it.

I have never practiced feeding to secure
workers, with the exception perhaps of un-
capping a frame of honey and inserting in
or near the brood-nest. If there is plenty of
honey in the liive and the proper warmth
the queen will lay as rapidly as if fed every
day. Keep the brood nest warm, and a rapid
increase of bees will surely follow.
For early brood rearing I would prefer a

deep cellar under a dwelling. The room in
which the bees are stored should be in size
according to the number of swarms to be
wintered, and they should be placed in close
tiers. The natural heat of the bees will keep
up the temperature of such a room to the
proper point, and when the door is opened
the room will smell like an individual healthy
swarm of bees. Proper ventilation should
be provided and a little humidity would
be beneficial. With these favorable condi-
tions brood rearing would commence when-
ever the temperature was raised, and if there
is plenty of healthful honey and pollen I
think there would be found more or less
brood all winter.
Perhaps Bro. Bingham's experiments in

wintering in a light cellar will also aid
us in solving this problem of early or late
brood rearing.
Habtfobd, N. Y., March 29, 1888.

Care of Bees in Spring.

JAMES HEDDON.

It seems almost useless to write an essay
on the above subject, as so very much, com-
paratively, depends upon how the bees have
wintered and upon the season, particularly
the spring preceeding the honey harvest in
question. We will pre-supiiose that our bees
have wintered usually well, and that the col-
onies are of average strength, having fertile
queens of ordinary prolificness.
To begin with, if the be6s were wintered

in a repository, do not take them out before
outside colonies are gathering pollen freely
and the chances of "squaw winters," or I
might say, the echos of the preceeding win-
ter are past. If the colonies are in 8 or 10
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frame L hives, or hives of similar size, con-
tract them to a little larger capacity than
what is actually needed by the brood and
food which they contain at the time. I need
not say, for you all know, that I prefer the
horizontal contraction which is only afforded
by my divisible brood chambers. Right
here I may as well say that I disagree with
our able editor, whose opinions on bee mat-
ters in general, I hold in the highest esteem,
with regard to packing these bees for con-
servation of spring heat, provided they come
from the repository in good condition. But
as he may be right, in this matter, I will

supplement him, by saying, that if you do
pack them, do not have a space greater than
two inches, either at bottom, sides, ends or
top, and fill this with something as solid as

dry sawdust, firmly packed into the spaces.

If chaff or leaves must be used, try to make
the packing solid, by compression, so that
the filled walls may be slow conductors
rather than almost perfect non-conductors,
and by all means have the outer box painted
very dark color. English Venetian red, with
lampblack mixed in, makes a cheap and
most durable paint of the right color.

Next see to it that as soon as the queen can
use more room, that it be given. If sus-
pended frames are used add them ; if the
new hive and system, add another brood
case, and this may be placed under the one
occupied at the tijne, and so no bad results

can possibly follow from chilling any of the
brood by adding extra room, even if the bees
are removed from the packing at the time,
which may or may not be advisable, accord-
ing to season and conditions. It is suppo-
sable that the stocks have plenty of stores if

they are not getting any from the fields. If

not they must be fed for they consume con-
siderable honey, when they are breeding as

rapidly as they will under the conditions
above named. Keep the hives subject to all

the sunshine, and as little wind, as possible.

As we never have a dearth of pollen here, I

came near forgetting this important factor.

Pollen is the nitrogenous food which must
be had to promote growth of animal tissue,

and if the combs do not contain an ample
amount in your locality, feed flour as di-

rected in books and journals devoted to our
chosen pursuit. This the bees must have,
in plenty, if best results are realized. What
I have said about packing, is equally appli-

cable to colonies which have been wintered
out doors, whether in packing or otherwise.
DowAGiAo; MiOH., April 11, 1888.

The "Let Alone" Plan.

.T. H. KOBERTHON.

When our bees have received the thorough
care necessary to successfully winter thena,

no spring manugement has ever given us so
much satisfaction as the "let alone" plan.

If left in the bee-house until all danger of
severe weather is over and soft maple in

bloom, but little more work is rotjuired than
to keep control of robbing and see that each
colony has a good supply of stores.

Pewamo, Mich., April 8, 1888.

The 'h Bee-Keepers' + Review,
PUBLISHED MONTHLY.

W. Z. HUTOHINSON, Editor & Proprietor.

TERMS :—50 cents a year in advance, two
copies for 95 cents; three for $1.35; five for $2.00;
ten or more, 35 cents each; all to be sent to one
POST OFFICE. In clubs to different post offices,

NOT LESS than 45 cents each.

FLINT, MICHIGAN, APRIL 10, 1888.

SMALL PACKAGES FOB OOMB HONEY.

Mr. Root illustrates and describes in Glean-

ings some small sections very ingeniously

made by a Mr. Harmer from coarse pine

shavings. We would not say one word to

discourage anything that promises to help

make a market for honey, but the fate of the

half-pound section ought to be a warning
upon this point.

OPEN-SIDED SECTIONS.

We have never used this style of sections

for the simple reason that we could see no
advantage in their open-sidedness, but could

see that an aggravating amount of care must
be expended in putting the last section into

a case or crate in order to avoid the catching

of corners, and that the tingles formed by
the side slots give a greater opportunity for

propolisation, while these same angles in

the edges of the side bars make the removal

of the propolis a tedious task. Our corres-

pondent, Mr. J. H. Robertson, has used

1,000 open-sided sections, and is thorough-

ly disgusted with them. He says the bees

often extended their combs through the side

openings, thus connecting adjoining sections.

APIOULTUBAL STATISTICS.

Mr. Root has inaugurated in Gleanings a

system of gathering information in regard

to bee-keeping, that promises to be of the

most value of anything yet attempted in this

line. He has five corresi)ondents in each of

the important honey producing States. As
nearly as may be, these correspondents are

located as follows: one in each corner of a

State and one in the centre. These corres-

pondents report at stated intervals, and
these reports go fresh to the readers of Glean-

ings. A year or two previous to beginning

the publication of the Review we had in

mind a similar scheme that we hoped to put

in practice after the Review should have be-

come fairly started, perhaps at the opening

of the second year, and it was a little hard to
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See the plan adopted by another paper before

we were prepared to bring it out, but we
presume Mr. Root has saved us a vast amount
of hard work, and perhaps our energies may
do fully as much good if otherwise employed.

Our proposed plan of securing statistics was
to secure, as far as possible, a correspondent

in each county, of all the important honey
producing States and Canada, and then tab-

ulate the reports. This would give a more
complete and reliable report than the plan

adopted by Mr. Root, and we may yet put it

in operation.

PEOPOLIS AND CLOSED-END FBAMES.

We are always glad to have the Review
criticised and shall ever strive to profit there-

by; therefore we have to thank Mr. Root
for his remarks upon the above subject in

Gl^nings. He thinks we were over-san-

guihe in our explanation of the facility with

which closed-end frames might be handled

in the Heddon hive. He admits that the end
bars can be slid down by the side of the

frame already in the hive very nicely until

they are covered with the propolis. We have

kept bees in the Heddon hive during the

past three years, using from ten to seventy-

five hives, and have experienced no trouble

from propolis. But Mr. Root says that in

Medina, in a single season, the bees gather

propolis in such great profusion, that the

sliding of one frame against another will

catch bees by the legs and kill them. As
those parts of the frames that come in con-

tact when being handled are entirely pro-

tected from propolis, it will require a more
complete explanation to enable us to fully

comprehend the matter. Of course a little

propolis may, by handling the frames, be-

come daubed upon their points of contact,

but to attempt to make a point out of this

appears to us like a case of "straining at a

gnat."

And now while the propolis question is up
for discussion, we wish to call attention to

what appears to us like an inconsistency up-

on the part of Mr. Root. A few years ago

we endeavored to inform the readers of

Gleanings in regard to the excellencies of the

old style of Heddon super, but Mr. Root
brought up this same propolis objection, say-

ing that the bees would daub the top and
bottom bars all over with propolis. He is

now making, selling and advising the use of

a T tin case, a most excellent case, by the

•way, but one in which the top and bottom

bars of the sections are exposed the same as

in the old style of Heddon case. How about
the propolis now, Bro. Root?

MENTIONING WHEEE ADVEETISEMENTS ABE
SEEN.

In answering an advertisement the writer

always confers a favor upon both the pub-
lisher and advertiser by stating where the

advertisement was seen. The advertiser

wishes to know which periodicals are the

best advertising mediums ; so strong is this

desire that some advertisers have offered a

small present to each customer who would,

when sending in his order, also mention
where he had seen their ad. That it is a ben-

efit to a publisher to mention his periodical

when answering an advei'tisemeut found in

its pages needs no discussion. In order that

their readers may not neglect this point,

some editors append to each advertisement

the following legend :
" Please state where

you saw this advertisement." We notice

that the A. B. J. has of late adopted this plan,

and we were not long in discovering that it

had its effect. Three-fourths of our custom-
ers, who now mention where our ad. is seen,

state that they saw it in the A. B. -J. : where-
as, previous to the adoption by Mr. Newman
of the plan mentioned, the A. B. J. received

credit for only about one-third of the re-

plies. Gleanings probably has as large a

circulation as any bee-paper, yet but few,

comparatively, of those who answer our ads.

say they were seen in Gleanings. Why is

this ? Is it because Mr. Root does not ask
his readers to mention Gleanings when writ-

ing to advertisers? Or is it because many of

his readers are not really bee-keepers but
take Gleanings for the interesting matter
that it contains aside from bee-keeping,

while the subscribers to the A. B. J. are all

bee-keepers ? Let no one imagine that we
do not consider Gleanings an excellent ad-
vertising medium, but we have noticed the

peculiar fact that we mention, and feel cer-

tain that its editor will have no objection to

its publication.

We respectfully ask all to mention the

Review when replying to ads. found upon
its pages.

HIVING BEES TO BE THE SPECIAL TOPIC OF THE
MAY BEVIEW.

This may seem a narrow subject for a
special number, but a little thought will

show that it allows a comparison of the

methods resulting from clipping the queens'
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wings with those where the queens are al-

lowed to join the "throngs innumerable."

It will also allow us to discuss the merits of

the drone trap as a queen catcher, Mr. Ches-

hire tells us that it would be possible to de-

velop a practically, non-swarming strain of

bees, while Mr. Simmins assures us that by

following his instructions swarming may be

prevented, but at present, when employing

the methods now in vogue in this country,

the bee-keeper who raises comb honey must

encounter the problem of swarms and their

management. With a few colonies the prob-

lem is far from weighty, but when the apiary

is large and swarms come thicker and fast-

er, the factors in the problem are rapidly in-

creased. One day last summer Mr. J. H.

Robertson had eighteen swarms in the air at

one time. Even a veteran might be excused,

if such a sight quickened his pulses. We
may as well explain right here how this

"snarl" was managed. The queens were

secured, either in drone traps or by catching

and caging them. (They were clipped.)

The bees clustered in great gathering bunch-

es upon one tree, from whence they were

scooped off and hived, dividing them up as

equally as possible and giving a queen to

each division. When the queens are not al-

lowed to accompany swarms, it often hap-

pens that several of the latter will unite in

the air, and when returning the bees will

" follow my leader ;" that is, the hive which

the bees first begin to enter usually secures

the bulk of the bees. Mr. Robertson divides

up such a union of swarms as follows : When
the hive is full, cases of sections are taken

from the hives from which the swarms have

issued and placed upon the hive to which the

bees are returning. When the bees are all

in and the cases crammed full of bees it is

an easy matter to divide them by simply

carrying the cases of bees and placing

them over the hives that we wish them

to occupy. We once opposed the clip-

ping of queens' wings, but as our colonies

increased in number so did the trouble

from swarms uniting; we also lost a few

swarms by their absconding, and it

really seemed as though we were com-

pelled to resort to clipping. Now that we

have learned more perfectly how to manage
swarms with clipped queens we must say

that we prefer to have our queens clipped.

It gives us a control over the bees that can

be obtained in no other way, unless it is by

the use of drone traps. We shall be glad to

hear from those of our readers who have had

experience in hiving swarms, especially in

large apiaries; and, although we favor "clip-

ping,"we shall do our best to have the subject

impartially and fairly discussed.

8PBING MANAGEMENT.

In his excellent article in this issue Mr.

Taylor gives utterance to a truth that has,

we fear, received far too little heed, viz. :

"The greatest actual results do not prove

the method of management by which they

were produced to be the best." Many bee-

keepers have fallen into the habit of think-

ing that the greatest possible yields of honey

are always desirable, and, still worse, some

of them believe that the largest yield per

COLONY is the great desideratum. All pro-

ducts are the result of labor and capital, and

which is the more expensive factor should

be well considered. In bee-keeping, capital

is the less expensive factor, and should be

substituted for labor when possible. Mr.

Geo. Grimm, who keeps about 100 stocks of

bees, tells us in Gleanings with how little

labor they are managed. He says : "I be-

lieve that all the work that I do in the apiary

in a year would not make ten full days."

And yet he has sold $400 of honey in one

season from seventy-five colonies. This

might be called financial bee-keeping. If

by certain manipulations the bees of one row

of hives are enabled to greatly increase the

results as compared with a similar row of

unmolested colonies, it does not necessarily

follow that this plan of manipulation is the

most profitable method of procedure. Sim-

ply increasing the number of colonies in the

apiary might be much more profitable. Bee-

keeping ought to be viewed in a broad light.

The question is something like this : Here

is an area of honey producing flowers, how
shall we secure the nectar with the least ex-

penditure of capital and labor ? We must

not forget, however, that many bee-keepers

are not able to combine labor and capital in

those proportions that would be the most

profitable. In many instances they are pos-

sessed of a fair share of the former while the

latter is far from burdensome. In such in-

stances even a large yield "per colony"

might be desirable, although obtained at

the expense of considerable labor ; but we
feel certain that a different policy must be

employed where one wishes to profitably

secure all the nectar within the radius of

bee-flight.
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Looked at from the standpoint which we
are now occupying, it will be seen that the

best spring naanagement depends very much
upon circumstances, that each one must de-

cide for himself whether to pack the bees in

spring, whether to manipulate the combs
a la Doolittle, or to practice the "let alone"

plan.

It has been said that " the best protection

for bees is bees," and some of our corres-

pondents seem to imply that they may be

the cheapest. We do not believe that a nor-

mally strong colony of bees can best be pro-

tected by the addition of more bees. We
believe that a covering composed of some
non-conductor of heat is not only cheaper

but better than a crust of living bees. We
must admit though that the packing and un-

packing of 300 or 400 colonies in the spring

is q^te a task : not so great though as it

seerhs when everything is properly arranged;

certainly no more than where they are pack-

ed in the fall, left out all winter and un-

packed in the spring. As Mr. Boardman
says, the danger of loss is not when first set

out, but later, when the combs are filled

with brood. Both Mr. Boardman and Mr.

Taylor prefer strong colonies in the fall that

they may be strong in the sirring, and the

latter calls attention to a point well worth

consideration, viz. : these populous colonies

are often able to gather considerable honey
in early spring. Spreading the brood and
stimulative feeding receives but little en-

couragement, in fact, as Mr. Boardman says:

" The methods that commend themselves to

us as the most favorable are such as will pre-

serve the vitality and prolong the lives of

our honey gatherers and at the same time

secure a moderate and uniform development

of brood, rather than such as will excite and
stimulate too rapid, brood rearing, to be
again wasted in useless activity." It is

pleasing to see how nearly unanimous all are

in regard to the importance of abundant
stores. The taking of combs of brood from
strong colonies to build up weaklings is a

practice we cannot recommend. We agree

most heartily with Mr. Taylor's closing sen-

tence : "Tolerate only good queens, keep

all colonies strong, winter them well and
have them always abundantly supplied with

stores." Weak colonies we would furnish

with stores, tuck them up snug and warm,
and then let them alone, disturbing them
only as it becomes necessary to give more
room. No amount of fussing with them will
prove profitable.

BEES AND BEE-KEEPING VOL. U.

(Continued from the March No.)

Chapter IV. takes up the subject of " Na-

tural Increase." The first few pages of this

chapter are really beautiful pen-picture de-

scriptions of the wonderful processes that

lead up to and include natural increase. No
bee-keeper can read them without finding

himself among the hives with the music of

swarming bees in his ears. Mr Cheshire in-

clines to the belief that the ringing of bells

indulged in by old-time bee-keepers was not

without its effect. The noise thus produced
drowning the flight-note of the leaders and
producing confusion. He advises shaking
swarms into an empty hive, or " skep," cov-

ering the mouth with a towel to retain the

bees, and then shaking them at the mouth of

the prepared hive. A clothes basket having

a cover of burlap sewed fast at one side

would be more convenient. Our apiary is

upon a smoothly mown lawn, and we 4iave

never found it necessary to spread down
sheets or papers when hiving swarms as is re-

commended by Mr. Cheshire.

There is another reconamendation to which
we most strenuously object, and that is the

giving of a comb of tmsealed brood to a swarm
" on roving bent." We have had this fail so

repeatedly that we are inclined to the belief

that it has an opposite effect from the one
desired. The Author thinks that the clip-

ping of a queen's wing is not prejudicial, but
that "our knowledge now of the principles

by which swarming can be controlled make
the process of so little service that its disad-

vantages quite outweigh its benefits." He
next describes drone-traps, but thinks they
" are more likely to suit the tastes and needs
of the amateur than to find favor with those

who look to honey production as a serious

matter." Some bee-keepers in this country
who produce honey upon a lai-ge scale prac-

tice clipping the queens' wings, and still

others use drone traps for catching queens
when the swarms issue. The former prac-

tice is less expensive, while the latter saves

the trouble of watching for and catching the

queens when swarms issue. Speaking of the

piping of queens Mr. Cheshire says that the

sound is not inoduced by the wings nor by
the breathing tubes. He believes it to be the

effect of " stridulation " resembling that of

the ant. He says that many insects are fa-

vored with natural musical instruments,

formed of hard, wrinkled surfaces, denom-
inated " stridulating organs." He describes
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and approves of the " Heddon method of

preventing after swarming." He thinks,

however, that a neater plan is that of giving

a fertile queen to the parent colony. A col-

ony at this time does not need a fertile queen,

and, in our experience, the giving of one

does not always prevent swarming, although

it may delay it until a second batch of cells

is built.

Chapter V. has for its title, " Artificial

Aids to Comb Building." The most ancient

method of controlling the position of combs

was that of fastening straight pieces of comb

along the under side of the top bars ; then

followed wax guides, and Mr. Cheshire gives

some illustrations showing how a neat strip

of projecting wax may easily be run along

under the top bar, thus furnishing a starter.

Next follows a history of the discovery of

comb foundation, a description of the dif-

ferent foundation machines and their mer-

its ; of wiring frames, etc., etc., with all of

which most of our readers are familiar. In

speaking of heavy foundation as compared

with the light, the Author says :
" Five

square feet to the pound gives no greater

aid to the bee than that little more than half

its thickness. The excess of wax the former

contains may be, and is generally, of service

in adding solidity during drawing-out, but

it remains in the midrib, where it is rather

a disadvantage. Strict economy is inconsis-

tent with the use of this heavy foundation,

while that of lighter make (seven feet or

thereabouts to the pound), aided by my
fixers or any of the plans indicated, will

yield combs which leave nothing to be de-

sired." Foundation ought to be so placed

in the frame that the side walls of the hex-

agons are in a perijendicular position, as

this position gives the greatest possible re-

sistance to downward strain.

In chapter VI., " Controlled Increase " re-

ceives a most thorough discussion. We can-

not, however, agree with the Author when he

says, in his opening paragraph, that but few

bee-keepers allow natural swarming. We
believe that the majority of apiarists in this

country allow natural swarming. One ob-

jection brought by Mr. Cheshire against

natural swarming is that the old hive is left

flo long queenless, hence a loss of bees.

Swarming usually comes during the honey

harvest when the rearing of workers means

a lessened surplus ; indeed some bee-keepers

have practiced caging the (jueen during the

honey harvest in order that brood-rearing

may not interfere with honey gathering. But
when Mr. Cheshire says that by allowing

swarming we thereby breed a strain of

"swarmers" we agree most heartily. The
queens of our most valuable colonies, those

that attend strictly to honey gathering, pil-

ing up crate after crate of honey, but not

swarming, the queens of these stocks, have

left no progeny. This is a most powerful

argument against natural swarming, i. e. un-

less we artificially rear queens from our best

stocks and introduce them to the " swarm-
ers." Different methods of transferring are

next described, among others the one which

Mr. Heddon first described in this country,

calling it the "Modern" method. Mr.

Cheshire says that a substantially identical

method was practiced in England several

years before Mr. Heddon made mention of

it. We cannot help wishing that there were

better methods of communication, in regard

to apicultural matters, between this country

and the old ; as it sometimes happens that

we never learn of valuable methods in use

across the sea, until we have invented the

same processes. The Author describes several

methods of making artificial colonies. In

speaking of selling bees by the pound, he

calls attention to the difference in the weight

of bees when filled with honey and when
their honey sacs are empty. Bees of dis-

tinct races vary in weight. 10,200 bees,

brought to starvation, weighed only one

pound, while the larger of the dark-colored

bees, gorged as at swarming time, weighed

one pound per 3,000—the smaller, yellow

races running up to 4,.')00 or even .'),000 i^er

pound. Mr. Cheshire calls the prevention

of swarming the "bee-keeper's ideal."

Hives, he declares, may, by their structure,

aid or hinder the bee-keeper, but, by them-

selves, cannot secure the wished-for result.

A colony with a queen in her first year, and

having no drone comb, rarely swarms. The
want of room is the major cause of swarm-

ing, but, to prevent swarming, the room
must be given in advance. In working for

extracted honey swarming is easily prevent-

ed. In his remarks upon the Simmins meth-

od of preventing swarming, the Author closes

by saying : "Judged by the light of theory

and old experience it promises great things

to those raisers of comb honey who will care-

fully follow it." The last paragraph of this

chapter contains an "evolutionary" ide^

worthy of consideration. It reads as fol-

lows : " In a state of nature, the swarming
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instinct is an essential to the maintenance

of bee-life. Under domestication this is no

longer true ; so that we may safely seek to

eliminate the instinct, and so not only come
to possess a non-swarming system, but a

non-swarming bee. The method of opera-

tion is purely a question of queen-rearing,

which must next engage our attention."

Chapter VII. deals with " The Raising and

Introduction of Queens." All larvae, says the

Author, when they leave the egg receive

from the nurse bees a secretion, which is

truly a milk, from the gland carried in the

head, and which, in the nurses, is extremely

active. The drone and worker larvae are

finally " weaned :" pollen, honey and water

being substituted for the "milk." Worker

larvae are weaned younger than are the drone

larfae. Practically, queens are never wean-

ed, but receive a copious supply of secretion

diet from the beginning to the sealing of the

cell. The so-called "royal jelly," then, is

given to all bees alike at their birth. The
rearing of drone-brood is more expensive

and exhausting to a colony than the rearing

of worker-brood, wMle the rearing of

queens is not within the reach of little weak
lots of bees. The rearing of queens by sim-

ply removing a queen from a colony is ob-

jectiona.ble, as the bees in their haste to re-

place her select too old a larva. The lar-

va should be intended for a queen from the

very beginning. The proper way to rear

good queens is to remove from a strong col-

ony the queen, eggs, and unsealed brood,

giving the colony a comb of eggs from the

best queen in the yard. The Author objects

to the plan, recommended by Mr. Alley, of

keeping choice queens in miniature colonies,

for, judging by numerous well known analo-

gies, if the queen be not in fullest activity,

her eggs are less likely to yield highly pro-

lific queens. AVe have found most conven-

ient the plan advised of placing the queen

cells between the top bars of nuclei, instead

of cutting holes and inserting cells in the

comb. Queens, between hatching and ma-
turing, are great consumers of pollen, hence

all ordinary nurseries are objectionable where

queens are confined three or four days be-

fore being introduced. To increase the size

of our bees has been considered desirable.

Apis Dorsata was hunted up simply because

it was large. This idea, says Mr. Cheshire,

is simply folly. The smaller the creature,

the greater, relatively, are its powers, both

for a mechanical and a physiological reason.

Were a bee enlarged to twice its present size,

its weight would be increased eight fold, and
the wear and tear, which must be replaced

by food, would also be increased eight fold,

while the large size of the bee would not en-

able it to secure any more honey from a

blossom. The only advantage would be in

the larger honey-sac which would decrease

the visits to the hive, but this would be more
than counterbalanced by the fact that, with

normal bees, eight independent gatherers

would be at work simultaneously for only

the same wear and tear. Selection, which

has gone on for ages, has given us a bee

whose size yields us the best results. There

is also a botanical objection to changing the

size of our bees. Flowers and bees have

been constantly interacting. " The build

of every floret is adapted to that of its fertil-

izer, and could we suddenly increase the

size of our bees we should throw them out of

harmony with the floral world, decrease their

utility, by reducing the number of plants

they could fertilize, and diminish their value

as honey gatherers." The Author again re-

verts to the advantages that may accrue from
taking the rearing of queens under our own
management, especially in regard to breed-

ing out the swarming tendency. " The eggs

furnishing qiieens, in the hands of the ex-

pert, are scarcely, in any instance, laid by a

mother surrounded in her stock by the

swarming fever : and since the mental con-

ditions under which the eggs are laid are

likely to reappear, this is of the highest mo-
ment." '* But, it will be asked, of what cer-

tain advantage is selecting the queen if the

drone is beyond our control ? Much in every

way, but chiefly that, in selecting the queen

of the present, we select the drone of the fu-

ture." The Author next calls attention to

the fact that the drones are not entirely be-

yond our control. They may be secured ab-

normally early or late in the season ; or the

young queens and choice drones may be con-

fined and then allowed to fly at such times

as the common herd is in the liive. In re-

gard to the fertilization of queens in confine-

ment the Author thinks that, " however
practicable in may be made, it can never be
more than exceptionally applied." Under
the head of introducing queens, the Author
describes several cages and methods. In

regard to the " law " which a correspondent

of the British Bee Journal laid down, viz.

:

that bees that have been deprived of a queen

and the means of rearing one for forty-eight
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hours, will invariably accept any fertile

queen, Mr. Cheshire says it is one that some-

times fails, but is "so far constant as to

be of considerable value." This same " law "

has recently been published in the C. B. J.

The method of introduction that receives the

most hearty support by the Author is the

Simmins plan, which is described as fol-

lows :
" Remove the queen from the hive

that is to receive the stranger, placing the

latter, at dusk, in a warm situation, quite

alone, and without food, and so keeping her

for thirty minutes. Then lift, at one corner,

the quilt of the hive to which she is to be in-

troduced, driving back the bees with very

little smoke, and at once permit the queen

to run down. Close the hive, make no ex-

amination for forty-eight hours, and leave

the operation until so late that a lamp is

necessary when the queen is introduced."

Several excellent reasons are given why tliis

method is almost universally successful, but

want of space forbids their enumeration.

" The Apiary : Its Establishment and Gen-

eral Management." This is the title of

chapter VIII., and our first criticism is upon

the statement that the Author considers a

succession of good honey-yielding plants

preferable to one great breadth of an es-

pecial blossom. With us, one great flood of

honey yields a surplus, when a succession

of light yields does not. We know that Mr,

Cheshire says " a succession of good honey-

yielding plants," but this is well nigh impos-

sible ; so far as it is, we agree. The point

we wish to make is this : A yield that only

incites to breeding, or possibly a little more,

is a detriment unless it is soon to be followed

by a greater yield. We agree most perfectly,

however, in thinking that, "devoting land

to a honey crop is generally a doubtful in-

vestment." Mr. Cheshire says that hives

should stand level. We prefer to have them

slant towards the entrance, then water is

never driven into the hives, at the entrance,

to remain. It is that the hive may be slanted

in this direction that we prefer to have the

combs at right angles with the entrance. In

speaking of house-apiaries, the Author says

his own " long since came under the chop-

per." Considerable attention is given to the

subject of feeding bees. The Author says

that, intelligently managed, nothing does

more than feeding, in an uncertain climate

like his, to increase the Vjee-keepers' harvest

Sugar is the substance recommended, but it

mast be made into a syrup and some acid

added to prevent crystalization. Several

styles of feeders are illustrated and de-

scribed. The most of them are too small

and furnish the food too slowly. We prefer

a feeder from which a colony can take down
ten or fifteen pounds in a single night. To se-

cure the completion of unfinished sections

and to supply needy stocks with food for win-

ter are the only uses to which we ever put a

feeder. The feeding of flour or meal in

spring is fully described. Pea flour is

preferable. Our locality furnishes an a-

bundance of natural pollen as early as

bees can -fly. Spreading the brood is

spoken of as being capable of accom-

plishing great things, but if prematurely

or excessively practiced it causes nothing

but loss. The Author does not advo-

cate the forcing of late breeding. He says

that "the effect of raising late brood is of-

ten as destructive as it is constructive ; and
sometimes more power is taken out of the

old lives than is put into the new."

We had hoped to complete this review in

the present issue, but there are so many val-

uable ideas in the remaining chapters—The
Production of Honey ; Wintering ; Diseases

and Enemies ; The Chemistry of the Hive
;

Races ; Calendar—that to do the subject jus-

tice it must be taken up in one more num-
ber.

About Spreading the Brood.

The following article was published one

year ago in Gleanings. Our greatest objec-

tion to the plan is the labor involved.

From several tests made by leaving
whole rows of hives through the bee-
yard undisturbed, while a row alongside
had the brood spread as about to be given, I

find those manipulated gave results above
the others more than double enough to pay
for the extra labor. The trouble with most
of those who try the plan for the first time
is, that they begin to manipulate the brood
too early. There can be nothing gained
where there are three or four combs one-
fourth full of brood, by spreading them
apart and putting an empty comb between

;

for by so doing we : simply spread the brood,
out in an unnatural position, and work on
the plan of scattering the heat instead of
concentrating it. Besides, as long as this

state of affairs exists they have already got
brood in more comb than they should have

;

for all will see that, if all this brood were put
in one comb, and that comb placed in the
center of a chaff hive made for only one
comb, the bees that hardly covered it before
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could hardly crowd into the space it now oc-
cupies.
To get at what I wish to ilhistrate, let us

suppose that we could get that ordinary col-
ony of bees with its brood in four combs as
above, all on one comb, and no room for the
bees except in this space, it will be seen that
quite a proportion of the bees would be
obliged to cluster outside. To obviate this
outside clustering we would enlarge our
hive so as to take one more comb, which
comb is ijut in. Now having our heat and
bees condensed to the right proportion, we
would find that the queen would lay in this
comb at' the same rate she would in July,
filling it with eggs in three or four days ;

while, had we not done this, the brood in the
four combs with a whole hive to carry off the
radiating heat would not have advanced to
the amount of one-sixth of a frame. In a
few days, more young bees from our first

frame have hatched to such an extent that
they^re again crowding out at the entrance,
wh^ we once more enlarge the hive and put
in another comb (putting it in the center this
time), which is filled as quickly as before,
and so we keep on, till our hive is enlarged
to the breeding capacity of the queen. Does
any one doubt but that we shall have a hive
full of brood and bees long before we should
if nothing had been done ? If such doubt
exists, an experiment or two along that line
will convince any.

Well, now to practical work. As soon in
spring as the first pollen appears, shut the
colony on to the number of combs contain-
ing brood, using something to confine the
heat as much as possible for a division-board.
If these combs of brood do not contain hon-
ey enough, use a feeder such as I described
a few months back for that division-board,
and feed, or leave combs of honey beyond
the board so the bees can have access to it.

Now leave them till the two central combs
have brood clear down to the bottom outside
corners of the frames : for manipulation
previous to this would not help a bit, as they
already have all the chance for spreading
their own brood that is needed. As soon as
you find the two central combs thus filled,

reverse the brood-nest, by which I mean put
these two central combs of brood on the out-
side, and those outside in the center, when,
in a very few days, we shall have our combs
and colony in just the shape of the supposed
colony we spoke of above, and are to pro-
ceed in the future on the same plan.

G. M. DOOLITTLE.
BoBODiNO, N. Y., April, 1887.

ADVERTISING BATES
are fifteen cents per line, (Nonpareil space)

each insertion, with discounts as follows:

On 10 lines and upwards, .S times, 5 per cent. ; 6

times, 15 per cent.; 9 times, 25 per cent.; 12 times,

35 per cent.

On 20 lines jind upwards, 3 times, 10 per cent. ; 6

times, 20 per cent.; 9 times, 30 per cent.; 12 times,
40 per cent.

On 30 lines and upwards, 3 times, 20 per cent.;

6

times, 30 per cent.; 9 times, 40 per cent.; 12 times,
50 per cent.

BEES FOR SALE.
Wishing to reduce the number of colonies in

our apiary to such an extent that our brother can
manage both the apiary and his farm, we offer for
sale, full, strong colonies at the following prices:
Single colony, $6.00; five colonies, $5.50 each; ten,
or more colonies, $5.00 each. The frames are
Langstroth. eight in a hive. The hives are the
same as the old style Heddon hive, except that
the bottom boards are loose. We could also
spare a few colonies in the new Heddon hive, at
an advance of fifty cents per colony upon the
above prices. We have a few colonies in a single
section of the new Heddon hive. These we
would sell for $4.00 each. Purchasers of colonies
in the new Heddon hive, will be furnished free
with a permit from Mr. Heddon to use the hives.
The bees are Italians and hybrids, mostly the
former. Those who prefer Italians, will please
state their preference when ordering, otherwise
either kind will be sent indiscriminately.

Address,

W. Z. HUTCHINSON,
618 Wood Street. Flint, Michigan.

FOR THE BEST AND CHEAPEST.

Honey Sections,

Winter Bee-Hives,
Fruit Evaporators.

Address, LIGONIER MANF. CO.,
4-88-lt, Ligonier, Ind.

Please mention the Review.

Bees and Queens
READY TO SHIP.

Friend if you are in need of Italian bees and
queens reared from imported mothers, I can ac-
commodate you at the following prices: Italian
bees, ij pound, 75 cts.; 1 pound, $1.25; Hybrid
bees, '2 pound, 65 cts. ; 1 pound, $1.00; untested
queens, 1 to 3, $1.25 each; tested queens, 1 to 3,
$2.00 each; Hybrid queens, 75 cts. each. Prices
of colonies and prices by the quantity, will be
sent on application.

W. S. CAUTHEN,
2-88 3t. Pleasant Hill, S. C.

Please mention the Review.

The Bee-Keepers' Advance
AND

POULTEYMEN'S JOUENAL,
Is a 16 page, 4S coluinn nxmtlily devoted to l>ees
and poultry. Price only 25 cts. a year. The
cheajiest paper of the kind printed. ' Send for
sami)le and see if this ad. does not teU the truth.

Address, THE ADVANCE,
2-88 tf. Mechanic Falls, Maine.

Please mention the Review.

YOU ITITANT
Hives, Etc., that are nicely and accurately cut.

You can get them of me. Send for free price list

of Bees, Queens, and all necessary supplies.

C. W. COSTELLOAV,
4-88-4t. Waterboro, York Co., Maine.

Please mention the Review.
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Tie Mericai Bee Jomal
[EstabUshed in 1861.]

[16 page Weekly—«1.00 a Year.]

IS the Oldest, Largest and Cheapest Weekly Bee-
Paper in the World. Sample free.

Address, BEE JOURNAL Chicago, Ills.

1-88-tf. Please mention the Review.

G. B. LEWIS & CO.,
We make the best Bee-Hives, the best Sections,

the best Shipping-Crates, the best Frames, Etc.

We sell them at the lowest prices.

Write for free Illustrated Catalogue.

G. B. LEWIS & CO.,

1-88-tf. Watertown, Wis.

Please mention the Review.

FRlENDS,|i?sBEESor HONEY,
any way interested in '

we will with pleasure send a sample copy of the

SEMI-MONTHLY GLEANINGS IN BEE GULTURE,

with a descriptive price-list of latest improve-
ments in Hives, Honey-Extractors, Comb Foun-
dation, Section Honey-Boxes, all books and jour-

nals, and everything pertaining to Bee Culture.
Nothipg Patented. Simply send your address
plainly written to. A. I. ROOT,

1-88-tf. Mediua, Ohio.

Please mention the Review.

Bee-Keepers' Guide.
This work not only describes fully and clearly

the practical part of bee-keeping, bat also treats

of the science of the bee and bee industry with
very numerous illustrations. Thus this book is

unique among our excellent American bee books
in its full and clear exposition of the natural his-

tory of the bee, and illustrated descriptions of
all our imijortant honey plants. Every bee-
keeper to win the best success, must know the
science underlying his art, hence he needs this

book, even though he has some one of the others.

PRIGE, $ 1 .25. LIBERAL DISGOUNTS TO DEALERS.

Send to -A.- J". GOOIS.,
1-88-tf. Agricultural College, Mich.

Please mention the Review.

Albino and Italian Queens.
Those desiring to secure PURE Albino Queens

will best accomplish their object by ijurchasing
of the original producer of this valuable and
beautiful race of bees. For circulars, address,

ID. -A.. :e>is:e,
Smithslwrg, Wash. Co., Md.

Mention the Review when answering adver-
tiHement. 2 88-3t.

Please mention the Review

75 COLONIES OF

BEES FOR SALE CHEAP.
For prices and furtlier i)articularH, call (m or

address,
L. ,1. BEN.IAMIN,

4 88-tf. Clio, Michigan

Please mention the Review.

FTT7-:E I>EE, OEISTT- OFF
On Sections until May first. Send for Free
Price List of everything needed in the Apiary.
Alsike Clover Seed Cheap. Sample Sections
on application.

m. H, HUNT, Bell Branch, Wayne Co.,

Michigan, Near Detroit. 1-88-tf.

Please mention^the Review.

ITALIAN QUEENS AND SUPPLIES
FOK. 1888-

Before you purchase, look to your interest, and
send for catalogue and price list.

J. P. H. BROW^N,
1-88-tf. Augusta, Georgia.

Please mention the Review.

BEE KEEPERS
Should send for my circu-
lar. It describes the best
Hives, the best Cases, the
best Feeders and the best
Methods. Address,

J. M. SHtTcK,
DJSS MOINES, lOVi.i

l-88-12t. Please mention the Review.

M. s. WBsrr
FLIISTT, - 3S<fl:iOI3:iC3--A.3Sr,

Dealer in Honey and All Kinds of

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
1-88-tf. Send for Circular.

Please mention the Review.

^E.. G-. I-i- XI2NTICEI?.,
MANUFACTUBER OF

Open-Side White Poplar Sections,
the best made sections ever offered to bee-
keepers. The liest made perforated zinc. The
best made and only perfect wood and zinc honey-
boards. Western agent for Crawford's Section
Cartons. Sample section, zinc, and beautiful
wood cards, 3 cts. Catalogue free. Address,

DR. G. L. TINKER,
4-88-2t. New Philadelphia, O.

Please mention the Review.

SEND AND GET PRICESfirrai"nTfS?e
Kalian Queens. Will winter without lossonsum-
nicr stand. Our experience in queen rearing,
covers 30 years. Price list and sample of Ameri-
can Apiculturist sent free. Address,

AMERICAN APICULTURIST, "

4-88-tf. Wenham, Mass.

Please mention the Review.

Eaton's I mproved Section Case
ijjdcst. and host, l-iccs and
(^uci'iiK. Send for frtM^ price
list. Address,
FliANK A. EATON,

Bluffton, Ohio.

2-88-tf . Please mention the Review.
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RCp SUPPLIES wSe^ ^ We furnish Everything needed in
the Apiary, of practical construction, and at the
lowest price. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send
your address on a postal card, and we will send
you our illustrated catalogue free.

JE. Kretchmer, Cobiirg, Iowa,
2-88-6t. Please mention the Review.

YOU SHOULD SEE
My prices for 1888 of Italian Queens, Bees, Eggs
for_ hatching from Standard Poultry, (seven
varieties) Japanese Buckwheat, and two choice
new varieties of Potatoes.
YOU CAN SAVE IVIONEY by getting my price list be-

fore you purchase.

CHAS. D. DUVALL,
2-88-tf. Spencerville, Mont. Co., Md.

Please mention the Review.

Old Reliable Bingham Smoker and Bingham &
Hetherington Honey Elnives. They last eight
years, never clog up or go out.

Bingham & Hetherington Uncapping Knife.

Patented May 20, 1879.
Send card for free circular," descriptive of th©

best and cheapest tools to use.

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
l-88tf. Abronia, Michigan.

Please mention the Review.

Honey - Extractor,
Square Glass Honey-Jars, Tin Buckets,

Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections, &c,, &e.
Perfection Cold-Blast Smokers.

Apply to CHAS. F. MUTH & SON,
Cincinnati, O.

P. S.—Send 10-cent stamp for "Practical Hints
to Bee-Keepers. 2-88-tf.

Please mention the Review.

Canadian Honey Producer, Leahy's + Foundation,

B^E-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
Hives, Sections, Foundation, Smokers, Frames,

Crates, Etc., furnished at greatly reduced ratos.

Also Italian bees and queens at very low prices.

Send for catalogue.

A. F. STAUPFER,
2-88-1 2t. Sterling, Ills.

Please mention the Review.

Read This and Profit Thereby.
Send to 7Tie for illustrated price list free. All

kinds of Apiarian Supplies of the best manufac-
tures make, also the best Smoker on the market.
Dealers should send for wholesale list.

W. E. CLARK,
2-88-tf Oriskany, N. Y.

Please mention the Review.

40 CENTS A YEAR FOR THE

Published by E. L GOOLD & CO , Brantford, Can.

It will give you all the Canadian Apricultural
news, also Beo-Keeping news from Britain,
France and Germany. Articles of value from
prominent bee-keepers. Samples free.

1-88-tf. Please mention the Review.

nsro :o:h]!
Bee-Hives, Secticms, Foundation, T Tin Cases,

Tin and Wood Separators, Extractors, Scrub
Brushes and Fruit Boxes.
Send for price list, FREE.

B. J. MILLER &. CO.,
l-88-6t. Nappanee, Ind.

Please mention tne Review.

DO YOU KNOW
that 1 am headnuart^^rs for fine breeding Queens?
My bees have tiie reputatifm of working largely
on red clover. A fine lot of selected tested
Queens for sale, one and two years old. I liave
taken $1)8.00 worth of comb honey from one col-
ony in a single season. I also breed fine faced
Wyandotte Fowls. Send for circular.

F. BOOMHOWER,
4-88-2t. Gallupville, N. Y.

Please mention the Review.

—^ATHOLESALE AND RETAIL—
My Foundation is recommended by hundreds

of Bee-Keepers, as having no equal. It is kept
for sale by J. Jordine, Ashland, Neb.; Moeller
Manufacturing Co., Davenport, Iowa: B. P. Bar-
ber & Son, Cole Brook, Ohio; Smith & Smith,
Kenton, Ohio; J. Callam & Co., Kenton, Ohio,
and others. I will take one lb. Sections in ex-
change for thin Foundation on reasonable terms.
Special prices to dealers. Send for C'atalogue of
other supplies. R. B. LEAHY.

l-88-12t. Higginsville, Mo., Box 11.

Please mention the Review.

Tested Italians Queens.
Before .lune l.^i, $1.50 each, after, $1.00 each; un-

tested, 7.^ cents each. Six for $4.00. Bees for
sale by the pound. Nuclei or full colonies.
For prices, write for what you want.

I. JR. GOOD, Nappanee, Ind,
l-88-tf. Please mention the Review.

H. D. GUTTING & SON., Olinton, Mich.,

Manufacturers of Small Engines and Boilers,
Iron and Wood Working Machinery, Circular Saw
Arbors and Saw Tables. All work warranted.
Send for prices. 1-88-lt.

Please mention the Review.
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W. T. FALCONER,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

MANUFAOTUBEK OF A FULL LINE OF

BEE-KEEPER'S SUPPLIES,
That are nnsurpassed for quality and workman-
ship. Estimates given on application. Capacity
for manufacturing doubled for 1888. Factory has
over 20,000 square feet floor

_
surface. 100 Horse

power used. Give me a trial. Send for price
list, free. Yours truly,

W. T. FALCONER.
Please mention the Review.

Patent Flat-Bottom Comb Toundation.

High Side Walls, 4 to 14 square feet
to_ the ^ound. Wholesale and Re-
tail. Circulars and Samples free.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
(SOLE MANUFACTTJBERS),

SPROUT BROOK, Mont. Co., N. Y.

Please mention the Review.
1-88-tf.

o

EARLY ITALIAN
April. May.

Untested queens for $1 00 $1 00
3 untested queens for 3 00 2 50
1 tested queen for 2.50 2 00
3 tested queens for 6 00 4 .50

Many of the above will be reared in the
CQ height of the swarming season, and allM will be nearly, if not, quite as good as the
^ best swarming queens. In every case safe
.

"1 arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

3 "^^T- J, ElL.IjIS03Sr,
Stateburg, Sumter Co., South Carolina.

3-88-3t. Please mention the Review.

Italian Bees That Must Be Sold.
I offer selected, single colonies at $ti.00 each; 2

to 5 colonies, $5.00 each; fi to 10 colonies, $4.50
each; over 10 colonies, $4.00 each. These bees are
in 8-frame L. hives, and will be shipped as early
as the season wUl permit. I also have Eggs
For Hatching: from selected coop of Light
Bramahs. One sitting, $1.00; two sittings to one
order $1.75i three sittings to one order $2.00.

ISAAC BALCH, Lyons, Mich.
4-88-tf. Please mention the Review.

The Production of Comb Bonej.'

Last April we wrote and published a little book
of 45 pages upon the above subject. Since then
nearly 2,000 copies have been sold and nothing
but praise comes from those who have put in
practice its teachings.

It begins with taking the bees from the cellar
and goes over the whole ground until the honey
is off the hives, clearly and concisely touching
upon the important points. Its distinctive fea-
ture, however, is the thorough manner in which
it discusses the use of foundation, showing
when and where it should be used, when combs
are perferable and when the bees should be
allowed to build their own combs. It especially
shows how swarms may be hived upon empty
frames and more surplus be secured than would
have been the case had foundation been used.
The price of the l)ook may be saved in foundation
upon each swarm hived, and more surplus
secured into the bargain.

_
Get the book now, and

have your iixtures in readiness to put in practice
its teachings.

If you wish to see a list of its contents, to-
gether with a detailed description of the book,
read the ad. in January Review, which will be
sent upon application.

Price of the book, 25 cents. The Review and
this book for 65 cents. Stamps taken, either U.
S. or Canadian. Address,

W. Z. HUTOHIITSON, riint, Mich.

Lake View Apiary,
EUSTIS, LAKE CO., FLORIDA,

HAS FOE SALE,

Tested and Untested Italian \ni%
Ready for delivery now.

I'lR I O E S :

Extra selected tested, $3.00 each, $30.00 doz.
Tested, $2.00 each, $20.00 doz.
Untested, $1.00 each, $10.00 doz.

— FBEE BY MAIL—
Address, A. C. HART, Eustis, Florida.

3-88-tf. Please mention the Review.

NEW YORK. FORKIC^ ORDKRS SOLTCITED. NEW JERSEY.

EASTEM * DEPOT
{Bees.) {Queims.)

"+'"'1 \\m iliiviSl

MASS.
a-88-tf.

Evorythirg Used by Bee-Keepers.

EXCLUSIVE MANUi'ACTUKEll OF THE

Stanley Automitio Koney-Extractor.

DADANTS FOUNDATION, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

.WHITE POPLAR OR BASSWOOD SECTIONS

Oiii -Piece, Dovetail, or to nail. Any ouan- '-j

tily, any size, ("oinpiet" machinery -finest
wi.rk. Send for nniidHoiiK! IlluHtratod ("ata-

logui', Fn'c.

E. R, NEWCOMB, Pleasant Valley, Dutchess Co., N. Y.

Please mention the Review.

CONN.
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The Hiving of Swarms.

K. L. tAyloe.

In preparation for the hiving of swarms
when the time for their issuing comes, while
making an examination of the several col-
ouie0u my apiary in the spring, I seek out
each' (lueen and clip one of her wings if one
be not already clipped. I find it (juite an
advantage to do this before young bees begin
to hutch largely because then the bees are
comparatively few and the tpieen is generally
easily discovered.

,

Then in anticipation of the advent" of tiie

swarming season other preparations must be
diligently attended to. Hives must be alk'

ready for immediate use and in a cool shady
place as convenient as possible to tlie apiaryi
If tiie apiary be large, three or four baskets
will be necessary and a good supply of cages
for the queeus as thej- issue with swarms is

indispensable. The cages I use differ from
anytlun;; I have seen descriljed' and may be
m.-lde thu% : Take a piece of soft wood %' s^l

,

inch 4J4 inches long and with a % ov,% iiicli

'

bit hore a hole tlirough it from side to side
Ro near one end as to leave at that end, }.j

incli of solid wood and cut the stick carefully
and sqilarelj in two tliroirglithe center of the
hole. Then enlarge the half circle in ih^
larger piece by boring through it, (the stick)
one or two holes with* a. smaller bit iind
smooth out with a knife. Also form a ])iece
of wire clotli, Joui- inches long and about
three and a half inches wide, ju'ound a piece
of wood S X 1 inch, beat with a mallet and''
weave suioothjy together where the edges. '

meef, then wtlidraw the' wbod, and haviiTg
l)uslieil into ouejcnd of the wire cliotlflu|)e
tlie slf^B^er piece prepared as above, tack it

firmly m place. Now push the lougt'r*lii««ce-»
<^

into the othei;.end of the tube fih' a stopper. «

'iind-^jou have a'cage always j-eady,convenient,
safe and durable. ^

*

VVitli these lueparatiofts all made I will sil^-

posel am set to hive the swarms in'ai hirsrti

apiary on a wariiv-day in the height .of^itnt •»

swarming neasoit. Everything likely to l3e-

' needed,' inc^lnding heavy wire hooks for sus-
ixiiding llie baskets, a priir of large white
fot-ton sheiHs and a. liglileS tJiii^Dker, art; at
hiuid in the shade ofa cen t rally lociiie^ trett.

It is uiuo o'clock, and a luveuear by b^^urting
forth excited bees indic^ates thai work li,i-

begun. .

" '..

I " With a CHtje in my.hand I step to tin -.idc

of the hive and watch for the .Ippoarauce of
this queen in front. In one or two minutes

she is seen climbing^the blades of grass and
trying to take wing. The open end of the
cage, the stopper being withdrawn, is held
immediately over her, when she at once en-
ters and the cage is closed, placed in a basket
and the basket hung by its hook in a tree out
of the sun at a place where the swarm is like-
ly to find the queen. I then take a new hive
{ how excellent is the new Heddon hive for
the purpose!) to the one sending out the
swarm, removing the latter from itsi place
and turning it around, i)utthe new. hive where
the other stood and change the section cases
from the old hive to the new. Inthe mean- "

time the swarm has found the queen ^nd is

soon clustered in the basket, when I pour the
bees out upon the ground in front of the hive
prepared for them and when they fairly take
up their march for their new home I release
tlie queen and see that she runs into the hive,
because many of the bees will refus^^v to go in
until she does. This is liardly dpnfe" before
anotlier swarms issues. -I c.agetlie queen and v

arraiige tlie hives as before, but^the swarm,
instead of finding the quef^n inthe basket, b^--
gins to cluster at another place so I atoned
remove the basket and hang it near that ^ieint
and the swarm at once takes possefs.sion of

"

it." Before this' one it fully liived, another.
swa,rm is m the air, and by»' the time I Imve •

caged its queen jt discovers her absence arid
is already retnrmng as I place their new hive
in position. I hapten the reKirn by placing
the qtxeen at tlie eikrahce, and as s«oh*n^ the
bees are rai)idly alighting I relea-se 'arfa run
her in. .,.»''-, \ . _

,

If is now ten jo'clock and swaniii^hg has',
fairly begun. Two 6warhi.s now coine out
almost at the same moment and unitein^lie
air. I cage their queeus-btit notice that tlie

swarms are attracted ly the cpiiimotion at
the hiVe into whicii tlie last swarm wak put
and are already begiuuin^' to alight th'ej-e. J
pusl^ the queens into my pocket, snatcli ,i

sheet and the smoker, and spn^iiliiiij tiie t'cu-

met Over the hive threatened with fnvasiun,
with « few i)ofi"s"of suioJit»,vfrom the latter I

drive away the fllVlng swammi when tliey; be-
gin to cluster on a neighboring branch of an
ap]ile tree. I at' oner )>ut ea<'h queen in a'

basket l)y lierself and hang the bask^t,s to-
getiier where the cluttev is formiMg, (Soon
one basket has its sh.nriv of Chp bees Jind I

-ft al it :i\vay and hau^' itout of sight intliiclc
ImMiu wr .-et it iu the bee cellar. .

•

.Nov, oijjer swarnm come out—five in pret-
ty quick sucoea^iour—so I tiilie the other ))as-

ket with the swann aud hang it in pluin sight

\.V\k

.?.'*' t*^A:»ifi*f!!i3
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on a branch favorable for holding a large
cluster of bees and convenient for shaking
them off. Here, attracted by the sv/arm in
the basket, all swarms will for the present
congregate. I now proceed first to cage all

the queens out and all others as they come out
and put them, in baskets hung near the clus-

ter or out of the way in the shade till wanted.
Then as I have time I arrange tlis hives and
hive swarms taken from the general cluster,

giving each a queen till all the bees are dis-

tributed.
It would make a long story to recount all

the expedients at times resorted to to induce
the bees to assist in making their hiving easy,

but the foregoing indicates the general
method pursued. Soroetimes a swarm will

cluster out of reach from the ground. In such
cases, if practicable, a basket with the queen
is hung under the cluster near the ground
and with a little shaking the cluster drops
down, the queen is soon discovered and the
swarm gathers in the basket, or, if more con-
venient, a pole is used with a hook for the
basket, say twenty inches from the upper
end. The basket is raised with the poleand
held under the cluster while the latter is

jarred off with the upper end of the pole.

With undipped queens on a good day for

swarms I should be almost in despair. I never
had but one queen superseded that I thought
was superseded on account of clipping, and
she had all four wings cut off short. My
queens are not superseded soon enough to

please me. I find too many that are approach-
ing three years in age.

I am looking for a better way of managing
swarming. Will the queen trap help V Who
can give us new light i*

Lapeeb Mich. May ;>, 1888.

Hiving Swarms.

JAMES HEDDON.

Pages, and in fact issues, of the keview
could be filled by one writer, who has hived
as many swarms as we have, witli valuable
suggestions touciiing upon this toi>ic, and as

I hardly knew where to begin or leave off, I

thought of the plan of having Mr. Stoliey,

who had successfully managed my apiary so
many years, ijeu his iirst thoughts relative to

the modus operandi of that work, as now car-

ried on in our ai)iary ; and below we submit it;

and any valuable points which may be left

out can be given at some future time.
It seems almost unnecessary to detail the

mode of operation for hiving a single swarm
of l)er;s, for it is simple and well known.
The cjuestiou is, how to conduct the hiving

of the swarms of a large apiary, wliere the
coloiii()S uuml)er by the hundred, in the most
effective and safest way. From tlie facttliat

wo have a number of ratlier large ;ipi)le trees

in and near our yard, we find tliat one (n-two
common step-ladders are indisjiensable fac-

tors.

Furtlier: we have aljout 8 or 4 baskets which
are eacli H inches deei), IH inches wide and iJ

feet long. The insides of these baskets are
lined witli cloth, and on oik; sitle of the top
rim is nailed a j)iece of burlaji wliich has at

its o[)i)osite side and ends, jiieces of wood
fastened so that when the swarm is dropped

into the open basket it can be closed by flop-
ping or throwing the weighted burlap over
the same. These pieces of wood (weights)
serve to hold the cover or burlap snug to the
edges of the basket, hence no bees can es-

cape, nor can they pull the cover down into
the basket, by clustering theron from inside.

It might be well to remark here that, if thin
material can be had, say strips of wood two
inclies wide, I4 inch thick and of the proper
length, one may construct a hiving basket
superior to the one just described.
The two end pieces are to be of sound wood

3'o inch thick, now take a piece of wire screen
of proper length and width (.3 feet by 2 feet
and i inches) and nail the same to the edges
of the two end pieces. Now nail the thin
strips of wood from the outside of screen on
to the edges of the end pieces, leaving spaces
between the strips of about 2 inches. Tack
or nail the screen from inside on to the wood-
en strips ; supply both ends of the basket on
out side with cleats as handles; put a bur-
lap cover on in same manner as mentioned
above.
This gives us a very cheap, light, strong,

airy and easily operated basket.
Next we add to our equipment from 6 to 10

pails which hold, when full, about 5 gallons
each, (We use emptied paint pails) which are
stationed over the yard at different places and
kept well filled with water, to be used as de-
scribed further on. Now by.adding a couple
of good fountain pumps (Whitman's pre-
ferred) we are ready for all emergencies in
conducting the hiving of an apiary number-
ing from 100 to 300 colonies, spring count.
The foregoing are the principal implements
deemed, by us, necessary to insure safe and
almost invariable control over our swarms.
We find it better that a swarm of bees

should be -allowed to remain in the
basket in a shady place from 5 to 10 minutes
after it has been taken from its clustering
place. This gives the bees chance to re-clus-

ter in the basket and also to cool off from for-

mer excitement, causing them to lay mucli
better when thrown in front of the new hive.

Now v/e carry them to their new home,
where every thing has been properly arran-
ged, but before we release them we glance
once more quickly over the whole yard and
satisfy ourselves that no other swarms are
out and in the air, for the attention of any
such swarm would soon be called by the one
just released and we would be obliged
to ward off the intruding swarm. Now incase
a swarm issues immediately after we dump
the captured one (which often hapi)ens),
if said swarm is not too close to tlie place
where we are endeavoring to run the first one
in, a fountain pump is set to work at once.
At tliis point the im[)ortance of liaving an
abundant supi)ly of watei' placed as describ-
ed, will l>e readily seen, for the work to bo
done, must be done at once. In using the
fountain pump the operator should under-
stand that charging right througlithebulkof
the swarm does not effect the desired result,

but throwing the water alongside of outer
edge of swarm will iiuluce the same to move
off in an opposite direction, thus any inter-

mixing is invariably avoided. In case a
swarm issues, say from the adjoining hive,
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the pump of course would be of no use, for
the distance between the two swarms affords
no chance for any water operation, and the
best we can do under these circumstances is

to throw a large piece of burlap or any kind
of cloth over the hive and the swarm we have
just released. By this method the bulk of the
first swarm is practically safe while whatever
stragglers or flying bees there may be, will
more or less join and lead off with the other
swarm. When two, three or even four swarms
issue at the same time, if not too close to
gether, we again hurry to our pumps, and by
judicious manoeuvring and proper applica-
tion of water, as described, we gradually
succeed in coaxing each swarm into a sepa-
rate place, thus making matters easy all a-
round. But when there are a succession of
swarms issuing at very short intervals, things
begin to look critical and the moment has
arrived when the operator should keep cool-
head^il and act promptly in the right direc-
tion.?

The plan we avail ourselves of is the fol-

lowing: As soon as we have the limited num-
ber of swarms in the air and can't afford new
additions, we keep very close watch over the
whole yard and look for swarms that are just
starting. At this juncture we proceed at once
toward such a hive, lift the surplus apart-
ment off quickly and dash a quantity of wa-
ter down among frames, bees and all. The
effect is a most radical one, and no further
anxiety on the part of the operator need be
entertained, for that swarm will stay at home
for a day or two at least.

Throwing water into the brood-chamber is

absolutely safe and no detriment to the brood
or bees whatever, for we must remember
that the water so used, is, as a rule, warm,
from being exposed to the rays of the sun
for days, while it stands in the aforesaid
pails, ready for business.
Once on a nice day in June, we had in the

air 5 swarms out at one time, and succeeded
splendidly in our attempts to keep them a-

part, but in less than 10 minutes 7 more
swarms had made an eft'ort to appear in full,

but dosing them in time with water left

everything iiuiet on the Potomac. — Try the
plan and see for yourself.
Also if a swarm of bees is determined not

to be hived, but the moment you release them
all take wing and return to their former clus-
tering place, just take your fountain pump
and wet them thoroughly while they are yet
in the basket, this induces them to stay where
you put them.
However, if a number of swarms should

become snarled up, we first endeavor to pick
out as many queens as we can while the bees
are still clustered : then divide the lot into as
many equal parts as preferred, running them
into separate hives, and we can soon tell by
their actions where a queen is wanted. If
possible, a queen is given them at once, other-
wise they will soon leave the hive, and as a
rule return to their former clustering place.
In cases where they so return we investigate
those hives where the bees are quiet, which
indicates the presence of one or more queens.
If thep have more than one queen, cage them
all except one. Re-hive th(> ([uecnless part
and supply it with one of those caged

queens, let loose among the bees, and with
hardly an exception everything will be satis-
factory.
When a swarm is hived we remove one or

more surplus cases from the old Mve to the
hive where the new swarm is housed.
This mode of '"setting over" the surplus

cases induces the bees to feel at home in their
new hive and also furnishes them, from the
beginning, store-room for surplus honey.
This we have practiced ever since I began
with Mr. Heddon in 1883, and he tells me
was practiced by him for ten years previous
to that date.
Clipping the queens' wings, non-swarming

attachments, and drone-traps, have so far
failed to aid us. But who can tell what the
future may have in store ?

The foregoing is in accordance with actual
experience, not pleasantry nor fallacious
theory.

W. A. Stollcy,
Gband-Island, Nebbaska.

Eye Opener No. I.

A 8NTDEB.

I understand the Review to be the sub-
stance of all the other bee-journals boiled
down. Now, in boiling down anything, there
sometimes arises a scum of impurities, and
I propose to skim off this scum.
R. L. Taylor, in the Review of March, 10,

makes a strong case against planting for
honey, but it all rests upon suppositions. Is
there one bee-keeper who thinks that an acre
of good bee - pasturage produces only ten
pounds of honey ? Mr. Taylor says that the
honey gathered from cultivated plants is not
all profit, but it strikes me that it very near-
ly all is, as we have to have everything to run
the apiary whether we get any honey or not.
I also think Mr. Taylor is "away off " in say-
ing there is only 2i.2 cents profit per pound
in raising comb honey. Take, for instance,
a colony that produces 200 pounds of honey,
worth fifteen cts. per pound. According to
his calculations there would be .'S(.").00 profit
and i>2r).00 expenses. Now, who will look
upon this as reasonable I

Dr. A. B. Mason (and he is good authority)
says that bees fairly swarm upon sweet clover
and that bis gathered, from that alone, fifty

pounds per colony. Does not that sound as
though it would jiay to plant sweet clover ?

The Indiana Experimental Station says it

is valuable as food for stock if cut green. It
has not proved so with me.
The experience of James Nipe is very pe-

culiar. After sowing sweet clover and get-
ting it nicely started, all at once it was gone.
Now everybody knows that it is very hardy
and will grow almost any where. He had one
acre that lived and grew as high as his head
and the bees worked upon it vigorously, an-
other proof that it is worth sowing. He says,
it would have been a damage to him if his
seven acres of clover had lived ; that bees
need blossoms by the acre. Why, bless you,
friend Nipe, can't you sow sweet clover,
Alsike, Chapman honey plant, pleurisy root,
buckwheat, basswood etc. by the acre I

Now comes ISTr. Robert Shipman, who says
one colony of his bees gathered seventj'-two
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pounds of honey in four days from Alsike.

—

He also says that alsike remains in bloom
thirty-five days. Now who can say it won't
pay to plant for honey !

And now Mr. Editor, its your turn. If you
have no partner why do you say "we" 'i You
say that about Pewamo, Mich, the sowing and
pasturing of alsike results in a profusion of
blossoms the entire season, yet you agree
that it does not pay to plant for honey. In
the "Extracted Department" Mr. York tells

about securing twenty pounds of surplus per
colony from alsike alone. Don't you think
that pays ?

Here in Albany Co. N. Y., we bee-keepers
genei'ally get more buckwheat honey than
all other kinds combined; so much for buck-
wheat.

I believe that the more honey plants we
sow the fatter will our pocket books be-
come.
Coeyman's Hollow, n. y. April 18. 1888.

Manipulation.

EASY AND PEOFITABLE IN WELL ADAPTED
HIVES.

BEV. L. L. LANGSTBOTH.

Although I was present at the Detroit Con-
vention of bee-keepers in December, 1885,
where Mr. Heddon first called attention to
the system of management with his " new
hive " I heard him too- imperfectly to get
any adequate conception of his invention.
My head trouble returning soon after, and
lasting nearly two years, I lost all interest in
bee-matters, and it was only in February
last (my attention being recalled to this

hive), that I was impressed with the idea
that it might be a great step in advance, in
practical bee-keeping. From the very start

I saw that many abused the power of mani-
pulation given by the Langstroth hive, be-
cause they failed to see that progress lay in
reducing the necessary manipulations to a
minimum. In the latest work of our honored
Dzierzon, his wonderful ac(iuaintance with
the habits of bees, seems, to Americans at
least, to be greatly wasted upon a hive and
system of management whiclv would urake
our honey cost more than it would sell for.

To manipulate with whole cases of frames
instead of by single frames, seemed to me
a very wide extension of the principle so
much insisted on in my first work on bees,
published in 18,');>, that a hive ought not to
rei}uire one single unnecessary molion either
for the bee or its owner.
Influenced by sucli considerations, I deter-

DQined to see the actual worlcings of the Hed-
don liive in Ids ajiiary at Dowagiac, Michi-
gan. As tlie weather on my ari-ival there was
too (rold to handle bees, I carefully studied
the hive. From what I know of tlie habits of
bees, and construction of liives, just as a sliort

exarniiiati<;ii of a Muim hive sliows me that
it is worthless either foi- amateui- or ])ractic-

al uses—so the longer I studied tlie Heddon
hive, the stronger was my belief that it

would accomi)lish wliat he claimed for it.

As soon as I could see bees handled in
these hives, and could handle them myself,
all my favorable preiiosessioiis were fully

confirmed, and knowing how little I could
count u])on the continuance of health, I felt

that in justice to the public, as well as to
Mr. Heddon, I ought to put this opinion on
record, by writing to some ofmy bee-keeping
friends.

I think that no one who knows how I was
deprived of the legitimate fruits of my own
invention, will be surprised that I should feel

it to be a positive duty to rise what influence
I may have among bee-keepers, to secure for
Mr. Heddon both the honor and the profit to
which he seems, not only to me, but to so
many of our best apiarists at home and
abroad, to be justly entitled.

SUUM CUIQUE

—

"to EACH HIS OWN."
From my earliest recollections my dear

father enjoined this as a sacred duty upon
his children—and I believe that all who know
what I have done and written in connection
with bees, will bear me witness that I have
not departed from the spirit of his teach-
ings. It was this strong sense of duty to give
honor to whom honor is due, which made me
desire, even before I had any correspondence
with Mr. H. about his hive, to go to Dowagiac
and judge of it for myself. I will now de-
scribe some of the most important tilings

that I there witnessed:
1. Before I saw tlie easy working of his

frames ( even in hives which had been occu-
pied for several years by bees), with close-fit-

ting uprights (I prefer this French term to
our word, ends

)
, I could not conceive how

they could iJossibly be handled as rapidly or
safely as the Langstroth frames. The prop-
olis trouble alone seemed to forbid this.

Judge of my surprise then to find, that by
leaving no space for bees to get between the
uijrights and the cases holding the frames,
and by keeping the touching surfaces of the
uprights so closely pressed together by the
thumb-screws, as to leave no joint open wide
enough for bee-glue, he had actually reduced
the propolizing propensity of bees to a min-
imum !

My knowledge of the trouble and delay in

manipulating all the previous styles of close-

fitting uprights, led me to think tlmt it would
be (pdte ditficult to handle the H. frames. To
find that I was mistaken on this point, was a
greater surprise than the way in whicli the
propolis difficulty was met. In handling
Langstroth frames of the standard depth
{;ind still more with deeper frames), bees are
often liurt between the uprights and case—

a

tlung impossible witli the Heddon arrange-
ment, wliile at the same time the uj)riglits of
his case—as they go down into tlie hive, when
a frame is put back—only push the bees away
instead of pinching them between tlieir clos-

ing surfaces. When the Langstroth frames
are put back, even by experts, it often hap-
pens that they must re-adjust the spacing, to

get room for the last frame, whereas, tlie H.
frames always go to their i)roper places. As
a matter of facttluai, the Heddon frames can
lie safely handled with more ra|)idity than
any in jirevious use; thus securing all the ad-
vantages of close - fitting uprights without
their old inconveniences.

2. I was actually charmed to see how quick-
ly the (jueen can be found in this hive. There
is really no place where she can hide behind
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either the uprights of the frames, or on any
of the frame pieces, or on the combs, which
by a single inversion of their containing case,
have all been made to completely fill the
frames. Alarmed, now, by the introduction
of both light and smoke into such a shallow
case, she usually glides at once to the bot-
tom-board to hide herself between it and the
bottoms of the frames. If she does not show
up when the case is lifted off, she can, as I

have seen, be readily shaken out from such
shallow and uniformly straight combs, so as
to be easily secured.
To catch a queen with so little trouble, and

with no danger of robbing, seems almost too
good a thing to be believed, until it is actual-
ly witnessed, and the mere thought that such
a feat is possible, must recall to many of my
readers their weary queen-hunts, in the old
styles of hives, under the broiling sun, and
with the hateful annoyance of I'obber bees.

3. Another important feature in this hive
is the remarkable rapidity with which the
exac^'^condition of affairs, in the brood-
chamber, can be ascertained. In less time
than is needed to remove and replace a single
frame in other hives, a Heddon brood-section
can be lifted off, and from its being shallow
enough to allow a good view of the combs
from both above and below, even without
shaking out the bees, the quantity of brood
and honey, and everything else essential to
be known, having been learned by a few
glances of an expert's eye, the section may
be replaced before any robbing can be done.

4. The shape, size and lightness of the parts
composing this hive, greatly facilitate all

necessary manipulations in the apiary, and
must therefore make it peculiarly accept-
able to all who for any reason wish to econ-
omize their physical strength. A weak per-
son who cannot handle many hives needs
it, and the strong man also needs it, that he
may make all his strength tell, in the man-
agement of the largest possible number of
colonies.

.'). The simple way of holding the frames
so firmly in place by thumb - screws, admira-
bly fits this hive for safe transport. I use the
word transport in its widest sense, so as to
include every movement of any of the parts
of the hive, from the simple lifting off of a
section, to the carrying of a hive with bees
for any purpose, to any distance, however
short or long. I have seen a frame filled with
comb, tossed about the room, and thrown out
of a second story window—also a whole sec-
tion of such frames slid, and even kicked
about a room, and all without any injury to
the combs.

(5. I am strongly impressed with the great
advantages, which seem to me must certain-
ly be gained by one of the leading features
of Mr. Heddou's invention and system of
management, viz: the divisible brood-cham-
ber but as this is a point on which the season
(April 17) gives me no opportunity to speak
from actual observation, I relegate it to the
many able beekeepers who can speak from
their own experience, remarking only that
when capacious brood-chambers and surplus
apartments are desired for any purpose, they
can all be readily obtained in the best form,
by the Heddon have and system.

7. Perhaps there was no feature in the H.
hive which surprised me quite as much as
the facility it affords for the use of the ex-
tractor. Indeed, when I first gave it my at-
tention, I was so ignorant of its scope, as to
suppose that it was a conceded point that it

could only be used profitably for the pro-
duction of comb honey ! This is one of the
points where I cannot speak from my own
actual observation ; but those in Dowagiac,
who have had the largest experience, alfirm
confidently, that, in a given time, they can
actually extract more honey by the Heddon
system than they could with their Langs-
troth hives, and give these reasons for their
belief :

Nearly all the bees can be easily shaken
out of the combs of the extracting sections,
and these quickly carried to a safe place,
where the few bees not shaken out, will soon
leave them. The eight frames of a section
may then be turned out in a standing posi-
tion upon a table by a single motion, their
regular shallow combs uncapped with un-
usual rapidity, and all their contents extract-
ed at the same time : and nearly all of this
work can be done under cover. Need any-
thing more be said on this subject, to those
who have followed the tedious routine of
shaking and brushing off the bees from each
separate comb in the sun, and exposed to
robber bees ?

8. It need hardly be said to any good bee-
keeper, who has carefully weighed the above
points in favor of the Heddon hive and sys-
tem of management, how greatly it reduces
in an apiary the liability of robbing. Those
who have the Heddon hives will have no use
for any bee-tent, when they can so easily find
the queen, or can shake out the bees from
any section when necessary, to examine it at
leisure under cover.
In reading this enumeration of benefits to

be had from Mr. Heddon 's invention, it

might seem that if I have not exaggerated
them, any one of a number of them must be
worth, to a person who handles many colo-
nies, at least the price of an individual right
to use his patent.

I can only say that I have sought to avoid
all over-statements, and have, in addition to
what I could see with my own eyes, ques-
tioned at much length some who have large-
ly handled the Heddon hives, and have been
from the beginning familiar with every step
in the progress of his invention. I would
therefore not be afraid to risk my reputation
for sound judgment as to the great value of
the forward step which he has taken, even if

I did not know that my opinion accords so
well with the experience of many who have
had the opportunity to put the hive and sys-
tem to the test of practical use.

It is proper that I should say before clos-
ing this article, that I have carefully examin-
ed the claims of the Heddon patent, and the
reasons wliich have been thought by some to
invalidate them. Neither my acquaintance
with the literature of bee-keeping, nor my
familiarity with our patent laws, nor any
facts which have been alleged against the
Heddon patent, lead me for a moment to
question its validity.

History seems often to repeat itself. In my
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own day, how often it was declared to be
enough to invalidate the claims of the first

person who had invented a hive, which com-
mended itself at once to those most largely
engaged in the production of honey — how
often, I say, it was thought enough, to show
that some one before me, had used a frame
in a bee-hive. It mattered nothing that I

never claimed to have been the first to in-

vent a movable-frame — that my frame and
way of using it were fully described, and
that the few frames which antedated mine
were of no practical account — still the at-

tempt was for many years persisted in, (I

sometimes shudder now at the bare recol-

lection of those weary years) to persuade
the bee-keeping public that my patent was
invalid.
On all sides patents sprung up, using, but

not claiming, the most valuable features of

my invention, and one bee-paper, having then
the largest circulation, went so far as to ac-

cuse me of perjuries, which, if committed,
ought to have sent me, in my old age, to the
penitentiary. Thus were the feelings of my
wife and children outraged, and even where
no credit was given to such atrocious accus-
ations, many honest bee-keepers were so mis-
led as to believe that they had a perfect right

to the free use of my movable frames, or
were induced to pay for infringing patents
the pioney which would have provided amply
for me and mine.

I do not think that the bee-keepers of this

country will ever suffer a similar outrage to

be perpetrated either against Mr. Heddon or
any other honest inventor and benefactor.
Dayton, Ohio.
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FLINT, MICHIGAN, MAY 10, 1888.

SPECIAL TOPICS FOE FUTUKE ISSUES.

We presume many of our readers know of

some topics that they would be glad to have

made the subject of special discussion in

some future number of the Review ; if so,

will they kindly write us ? To anyone whose

sugge.stion we follow in this matter we will

send the Review free for one year. If already

a subscriber the time will be extended one

year. If two or more persons suggest the

same subject, and the subject is taken up for

special discussion, credit will be given to

the one whose suggestion reached us first.

trying to put a quart into a pint; but, this

month, even our quart measure is overflow-

ing. There is not even room to give a sum-
ming up on the hiving question; perhaps we
are not yet ready for a summing up, as the

evidence is not yet all in. We have several

excellent articles on hand, among others,

one from Henry Alley, upon " Swarm Con-
trollers." We will try and squeeze some of

these articles into the next issue, and, as

June is really the swarming month with the

majority of our readers, it may not be so bad
after all.

SAMPLE copies.

Ever since beginning the publication of

the Review we have been sending out large

numbers of sample copies. They have been

sent with the hope that, as bee - keepers be-

came acquainted with the Review, they would

also become subscribers. That this is an ex-

cellent method of securing subscribers is

proved by the fact that, as subscriptions come
in, it turns out, in nearly every instance,

that the subscriber has been the recipient of

one or more copies of the Review. Our only

object in introducing this subject is to ex-

plain that no pay is expected for these sam-

ples. Owing to that iinjust law that enables a

publisher to collect pay for his publication

if taken from the post-oflice, even though the

one who takes it has not ordered it, a few

have feared, after receiving two or three cop-

ies of the Review, that it was to be forced

upon them, and pay collected. There is no

such intention. Even though you receive a

dozen copies, read them and be happy in the

thought that they will cost you nothing.

EDITOKIAL PBOBLEM8.

We were not long in learning that one of

the problems confronting an editor is that of

BEHOVING THE QUEEN NEAR THE END OF THE

HONEY HAEVEST.

In the January Review we said, in our In-

troduction, that we should "turn our atten-

tion to the solution of the unsolved problems

of advanced bee-culture." We believe that

the above topic will come under that head,

and that it is of sufficient importance to jus-

tify our maldng it the special topic for dis-

cussion in the June Review. Some one of

our prominent bee-keepers (Mr. Heddon, or

Mr. Doolittle, or some such chap) has said

that bees work in sections with the greatest

vim when there is a laying queen upon the

combs below, and so it has always seemed

to U8 ; but we must admit that our queen-

rearing nuclei, which, of course, had laying

queens but a small part of the time; always
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stored what seemed to us enormous quanti-

ties of honey for the number of bees they

contained. These nuclei were never hope-

lessly queenless, as when no laying queens

were present, each always had either eggs,

larvae, a queen cell, or a virgin queen. Mr.

P. H. Elwood says that no system that he has

ever tried has enabled him to produce so

much comb honey, as that of making the

colonies queenless sixteen or eighteen days

during the honey harvest. In one sense, mak-
ing a colony queenless has the same effect as

contracting the brood-nest ; that is, it re-

stricts brood rearing ; or, rather it carries

the matter still farther, stopping it altogeth-

er. It seems to us, however, that, as the brood

hatches, the cells would be filled with honey

that would otherwise have been stored in the

sectiqps had the brood combs been kept full

of brfcod ; but it must not be forgotten that,

as Mr. Cheshire says, the rearing of a bee

costs a colony as much as the storing of four

cells of honey, hence, it is easy to see that

the restriction of breeding, near the close of

the honey harvest, when the brood that is

reared will not hatch in time to join in the

gathering of the honey harvest, will, other

things being equal, lead to an increased sur-

plus. For the great mass of bee-keepers we
believe that contraction of tlie brood-nest is

preferable to removing the queen, but that

such men as Capt. J. E. Hetherington and
P. H. Elwood favor the latter plan is signifi-

cant, and during the coming mouth we shall

put forth our best efforts to learn all that we
can in regard to the matter, and the results

will be given in the June Review.

THE KELATIVE COST OF SMALL AND LAEGE
HIVES.

In order to maintain his point that large

hives are preferable to small ones, Mr. J. M.
Hambaugh, in the A. B. J., tries to show
tliat small hives are more expensive to use,

that they cost as much apiece as large ones,

and he submits as evidence an extract from
the reply of a supply dealer to whom he wrote

for estimates on eight and ten - frame hives.

The quotation reads as follows: "Eight-frame
hives would be worth just as much (as ten-

frame hives), as we do not keep them in

stock. We would have to make them to or-

der, and the extra trouble of making them
would be worth all that we would save on
lumber." It is evident that Mr. Hambaugh
wrote to a manufacturer who does not deal

in eight-frame hives, (they are only made to

order) but how would it have been had he

written to a dealer who handled only eight-

frame hives, (unless made to order)? There-
ply then would probably have read some-

thing like this : "We do not keep ten - frame
hives in stock. We can, however, make them
to order ; but, as it will be some extra trouble

to make them,will require more lumber, and
that for covers (it being so wide) will cost an
extra price, we shall be obliged to charge you
about ten cents extra per hive." If a manu-
facturer makes and keeps in stock both eight
and ten-frame hives, which, is it reasonable
to suppose, he can sell at the lower price ?

THE BEVIEW KEVIEWED.

Upon another page Mr. Snyder reviews the
Review. We must admit that the article of
Mr. Taylor on "Planting for Honey" is part-
ly suppositious, but it seems to us that near-
ly all, if not all, of the suppositions are with-
in the bounds of reason. He does not assert

that an acre of good bee-pasturage produces
only ten pounds of honey. What he says is

this : That by going 2)4 miles from home,
bees would scour a teritory of about 12,000
acres. That if 10,000 pounds of surplus are
secured, it would be only ten pounds per
acre for 1,000 acres; and he thought there
might be enough honey producing plants
upon the 12,000 acres to make 1,000 acres of
good pasturage. One thing is certain, the
bee-keeper who gets 10,000 pounds of honey
from one apiary, secures a product that has
been gathered at a much less rate than ten
pounds per acre, or else a few acres have
yielded at a much greater rate. It is of course
possible, yes, probable, that an acre of honey
producing plants imder cultivation upon rich

laud, may furnish more than ten pounds of
honey, in fact there is pretty good evidence
that much greater j'ields have been secured,

but this does not prove that it is always profit-

able to plant for honey. The yields reported
by Messrs. York and Shipman are exception-

al ; were it otherwise the question of plant-

ing for honey would need no discussion. We
did not intend, by our remarks in the March
No., to convey the idea that planting for

honey was never profitable, as we believe

that it often is highly remunerative. When
the conditions are such that Alsike can be
raised at a profit, aside from the honey it

may yield, or large tracts of waste land may
be occupied with sweet clover, we believe

that such planting for lioney may be made
profitable, and, at present, that is about the
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extent of our belief. There is, however,

another point that comes in right here, and
that is, when we get a location nicely stocked

with honey plants, and everything arranged
exactly to suit us, there is nothing in the

world to prevent another bee - keeper, or a

half a dozen of them for that matter, from
settling down near us and dividing the field.

-For instance, Mr. J. H. Robertson, who has

labored for years to stock his location with
Alsike, is now beginning to fear that he may
be obliged to "pull up stakes" and seek "pas-

tures new." As fast as the fields of Alsike

increased, or rather a little faster, so did bee-

keepers multiply. Mr. Snyder makes one
point that we consider a good one, viz., an
increased yield of honey would not greatly

increase our labor, and adds nothing to the

interest on the capital invested in bees, fix-

tures, etc. We are, however, firm in our be-

lief that small patches of honey plants are

no advantage, and that they may even be a

deteriment. It is true that Dr. A. B. Mason
received .50 lbs. of surplus per colony from
7.5 colonies having access to about ten acres

of sweet clover, but this does not prove that

James Nipe, with 200 colonies, might not find

seven acres of sweet clover an actual detri-

ment. It is also true that Mr. Shipman re-

ported an enormous yield of honey in four

days from Alsike, but he did not say that it

continued to yield at this rate during the

whole period of its bloom.

BEES AND BEE-KEEPING—VOL. II.

(Continued from the April No.)

Chapter IX. is devoted to "The Production
of Honey." Old fashioned smokers, section

boxes of the different styles, surplus cases,

etc. are described and illustrated.

A method of fastening in foundation by
using melted wax is described, but it seems
too "fussy" as compared with the use of the

Parker fastener. Speaking of open-sided
sections, Mr. Cheshire calls them an impor-
tant improvement and says they must be gen-
erally adopted, an opinion with which we
beg to differ most heartily ; but we agree just

as heartily when he siiys : "Sections on the

side of the brood-nest
_ give much trouble,

and are, all things considered, undesirable."

Separators are spoken of as a "necessary
evil", and regarded by the bees with a "wee
prejudice", but "holding their own because
they always give an amount of flatness and
regularity, wliich can only very occasionally

be attained without them." In reading the

different plans resorted to for preventing the

connecting of brace-combs with the bottom
bars of the sections, we could not help won-
dering if our cousins across the water had not
adopted the Heddon, slatted, break-joint,

double bee-space honey-board. Mr. Cheshire
says it has long been his practice to so place

his crates that the sections run across the

brood-frames. This is done to prevent the

building of brace combs, and the Author
says it visibly reduces the difficulty. All ves-

sels made to hold honey should not be made
of galvanized iron, as the iron and zinc form
a galvanic couple favoring an attack by the

acid of the honey. Zinc vessels are also un-
suitable and syrup left in them may become
so impregnated as to poison the bees if fed

to them. In uncapping honey, Mr. Cheshire
favors upward strokes with the knife. We
much prefer the downward stroke. The
Author is opposed to the use of old combs
for securing extracted honey of the finest

color. He also objects to extracting from
combs containing brood ; and we agree with

him, as we do when he sustains the idea that

strictly first class honey cannot be secured

when it is ripened artificially. He further

says that the candying of honey is no proof
of purity, yet it is a presumption in its favor.

Mr. Cheshire says, in substance, that it is no
trick at all to raise extracted honey, while it

is "easy to fail dismally in reference to comb
honey, heavy yields of which are only won
by skill and well-timed attention on the part

of the bee-master." Mr. Cheshire condemns
side-storing. The honey ripens slowly and
the sealing is sluggish. He then enumerates
the advantages of the tiering-up system. The
heat rises through any number of workable
storys ; a whole story can be added or re-

moved at once, or the honey may be left on
until the rush of the honey harvest is over.

Although the. Author advised, in a former
chapter, giving of a fertile queen to a colony

that had just cast a swarm, and called atten-

tion to the fact tliat many more bees would
be the result, he admits in this chapter that

the "question of the limitation of the pro-

duction of brood is most important, especial-

ly in relation to comb honey." Mr. Cheshire
says there is a temporary gain in having col-

onies containing a large number of bees —
such colonies as may be secured by uniting

—

l)ecause the proper temperature is secured

witli less effort and because the working fact-

or is large in proportion to the egg produc-

ing factor. He admits liowever that the gain
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is accompanied by a loss, the bees are in each

others way, "and careful experiments seem
to indicate that after twelve pounds of bees

have been heaped together, the loss is great-

er than the advantage." In speaking of in-

terchanging sectional brood-nests the Author

says : "Interchanging cuts the theoretically

globular collection of brood horizontally, and

the circumference is brought to the centre,

while the widest part of the nest takes the top

and bottom. Honey is now inevitably re-

moved from the middle, and cannot be plac-

ed above, for brood already holds posession.

In all subsequent work, the shallower frame

appears to the Author to have every way the

advantage, while he has proved it to be sup-

erior for wintering purposes." Mr. Cheshire

calls attention to the importance of having

the jbrood-nest "a block of brood" before

putting on the sections. He approves of ex-

tracting the honey from unfinished sections

at the end of the season and using them to

give the bees a start the next season. After

the bees have made a start, he considers

foundation nearly equal to comb, as the gap

formed by raising the first super strongly

stimulates the bees to till it. But it is owing

to the fact, says Mr. Cheshire, that bees pre-

fer comb to foundation that Mr. Simmin's
system largely depends for its success. Bees

prefer to work in sections supplied with

comb to building comb below. The Author

says it would be easy to give a long catalogue

of distinguished honey producers, who all

declare in favor of small brood-chambers

when comb honey is the object ; and then

follow several pages upon "contraction"

that we would gladly quote. Among other

things he says : "Let us imagine that the

brooding, feeding and sealing of a single bee,

from the egg upwards, costs as much to the

colony as storing four cells of honey—an es-

timate which careful attention to this prob-

lem has shown me to be moderate, even in

ordinary yields. Then the production of one

pound of bees will reduce the honey stored

by sixteen pounds ; if the comb has to be

built, by probably eight pounds. It is be-

cause a bee in a fair yield is able to requite

the colony with many times it cost that a

lai'ge population means surplus, but if the

one pound aforesaid is produced at the end
of the honey yield, the expenditure has been

made without a possibility of returns. The

supposition that tremendous laying on the

part of the queen is requisite right down to

grey autumn, is most shallow." When the

brood-nest is so contracted that nearly all

the honey is stored in the supers, Mr. Chesh-

ire says "the bees will be left so poor that

sugar must be fed to them ; but our profits,

as well as our experience, if we have it, will

cause us to do this with a cheerful heart and

a generous hand." In regard to what is the

best size for a brood-chamber, the Author

says : "The ground is covered by the double

statement that the brood-chamber should be

as large as the queen can be got to fill in an-

ticipation of the great in - gathering, and as

small as it can be made (so that swarming is

not induced) when the bees raised in it will

no longer pay for their up - bringing. "Atten-

tion is called to the advantages possessed by

shallow frames when contraction is practiced.

Mr. Cheshire apparently favors the plan of

hiving swarms upon starters only, and says

there is no danger of trouble from the build-

ing of drone-comb, unless there be misman-
agement. He still further says that the state-

ment that on this plan the i)ollen is carried

into the sections does not agree with his ex-

perience. Swarms do not usually carry pol-

len for three or four days ; but if no cells

could then be found to receive it, undoubt-

edly it would be carried aloft, especially if

narrow sections were iu use. In speaking of

extracting honey from combs in which breed-

ing has taken place, Mr. Cheshire says: "The
truth is better faced : the specks, tiny though

they be, consist, mainly, of larval excre-

ment." A good hand magnifier determines

this point instantly. It is with reluctance

that we cease making extracts from this most
interesting chapter.

Chapter X. discusses the subjectrof "Win-
tering." The Author ascribes the loss of bees

in winter mainly to one of four causes, viz.

Scarcity of bees, insufficiency of food, want
of proper protection, and errors in ventila-

tion. We are surprised that he does not men-
tion improper food. He says that bees are

warm blooded, that the temperature is never

allowed to fall below 0.5° in the centre of the

cluster, yet he admits that bees hibernate, and .

gives Mr. Clarke credit for originality in

the matter, although he says that he ( Chesh-

ire) published the outlines of hibernation six

years earlier than did Mr. Clarke. The dis-

cussion in this country over hibernation has

been, principally, the result of a misunder-

standing of the word, and its meaning. The
Author says that the temperature of 05° can
be kept up in the cluster with the least effort

when the surrounding air stands at about 40°,
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or a little more, aud conld this degree be

preserved without variation, as it practically

may be by the plan of "cellaring", the bees

would come through, to spring, young, with

life before them. The age of bees is not to

be reckoned by number of days so much as

amount of service and the sum of the energy

they have been called upon to exert. If the

outside temperature falls too low the bees re-

sort to increased breathing, then to a gentle

flapping of the wings, and in this way great-

er quantities of honey are consumed and

more heat evolved. According to calcula-

tions made by Mr. Cheshire the air in a bee

hive must be changed 2,400 times during the

consumption of one and one-half pounds of

honey. This amount of food would last a

well protected colony about six weeks, and

the air in the hive would require a complete

change every thirty minutes. This, to us, is

quite puzzling when we think of the success-

ful wintering of bees buried two feet deep

under frozen earth. Mr. Cheshire says that

the escaping vitiated air carries away, in its

altei'ed form, nearly the whole of the honey

consumed, thus excrementitious matter is

scarcely produced by consumed honey, but it

is rather the result of waste tissue and of the

indigestible substances contained in large

amount in the pollen which the bees con-

sume to make good the wasted tissues. In

regard to the "pollen theory" Mr. Cheshire

admits that without pollen the bowels will

not become distended but says it must not

be forgotten that the bees will suffer emacia-

tion from semi-starvation. He believes that

the right remedy for bowel distention lies in

carefully securing good wintering condi-

tions, thus saving the waste that makes ni-

trogenous food necessary. In regard to hives

with dead (?) air spaces Mr. Cheshire says :

"It has been argued that air is a better non-

conductor than any solid substance, aud

therefore, is better than any form of pack-

ing ; but the fallacy lies in this, that the so-

called dead air is not dead but circulating.

It rises against the inner skin of the hive,

and falls where it touches the outer, and so

is ever acting as a distributor of heat." Cork

dust has a non-conductivity nearly one-half

greater than chaff ; is perfectly effective even

with poor carpentry ; not liable to mildew,

aud does not drop down between the wooden

skins as chaff does. In the April Review Mr-

Heddon advised thin packing in the spring

in order that the bees might receive warmth

from the sun. Upon thia point Mr. Cheshire

says : "The idea that thin walls are superior

to thick because the sun's heat passes through

to warm the bees is certainly inaccurate. If

the transitory advantage existed, it would be

at the cost of constant loss, but it does not

exist. Bees maintain 05°, and must uninter-

ruptedly, though very slowly, lose heat

through the hive walls until this becomes the

temperature of the external air. Those,

therefore, in the thicker hives will be warm-

er until this external temperature is reached,

but before then the bees would be in full

flight, and beyond the need of sun - warm-

ing."

Chapter XI. is devoted to "Diseases and

Enemies." The opinion that bees seldom

suffer from diseases is very general. Foul

brood and dysentery being about the only

ones that attract much attention. As our

Author says : "Sickly bees have neither pale

cheeks nor sunken eyes, and, therefore, all

were accounted healthy ; but the use of the

dissecting-knife and microscope reveals the

presence of not only contagious or zymotic

diseases, but occasionally curious organic

disorders. The subject of foul brood, or

Bacillus alvei, receives most thorough treat-

ment ; and, according to the experiments of

Mr. Cheshire, there is but little doubt that

the bacilli do not confine their attacks to the

larvae only, but the mature bees, the queen,

and even the eggs are infested. Mr. Chesh-

ire says that it is impossible for bacilli to

multiply in honey, but admits that it may be

made the vehicle that transports the spores.

In employing the phenol cure there must be

no doubt as to whether the bees use the med-

icated food ; simply placing it upon the

hives will do nothing, as, if honey is coming

in, the bees will not touch it. If it becomes

necessary the 'hive must be opened and the

mixture poured about the brood - nest. Mr.

Cheshire gives the method described at Chi-

cago last fall by Mr. McLain. At the con-

vention, Mr. McLain was hard pressed to

give the names of those who had cured foul

brood by his method, but be declined to do

so as, the parties did not wish it known that

they had had foul brood in their apiaries.

Since then we have learned of an instance in

which over 300 colonies were cured of foul

brood, four years ago, by the McLain meth-

od, and they have stayed cured. We learned

of this cure from the lips of the owner of the

bees, and he is a gentleman of undoubted

veracity, but we are not at liberty to give his

name. Had we colonies diseased with foul
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brood, we should employ the McLain meth-

od with the utmost confidence that the cure

would be speedy and certain. There is one

point in the treatment of foul brood that

ought not to be forgotten, viz., that all colo-

nies in the apiary should be treated the same
as though diseased. Unless this is done, the

healthy colonies become infected while we
are curing those diseased.

Under the head of enemies are mentioned
the wax moth, the death's-head moth, the

bee louse, the blue tit, the toad, mice, snails,

wasps, ants, etc. In former times these were

the most dreaded foes, and diseases account-

ed as trifling and infrequent ills. Our Au-

thor closes the chapter by saying: "How dif-

ferent the case now ! Our modern hives keep

the old pests pretty much at bay, but infec-

tiou^'^iseases are on the increase, and are al-

so appearing in new forms. It is no safe-

guard to shut one's eyes to a danger. Safety

rather lies in a knowledge of the magnitude
of any evil, and respecting this one, slackness

is all but criminal."

Chapter XII. takes up "The Chemistry of

the Hive." Almost the first thing in this

chapter is a complete description and dia-

gram explaning sugar analysis by polarised

light. The presence of commercial glucose

or cane sugar in honey is easily recognized

by the application of the polarised light test.

Soft water should always be used in rendering

wax; if hard water must be employed an acid

should be added which will unite with the

lime in the water and prevent it from attack-

ing the cerotic acid of the wax. Old combs
should be thoroughly soaked before being
rendered into wax, othei-wise the cocoon
skins absorb some of the wax. Propolis is not
necessary to bees under domestication, and
Mr. Cheshire says that the disposition to pro-

polize is capable of considerable reduction by
careful selection.

"Races" is the title of chapter XIII. Mr.
Cheshire says that the testimony is pretty

general in favor of crosses, and this ought to

modify the disappointment all must feel in

the relative failure, up to the present time,

of controlled fertilization.

The different races are taken up one by one
and their characteristics given ; but all these

have been given so frequently in the bee-

joumals that it scarcely seems necessary to

repeat them.

Chapter XIV. is a "Calendar." It gives

hints as to what ought to be done in each of

the different months ; but is is diflicult to

put anjiihing new into these "calendars."

The book is nicely printed and bound and
brimful of the finest of new engravings. It

also contains many points upon which the

lack of space forbids even a mention. We
only regret that the high price, $2.50, will

prevent it from finding its way into so many
bee-keepers' libraries as it otherwise would,

but we fail to see how it could be furnished

for any less. It is for sale by Thos. G. New-
man & Son, 925 W. Madison St. Chicago,

111.

Hiving Swarms Accompanied by Queens.

The views that we held, four years ago, in

regard to hiving bees, are well expressed in

the following article which we contributed at

that time to the A. B. J. — For the manage-
ment of swarms with undipped queens we
still hold the same views. As we give the

article it is somewhat condensed.

My hiving implements are two clothes
baskets lined with cotton cloth, and furnish-
ed with burlap covers sewed fast at one side,
(along basket, like a clothes basket, is better
than a round basket for taking down swarms,
as the bees often form long clusters length-
wise of the branches), a step - ladder, a pair
of heavy pruning shears, a fine-tooth saw for
cutting large limbs, a quart dipper, a foun-
tain pump, two large tin pails, and if the
apiary were not locatod near a small stream,
I should add to the above a barrel for hold-
ing water.
When a swarm begins to issue, I carry a

hive to the stand that I wish the swarm to
occupy, and prepare the hive for occupancy.
When the bees begin to cluster, I make an
examination to see if they are clustering in a
favorable location for shaking them into a
basket. If they have selected a spot where
two or more limbs cross, or small branches
are interlaced, I take the shears and clip
away some of the branches, and thus secure
the cluster in a convenient location for dia-
lodgement.

If the bees are slow in clustering, at a time
when more swarms are momentarily expect-
ed, I sometimes hasten matters by sprinkling
the flying bees, by using the spraying at-
tachment of the pump. When the bees
are fairly clustered, I first detach a small
portion of them that perhaps are adhering to
some small twig, and carry them, still ad-
hering to the twig, and place them at the en-
trance of the hive, without dislodging them
from the twig. These bees at once commence
running in and setting up that joyful hum
announcing that they have found a home ;

and when the rest of the swarm is brought
and shaken down in front of the hive, this
humming at the entrance calls in the swarm
at once ; while, if the swarm is shaken down
without this precaution, a large portion of
the bees often take wing, perhaps the queen
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among the number, before the entrance to
the hive is discovered, and the fact announ-
ced by joyful humming.
Many of the bees that take wing go back

and cluster where they originally clustered,

and if the queen takes wing she may go with
them. If there is no small cluster that can
readily detached, I then dip off a quart of
bees from the lower part of the cluster and
pour them down at the entrance of the hive.

After some of the bees are running in at the
entrance of the hive, I hold a basket close
under the cluster and shake the bees into it

with a quick shake, throw the burlap cover
over the basket to prevent any of the bees
from leaving, carry the basket to the hive,

strike one end of the basket sharply upon
the ground 2 or 3 times, which will shake all

the bees to one end, and dislodge them from
the cover ; throw back the cover and shake
the bees out upon the ground in front of the
hive.

I do not shake them against the front of
the hive, as the entrance would at once be-
come clogged ; but perhaps 18 inches or 2
feet from the hive. I do not sit right down
by the "hive and drive the bees in with a
smoker, and keep a constant watch that the
entrance is not stopped up, but I do go oc-
casionally and see how things are progress-
ing ; and, if there is a great mass of bees
clustered over the entrance, I poke them
away and thus clean the way for another in-
stallment of bees to enter.

If the bees cluster upon a small branch
that I am willing to sacrifice, I cut it off

and put it with the bees in front of the
hive.
ROGEKSVILLE, MiCH.

Hiving Swarms with Clipped ftueens.

In reply to the above Mr. G. M. Doolittle

contributed the following excellent article to

the A. B. .J. We give it in a condensed form.

Although I clip my queens, I have, for the
past five years, hived very few swarms by the
returning-plan, but when I do, the plan is

thus : When a swarm is seen issuing, I (or
Mrs. D. ) step to the rear of the hive and then
look on the grass to one side of it to see if

there are many bees there, thereby indicat-
ing the presence of the ijueen ; and if not,
step up on that side and glance over the
ground in front of the hive. If the swarm
has neai'ly done issuing, the queen is readily
found by a little cluster of bees being about
her. If just commenced to swarm, look at,

or near the entrance where she will be seen
running as soon as she comes out. Have on
hand a round wire-cloth cage, IK inches in

diameter by H inches long, made by rolling a
piece of wire cloth around a stick, and sow-
ing the sides together, when a stopper is to
be fitted in each end.
As soon as the (jueen is seen, place the cage

in such a way that she will crawl into it, and
if a few bees go in with her, all the better.

Now move the old hive back, and place in

its place the one wliich the swarm is to oc-
cupy, when the cage with the (}ueen is to be
laid near the entrance. Place the old hive
where you wish it to stand, or move it up be-
side the new hive at right angles, a la Hed-

don, as you prefer. Have on hand two sheets,
one of which is to be placed on each of the
hives on either side nearest the one now
awaiting the swarm, so that they can be
spread over them should the swarm attempt
to enter these hives upon returning, which
they rarely will do if the queen, with a few
bees, is left at the entrance of the new hive.
Leave the queen caged until nearly all the
bees have entered the hive (or become clus-
tered on the outside, as they sometimes will
do), and are quiet, when you will let the
queen go in. By thus keeping the queen caged,
you will avoid the difliculty of her running
out, and the bees with her.

If they are clustered on the outside of the
hive, let them become quiet after the queen
is out of the cage, when you will detach a few
and start them to running into the hive

;

then detach more bees, and so on until all

have run in.

If several swarms come out together, more
sheets are needed, so that if more than the
right proportion of bees draw toward one of
the new hives placed on the old stands, a
sheet can be thrown over until they go as you
wish them to. But, as I said at the outset,

this plan of hiving does not necessarily fol-

low having the queen's wing clipped, al-

though many prefer it. The simplest plan,
and the one I use most, is to go to the woods
and cut a light, tough pole, which will reach
to the top of my tallest tree, providing that
it is not more than 20 to 2.5 feet high. If

swarms attempt to cluster higher than this, I

always use the returning - plan above given.
Have the large end of this pole sharpened so
it can be pressed into the ground when nec-
essary. Near the upper end of it fasten a
few dry muUien tops, or a roll of black rags,

as large around as your arm, and a foot long,
when your pole is ready.
When a swarm issues, proceed to get the

queen as before, and when caught, secure the
cage to the black bunch at the top by means
of a bent wire. Raise the pole in the air, and
keep it where the bees are thickest, when
they will often alight on the pole ; and if

not, they will soon select a spot to alight
upon the same as they would if the queen
were flying with them, for her presence is

known to them jiist the same as if she had
her wing whole and was among them.
As soon as they begin to alight, place the

pole in such a position that the queen and
black bunch comes in the place they are clus-

tering: and leave it thus while you are pre-
paring a hive for them. When they are par-
tially clustered, raise the pole, or push j^ up
and out, so that the queen and bunch of rags,
with the bees on them, is a foot or so from
the limb, when all the bees will cluster with
the (jueen ; after which you can carry them
whereever you please, the same as Mr.Hutch-
inson does his branch after he has cut it off.

You should also hive them as he tells you,
by first detaching a small part of the clus-

ter, and after they start up the call of a
"home is found," detach more, and lastly let

the (lueen go in.

Now we will supi)Ose that the second, third
or fourth swarm issues before you get ready
to hive the first, simply let them cluster on
the pole, and you are at liberty to prepare
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the second, third, or fourth hive, as the case

may be, leaving a queen in front of each hive

except the first, as that has the queen on the

pole. "When all are clustered, take the pole

and carry it to one of the hives having a

queen in front of it, when you will proceed
to hive them as at first, till you have got the

right proportion of bees for one hive, then
go to the next, leaving enough for a colony
there, and so on until all are hived as you
wish them.
BOBODINO, N. Y.

ADVERTISING RATES
are fifteen cents per line, (Nonpareil space)

eacli insertion, with discounts as follows:

On 10 lines and upwards, 3 times, 5 per cent.; 6

times, 15 per cent. ; 9 times, 25 per cent. ; 12 times,

35 per cent.

On 20 lines and upwards, 3 times, 10 per cent.;

6

tim(^20 per cent.; 9 times, 30 per cent.; 12 times,

40 p(?r cent.

On 30 lines and upwards, 3 times, 20 per cent.;

6

times, 30 per cent.; 9 times, 40 per cent.; 12 times,

50 per cent.

H
5-H8:it.

OW TO KAISE COMU HONEY. See
Foster's advertisement on another page.

I -V^ILXi SEI^L CIiE-A.1*
My entire outfit, comprising over lOO Strong
<;ol<>nies in best improved Cliatt" Hives,
Langstroth frame. A bargain for some one,

In<iuire,

E. W. COTTRELL,
No. 4, Merrill Block,

Detroit, Michigan.

5-88-:Jt. Please mention the Review.

75 COLONIES OF

BEES FOR SALE CHEAP.
For prices and further particulars, call on or

adtlress,

L. J. BENJAMIN,
4-8S-tf. Clio, Michigan.

Please mention the Review.

if\
Minorca eggs, Spanish cockrel, or Pekin

,S drake, for 3 lbs. of bees.U I. S. HUCKINS, Bay City, Mich.

5-S8-lt. Please mention the Review.

hid riat-Eoltom M roundation.

High Sid« Walls, 4 to 14 square feet
to the ground. Wliolosale and Re-
tail. Circulars and Samples free.

ii^^^ffiJ J. VAN HEUSEN & SONS,
(sole MANUi'ACTURERS),

1-88-tf. SPROUT BROOK, Mont. Co., N. Y.

Please mention tlie Review.

100 Swarms of Pure Italian Bees
FOI* SALE.

One-half are golden Italians. TIutc are ciglit

combs in a liive and all are <m wiri'd foundation.
The hives are Langstroth or Langst r( it h Himplic-
ity, and porchasers have their choice at gJ.OO per
colony.

J. R. REED,
Milford, Jefferson Co., Wis.

5-88-lt. Please mention the Review.

YOU ITITANT
Hives, Etc., that are nicely and accurately cut.

You can get them of me. Send for free price list

of Bees, Queens, and all necessary supplies.

C. W. COSTELLOW,
4-8S-4t. Waterboro, York Co., Maine.

Please mention the Review.

Adjustable, Divisible, Invertible!

If you would like a section case tliat can be
quickly and easily adjusted to any size; one in
which the outside rows of sections can he made to
almost instantly cliange places with the central
rows; one in wluch any row of sections or the
whole case can be readily inverted; one in which
separators may be used or dispensed with; if you
wish a case possessing all these advantages, write
to,

T. 31. COBB, Grand Rapids, Mich.
5.88-3t Please mention the Review.

The Bee-Keepers' Advance
AND

POULTKYMEN'S JOUKNAL,
Is a l(j page, 48 colmnn montldy devoted to bees
and poultry. Price only 25 cts. a year. The
cheapest paper of the kind printed. Send for
sample and see if this ad. does not tell the truth.

Address, THE ADVANCE,
2-88 tf. Mechanic Falls, Maine.

Please mention the Review.

BEES FOR SALE.
Wishing to reduce the nundx-r of colonies in

our apiary to such an extent that our brother can
manage both the apiary and his farm, we offer for
sale, full, strong colonies at the following prices:

Single colony, $ti.OO; five colonies, $.')..iO eacii; ten,

or more colonies, $5.00 each. The frames are
Langstroth. eight in a hive. The hives are the
same as the old style Heddon hive, except tliat

the bottom boards are loose. We could also
spare a few colonies in tlie new Heddon hive, at

an advance of fifty cents per colony upon the
above prices. We liave a few colonies in a single
section of the new Heddon Idve. These we
would sell for $4.00 eacli. Purchasers of colonies
in the new Heddon Idve, will be furnished frejB

with a permit from Mr. Heddon to use the hives.
• The bees are Italians and hyl)rids, mostly the
former. Those wlio i)rcfer Italians, will please
state their preference when ordering, otherwise
either kiud will he .sent indiscriminately.

Choice Tested Queens at $1.00 Each.

In order to determine to what extent swarm-
ing may be prevented by the introduction of
young queens, we shall, about Jun<> 1st., secure
twenty young (lueens from the South and intro-
duce them to as many colonies. This leaves us
with twenty choice, tested, Italian (lueens on
hand; and, in order to dispose of them quickly,
we offer them at Sl.OO each. They are all tine

queens of last year's rearing.

Address,

W. Z. HUTCHINSON,
613 Wood Street. Flint, Michigan.
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TliB Aiierlcai Bee Joiml
[Established in 1861.]

[16 page Weekly—»1.00 a Year.]

IS the Oldest, Largest and Cheapest Weekly Bee-
Paper in the World. Sample free.

Address, BEE JOURNAL Chicago, Ills.

1-88-tf . Please mention the Review.

G. B. LEWIS & CO.,
We makethe best Bee-Hives, the best Sections,

the best Shipping-Crates, the best Frames, Etc.

We sell them at the lowest prices.

Write for free Illustrated Catalogue.

G. B. LEWIS & CO.,

1-88-tf. Watertown, W^is.

Please mention the Review.

FRlENDS,fsBEESorHONEY,
any way interested in '

i

we will with pleasure send a sample copy of the

SEMI-MONTHLY CLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE,
with a descriptive price-list of latest improve-
ments in Hives, Honey-Extractors, Comb Foun-
dation, Section Honey-Boxes, all books and jour-
nals," and everything pertaining to Bee Culture.
Nothing Patented. Simply send your address
plainly written to. A. I. ROOT,

1-88-tf. Medina, Ohio.

Please mention the Review.

Bee-Keepers' Guide.
This work not only describes fully and clearly

the practical part of bee-keeping, but also treats
of the science of the bee and bee industry with
very numerous illustrations. Thus this book is

unique among our excellent American bee books
in its full and clear exposition of the natural his-
tory of the bee, and illuHtrated descriptions of
all our importa,nt honey plants. Every bee-
keeper to win the best success, must know the
science underlying his art, hence he needs this
book, even tliough he has some one of the others.

PRICE, $ 1 .25. LIBERAL DISCOUNTS TO DEALERS.

Send to A.. J". COOK!,
1-88-tf. Agricultural College, Mich.

Please mention the Review.

Oliver Foster, of Iowa.
Itnlian bees, OO cts. per lb. in July, to $1.00 in

April. Pkgs. with (jueens, brood, etc., cheap.
No loiil hrcHxi near.

BEE SUPPLIES. -Best sections, cases, and
liivcs. ('at-nlogue free. Send 5 one-cent Ht.ami)H
for pjiiiiplilt't, " How to Kalso <;oinl) Honey,"
chii'-k full of i)ractical iaformatioji "in a nut-
shell," Address,

OLIVER FOSTER,
X Mount Vernon, la.

5-88-2t. Please mention the Review.

200 lbs. of Bees at $1.00 per lb.
lUdian (iiie<^iiH $l.()() each. ( 'ii-ciij;ii- Irci-.

S- O. FEIil^^S",
PORTLAND, Ionia County, I>1ICIII<;AN.

5-88-2t. Please mention the Review.

SEVEN PER CENT. OFF
On sections from prices given in price list. We
rnake four grades of foundation, heavy brood,
light brood, thin and extra thin for sections.
Send for free price list and samples. Special
prices to dealers.

M. H. HUNT, Bell Branch, W^ayne Co.,
Michigan, Near Detroit.

5-88-tf. Please mention the Review.

ITALIAN QUEENS AND SUPPLIES
F0:R 1888.

Before you purchase, look to your interest, and
send for catalogue and price list.

J. P, H. BROWN,
1-88-tf. Augusta, Georgia.

Please mention the Review.

BEE KEEPERS
Should send for my circu-
lar. It describes the best
Hives, the best Cases, the
best Feeders and the best
Methods. Address,

J. M. SHUcK,
DES MOINES, IO};.4.

l-88-12t. Please mention the Review.

M. S. WEST,
Dealer in Honey and All Kinds of

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
1-88-tf. Send for Circular.

Please mention the Review.

IDIR. C3-. JLi. XIISTKIER,,
MANUFACTDEER OF

Open-Side White Poplar Sections,
the best madfi sections ever offered to bee-
keepers. The best made porforated zinc. The
best made and only perfect wood and zinc honey-
boards. Western agent for Crawford's Section
C'artons. Sample section, zinc, and beautiful
wood cards, 3 cts. Catalogue free. Address,

DR. G. L. TINKER,
4-88-2t. New Philadelphia, O.

Please mention the Review.

SEND AND caPRiCESr.^sr,^;
win-
'l)ure

liMJian (JiieciiH. Will winter witliout loss on sum-
mer stand. Our experience in (jueen rearing,
(!overs 30 yc^ars. Price list and sample of Ameri-
can Apiculturist sent free. Address,

AMERICAN APICULTURIST,

•1-88-tf. Wenham, Mass.

Please mention the Review.

ji.z:l.l-j^l:^— I
^^^ 1^ Eaton's improved Sertion Case

\^it!aimJStllMWImm T''i<est and best. H(K<sand
(^)neejiH. Send for free price
list. Addriws,
FliANK A. EATON,

Bluffton, Ohio.

Please mention the Review.2-88-tf.
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BEE
SUPPLIES

RETAIL
A2fD

Wholesale
We furnish Everything: needed in

the Apiary, of practical construction, and at the
lowest price. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send
your address on a postal card, and we will send
you our illustrated catalogue tree.

E. Kretchiner, Coburg, Iowa.
2-88-6t. Please mention the Review.

YOU SHOULD SEE
My prices for 1888 of Italian Queens, Bees, Eggs
for hatching from Standard Poultry, (seven
varieties) Japanese Buckwheat, and two choice
new varieties of Potatoes.
YOU CAN SAVE MONEY by getting my price list be-

fore you purchase.

CHAS. D. DUVALL,
2-S8-tE. Spencerville, Mont. Co., Md.

Please mention the Review.

BMlE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
Hives, Sections, Foundation, Smokers, Frames,

Crates, Etc., furnished at greatly reduced rates.

Also Italian bees and queens at very low prices.

Send for catalogue.

A. P. STAUPFER,
2-8S-jat, sterling. Ills.

Please mention the Review.

Read This and Profit Thereby.
Sfiid to nic for illustrated price list free. All

kinds of .Apiarian Supplies of the best manufac-
tures make, also the best Smoker on the market.
Dealers siiould send for wholesale list.

W. E. CLARK,
2-8S-tf Oriskany, N. Y.

Please mention the Review.

40 CENTS A YEAR FOR THE

Canadian Honey Producer,
Published by E. L. GOOLD & CO , Brantford, Can.

It will give you all the Canadian Apricultural
news, also Bee-Keeping news from Britain,
France and Germany. Articles of value from
prominent bee-keepers. Samples free.

1-88-tf. Please mention the Review.

Bee-Hives, Sections, Foundation, T Tin Cases,
Tin and Wood Separators, Extractors, Scrub
Bruslies and Fruit Boxes.
Send for price list, FREE.

B. J. MILLER & CO.,
l-88-6t. Nappanee, Ind.

Please mention tne Review.

DO YOU KNOW
that I am headquarters for fine breeding Queens?
My bees have the reputation of working largely
on red clover. A fine lot of selected tested
Queens for sale, one and two years ohl. I liave
taken $68.00 worth of comb honey from one col-
ony in a single season. I also breed fine faced
Wyandotte Fowls. Send for circular.

F. BOOMHOWER,
4-88-2t. Gallupville, N. Y.

Please mention the Review.

Old Reliable Bingham Smoker and Bingham &
Hetherington Honey Knives. They last eight
years, never clog up or go out.

Bingham & Hetherington Uncapping Knife.

Patented May 20, 1879.

Send card for free circular, descriptive of the
best and cheapest tools to use.

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,

1-88 tf. Abronia, Michigan.

Please mention the Review.

Honey - Extractor,
Square Glass Honey-Jars, Tin Buckets,

Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections, &c., &c.

Perfection Cold-Blast Smokers.

Apply to CHAS. F. MUTH & SON,
Cincinnati, O.

P. S.—Send 10-cent stamp for "Practical Hints
to Bee-Keepers. 2-88-tf

.

Please mention the Review.

Leahy's -i- Foundation,
—\ATIOLESALE AND RETAIL

—

My Foimdation is recommended by hundreds
of Bee-Keepers, as having no equal. It is kept
for sale by J. .Jordine, Ashland, Neb.; Moeller
Manufacturing Co., Davenport, Iowa; B. P. Bar-
ber & Son, Cole Brook, Oliio; Smith & Smith,
Kenton, Ohio; J. (^allam & ( o., Kent<m, Ohio,
and others. I will take one lb. Sections in ex-
change for thin Foundation on reasonable terms.
Special prices to dealers. Send for Catalogue of
other supplies. R. B. LEAHY,

l-88-13t. Higginsville, Mo., Box 11.

Please mention the Review.

Tested Italians Queens.
Before June 15, $1.50 each, after, $1.00 eacli; im-

tested, 75 cents each. Six for $4.00. Bees for
sale by the pound. Nuclei or full colonies.
For prices, write for what yon want.

I. It. GOOD, Nappanee, Ind.
l-88-tf. Please mention the Review.

A. M. MUBRAY. 0. J. ULERY.

THE GOSHEN BEE -SUPPLY CO-
manufacturers of the celebrate! No. 1, "V"
Groove Sections. Send for wiiolesale price list.

Address, GOSHEN BEE-SUPPLY CO.,
Box 296, Goshen, Indiana.

5-88-lt. Please mention the Review.
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W. T. FALCONER,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

MANUFAOTUKEB OF A FULL LINE OF

BEE-KEEPER'S SUPPLIES,
That are unsurpaBsed for quality and workman-
ship. Estimates given on application. Capacity
for manufacturing doubled for 1888. Factory has
over 20,000 square feet floor surface. 100 Horse
pov^er used. Give me a trial. Send for price
list, free. Yours truly,

W. T. FALCONER.
Please mention the Review.

Carniolan Queens.
Gentlest and largest bees known; not surpassed

as workers even by the wicked races. Imported
queens, "A" grade, $8.00; tested, $4.00; untested,
after June Ist, $1.00, or six for $5.00. Cash must
accompany every order. Send for circular.

S. W. MORRISON, M. D.,

Oxford, Chester County, Pa.

5-88-5t. Please mention the Review.

EARLY ITALIAN
April. May.

Untested queens for $1 00 $1 00
3 untested queens for 3 00 2 50

1 tested queen for 2 50 2 00
3- tested queens for B 00 4 50

Many of the above will be reared in the
height of the swarming season, and all

will be nearly, if not, quite as good as the
best swarming queens. In every case safe
arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

V^. J, ELiLISOlSr,
Stateburg, Sumter Co., South Carolina.

3-88-3t. Please mention the Review.

01

k
o
02M
Hi
Hi

Italian Bees That Must Be Sold.
I offer selected, single colonies at $(5.00 each; 2

to 5 colonies, $5.00 each; 6 to 10 colonies, $4.50
eacli; over 10 colonies, $4.00 each. These bees are
in 8-frame L. hives, and will he sliipped as early
as the season will permit. I also liave Egffs
For Hatching; from selected coop of Light
Bramahs. One sitting, $1.00; two sittings to one
order $1,751 tliree sittings to one order $2.00.

ISAAC RALCII, Lyons, Mich.
4-88-tf. Please mention the Review.

The Frodiiclion of M Honey.

Last April we wrote and published a little book
of 45 pages upon the above subject. Since then
nearly 2,000 copies have been sold and nothing
but praise comes from tliose who have put in
practice its teachings.

It begins with taking the bees from the cellar
and goes over the whole ground until the honey
is off the hives, clearly and concisely touching
upon the important points. Its distinctive fea-
ture, however, is the thorough manner in which
it discusses the use of foundation, showing
when and where it should be used, when combs
are perferalsle and when the bees should be
allowed to build their own combs. It especially
shows how swarms may be hived upon empty
frames and more surplus be secured than would
have been the case had foundation been used.
The price of the book may be saved in foundation
upon each swarm hived, and more surplus
secured into the bargain.

_
Get the book now, and

have your fixtures in readiness to put in practice
its teachings.

If you wish to see a list of its contents, to-
gether with a detailed description of the book,
read the ad. in January Review, which will be
sent upon application.

Price of the book, 25 cents. The Review and
this book for 65 cents. Stamps taken, either U.
S. or Canadian. Address,

W. Z. HnTOHIlSrSON, Flint, Mich.

Lake View A Diary,

EUSTiS, LAKE CO., FLORIDA,

HAS FOR SALE,

Tested and Untested Italian IJusens,

Ready for delivery now.

I^R.1 G E S r

Extra selected tested, $:).00 each, $30.00 doz.
Tested, $2.00 each, $20.00 doz.
Untested, $1.00 eacli, $10.00 doz.

— FBEE BV MML—
Address, A. C. HART. Eustis, Florida.

3-88-tf. Please mention the Eeview.

NEW YORK. FOREIGN ORDKRS SOLICITED. NEW JERSEY.

EASTERN * DEPOT
(Bees.) FOR (Queens

)

Everything Used by Bee-Keepers.

KXCJiUSJVK MANUJ''A(!TUUEU OF THE

Stanley Automatic Honey-E::tractor,

DAOANTS FOUNDATION, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

WHITE POPLAR OR BASSWOOD SECTIONS
Oiir-i'ii'cc, Dovclaij, oi- (n n;iil. Any nnan- '

tily, any size. Coinplcld iiiai'liiuery finest
work. Send for Handsfnno Illustrated (!ata-
logue. Free.

E. R. NEWCOMB, Pleasant Valley, Dutchess Co., N. Y

I'lease mention the Review.
MASS. CONN.

2-88-tf.
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Feeding Back Unprofitable, Except for Com-

pleting Nearly Finished Sections.

JAMES HEDDON.

Fkiend Hutchinson:—I congratulate you
on selecting this most important subject for

this ii^ue. I presume there will be quite a
diversity of opinions expressed by your dif-

ferent able contributors. These opinions
will, no doubt, be the results of different ex-

X)eriences, and these diffei'ent experiences
will result more from variance in ininor
conditions thought to be of little importance
by the ones who made the experiments;
when, in reality, they are of vast paoment.
I believe that the practice of feeding back,
to any considerable extent, would amount to

a loss, and tend to degrade rather than for-

ward our chosen pursuit. I will not attempt
to outline the various experiments which
liave taken place in my apairy relative to the
que.-^tion at issue.

The only practically proiitable feeding
back will be found in connection with feed-
ing a little at the close of the comb-honey
harvest for the purpose of completing unfin-
ished sections. In few words, I will state

that the feed should always be pure honey of
the lightest color, and usually diluted with
warm rain-w,ater to the consistency of nec-
tar. Feed during the night and from the
top of the entire surplus departments. The
feeder should not leak lioney, nor the heat
and odor from the bees or feed, nor should
it drown or daub a bee. It should be filled

and refilled without the use of smoke or con-
tact with the bees, and enable the operator,

to see how uwich footi has been taken and
how much is remaining in the feeder. I say
this because, without tlie use of aii excellent

feeder, feeding back b(-!Coines dangerou.s,

vexatious and un|)rofital)le. It umst be un-
dorstooil that the c:>lony that is l)eing fed
must not I'e woak and its lirood-chamber
nni.st be coiiti'acted to not more than thu ca-

pacity of live Langstroth combs, and we
have found a still smaller brood-chamber
)>ioriTal)le. One section of my new sectional
br()')d-ciiainber hive works admirably, and
while tlio ca|tacity is eipial to live Jj comb'*,

no liirth(n- contraction of it is nucesijary, be-

Ci'vUse of its shallow forii). We have liad

niucli pleasant exiierieiice in this direction.

One matter I cuine near forgetting, is that

tlie feeder should not only cover the entire
t.o)> surface of the surplus receptacles, but

the bee-entrances should extend its full

length on both sides and should be no-
where else. Whoever experiments on this
point will see the great advantage such an
arrangement lends in getting the sections
finished evenly and quickly in the supers be-
low. We feed in the evening, just as the
bees cease flying, and with such feeders as I

have partially described, and with our stor-
ing tanks and carrying-cans, three men have
been able to feed fifteen hundred pounds in
an hour, no smoke being used, no jarring of
hives, and no coming in contact with the
bees. We diluted the honey with hot water
so that it would run freely or we could not
have made such dispatch. Brown German
bees are the best to feed back to for the pur-
poses desired.
Then to sum up, feeding back will pay,

only for the purpose of finishing incomplete
comb-honey, and, to make it a radical suc-
cess, the above, and no doubt, other condi-
tion!^ peculiar to each location, must be
learned and carefully complied with,

DowAGiAC, Mich., July 2, 1888.

Feeding Back.

K. L. TAYLOK.

W'hether feeding-back to secure the
completion of partly filled sections pays, in
the long run, I shall not now attempt to de-
cide; but shall content myself with suggest-
ing three or four points which must be
maturely considered before the question can
be rightly determined.

First, the honey thus produced is never, I

think, of the finest quality. I always im-
agine it to have a flavor foreign to comb
honey produced in the ordinary way: and,
at least, it candies readily, which alone is

likely to place it among the lower grades of
honey. Secondly, when it becomes noised
abroad that comb honey is jjroduced by
feeding the bees, consumers will be .startled,

and the markets will be affected more or
less; and the sale of candied comb honey
will have even greater effect upon the mar-
ket. 'I"he inexperienced will buy it unawares
and the purchase by them of no more honey
of any kind would be a very natural result.

Thiidly, to be a success, feeding-back
must be done in the interval between bass-
wood and fall flowers, when, of all the year,
tlie weather and the bees are the most trying
—a combination which makes the labor very
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undesirable. Fourthly, if foul brood should
find a lodgment in an a])airy, and remain
for a time undiscovered by the apiarist,
nothing else would spread it so rapidly and
so effectively as feeding-back.
Were it not for these troublesome matters,

feeding-back, to make partly filled sec-
tions available for the market, would, no
doubt, be profitable. To test the matter
somewhat, three years since, I fed one col-

ony extracted honey sufficient to complete
three cases of sections—not sections partly
filled but new sections with foundation.
When completed I found I had fed 124
pounds and had in three cases 78 pounds of
comb honey in fine shape. There was not a
pound of honey in the brood chamber either
when the experiment was begun or when it

ended. In this case there was perhaps profit

enough, as markets usually are, to pay for
the labor involved besides leaving the colony
in greatly improved condition.
Now, suppose I had varied this experiment

by taking six cases partly filled, containing,
say (30 pounds, of honey. As the foundation
would be well drawn out, and, consequently,
the honey more rapidly stored, I estimate
that the 124 pounds would have been sufii-

cient to complete the cases and turn out at
least 150 pounds of well capped comb honey.
We may approximate the profit by compai--
ing the expense with the result. The (JO

pounds of unfinished sections would be
worth not more than the extracted honey,
which, being added, makes 184 pounds at,

say 8 cents, giving an expense of .f 14.72,

which, taken from $24.00, the value of l.W
pounds of comb honey at 1(5 cents, leaves a
profit of $9.28, or ()3 per cent. The im-
proved condition of the bees and the in-

creased salableness of the product may be
considered an equivalent for the necessary
labor.
To insure the largest success I have found

that the following several particulars must
be faithfully observed:

First,—If separators are not used, it will

not do to put the unfinished sections into
cases hap-hazard. The comb of some must
be trimmed and sections ecpially worked out
must face each other in order to secure
shapely sections of honey.
Secondly,—Fairly strong colonies of proj)-

er characteristics must bo selected for the
work. Italians will not do well. So far as
my experience goes, a cross b(^tween the
Italian and the black, with the blood of the
latter predominating, rather than tliat of tlie

former, is best.

'I'hirdly,—The brood chamber nmst Ijc

contracted to the cai)acity of five L frames.
Fourthly,

—
'I'he work must be done during

warm weather and should l)e undertaken
Ijromptly on tlie cessation of the flow from
white clover and basswood.

Fifthly,—Thd femleis must be kept con-
stantly sufjplied with lioiiey, whi(^h, J tliink,

should not be diluted, but fed as it comes
from the extractor.
The feeders should b(^ capacious, the one

known as Heddf)n's is \>y far the best—and
are to ))e placed immediately above the sec-

tionB.

By observing these hints and the dictates

of sound common sense any one may, I
think, attain fair success: but, as I have in-
tiniated, the work is not a pleasant one, and
it is well worthy of consideration whether it

would not be better to keep a few more col-
cvnies and thereby obtain equal results with
less of wearing labor.

Lapeeb, Mich., .June 22, 1888.

The Difficulties to be Met in Feeding Back.

DK. C. C. MILLEE.

If only those who have been particularly
successful in any one thing are the proper
persons to write about it, then I am not the
proper person to write about feeding back.
I have fed back a good many pounds of
honey, and am satisfied that, for me, there
is no profit in feeding extracted honey to
have it changed into comb honey, even with
the widest difference I have ever known be-
tween the prices of comb and extracted.
The only way in which I have ever felt that I
was successful in feeding back was when,
near the close of the season, I had sections
that were filled and nearly sealed over. In
such case these nearly finished sections, al-

though of full weight, could not be sold for
the same price as those fully finished ; and
the question was, (and it is still a question
with me), is it more profitable to sell these
sections at a reduction of two cents per
pound, or to feed back extracted honey
enough to have them all sealed over? On
the whole I lean rather toward selling for a
lower pi-ice in preference to feeding back.
It may be well to say to those who have only
a few unfinished sections that I hardly think
it is worth wliile to attempt feeding back un-
less it is done on a pretty large scale. A
good many pounds must be fed before any-
work is commenced on sections, and if you
have only a few sections to finish, say 20,

you may have to feed a good deal more than
the weight of those 20 sections to get them
finished. But if you liave a large number of
unfinished sections, then it may pay to ex-
periment. I advise you to Ijegin as early as
possible after you see that the natural Jiar

vest will not suilico to finish the sealing. I
don't know the reason, but I think bees
make better work storing what is fed when
a very little is coming from tlie field than
they do aftei- tlie How is entirely over. Then
wlien you do begin, crowd the work. Give
th(!Tn all tliey will take, and as fast they will
take it. Read carefully all the editor said
about feeding back in .lune immlier of the
Reviicw. There are some excellent ))oints

made there tliat it is not worth while for nu;
to i-epeat. One difiiculty you will meet, is

the putting togeth(U' a number of sections
taken from difl'erent i)laces. If you do not
use seiiarutoi's the difficulty will be greater.
Even tliosc wiio are most successful in get-
ting straiglit sections witliout separators, I

think, find that there is more or less bulging
of oH(^ section into finother. Not enough
peihajis to injure the sections for nuirket,
hut enough so tiiat when their i)ositions are
changed the cappings will almost touch in
one place, and in another there will be aj
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space between the sections, perhaps twice as
much as the bees would leave. Now, as the
bees left these sections, (and there will be
some of the same trouble with separators,
only in less degree), the space between was
just riyht, and if you could feed back with-
out moving the sections from their position,
just as the bees had them, there would be
nothing to do but just to finish the sealing,
but the best I could ever do, even with sepa-
rators, there would always be more or less

drawing out of the cells, and then when this
was sealed over it had more or less of a
patched appearance, as if it were an after
thought on the part of the bees. After feed-
ing for some time the bees seem to lose in-
terest in the matter, loaf on the feeder, and,
by soms strange perverseness, dump patches
of fresh wax on the feeder although at the
same time there is plenty of room for them
to put the wax on the unfinished sections. I

am sorry to say that I can give no definite
rule for the consistency of the honey fed
bacl^but I know they will make much better
and taster work if the honey is quite thin,
perhaps one-tenth to one-fifth water, and let

it be given quite warm, yes, hot: no harm if

it is hot enough to burn their tongues, they'll
work at it carefully till it cools, only that if

hot enough to burn them there is danger
that you will spoil the quality of the honey.
If you make the honey pretty warm without
the addition of water and then add boiling
water afterward, I think you will not run
any risk. After Ijeing more successful than
I have been, please tell us all about it. But
mind you, I'm not to lilame if you fail, for I

much doubt if you will make it pay.

Mabengo, 111., June 27, 1888.

Feeding Back Sometimes Profitable, but the

Honey Candies.

n. D. BUEBELL.

Nearly every year, for 10 years, I have
practiced feeding extracted honey to secure
the completion of partially-filled sections.
During that time, with varying success, I

have fed many tons of honey, and exj)eri-

mented on a large scale in every way I could
think or hear of. The best results were ob-
tained from a system uiaterially like the one
mapped out in the June Review. I have ob-
tained, for a season's feeding, an average of
three pounds gain, in weight of sections, for
each four pounds fed, and, with some colon-
ies, under very favorable conditions, much
better results. But, in our changeable cli-

mate, one year with another, it does not i)ay
me to feed, except in a small way to secure
the completion of nearly-finished sections.
Cool nights seriously interfere with opera-
tions.

And there is a more serious drawback.
This "fed" honey soon candies. I have had
it candied in October as solid as maple
sugar; and, witli me, it invariably candies
when cold weather comes. All "fed" honey
should be sold early, and where it will surely
be consumed before it candies, or tlie honey
business will certainly suffer. I can think
of no probable cause that will so surely give

credence to the "Wiley lie" as the candying
of comb honey.
Honey which is not thinned before feeding

remains liquid longer than that which has
been thinned. I obtained the best results by
feeding thick honey. It is not carried from
the feeders quite as quickly, but is capped
sooner.

Bangob, Mich., June 28, 1888.

Feeding Back Unprofitable.

S. T. PETTIT.

Deae Beothek Hutchinson:—If I were in
a position to do so, it would afford me great
pleasure to comply with your request to
write out for your very interesting and valu-
able periodical my experience in feeding
back. My head trouble is so bad now that I
read but little and write only when I am
obliged to.

I may say to you, in a private way, that,
a few years ago, some one gave a plan of se-
curing lots of comb honey by the use of the
extractor; throwing out the nectar green, as
fast as it came in, thus exciting the bees to
gather all they possibly could and then when
the honey season was past just feeding it
back, thus securing big crops of comb honey.
Well, the plan looked reasonable on paper,
but, in actual practice, it looks very differ-
ent to me. Of course, I waited until the
gathermg season was past, and then went
enthusiastically to work giving unfinished
sections, mostly, to work upon. Well, the
amount they managed to cram away in the
brood-chamber before starting at all in the
sections, took a good deal of the enthusiasm
out of me : but, at length, they went reluct-
antly, tardily at work in the sections. But
the sections were not as nice and even as
those built by the same bees during the
honey flow.

Another set-back to the scheme was found
in the great loss of weight during the feed-
ing-back process. I did not keep an accu-
rate account but I believe it to be 40 to .50

per cent.
I found that great care and constant vigi-

lance were necessary to prevent robbing.
Another serious objection that presented

itself consisted in the fact that all the b ees
used for feeding back died outright or
dwindled badly. Too much honey in the
brood chamber I think was the cause.
My opinion is that it will not pay to feed

back even to complete sections that are
nearly finished, much less the building of
whole sections.
Belmont, Ont., Canada, June 27, 1888.

Success in Feeding Back Very Dependent

Upon Circumstances.

w. H. suibley.

Feiend Hutchinson:—I would gladly com-
I>ly with your request to give my experience
in feeding back, but I have had only one
season's experience in that line, and I do not
think one trial of any line of work with bees
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goes very far to prove or disprove a thing.

The season that I practiced feeding back
it paid me well; but I have always attributed
iny success to a fortunate combinatiou of
circumstances.
At the close of clover and basswood bloom

I had a lot of unfinished sections on the
hives, and extracted honey was cheap, and,
by placing a good many sections upon a
hive, (prepared beforehand for the purpose),
I succeeded in finishing off the sections at a
small cost in advance of the first cost of ex-

tracted honey.
One thing I do know, and that is, the

weather and condition of the colonies em-
ployed makes a great difference in the re-

sults.

MiLiiGEOVE, Mich., -June 23, 1888.

Feeding Back for Surplus.

As a rule, we are opposed to the publica-

tion of an article unaccompanied by its au-

thor's name, but we could secure the follow-

ing valuable experience only by allowing the

writer to use a uom de plume. We are well

acquainted with the gentleman, however,

and perfectly willing to vouch for his relia-

bility.

A few years since, it was intimated in cer-
tain quarters that a grand discovery had
been made that would surely revolutionize
at least one important branch of bee-culture:
viz., the production of comb honey. A little

later it became known that this discovery
was nothing more nor less than the feeding
back of extracted honey. The higher price
and readier sale of comb honey was the
main incentive for changing the liquid arti-

cle into this shape for market, and the
scheme certainly bore upon its face the es-
sentials of success. That it has not come
into general practice is doubtless due to ob-
stacles that were not anticipated at the
outset.
My first feeding with this object in view

was done in 188] , Having some 3,000 pounds
of extracted honey of extra lieavy body, but
a little (jff in color, I determined to see whiit
could bo done by way of transformatiou.
This honey was fed to about ;iO colonies, and
four pounds of comb lioney were securctd for
each five pounds fed back. Tliis, of course,
included tlie weiglit of the sections in which
the honey was stored. I have since fed dur-
ing several seasons, but with varying results.
My exiterience in this line suggests tlie fol-
lowing obsejrvations:
Success in feeding buck depends largely

upon certain conditions, and to make it |)ay
requires close and careful attention to de-
tails. The oi)erator who is n(jt willing in d(;

this had better not attempt it. for liiilurc^

will be certain. In selecting colonics to be
fed we choose those having young, vigorous
((ueens, and an abundanc^e of txjes. i liave
found the dark colored Italians the l)est:

hyln-ids. whose mother was (lurc bred j)iit

impurely mated, the next best: and black

bees the poorest of all. With me, the latter

soon become "tired," and do not give satis-

factory results. The condition of the brood
nest is important. About five Langstroth
combs is the right size; the two outside
combs should be well filled with honey, and
the balance packed with brood. Place a
queen excluding honey board upon the hive,

one case of sections upon this and the feeder
over all. The new Heddon feeder is admir-
ably adapted for this purpose; and right
here let me say that one brood case of his
new hive is away ahead of L. frames. Feed-
ing should be done regularly, every night,
and no more feed given at one time than the
bees will carry down during the 24 hours. I

much prefer that the feeder be emptied
clean by the bees each day.

I usually begin feeding immediately after
the close of the basswood harvest, or as soon
as preperations can be made therefor. Add
only cold water to thin the honey; four
pounds of water to ten of honey is about
right. More than one case of sections at one
time is not advisable. Separators between
the sections are essential to straight combs
in feeding. Remove the sections as fast as
sealed over and the result will be as hand-
some a lot of comb honey as ever the eye be-
held. I have always obtained best results,

that is, the largest percentage of comb to the
amount of liquid fed, by using sections filled

with foundation. In feeding to complete
unfinished sections I always place those
nearest full on the outside of the case.
There, friend H., you have what little I

know about feeding back. In the hands of
the skillful operator I regard success as cer-
tain; and yet, I am persuaded, from my ob-
servations of those engaged in bee-culture
for the past 21 years, that at least nine out of
every ten who attempt it, will fail. The
amount of care required is greater than the
average apiarist is willing to bestow.

Old Timeb.

Artificial Honey Comb.

E. n. WEED.

At the request of tlie editor of the Review,
I have written the following concerning my
new artificial lioney comb and its manufac-
ture.

First, in regard to the comb itself ; it is
admitted, by all who have seen it, to be a
successful attempt t(i ar1i^jcially iiroduce
that which has so lonj.^ dc^iieii rJI attempts at
imitation—-the honey comb of the bee.
At present it is made only in jucces the ex-

act si/.i^ to tit ill a one ixiuud section, but it

will shortly lie inaniifactnred of any size up
to 12xlS inches.

'I'he w;dls are as tliin as natural comb

—

tl-2r)()of an inch thick)—and the height is

Miiliiiiiteii. The sej)tuin is also l-^.W of an
inch thick.

'J'he idea is not to furnish t.he bees with
foundation to draw out, Ijut with comb ; to
add to if lu^cessary, but which will re(iuiro
no fiirtl'.cr nianii'ulation. For this reason I
can sul>.ject the wax to such enormous iires-
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Sure in working that its structure is radically
changed. Pressure will harden wax very
much. Every bee-keeper must have noticed
how much softer are the little white pellets
of wax, dropped by the bees when comb-
building, than the finished comb which has
been pressed into shape by their jaws. It is

only when we consider what a very small
area of wax is pressed at a time, that we
realize how great this pressure. It is by
rolling between heavy rollers that soft brass
is made into hard brass, and wax is hardened
in the same way. This renders it possible
to make the artificial comb thinner even
than that made by the bees.
The comb is also made with a wooden

base, of thin veneer, for use in the brood-
chamber. I find that, with a cell of about
3-1(3 of an inch depth, the bees make no
distinction between wood base and natural
comb, and breed and store honey in them
without any objection whatever. ( )f course
the advantages of such a comb are too ob-
viqitis to mention, and it can be made much
cheaper that wired frames of foundation.
The machine for making the comb is

almost impossible to describe without illus-

trations. I can say, however, that it is to-
tally different in every respect from any
foundation mill or press. It does not use
sheets of wax but takes the wax in a block,
about six inches thick, and delivers it in a
continuous stream of comb at the rate of
about one foot of comb per minute. This
is done by passing it through a steel plate ;

and upon the accuracy of this plate depends
the success of the machine. I have suc-
ceeded, however, in making it so perfectly
that the comb is exactly 1-2.50 of an inch in
every part. The comb is then cut into three
foot lengths, and fed to a second machine
which puts in the base and trims the comb
to any required depth of cell. The wax can
be worked at any temperature within reason-
able limits, and, as I have said before, the
character of the product largely depends
upon the temperature at which it is made.
The harder it is pressed the more tenacious
is the comb.
As to the effect of the new article on the

honey market, I see no reason why comb
honey cannot be produced almost as cheaply
as extracted is now ; it surely is no more
work for the bees to store their honey in
these combs than in such combs as are now
used for extracting. A perfectly filled sec-
tion will be obtained, and one well fastened
on all sides to the section box. I think it

doubtful, however, if an artificial comb
much thicker than one inch could be used
advantageously on account of the difficulty
in ripening the honey.

I am anxious to have the comb fully tested
this season, and will be pleased to hear from
any bee keepers who are desirous of giving
it a trial. I will send samples for postage
only.
The machine and the comb vnW both be

fully patented in this and other countries.
These patents are now being obtained.

The + Bee-Keepers' + Eeview,
PUBLISHED MONTHLY.

W. Z. HUTOHINSON, Editor & Proprietor.

TERMS:—50 cents a year in advance, two
copies for 95 cents; three for $1.35; five for $2.00;
ten or more, 35 cents each; all to be sent to ONE
POST OFFICE. In clubs to different post offices,
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FLINT, MICHIGAN, JULY 10, 1888.

THE BEE-KEEPEBS' ADVANCE AND POULTET-

MEN's JOURNAL.

This enterprising monthly has absorbed

the Feathered Home and the Poulterer, don-

ned a bright new cover, and raised its sub-

scription price to 50 cts. Good.

TEE BEE KEEPEES' UNION.

We are in receipt of the third annual re-

port of the general manager of the National

Bee Keepers' Union. Did not lack of space

prevent, we would gladly publish it. The
Union is to be congratulated upon its choice

of manager. Considering the amount of

money that has been at his disposal he has

performed wonders.

238 Third St., Detboit, Mich.,

July 8, 1888.

AKTIFICIAL OOMB.

In the present issue will be found an inter-

esting communication, upon this subject,

from the inventor, Mr. E. B. Weed. The
operation of manufacture, if we understand

it aright, is quite simple ; and we think we
could make it clear, even without illustra-

tions, but, as a patent is not yet issued, Mr.

Weed might not wish it described at present.

If he is willing, a full description will be

given in the August Review.

That comb can be made with full depth,

thin walls, is no longer a doubt ; but that

its use, in raising comb honey, is advisable,

we very much doubt. We have no desire to

throw cold water upon any new invention

that promises to be useful ; and it is some-

times a little rash to indulge in prophesies

concerning such inventions ; but we must
not forget the "kicks" that were showered

upon foundation for causing "fish-bones" in

comb honey. Foundation lived in spite of

the "kicks," and comb honey finds a sale in

spite of the "fish-bones;" although it must be
admitted that the "fish-bones" of the pres-

ent are Like minnows coin)ared to sturgeons,

when compared with the "fish-bones" of

old. Now, when we come to make not only
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the "bones" but the "whole fish" out of

wax, we fear it will be a little too tough

chewing. One of the neatest illustrations

we ever heard upon this point is the one

given by Mr. T. F. Bingham. He says:

"Melted butter is grease, and melted honey

comb is wax." There is a delicious, flaky

brittleness about comb built by bees that is

never quite equaled by that built from foun-

dation, even though the foundation be ever

so thin. We know Mr. Doolittle pushed

a wire through sections of honey built upon
different samples of foundation, and com-
pared the resistance with that produced by
pushing the same wire through natural

comb ; and with one sample of foundation

the resistance was less than with the comb
built entirely by the bees. But it must not

be forgotten that pushing wires through a

comb is quite a dififerent affair from that of

eating the honey. We imagine that artificial

comb, even though it be filled with honey by

the bees, would be pretty tough eating. But
Mr. Weed very generously offers to send

samples free, only asking that stamps be

sent for postage, and all can test this matter

for themselves ; and we would suggest that

everyone be geneous when sending the pos-

tage.

For use in the brood-nest, or for extract-

ing purposes, we see no objection to this

style of comb.

PATENTS.

Mr. A. I Root is well and favorably known.
He ia looked up to and respected by a large

class of bee-keepers, who regard and follow

him as pupils cling to a beloved teacher.

Through Gleanings he is able to sway a

large part of the bee-keeping world. Occu-
pying the position that he does it pains us

to see him encourage in his followers a dis-

respect for the rights of inventors who claim

the privilege of enjoying the fruits of their

brain labor. There is no misunderstanding
him upon this point, as he says right out and
out that he considers the sale of "rights" as

"improper," (and that means wrong), and
that he considers it neither just, fair, right

nor best that everyone who wishes to use a

patented article should respect the rights of

the patentee. This has the appearance, at

least, of recognizing the patent law

neither morally nor legally, and teaching

bee-keepers to steal. We know there are

many who are opposed to patents upon
apairian appliances, and Mr. Root is largely

to blame for this mischevious sentiment, but

we very much doubt if, as Mr. Root would
lead us to suppose, that the majority of bee-

keepers are so ungenerous, unfair and un-

just. The fact that Mr. Root has received

encouragement in his course, and been op-

posed by only a few, does not prove that the

majority are with him; but rather that it is

much more pleasant to send in commenda-
tions than condemnations. For instance.

Prof. Cook says he has received many letters

thanking him for his defense of the right,

but not one of censure. During the past

month we have travelled about considerably

and visited bee-keepers in Mich., and not

one have we found who would defend Mr.

Root in his position upon this question.

Mr. M. H. Hunt, of Bell Branch, is a warm
friend of Mr. Root, yet we had not been at

his place half an hour before he introduced

this subject by saying that he agreed with

Mr. Root in most things but upon this one of

patents he thought him all wrong. "I tell

you," he exclaimed, "Prof. Cook's article

was a grand one, and I don't see how any

one could read it without being convinced

that he was right. What encouragement do
we give an inventor if we prohibit him from
enjoying the fruits of his labors?" Other

bee-keepers that we visited voiced the senti-

ment so well expressed by friend Hunt. Mr.
Root recognizes the rights of inventors, and
is willing to reward them for their labor, so

long as they do not patent their inventions

and allow him to say how much he will pay
for a moral "right" to manufacture; but the

moment they protect their inventions and
are then able to dictate terms to him, he

thinks it is "improper." There is an incon-

sistency here that it is difficult to satisfac-

torily explain. It is all very well for Mr.
Root to give away his inventions, and even

illustrate and describe them in Gleanings, as

his facilities for manufacturing and adver-

tising virtually give him a monopoly in

another manner; but there are few inventors

who are so situated as to be able to protect

their interests in this manner.

We sincerely hoi)o that the day will come
when Mr. Root will stand up for the bight

in this matter, in the same earnest, whole-

souled way that he does in other things.

Since the above was in type, Gleanings for

July 1 has come to hand, and in it we find

an article from Father Langstroth taking

almost the same grounds and making tlie

arguments as we liave done. Mr. Root must
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be given credit for allowing both sides of

the question to be heard, although he at-

tempts no reply to this last article contribu-

ted by our old friend Langstroth; as for that

matter, it seems as though no reply could be

made, that the arguments are unanswerable.

FOUNDATION FASTENER.

AVe spent the last day of June very pleas-

antly and profitably, in the company of Prof.

Cook and his nephew, at the home of R. L,

Taylor. Among other things, Mr. Taylor

showed us an arrangement of his for fasten-

ing foundation into sections. It works upon
the hot-iron-melted-wax plan. Attached to

the upper surface of a board, are perhaps

twenty little, nearly square, blocks of wood,

each exactly large enough for a section to

slip flown over it and leave a % space at one

side. We may be getting a little ahead of

our story, but we may as well say, right here,

that when a section is placed over a block it

is so placed that the % space comes next to

the top bar. The upper surface of these blocks

is not level; one side of each block being per-

haps half an inch higher than the opposite

side. Upon the upper surface of each block

is a little sliding platform 14 of an inch in

thickness and nearly as large as the block.

When one of these little platforms is slid, it

"slides down hill" upon the slanting surface

of the block underneath. To keep these lit-

tle platforms in place, a % square strip of

wood is tacked to the bottom of each. Each

strip of wood extends nearly the whole width

of a platform, and tits into a corresponding

groove cut in the block beneath.

The work of fastening foundation into sec-

tions is performed as follows: Upon each of

these platforms is placed a square piece of

foundation that will nearly fill a section.

After putting on a piece of foundation, a sec-

tion is slipped on over the block; and the

height of the block and platform combined
is such at the lower edge that when the fingers

are placed upon the foundation, and the foun-

dation and platform " slid down hill," the

lower edge of the foundation comes in con-

tact with the center of the underside of the

top bar of the section. Before the sliding

operation is performed, however, a piece of

hot iron, shaped something like a broad,

thin chisel, or square pointed trowel, is slip-

ped down between the top bar of the section

and the edge of the foundation; then the lat-

ter is pi-essed against the iron, and, as the

iron is quickly withdrawn, tlie melted edge of

the foundation is brought in contact with the
top bar of the section. By the time the twen-
tieth piece of foundation is fastened, the op-
erator can begin at No. 1, and remove the

sections in the same order that the founda-
tion was put in, placing them in the supers.

The irons for melting the edge of the foun-
dation are two in number, one being heated
over a gasoline stove while the other is being
used. Each iron is nearly V of an inch thick,

as wide as the inside of a section, and fur-

nished with a handle. To each iron is also

added, upon the back side, a stop that strikes

the edge of the top bar of the section, thus

preventing the iron from being pushed down
too far which would keep the wax in contact

with it for too great a length of time during
its withdrawal.

This lengthy description might lead one to

suppose that fastening in foundation upon
this plan would be slow and tedious; such is

not the case, however, it being very quickly,

neatly and securely fastened. Mr. Taylor
assured us, and showed us, that he could do
the work more rapidly than with any other

method he had tried; while the foundation is

fastened most securely, with great exactness,

and but little waste of wax.

APIAKIAN EXHIBITS AT FAIBS.

Is it advisable and desirable, that is, is it

advantageous for bee-keeping and a benefit

to bee-keepers, to have displays of bees,

honey, wax, implements, etc., made at our
state and county fairs, expositions, etc., and,

if so, in what manner, and by what class of

bee-keepers, should these exhibitions be con-

ducted? This is the question that we pro-

pose to take up for special discussion in the

August Review. We do not care to discuss

this questioo at any great length from the

point of benefit or loss to the individual ex-

hibitor, as what might be of advantage to

the individual might have a disastrous effect

upon the industry as a whole, and vice versa.

If these shows are to be presided over and
managed by supply dealers who, in their

eagerness to do business, will not hesitate to

make a bee-keeper in order to effect a sale,

if the fruit of the seed sown at these gather-

ings is to be a crop of producers, we tliink

the result would be an injury to existing bee-

keepers. We do not wish to be understood

as opposing the exhibition of hives, imple-

ments, and the like; in fact, they may be

used to good advantage in impressing the

crowd with the true importance, magnitude
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and complexity of modern bee culture; im-

parting the idea that the bee business is

really quite a business—one that cannot be

picked up and learned in a day by Tom,

Dick and Harry.

Anything that will increase the consump-

tion of honey is a benefit to the pursuit, and

it seems to us that these bee and honey

shows might be so managed, and we believe

they often are, as to call the attention of

crowds of people to the excellence and de-

liciousness of honey as a food. Honey ought

to be put up in small packages. It may be

a little difficult to put up honey in packages

so small that it can be sold for five cents,

but we believe it has been done, while it is

no trouble to find packages that may be

sold, full of honey, at ten or twenty-five

cents each. People at fairs do not wish to

be burdened with heavy or bulky packages,

and the honey must be put up in such

shape that it may be eaten upon the grounds,

or else carried in the pocket or hand-bag

without danger of leakage. We remember

that one year, at the Michigan State Fair,

Mr. H. D. Cutting sold nearly $40 worth of

honey put up in pound and half-pound

square glass bottles and in small glass pails.

Such management at fairs certainly does the

pursuit no injury, while it is an advantage

to the one exhibiting the honey. Our Cana-

dian brethren are, we believe, ahead of us in

the amount of honey that they sell at fairs.

We doubt very much whether the exhibi-

tion of bees at fairs is of an advantage to

the pursuit. Looking at a frog fails to dis-

close the amount of space that he can cover

at a jump, and looking at bees brings forth

results no more conclusive. The most that

can be said in favor of their exhibition is

that they attract attention.

We will now mention the points upon

which we would be glad to have correspon-

dents touch: 1, Are apiarian exhibitions an

advantage or a disadvantage to bee-keepers,

and why? 2, Shall honey be sold at the

shows, and, if so, in what shape shall it be

put up? ii, In what manner shall comb and

extracted honey and beeswax be put up for

exhibition? 4, Shall bees be placed upon

exhibition, and, if so, in what manner shall

they be exhibited? .'), Give hints upon pack-

ing articles for shipment, getting them to

the grounds; putting up and arranging the

different articles and the exhibit as a whole,

taking down the articles, packing up, and

getting home. G, Shall the awarding of

premiums be done by a committee of three,

or shall the work be left to one judge who is

an expert? 7, Please give that information

that you think would be the most valuable

to one who wishes to make an exhibition,

let that information be what it may.

FEEDING BACK.

The objections to this practice, briefly told,

are that the work must be performed at a

time when robber bees are troublesome
;

there is a liability of creating suspicion in

the minds of the public as regards the pur-

ity of the honey: the honey loses its fresh-

ness, so to speak, by being extracted, stored

in vessels, heated, run through feeders, and

re-handled by the bees ; when honey is fed

to secure the completion of unfinished sec-

tions, the combs have a botched, patched,

bulged appearance, unless they are arranged

with great care and the whole operation

managed with skill; the combs are also like-

ly to become travel-stained unless care is

exercised to have new combs in the brood-

nest, or the sections are removed very

promptly upon their completion ; if there

should be an unknown case or two of foul

brood in the apiary, nothing would spread it

more effectually; but the most serious ob-

jection is the increased tendency of the

honey to candy.

The advantages are few, but weighty.

Comb honey is more salable, at a higher

price, than extracted honey, and, if the lat-

ter can be changed into the former, at no

great expense, there are quicker sales and

greater profit ; but the greater advantage is

in securing the completion of nearly finished

sections.

We will now show how most of the objec-

tions may be removed or greatly overcome.

With a feeder like Mr. Heddon's there need

be no trouble whatever from robbers. The

reservoir is in the center, and just over it a

part of the cover slides back in grooves.

There is no contact with the bees, no smoke

is needed, no propolis disturbed, and the

cover fits so snugly that no odor of honey es-

capes to attract robbers. The first feeding

should be done at dusk, as it puts the bees in

an excited state, and this is the time when
robbers would make trouble. After the bees

have l)ecome accustomed to finding honey in

the feeder, feeding produces but little, if any

excitement, still, at dusk is the best time to

feed, as we thus avoid the annoyance of

having robber bees follow us from hive to
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hive and dive into the feeder reservoir when-

ever it is opened. Mr. Unterkircher speaks

of the bees rushing out and stinging when-
ever the cover of a hive is raised. We have

noticed this same feature. When the cover

is taken entirely off the feeder we disturb the

bees at their feast, and it seems to anger

them. But there is no necessity of removing

the covers. When we wish to take off the

cases we insert the blade of a pocket knife

between the feeder and the upper case, take

hold of the handle of the feeder upon that

side and lift up and give the knife a twist at

the same time, which loosens the feeder.

We then puff some smoke in the opening be-

tween the feeder and the upper case, set

down the smoker and lift off the feeder,

placfng it corner-wise upon the cover of a

neighboring hive. The diagonallj' opposite

corners of the feeder then rest upon the

wide projecting cleats nailed to the ends of

the cover, and raise the bottom of the feeder

from the cover so that no bees are crushed.

The man who attempts to feed in a hap-haz-

ard way, using anything he can pick up for

a feeder, spilling honey about, etc., will cer-

tainly have trouble with robbers: but the one

who goes at it systematically, with the right

kind of hives, feeders and utensils, can snap

ftt& Angers at the robber bees. In regard to

any suspicions that might be created in the

minds of consumers by the feeding of honey

to have it stored in combs, we would say that

the public need know nothing of it. Keep
still about it. Don't blab. Producers, man-
ufacturers and dealers in other lines do not

herald their methods to the world, why
should bee-keepers? In other professions

there are "trade secrets," why should bee-

keeping be an exception? We have fed

back honey for years, feeding thousands of

pounds, and yet not a neighbor ever knew of

it. We have even had bse-keepers visit us

and go away with no suspicions that we
were feeding back. We do think that "fed

honey" has a slightly different taste from
honey stored directly in the combs by the

bees, but it is very slight indeed where all

the utensils are kept "as neat as wax," and
would be noticed only by an expert. We
would not advise the heating of the honey.

If the water that is used to thin it be heated

it is sufficient. This warming and thinning

of the honey enables the bees to handle it

much more rapidly.

The lengthening of cells, bulging and
patching up of combs, has been most graph-

ically described by Dr. Miller, and but little

can be added to his directions how to over-

come the difficulty. Bees usually have about

a % space between the combs, and in

putting back the unfinished sections we
must try and preserve this space. When
the space is less than this, no harm is done
unless it becomes so small that a bee cannot

pass tlirough, when the bees will connect

the two surfaces at some points by little

bridges of wax, and when the sections are

taken apart these little bridges will pull

pieces out from one comb or the other.

When the space is much greater than %, and
the comb upon each side is sealed, the bees,

especially if crowded, will construct comb
upon the sealed surface of the other comb,
which gives it a very botched appearance.

If the comb at one side of the space be seal-

ed, and the other not, the sealed comb will

be left undisturbed and the unsealed cells on
the opposite side lengthened out until the

space between the two combs is reduced to

about J?8. If, in this instance, the sealed

comb should be smooth and even, and in the

right place as regards the section as a whole,

all will be well; but if it be concave, or con-

vex, the unfinished comb facing it will be

drawn out in conformity with the surface of

the finished comb. If two unfinished sur-

faces, in the same stage of completion, are

brought facing each other near the center of

the super, they will be drawn out and sealed

straight and true and alike ; if they are near

the outside, the chances are that the comb
nearest the center of the super will grow
faster than the one farther out, and a bulge

will be the result. Combs near the center of

the super are drawn out quicker and finished

sooner than those at the outside and corners;

hence we place at the outside those sections

that are the nearest completion: especially

do we take pains to have sealed surfaces

come next to the sides of the super, while

combs the farthest from completion are

placed in the center. By this arrangement
all of the sections in a super are finished at

about the same time. Unless some of the

combs are beginning to show signs of travel-

stain it is better to leave on the super until all,

or, at least, nearly all, of the combs are

completed, for, as the combs near comple-

tion, this matter of adjustment becomes

more difficult. Where foundation is used,

and comb honey produced, "right from the

stump," by feeding extracted honey, we
have none of this bulging, patching difficul-
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ty to contend with, as the combs all grow

alike; and some of the finest, straightest,

plumpest, whitest and most handsome comb
honey can be produced that the eye ever be-

held ; but we have never found it profitable,

except by placing a few cases on top, near

the close of finishing up a lot of unfinished

sections, to give the bees room and thus pre-

vent the bulging of combs, as explained in

the June Review. In regard to spreading

foul brood by feeding back, we do not know
that it is practical to overcome this objec-

tion. Of course, it would be possible to add

something to the honey to destroy the germs,

if any should be present. Whether this addi-

tion would be objectionable we do not know,

but we feel quite certain that most bee-

keepers would take the risk rather than go

to this trouble. The most that can be done

is to be ever on the alert for foul brood.

And we may remark, parenthetically, that,

considering the prevalence of foul brood, it

would be well if every bee-keeper could see

a genuine case of it, and for this reason: In

its fearly stages it is very difficult to detect.

Or perhaps we should say, scarcely notice-

able ; and there is a something about its ap-

pearance that is very difficult to describe ; it

must be seen to be comprehended. When
over at Mr. Taylor's a short time ago, we
were shown colonies that required a very

critical examination indeed, to discover any
cells containing foul brood. But the ten-

dency of the honey to candy is, in our opin-

ion, the most insurmountable objection to

feeding back ; especially so if the bees are

given only foundation and all of the honey

stored is "fed" honey. When the sections

are nearly completed, and the feeding is

done simply to have them completed and
sealed over, the proportion of "fed" honey

is so slight that the candying would not be

so serious an objection were it not for the

fact that the presence of a little candied

honey hastens the candying of the whole

mass. There is a great difference in honey

as regard its candying, and one of our cor-

respondents says that tliinning the honey in-

creases its candying propensities. We have

fed but very little thick honey. The bees

worked it so slowly that we became discour-

aged and went back to thinning it. We
know that they seal it over quicker when it

is fed full thickness, and it is possible that

this is the better way of feeding it. We
must admit that this is a point upon which

our experience is limited. We believe that

n
the best advice that we can give upon this

candying point, is to sell the honey early and
in a market where it will surely reach the

consumer before it candies. Of course we
cannot always follow this advice, hence, we
consider the increased tendency of the honey

to candy, as the greatest objection to feeding

back.

Taking one year with another, we have se-

cured about two pounds of comb honey from
the feeding of three pounds of extracted.

With the right kind of weather and colonies

we have done much better ; secured four

pounds for five ; and we shall continue to

feed back to secure the completion of unfin-

ished sections; and if others desire to do so,

we feel that we have placed before them
about all the information obtainable upon
the subject.

~EXXRMOTED.
Feeding Back Extracted Honey.

As far back as in 1881, E. A. Thomas, of

Colerain, Mass., tried his hand at feeding

back. At that time he was a frequent and
valuable contributor to our bee journals, and
sent the following to Gleanings. Whether
he has dropped bee keeping we do not know,
but he has certainly dropped the pen, as a

letter asking for fui'ther particulars brought

no response.

Of course bee-keepers should endeavor by
every means in their power, to increase the
demand for extracted honey at a fair price;
but when it falls below that, it must be
worked off in some other way. Even if we
run for comb honey, there will always be
more or less extracted on hand at the end of
the season, from unfinished combs and hives
that were not strong enough to work in
boxes. At the present market prices, in lo-

calities where there is but little home de-
mand for extracted, I think it will pay the
apiarist to feed it back and let the bees put
it into combs. I never had very good suc-
cess in feeding back until last year, when I

adopted a new plan with very good success.
I selected one of my strongest, heaviest
hives, and took out all the brood except one
frame of larvie, nearly ready to seal, and
changed them for frames of solid honey
from other liives. A colony prepared in this

manner will be obliged to put all the honey
they get into the boxes, and will not waste
any in unnecessary breeding. I then select-

ed the best of my unfinished boxes, and
tiered up according to the strength of the
stock, giving all the bees a chance to work.
I fed from a closed feeder on the outside of
the hive, as fast as the bees would take it,

keeping lioney in tlie feeder night and day.
As fast as the sections were filled I removed
tliein, iiutting others in their place until all
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ffere finished, when I removed them and
3hanged the combs in the hive back to the
lives I took them from. I then gave the
5tock brood enough to make up for what
:hey had lost while I was feeding them, so
ihat they lost nothing by being fed. Now
for the result : Counting the weight of the
sections before they were put back, in with
the extracted, I found that it took 155 lbs.

xtracted honey to make 100 lbs. of comb.
A.S I sold my comb honey for 20c. per lb.,

ind as extracted sold slow at 9 and 10c. , I

bhink it has paid me to feed back.
E. A. Thomas.

CoLEEAiN, Mass., Feb. 1, 1881.

Feeding Back Not Profitable, and Why.

Last year, at the Michigan State Fair, we
had the pleasure of competing for premiums
with Mr. A. F. Uuterkircher, of Manchester,

Mich, ^e is a young German : and his neat

and aftractive display showed that he pos-

sessed push and enterprise. It seems that

he has been trying his hand at feeding back,

for, two years ago, he sent the following re-

port to Gleanings:

On turning to page 443, Gleanings for July
1, 1885, we find a communication regarding
the feeding back of extracted honey for pro-
ducing comb honey. Bro. Hutchinson seems
to advise the use of separators, and an-
nounces that the bees will otherwise often
bulge the combs. He has also met some in-

cidental troubles in feeding back for sec-
tions. I have had some three seasons of ex-
perience in this feeding-back business, but
more extensively the past season. We would
say that no separators were in use, and never
have our bees produced a finer lot of comb
honey than was the one produced by this
feeding back method during the past season.
The combs were bright and clean: the sec-
tions well filled. There were a few section
which were very slightly bulged. There was
not one mound or projection, to our knowl-
edge, upon the surface of any of the combs.
We shall be glad to give you our opinion as
to why feeding back is unprofitable. Here
is the whole business: Twenty of our strong-
est colonies were selected for this feeding
back puri)ose. The 20 colonies would not
have exceeded 200 lbs., or an average of 10
lbs. per colony to each brood department at
the commencement of feeding back, which
was comparatively near at hand, Aug. 17,
1885. Many large feeders were made, hold-
ing 25 lbs eacii. Two sets of sections were
placed on each hive, and no more. To the
above 20 colonies was fed 3.500 lbs. of extract-
ed honey, or an average of 175 lbs. per colo-
ny, in :i5 days. The total amount of comb
honey received from the :3.500 lbs. was only
12r>0 lbs., or li2J^ lbs. per colony all in one-
pound sections. The total amount for the
20 brood departments was 800 lbs., or (>00

lbs. of the :},5(X) lbs. of extracted honey stored
in the 20 hives. Thus the consumption for
the 20 colonies in the secretion, or forming
of wax scales, and for brood-rearing, evapo-
ration, etc., is that enormous total of l(i.50

lbs., or 82)^' lbs. per colony. To some of
these colonies was fed perhaps nearly 150
lbs. ere the first 54 sections were ready to
come off. (Jnly they who have tried this ex-
periment know what difficulties one must
encounter by turns, the scores of exasperat-
ing stings, and the imperious robbers, with
their exciting movements and the taking off

and refilling of each feeder. All this is cer-
tainly enough to disgust one in feeding, to
say nothing regarding the loss in the opera-
tion. The increase on these 20 colonies is

nearly 100 per cent: and as they were used
mainly for building up late colonies, this is

quite an item.
A. F. Unterkibcheb.

Manchestee, Mich., Jan. 8, 1885.

We wrote to friend U. for further particu-

lars, and here is his reply :

Manchestee, Mich., June 20, 1888.

Editoe Review:—Yours asking for further
information in regard to my experience in
feeding back is here, and in reply I would
say that foundation, in strips, from three-
fourths of an inch to two inches in width,
was used in the sections. No separators
were used, yet there was scarcely a bulge or
projection; and such beautiful, straight, well
filled sections. But many of the combs in
the lower tier were badly travel-stained, re-

sembling in color our brindle calf. The
darker the bees the better were the results
obtained.
Each of the twenty colonies had ten frames

each in the brood-nest. I am sure better re-

sults would have been secured had the brood-
nests been reduced to six or seven combs,
although I do not think this amount of con-
traction would have diminished the increase
of bees to any great extent. Where only
four or five combs are left for the queen, and
I think this is about the best number, there
is a reduction in the amount of bees raised.

The feeders used were the Heddon style,

each holding about 25 lbs.

The honey was thinned by adding ten or
fifteen pounds of water to a 100 pound keg of
honey; thoroughly mixing it by yanking the
keg first this way and then the other, until it

answered in a good straight "a-ca-flip," "a-
ca-floiJ."

The Italians engaged in the work were al-

most beyond control. As soon as a cover
was lifted, out would rush the little rascals,

and that, too, in spite of a cloud of smoke.
A. F. Unteekiechee.

Feeding Extracted Honey for the Purpose of

Getting Comb Honey in Sections.

In the August No. of Gleanings for 1880

its editor gives the following bit of excellent

advice:
Although this can be done, and with but

little loss, comparatively, as I have told you
in the A B (J, I should regard it as one of the
greatest pieces of folly, for a bee-keeper to

extract his honey with that end in view.
Why not let the bees put it in the sections in

the first place, and thus save them and you
all the trouble and waste? Another thing,
extracted honey is almost sure to ac<iuire a
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slightly unpleasant flavor ; if it candies be-

fore it is fed back, this candying gives it

another unpleasant property still, and after

it is in the sections nicely sealed over, you

have candied honey in the comb, instead of

the usual liquid, comb honey. I have had

comb honey in sections for the past three

years, produced by feeding back extracted

honey, and we are now selling it at loc. i-e-

tail, while we get 20c. for that stored by the
,

bees in the sections as they brought it in;

and if more comb honey produced by feed-

ing should be offered me, I would not give

half price for it. If you do not agree with

me, try it yourself: but I would advise you

to try a little first.

Later on, in the November issue, he gives

another hint which we copy:

FEEDING EXTBACTED HONEY TO GET THE BEES

TO FILL OUT SECTIONS.

We have had some statements made re-

cently in regard to the matter, that are so

different from my own experience (in regard

to the loss of honey by so doing), that 1

would suggest an experiment. Get a pair ot

platform scales with a dial, capable ot re-

cording 100 lbs. Set a hive of bees on the

platform, and, in the third story above the

frames, put a tin pan full of honey, it

there is a loss, the hand of the dial will re-

cord it while the bees are taking the honey

out of the pan. I have made exactly the

above experiment, and the whole apparatus

weighed just about as much when the honey

was down in the combs as it did when m the

pan. I gave the colony .50 lbs. of thick

honey, and they weighed so nearly the .W

lbs. more, that there was practically no loss.

If you doubt it, try it yourself. For all

that, I would not feed to get comb honey,

for the reasons I have given in recent num-
bers.

ADVERTISING BATES
are fifteen cents per line, (Nonpareil space)

each insertion, with discounts as follows:

On 10 lines and upwards, 3 times, -5 per cent; 6

times, 15 per cent.; 9 times, 25 per cent.; 12 times,

85 per cent.

On 20 lines and upwards, 3 times, 10 per cent.;

6

times, 20 per cent.; 9 times, 30 per cent.; 12 times,

40 per cent.

On 30 lines and upwards, 3 times, 20 per cent.;

6

times, 30 per cent.; 9 times, 40 per cent.; 12 times

50 per cent.

Barnes' Pool-Powcf Mactiineif

=risiis'"i
Read what J. I. Parent, o

Charlton, N. Y.. says— "Wi
cut with one of your C ombm
ed Machines, last winter, 3

chaff hives with 7-inch cap, 10

honey-racks, 500 broad frames
2,000 honey-boxes, and a grea

deal of other work. Tins win
ter we have double the amoun
of bee-hives, etc., to make, an
we expect to do it all witl

.-^ . this Saw. It will do all you ea

it will." Catalogue and Price List free.

Address W, F.&JOHN BARNES. 686 Ruby St. Rochford, Ilk
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Aiyiary For Sale

.

I have forty colonies of bees^ together wi| m
hives, supers, wide frames, sections, etc., sutn n

cient to run 125 colonies, that I ofEer for sale at
j

jr

bargain, as my time is so fully occupied witl '«

other business that the bees are neglected.

The frames are the same length as the Liangi

troth, but are two inches deeper: ten frames m
hive. The hives are well made from good lum

ber, and painted with two coats of white lead.

For further particulars addi-ess

7-88-tf. Wm. A. WHEELER, Elint, Mich.

jorb'i

Pm

latM

Holding fourteenm x 7 to

1 the foot sections, or twelve

1 fs or 2 inch wide; per hun-

dred, $6.00 Glass to fit them,

2x9, 65 cents per hundred. , • t

Ttnlinil T)dDO in ^^o and three frame nuclei, Li.

llttml DDCS frames, $2.00 and $2.50
.

Send for free price list

7^l2t."^" "^^MlBranch, Wayne Go. Mich.

Please mention the Review.

The Spightcst
Tour-Band Italian Queens & Bees,

and the Reddest Drones. In working quaL

ities equal to any and superior to many

PRICES:
. Selected Tested, 1 and 2 years old, $2.00

, Testwl, , „ ,, r " *-^"
Queens reared this season, that produce a major-

ity of f()ur-)3anded workers:
Best Selected Tested, |;]-""

Tested, IrR^
1-T

i- f 1 • ^1»VAJ

After Augastist,' k less than above prices.

Send for circulars to

Xj. Xj. I-IBA-I^N,
7-88-2t.

Frenchville W. Va.

Please mention the Reuieui.

(Wo liave received somo of the queens, workers

and drones from friend Hearn, and they are cor-

tainlv the most handsome in color of any we have

ever seen. We shall rear (lueens from one of the

qu(»ons. Ed. Keview.)

Adjustable. Divisible, Invertible! HftddonS' FeedCF
If v,.n wcnl.l lik,- a M..-tion ..isn that can he IIUUUV/IIU A WUVl
If you woid<l like a hcction (^asn that can he

quickly and easily a.ljiistcd to any Hize; ono in

widcli the outside rows of sections <^an be made to

abnost instantly (;hang(i phiccs with the central

rows; <me in whicli any row of sections or the

whole cawi can he nwidily inverted; one in whicli

separators may be used or dispensed witli; if you

wish a caw! possessing all tliese advant^iges, write

'

T. M. COBB, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Hohls 15 to 20 pfiunds. No robbing; no coming

in contact with bt^os when re-fiUing; no hoa^

wasted; no daubcMl liium. Price $1.00 Fully de.

scrilied in 1KH7 circular. Send for it.

Address JAMES HEDDON,
Dowaffiac, Mictt
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ITALIAN QUEENS. I The Canadian Bee Journal.

Wo aro practicing, to a certain e^^^en*,' remov-

ig th- quor.n wh-n a colony swarmF,and allomng

J Kwarm to return and raise another qaeen The

iieens removed are iine tested queens of last

ar'8ra\King!and, rather than destroy them, wo

iter tliem for sale. , .

We are also savins the queen ceUs from our

hoicest colonies that ''farm, and when the

nunc (I ueens hatch introducing them to nuclei,

hi^h enables us to tiarnish a few nice, young

ueens, °nsfbe^nnning to lay, that were reared

nder the swarming impulse.
. „„^„„^ f^^^

Besides the above, we are rearing queens from

queen that produces th.e lightest colored and

lost handsome bees we have ever seen, ihe

workers are a bright yellow to the very tip of ^e
bdomen, while the drones are really yellow au

P^chasers may have their choice of the above

hree classes of queens at $1.00 each; six for |.i.OO,

welve or more, 7S cts. each.
, ., i „

mnlcl strniglit, all-worker, Langstroth combs

.t ten cts. apiece.

^ Address. W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint. Michigan.

rTAliFpMTNfSUPPLiES
FOTl 1888.

Before you purchase, look to your interest, and

iond for catalogue and price list.

J. P. H. BKOWN,
J gg j.f

Augusta, Georgia.

Pleasi' mention the Reuiew.

M. S. WEST,
Dealer in Honey and All Kinds of

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
l-88tf. Send for Circular.

We make the best Bee-Hives, the best Sections,

the best Shipping-Crates, the best Frames, Etc.

Wo sell them at the lowest prices.

Write for free Illustrated Catalogue.

G. B. LEWIS & CO.,

l_88-tf.
Watertowii, Wis.

Plfiisc mtntlon the Reuiew.

Ita^lia-n. Q-a.eens.
Untested Queens '\*'*!':

TesU-d Queens *l-2''

C. WEEKS,
7-S8-3t.

Clifton, Tcnueseo.

Please mention the Reuieuj

FIRST $ WEEKLY IN THE WORLD!
Just now we wish to increase our subscription

list by doubling it, hence, we make a special of-

fer. For every yearly subscription received we
will send free, by return mail, books relating to

bee-keeping, to the value of $1.00. They are as

follows- "Queens and how to Introduce them;

'

"Bee Homes and how to Build them;" "Wintering

and Preperations tlierefor;" "Bee-Keepers Dic-

tionary" ; "Foul Brood, its Cause and Cure; and
Rev W. F. Clarke's "Bird's Eye View of Bee-

Keeping." Samples of the C. B. J. free.

American currency or stamps, also postal notes

and money orders taken at par.

THE D. A. JONES CO., Ltd.,

7-88-tf. Beeton, Ont., Canada.
ricase mention the Reviem

FfiiENDS.i^j™ BEES or HONEY,
any way interestedm '

we will with pleasure send a sample copy ot the

SENII-IViCKTHLY CLEANINGS IN BEE ULTURE,

with a descriptive price-list of latest improve-

ments in Hives, Honey-Sxtractors, Comb i^oun-

dation. Section Honey-Boxes, all books and jour-

nals and ever5i;hing pertaining to Bee tulture.

Nothing Patented. Simply send your address

plainly written to. A. 1. KOOT,

Eaton's Improved Section Case
Latest and best. Bees and
Queens. Send for free price

list. Address,
FllANK A. EATON,
2-88-tf. BlufEton, Ohio.

Please mention the Reuiew.

Patent riat-Bottom toml) roundalion.

High Side Walls, 4 to It s.iuav.. feet

to the ground. Wliolesalr and lle-

t;ul. Circidars and Samples free.

J. VAN DlOl'SKN & SONS,

("SOLE MANUFACTUllERS),

SPllODT BROOK, Mont, (^o., N. Y.

Pleise mention the Reuiew.

J. P. CaWwell, of San Marcos, Texas.

BREEDER OF PURE ITAIIAN QUEENS.

Selected Tested fl-^^

Tested. i*l;'f
Untested, VC^i
Six Untested,. . |^-'»

Twelve Untested, »'•""

All fiueens will be shipped in cages which an-

swer the double purpose of an introducing and

ing cage. Address J. P. Caldwell,
San Marcos, lex.

Please mention the Reuiew.

shipping cage.
7-88-3t.

'ili(3 Bee-Keepers' Advance
AND

POULTRYMEN'S JOUENAL,
Isaltipago, 18 column monthly .levoted to )>ee8

and poultry. Price only ,^0 cts a year. The

ch.-apest i.ap.T of the kind printed Send for

sample and see if this ad. <loes not teU the truth.

Address, THK A»^^VN<:K.

.^.gg tf. Mechanic Falls, Maine.

SyriO'AWino Queens.
Euergeti<- w.rkcTs, very gentle, ami the most

Bea.v.tifvil Bees
vot produced. They rai. their lioney very white,

and evcel the Italians for c.mib liouey. Queens

only f(>'- '^»Je- Send for circulars.

Address Dr. G. L. TINKBE, ,„.,.,,. ,,, .

74«-;it. '^'"*^ Philadelphia, Ohio.

?/.•< (/,. Re
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THAT PITTSFIELD SMITH
Has purchased this space for one yeae, and he expects it will pay him simply because^

the numerous readers of the Review cannot help but patronize him when
they learn his prices and manner of doing business.

He offers Simplicity Brood Frames of Pine at S1.00 per Hundred or 9.00 per Thousand!

BLACK BEE VEILS, all Grenadine, with Elastic Top and Bottom, and
made to Fit Nicely, only 40 cts. each, postpaid.

Numerous Other Bargains If You Want Them.

Address Plainly

7-88-12t.

Also one of tlie Largest PRICE LISTS of the Season Mailed Free.

CHAS. H. SMITH, Pittsfield, Mass., Box I087.
Please mention the Review.

l-88-12t.

Should send for my circu-
lar. It describes the best
Hives, the best Cases, the
best Feeders and the best
Methods. Address,

J. M. SHUcK,
I>ES MOINES, I01!.i

Please mention the Review.

BEE
SUPPLIES

RETAIL
AND

Wholesale
We furnish Everything needed in

the Apiary, of practical construction, and at the
lowest price. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send
your address on a postal card, and we will send
you our illustrated catalogue free.

E. Kretchmer, Cobnrg, Iowa,
2-88-tf. Please mention the Review.

Bee-Keepers' Guide.
This work nf)t oidy describes fully and clearly

the practical part of bee-keeping, but alwo treats
of the science of the bee and boo industry with
very numerous iUustrations. Thus this book is

unique among <^)ur excellpnt Aniorioan bee books
in its fidl and clear exjxjsition of i\^(^ natural his-
tory of the bop, and illustrated descriptions of
all our imijortant honey plants. Every twe-
keeper to win the host success, must know the
science underlying his art, hence ho needs this
book, even thougii lio has some ono of tho others.

PRICE, $ 1 .25. LIBERAL DISCOUNTS TO DEALERS.

Send to jA.. J. cook:,
1-88-tf. Agricultural (!ollogo, Mich.

Please mention the Review,

Tested Italians Queens.
Hfforo .funo If), $l.r)0 o.-ich, aftor, $1.00 each; un-

t/iHt.«Ml, 7.'» cents oadi. Six for ijil.OO. Hoos for
sale by the pound. Nucloi or full colonies.
For prices, write for what you want.

I. B. GOOD, NnjuKinee, Ind.
I-88-tf. Pleaaff tno_ntion the Rev

YOU lATANT
Hives, Etc., that are nicely and accurately cut.

You can get them of me. Send for free price list

of Bees, Queens, and all necessary supplies.

C. W. COSTELLOW,
4-88-4t. Waterboro, York Co., Maine.

Please mention the Heuiew,

BEE-KEEPEES' SUPPLIES.
Hives, Sections, Foundation, Sniokers, Frames,

Crates, Etc., furnished at grCatly reduced rates.

Also Italian bees and queens at very low prices.

Send for catalogue.

A. P. STAUFFER,
2-88-1 !it.

Please mention the Review.

Sterling, Ills.

Read This and Profit Thereby.
Send to me for illustrated price list free. All

kinds of Apiarian Supplies of the best manufac-
tures make, also the best Smoker on the market.
Dealers should send for wholesale list.

W. E. (JLABK,
Oriskany, N. Y.2-88-tf

Please mention the Revii

40 CENTS A YEAR FOR THE

Canadian Honey Producer,
Published by E. L. GOOLD & CO , Brantford, Can.

It will give you all the Canadian Apricultural
news, also Boo-Koeping news from Kritain,
France and <;erniany. Articles of value from
prominent bco-keeijers. Samples free.

l-8S-lf. Please mention the Review.

TI18 Anierlcai Bee Journal
[Established in 18(51.]

1 16 pago Weekly -»1.00 a Year.]

IS the Oldest, Largest and (Cheapest Weekly Bee-
Paper in the World. Sami)lo free.

Address, BEE JOURNAL Chxago, Ills.

1-88-tf Please mention the Review.
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TheProduction ofGomb Honey.
The production of comb honey is now the order of the day, and the bees employed in its production

usually swarm. Upon what are they hived? Sometimes upon empty combs, oftener upon full sheets

of foundation, and occasionally they are allowed to build their own combs in the brood-nest.

Four years ago we proved, by a series of extensive experiments, that the latter plan, with proper man-
agement, not only saved us the cost of the foundation, but actually enabled us to secure more honey.
Since then we have continued to experiment, and the evidence has been in favor of empty frames
EVERY TIME.

These experiments were, from time to time, given to the public through the various journals, and
many others attempted to follow in the same path. Some followed with no diiRculty, and even trod
the path wider; while to others it seemed so dim, or so filled with obstructions, that they turned back
to the beaten highway. It became evident that everyone could not profitably dispense vsdth full sheets
of foundation in the brood-nest wlien hiving swarms, without making some changes in their fixtures

or methods; that the non-use of foundation was only one factor of the system we were using; and that,

in order to succeed, that system, or, at least, some parts of it, must also be adopted. It likf—iso be-
came apparent that the system was really more complex than it appeared upon tlie surface; iJso that
a few ijhort articles, scattered through different journals, did not present the subject in the best pos-
sible ilianner, and finally, one year ago, we wrote and published a little book in which the subject is

treated in an exhaustive manner. Other points are touched upon, as is shown by the following list of

oonsra:E]isTT3.
"Securing Workers for the Harvest;" '"Separators;" "Tiering-Up;" "Hiving Swarms on Empty

Combs;" "Hiving Swarms on Foundation;" "Hiving Swarms on Empty Frames;" "The Building of
Drone Comb;" "What shall be Used in the Sections;" and "Secretion and Utilization of Wax."
Since its publication, more than 2,000 copies have been sold, and only praise comes from those who

have put in practice its teachings.

Reader, now is the time to buy this book and put in practice the methods advised; and, if you have
been in the ha))it of hiving swarms upon foundation, or drawn combs, you will, by practicing its

teachings, save the price of the book upon each swarm you hive, besides getting more honey into the
bargain.

Price of the book, 25 cents. The Review and this book for 65 cents. Stamps taken, either U. S. or
Canadian. Back numbers of the Review can be furnished.

Address,

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.

Honey - Extractor,
Square <U iss Honoy-Jars, Tin Buckets,

IJee-IIives, Honey-Sections, &c., &c.

Perfection Cold-lSlast Smokers.

Apply to CHAS. F. MUTE & SON,
Cincinnati, O.

P. S.—Send 10-cent sUmip for "Practical Hints
to Bee-Koepers. 2-88-tf

.

Pfease mention tha Rifuleiii.

Leahy's + Foundation,
—WHOLESALE AND llETAIL

—

My Foundation is recommended by hunflreds
of Boo-Keepers, as having no equal. It is kept
for sale by J. Jordine, Asliland, Neb.; Moeller
Manufacturing Co., Davenport, Iowa; B. P. Bar-
ber & Son. Cohi Brook, Ohio; Smith & Smith,
Kenton, Oiiio; J. Callam & Cn., Kenton, Ohio,
and otliers. 1 will tnke one lb. Sections in ex-
chan{?e for thin Foiuidation on reas(>nal)le terms.
Special prices to dealers. Sen<l fr)r Catidogue of
other supplies. K. 15. LKAHV,

1-88-ldt. Higginsville, Mo., Box 11.

Old Reliable Bingham Smoker and Bingham &
Hetherington Honey Knives. They last eight
years, never clog up or go out.

Bingham & Hetherington Uncapping Knife.

Patented May 20, 1879.

Send card for free circular, descriptive of the
best and cheapest tools to use.

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
1-88 tf. Abronia, Michigan.
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W. T. FALCONER,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

MANUFACTURER OF A FULL LINE OF

BEE-KEEPER'S SUPPLIES,
That are unsurpassed for quality and workman-
ship. Estimates given on application. C-apaciry

for manufacturing doubled for 1888. Factory hsis

over 20,000 square feet floor surface. 100 Horse
power used. Give me a trial. Send for price

list, free. Yours truly,

W. T. FALCONER.

YOU SHOULD SEE
My prices for 1888 of Italian Queens, Bees, Eggs
for hatching from Standard Poultry, (seven

varieties) Japanese Buckwheat, and two choice

new varieties of Potatoes.

YOU CAN SAVE MONEY by getting my price list be-

fore you purchase.

CHAS. D. DUVALL,
2-88-tf. Spencerville, Mont. Co., Md.

Please r,-.!i:,'i the Re.uiew.

Carniolan Queens.
Gentlest and largest bees known; not surpassed

as workers even by the wicked races. Imported
queens, "A" grade, $8.00; tested, $4.00; untested,

after June 1st, .f1.00, or six for $5.00. Cash must
accompany every order. Send for circular.

S. W. MOERISOJT, M. D.,

Oxford, Chester County, Pa.

S-88-5t. Please mention the Review.

I'INJE ITALIAN
For Balance of Season. 18S8.

1 Untested queen for 75 cts.

.3 Untested queens for $2.00

1 Tested queen for $1.50

3 Tested queens for ,$4.00

Invariably by return mail; and safe ar-

rival guaranteed.

\^. J, EXiXiisoisr,
Stateburg, Sumter Co., South Carolina.

j.(/. Please mention the Reuieui.

Lake View Apiary,
EUSTIS, LAKE 09., FLORIDA,

HAS FOR SALE,

Ready for delivery now.

IPi^ I G E S :

Extra selected tested, $.3.00 each, $30.00 doz.
Tested, $2.00 each, $20.00 doz.
Untested, $1.00 each, $10.00 doz.

— FREE BY MAIL—
Address, A. C. HART, Eustis, Florida.

3-88-tf. Please mention the Review.

Gomb Foundatioiii
We have a complete out-fit for its manufacture.

Our miUs all run by steam power, and we have
the very best facilities for purifying wax. We
make it as thin as you want it for sections. We
make a specialty of making l^rood foundation for
square frames, thick at the top with a gradual ta-
per to very thin at the bottom , tlius securing the
greatest amount of strength for tlie quality of wax
used. For prices, wholesale or retail, address

A. G. HILL,
6-88-tf. KendallviUe, Ind.

Alley's Drone and Oueen-Trap.
50,000 Now In Use.

SWARMING CONTROLLED.

If you have not used one of these traps, do so
the present season. One of the latest imi>roved
will be sent hy mail, postage paid, for 65 cte. in
stamps. Or, if you choose, the trap and the
American Apicultuhist one year, for $1.00.

The American Apiculturist one year and one
of the finest Italian i^ueens, reared in the largest
queen-rearing apiaries of the world, will be sent
for $1.50. Send for price-list.

Address,
American Apiculturist.

6-88-tf Wenham, Essex Co. Mass.

Please mention the Review.

NEW YORK. FOBKiGN oKDKKs SO..ICITK... NEW JERSEY.

EA8TEM * DEPOT
(Hce.i) FOR (Quceii.s)

Everything Used by Ceu-.Kei-'pers.

KXCI,US1V1C MANUFACTlIiliai OF 'J'HK

Stanley Aiiloniitic lloney-Eriraclcr,

DADANTS FOUNDATION, WHOLESALE AND RETAIl.

WHITE POPLAR OR BA8SW00D SECTIONS^
()nc-l'i<'C(', l)()V(^l;iil, oi- ti> nail. Any iiiiiiir ',

lity, .'iiij size. ("()Uii)le(e miK^hinery fiiicNt

work. Hciid for llaiKJHonie 1 11 ustrati^d Cata-
logue, Frr'e.

E. R, NEWCOMB, Pleasant Valley, Dutchess Co., N, Y

Please mention the Retiiew.

MA8S. CONN.
3-88.tf.



FLINT, IICHm AU&nST 10, 18c8. NO. 8.

Fairs the Place to Sell and Advertise Honey.

H. D. CUTTING.

Bko. H. — As you have outlined the points
most desirable for discussion, I will take
them n^ in the order given:

1, Aa-e apiarian eyhibits an advantage or a
disadvantage to bee-keeping? I claim that
tney are a great advantage. In no way can
honey be so well disposed of as by bringing it
before the people ;.and where can we find so
many together, eager for something new,
neat and attractive, as at our large agricultu-
ral exhibitions? Many who would never no-
tice honey upon a grocer's counter will stop
and look at an exhibit of honey displayed at
!i fair. They are there to see, and an attract-
ive display is an advertisement long remem-
bered by visitors. They, in turn, advertise
it by repeating a description of it many
times over upon their return home. There
is nothing like a living advertisement. Take,
foi- instance, two merchants in any town, let
-jne cover up his goods and wlien a customer
Jiiters his place of business present him with
X circular or catalogue of what he has for
ale, let the other have his goods nicely ar-
anged on shelves and counters, and which
A'ill sell the most goods?

2, Shall honey "be sold at the shows? I
nust again say, yes. I know, from practi
3a! experience, that people who never bought
louey at home will buy it at a fair. The
ime, place and the attractiveness of the ex-
libit have much to do with it. If given a
iice article of honey, it creates a demand for
Tiore. After our fairs. I receive many lettersm parties who bought honey at that time.
Ml want "some more of that honey." I sold
in-ci- different lots to one man last year at
lac-ksoii, when I know I would not have sold
lim an ounce had it not been on exhibition
md sale at the fair.

:'), 111 what shai)e honey should be put no
l( [lends upon the locality. At some fairs
!oinb honey is tlie leading feature, then
)Ouud sections sell the best. This was the
;ase at Detroit; but, at other places, extracted
lont^y. in glass packages that sell at 10, 15
.nd 2(1 cents resi)ectivt'ly, take the lead. The
)ackago must be attracrtive, as, in this case,
nauy purchases are made just for the sake
if securing the handsome package. As a gen-
ral thing, I sell ten times as much extracted
s comb honey.
There is nothing that shows off extracted

lOuey so well as nice glass packages with

neat and tasty labels. The common or oreen
glass will kill the sale of extracted honey ev-
ery time. The glass must be white, or flint,
glass. Too large or gaudy labels gives the
honey the appearance of canned goods.
Comb honey in pound sections will take care
of itself. Beeswax for exhibition, if the ex-
hibitor is desirous of making sales, should bem small cakes that will sell at five and ten
cents: if for exhibition only, then in one or
more large cakes.

4,Bees on exhibition attract great atten-
tion, provided, they are in such shape that
they can be seen and handled by visitors. If
the exhibition of full colonies could be done
away with, and, in their place, have a single
frame nucleus, protected by glass, and shew-
ing bees, queen, brood, etc., etc., it would
add .much to the attractiveness of any apia-
rian exhibition.

r>, Tins calls for a great deal. A book the
size of the Review might be written upon
this one point. The packing of goods for
an exhibition requires experience, patience
and care. I have seen more than one fine
exhibit ruined as the result of improper pack-
ing. The putting up and arranging of an
exhibit is entirely dependent upon the cir-
cumstances, location, light, space, etc.. and,
above all, upon the taste of an exhibitor.

0, Shall the awarding of premiums be the
work of a committee of three, or shall it be
left to one expert? I think, in the majority
of cases, the expert system gives better sat-
isfaction; especially so at ordinary exliibi-
tions like state and county fairs. In the case
of very large exhibitions, it may be well to
have more than one judge: but, if a judge
will adopt a scale of points by which to be
governed, he will seldom go astray. I find
that the exiiert system is growing in favor
and being adopted by many associations.
( )ne judge can do the work in nmch less time
than is required by three, thus lessening the
expense to tlie fair association.

7, Tliis is a "sticker." ^Vo always feel a
little delicacy about offering .suggestions
when we don't know exactly what some one
else wishes to know. AVe will say this much
to the beginner, don't attempt too much but
inake the exhibit neat and attractive and put
it uj) where it will show to as good an advan-
tage as tlie sjjace will admit. Don't expect
too much and if the other fellow gets the
premium lake it all in good part and notice
just why you were beaten and profit by it an-
other year. If you keep your eyes open you
will learn something new each year. Make
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a note of it, and, when you go again, take

advantage of it; it takes years to become an

expert exhibitor. Above all things, if you
don't take all the premiums don't get mad
and refuse to ever agaizi make an exhibit.

We cannot all receive premiums upon the

same thing. If you can't get all the premi-

ums, why, get all the fun you can; that

makes a man feel better than to get a pre-

mium. There is always more fun than

premiums.

Clinton, Mich. July 30, 1888.

Bee -Culture and Our Fairs

PKOF. A. J. COOK.

I believe that, next to bee-pasturage an.d

the improvement of bees by careful breeding,

nothing offers better hopes for pi-ogress than

exhibitions at our state and district fairs.

The iirst effect will be to improve bee-

keepers themselves, as to the best methods,

so that in our local markets we shall not have

to compete in price with ungraded, untidy

and often unwholesome honey. It is especi-

ally desirable, in our industry, that the mar-
kets shall not suffer by the invasion of honey
wholly unfit for market.
Again, such exhibits enlighten the public.

The people see that the bee-keeping art is

worthy of respect; they learn that honey is

pleasant to boLh the eye and the taste; they

also learn what foundation and extracted

honey are; and the too frequent absurdities

about adulteration, which so often dishonor

our newspapers and periodicals, will lose

their power for evil if not their existence.

Lastly, our best bee-keepers, would they

generally compete, would find their methods
improved and their strength, physical men-
tal and moral, greatly improved.
Of course, we need a reform all along the

line, in the exhibitions. We need, and must
have, a generous premium list, a separate

building and the privilege of selling honey

and wares; with the understanding, however,

that the exhibition is not to be injured by
such transactions.

Agbioultubal College, MioH.,July 24, '88.

Apiarian Exhibits at Fairs.

.TAMES HEDDON.

So far as )iiy observation goes, I have been,

and still am, of the opinion th;it these exhib-

its liave been benoiicial to the supjily dealers

but detrimental to honey i>roducers. I have
always been opposed to th<;m, and am oppo-
sed to them now.
Perhaps, since obtaining my patent on the

New Hive, I am more interested, financially,

in supplies than in hemey i)roduction; al-

though I am running three apiaries devoted
almost exclusively to the production of comb
and extracted honey, the i-eariug and selling

of queens and bees being only a side issue

with me, never having desired to do more in

this direction than to supply the demands
from those who specially desired my stock.

However, facts remain just the anme, and it

is my opinion that any honey producer who
encourages exhibits at fairs, managed as in

the past, works against his own interests.

Piles of beautiful honey are usually exhibited

by certain persons wlio may or may not deal ,

in supplies themselves, but the supply deal-

ers present, exhibiting their wares, are there
,

to point at this honey with one index finger '

and to their hives extractors, bee-feeders,

etc. with the other, while the honey may
have cost four times what it will bring in the

market; or, if not, it is more than likely that

it was produced in some other hive than any
of those on exhibition, for it is a notable fact

that, as a rule, i:he most worthless liives are

the most industriously exhibited at fairs.

Were these exhibits strictly in the line of

comb or extracted honey, and the truth told

to visitors, viz., that the best of implements,
skill, patience and industry, even unto long
hours of hard work, are required to inakethe
business of honey producing profitable, then
something might be done to increase the

consumption of the products of the apiary,

without also inducing more people to go into

tlie business. Just here, you see, the inter-

ests of honey producers and supply dealers

clash. The supply dealer, especially of Jim
Crow manufactures, wants, not only increas-

ed numbers of customers, but new and un-
sophisticated bee-keepers upon which to palm
off his wares; having learned that they do not
take well with the experienced, successful

bee-keeper.
In your editorial upon this subject, in the

last issue, you have touched many of the

points which have caused me to believe that

exhibits at fairs are detrimental to the inter-

ests of honey producers. Exhibits of honey
at fairs might be both directly and indirectly

beneficial to the producer. Without attempt-
ing to describe any of the receptacles in which
I would place it, I would simT)ly say, put it

up in the smallest quantities, liave it attract-

ive in appearance and free from dirt and
daub. No. do not cxliilnt live bees at fairs;

they are usually a nuisance from first to last.

Leave the awarding of premiums to one man
and be sure that he is an expert and perfectly

honest.
After all, may it not be true that the same

amount of energy expended affairs, could be

more wisely put into the regular honey trade?

I am quite certain that such is the case,

and would soon be so believed by all, were it

not for tlie ])remiums which often pay for all

the time and money expended in making the

exhibit.

DowAGiAO, Mich. July I't, 1888.

Honey Exhibitions; By Whom They Should

be Made,

M. M. i;aldeidge.

I desire to place myself upon record as be-

ing decidedly oi)i)osed to honey exhibitions

affairs, or elsewhere, whenever the sole or

chief oljject is to encourage Tom, Dick and
Harry to engage in honey production. The
main object of sucli exhibitions, if lield at

all, should be to c^ncouragt^ the consumption
of iioney; and no ett'ort should be made, espe-

cially on the part of jirodncors, to increase
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its production by rehearsing, to would-be
beginners, stories of immense profits. The
parties in charge of honey exhibitions should
be honey producers, and such only as are
thoroughly posted in regard to what is proper
to say to consumers—particularly to those
suffering from an incipient attack of bee-fe-
ver. When thus conducted, honey exhibi-
tions would be of more or less value to honey
producers, but not otherwise.
In the past, these honey exhibitions have

been conducted, mainly, in the interests of
supply dealers, and not in the interests of
the then existing honey producers. This be-
ing the case, I consider it my duty to call the
special attention of the present honey pro-
ducing fraternity to the fact: and the neces-
sity, in the future, of a radical change in
this matter.

St Chaeles, Ills. Dec, 19, 1887.

^ Bees and Honey at Fairs,

M. H. HUNT.

Visitors to my yard always buy honey
after going through the honey house, fac-
tory, etc. It seems to convince them that bee-
keeping is quite a business, and they usually
express themselves as being surprised at the
exi)ense necessary to produce honey. This
idea gives them a more exalted opinion of
the value of our production, as well as the
importance of our industry. So far as my
experience goes, exhibits at fairs have the
same effect.

An exhibit of nice honey, supplies, wax,
etc., tastefully arranged, cannot help benefit-
ing our business. It is a first class adver-
tisement, and, in this fast age, we must ad-
vertise if we expect to do business.

I have always sold honey at the fairs I have
attended, and, as tastes differ, I find that
clean packages of almost any description
will sell. Use the best labels, and, to avoid
soiling them, do not put them on until after
unpacking at the grounds. Cast wax in some
fancy shaped mould: and, to prevent crack-
ing, cool as slowly as possible.

I have never been in favor of taking full
colonies of bees to fairs. I have alwaj's lost
thnsc! taken. The best arrangement shows
only the outside combs: one frame with a
(iu<>en and a few bees will show more than a
full colony.
A judge should be thoroughly posted in the

business, and it is difficult to secure the ser-
vices of three such men. ( )ne judge, and he
an expert, has given lietter satisfaction at
our state fairs. Unless called upon to do so,
exliibitors should avoid all conversation with
the judge in regard to anything on ex}ul)ition.
No premiums should be given on hives

The prejudice in regard to thena is some-
thing wonderful.
In order to avoid mistakes by hurrying at

ilie last moment, have everything pacTced
ready to ship at least a week before the time
:o leave.
In packing bees, make the frame to which

he wire screen is tacked at least four inches
ligh above the frames. This gives room for
;he bees to cluster in when too warm.

As there are always bees close enough to
niake trouble, honey should all be so arrang-
ed that bees cannot get at it.

•
"
u ^'^^ found it best to take extracted honeym bulk, and fill small receptacles on the

grounds: by so doing, packages are never
daubed by leakage or breakage. To have ex-
tracted honey nice and clear, heat it before
leaving home.
Have everything clean and dry that is to

hold honey: if packed damp, there will be a
disagreeable odor about the packages.

If much space is required, it should be se-
cured in advance.

Bell Bbanch, Mich. .luly 25, 1888.

Showing and Selling Honey at Fairs.

E. F. HOLTEEMAN.

These exhibitions bring honey in large
quantities right before the public. The
people see that honey in ten pound lots is
not a wonder. That it is not something that
can be bought only by the pound at the
druggists in case of sickness, but it is se-
cured in large quantities, by the tons and
tens of tons. Such exhibitions make people
reflect that honey is consumed in large quan-
tities as food, and to think means to act.
The demand for honey is increased by

selling it on the grounds. We have a little
two ounce package, costing about one cent,
that we sell, filled with honey, for five cents.
All classes buy it, the honey speaks for it-
self, and the children will say: "Ma, get us
some more honey like that we bought." As
to business packages, don't have "them too
small. Educate the people to buy five and
ten pound packages. If there are no others,
they will buy them. I have frequently sold
thirty and sixty pound cans to families.
The public greatly prefers liquid to granu-
lated honey. An exhibitor whose honey is
granulated, or partly so, will be passed by •

the clear, liquid honey of his neighbor being
more attractive. It is well to exhibit some
granulated honey, as it educates the public
in regard to this point, and frees the liquid
honey from condemnation when it does
candy, after purchasintr. Store-keepers,who
may be visiting the fair, see the trade that
may be carried on in honey, and it strikes
them tliat they miglit as well do this trade,
and they step up and ask for quotations, and
the bee-keeper is again enlarging his market.
Comb honey should be put up in crates of
varying sizes. These sell well just as famil-
ies are leaving for home.
Do not cut up honey as we have done,

selling I4 of a cull section for five cents. It
pays in one way, but not in another. It
makes a nasty, sticky mess on the floor and
hand rails.

Taking full colonies of bees to an exhibi-
tion is of no use: it only adds to the number
of bees that will fly about an exhibition.
But, though no bees are on exhiliition, there
are usually some in the vicinity, and all
lioney must be exhibited in such shape that
the l)ees cannot train access to it.

It is interesting to have a case which will
hold one comb having, say, queen cells or
tlieir stnmps, drone comb, worker comb,
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honey, sealed and unsealed brood, and a few
workers, drones and a queen. This is really

more interesting than a full colony ; and,

right here, let me say that, by kindly, atten-

tive, and gentlemanly deportment, friends

to the bee keeping industry Ciin be made
and an advertisement secured for honey. No
matter how tired you are, how many times
you have told over the same uid story, be
courteous.
Always carry hammer, saw, chisel, etc.,

and a variety of nails, and above all things

know where to find them. It is difficult to

borrow, and nothing can be bought without
going a long distance. Mark each box with
the name of its contents. When unpacking,
put the packing material back in the boxes,

and then take care of the boxes ; try and
utilize them if possible in making the exhib-

it. As much as possible fill all honey extrac-

tors and hives with small articles.

I am strongly opposed to having only one
judge. There is scarcely a man who has not

an incorrect hobby upon some question, and
with three we are more apt to get a fair de-

cision.

Be on the grounds early. Even though
space has been secured, it may not all be re-

served unless you are there and in posses-

sion. If you are selling honey watch the

newsboys and urchins or they will soon steal

away your profits.

Bkantfoed, Canada, July 23, 1888.

Arrangement of Apairian Exhibits at Fairs.

DE. A. B. MASON.

You ask me to tell those just thinking of

making their first exhibit of bees, honey, etc.,

at fairs this fall, how to do it. I just don't

like to do so for I might be telling some one
how to take the premiums away from me at

some place where I might want to exhibit.

Those having seen the premium lists of the

Michigan State Fair and of the Tri- State

Fair, at Toledo, ()., may have noticed that

the largest premiums offered were for the

"most attractive display of comb honey,"
and the same for extracted honey. I believe

Mr. Cutting, at any rate some Michigan bee
keeper, I believe, started this way of word-
ing the list, and it seems to me to be just the

way to word it, the object being to make the

exhibits as attractive as possible, leaving

each exhibitor to arrange the exhibit as may
suit the fancy. Some prefer shelves, and
some prefer to pile up honey, ete., in the

form of a pyramid. As comb honey must
usually be exhibited in crates so as to be
kept out of the way of tlie marauding bees
in the neighborhood of the fair grounds, it

cannot be so put ui) as to sliow to the best

advantage. At tlie Oiiio Centciuaai to l)e

lield at Columbus from Se|)t. 4 to Oct. IT)

next, it is intended to have all exhibits so

enclosed with wire cloth as to keep out all

bees, and ttw.n the coml» honey can be dis-

played to the very best advaniage, and if a

permanent place is available it might be de-

sirable to enclose that i)ortioii of the allotted

space designed for the exhibition of coinb
honey with wire cloth. Tlie color of th(* wii-e

cloth will have to be such as not to olmtruct

the view. The impression seems to prevail
with those with no experience that it is desi-

rable to have the light admitted to the build-
ing in the rear of the honey, but after three
years trial of that method here at Toledo, we
have done away with it, and the light is ad-
mitted at the roof and by the open doors.
An exhibit of bees and queens is always at-

tractive, if so displayed as to be readily seen,

and it is amusing to hear the odd expressions
made by those not posted in bee matter?.
In exhibiting full colonies it is desirable to

give plenty of room and air. This may be
accomplished by making a hive two inches
higher or deeper than usual, and having that
much space below the frames, and have this

ventilated, covering most of the top with
wire cloth.

Bees should not be allowed to fly, unless it

can be done with perfect safety to every one
on the grounds, for one sting sometimes
makes a nif4 display and occasionally a show
that is not in the interest of bee and honey
shows, especiailj' if any of the officers or
their friends are the sufferers. As so much
has been said about adulteration of honey, it

is desirable to have one or more bee-keepers
always at hand to answer the "thousand and
one" questions that are asked, and when ne-
cessary give out one of the cards so gener-
ously furnished free by our friend A. I.

Root, in which he offers $1,000 for such in-

formation as will show where artificial comb
honey is made.
Bees and Honey are the attraction, but

beeswax and some other things may be so

arranged and displayed as to be attractive,

and as to how much so, will depend wholly
upon the taste and ability of the exhibitor.

AUBUENDAL,E, 0., Aug. 4, 1888.

Exhibits of Honey, &c., at Fairs.

J. H. martin.

My experience in exhibiting at county
fairs extends over a term of several years.

I have usually made a large display and used
every effort to attract people's attention to

my articles. My first exhibit was made with
a view to advertise my business and let bee-

keeyjers in particular know that I manufac-
tured hives and dealt in su]>plies. The pre-

miums were small, as they usually are at

county fairs, but by an effort before the

committee for revising the premium list, I

succeeded in raising the premiums to over

|L'0: and, as I took fl7, in first premiums, I

felt that, in i)remiums alone, I had pay for

my time.
My displays have been varied, and, thougli

not oxhiV>iting every year, they have always
drawn much attentitm. I find a single conil)

()l)servatory hive, adjusted so as totuniupon
a ))ivot, a great centei-of attraction from tiie

fact that the queen can bo seen. There are

but few persons who ever saw the queen of a

hive. During exhibition hom-s the exhibitor

is kei)t very busy answering questions in re-

lation to the various brandies of bee culture:

and the influence is excellent if the exhibitoj-

answers in a candid and truthful maimer.
If only one person in one hundred has
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enough interest and capacity to absorb the
instruction given, that one will impart the
facts to a large circle of friends, and will al-ways hnd It as something interesting to talk
about. "

(_)ne of the main objects in an exhibit
sliould be the sale of honey. The direct
sales may not amount to a very large sum
but It the fairs are used and followed up in
anenterpris^ing way, such as any merchantwould adopt to present his goods to the pub-
lic, a large trade would result. If bee keep-
ers m a great majority of counties wouldcombine and work up this promising field
ot trade, there would be but little honey left

r^u
^^^Pl^ed to the city markets.

The packages that sell most readily at
fairs are the pound section and five and ten
lb. pails of extracted honey. I have studiedmuch upon a small five cent package for ex-

n^H?i i°r?^'
^'''^ Ami^ed a package made

•.,^*°^^ iiiie a common paint tube. Fillwith Koney and allow it to candy, then pres-
sure at the lower end causes the honey to
P™<^^H,'J,e at the top, where it can be bitten
oir. 1 his package is, however, too expensiveand cannot at present be supplied

I have much faith in the Harmer five cent
package for comb honey, when it can bemade more rapidly. Such a package will
sell rapidly in any crowd. I expect further
developments m this line in the future, andlook upon A\eed's deep cell honeycomb asan important factor.

I think there is little danger to be appre-hended from a large exhibit inducing others
to engage m the business. Nearly all thathave made inquiries, with a view to take up
the business as a pursuit, have previously
liad their interest awakened by reading someglowing account, in some agricultural paper,
of the great profit from a swarm of bees!
l)r the fever has been induced by a Lizzie
Uotton circular.
Honey both comb and extracted should be

sxhibited under glass. If the premium is
tor the greatest yield from a single colony a
?reat spread of the sections can be made in
urates with one or two sections deep and sixn length. Extracted honey shows well in
rlass fruit jars. Six in an open sided crate,lavmg them a I snugly crated, saves much
lauaiing of individual pieces.
Usually, judges at a county fair are not

chosen for their knowledge of bee culture,
premiums have often been awarded to aough twelve pound box in preference to arate of sections, and a box hive has beenacre appreciated than a Langstroth.

It IS the practice of some counties, where
ee exhibits are fostered by the manage-
lent, to call in one, two, or three disinter-
sted experts. Wherever this has been done
lere is but little cause for complaint from
le various exhibitors.
To summarize, it pays in extending your
jputation

: educates people in relation to
le methods employed to produce honey

:

lakes sales for honey in bulk, or large pack-
?es

; and, not the least, it gets the bee-
seper himself out of his old rut and into
le enjoyment of a holiday season.
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FLINT, MICHIGAN, AUGUST 10, 1888.
"

AWAKDING THE PEEMIUMS IN THE APIABIAN
DEPT. AT THE MICH. STATE FAIE.

To our friend, M. H. Hunt, of Bell Branch,
Mich., has fallen this difficult and delicate
task. Mr. Hunt has had a large experience
as bee- keeper, supply dealer and exhibitor,
and the securing of his services as judge was
a stroke of wisdom upon the part of" some
one.

MK. WEED AND HIS ABTIFIOIAL COMB,
Mr. Weed writes us that he has been seri-

ously ill with malarial fever, and many
things of importance have been neglected.
Some of his patents are still pending, hence
he does not yet wish his machine and its
mode of operation described. He thinks
that, within a month or two, he will be ready
to allow a description to appear; in fact, the
Michigan Farmer is our authority for saying
that the machine will be on exhibition at our
coming Mich. State Fair.

WILET LACKS MANHOOD.
Prof. W. A. Wiley has received so vigor-

ous a trouncing from the bee-journals, par-
ticularly from the A. B. J., that he has at
last forsaken his dignified silence, and at-
tempted—well, it is hard to say what. It is
a mixture of defense, explanation and con-
fession, in which the contradictions and in-
consistencies are pitably ludicrous. It seems
that he lacks the manhood to come right out
and own up without any quibble, and do
what he can to repair the damage he has
done. Such confessions as he has already
made awaken only contempt and disgust.

Habtfobd, N. Y., July 28, 1888.

THE NEXT MEETING OF THE NOBTH AMEBIOAN
BEE-KEEPESS' SOCIETY.

The executive board of the N. A. B. K. S.
has at last decided upon Oct. 3— .5 as the date
for the next convention, to be held at Colum-
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bus, Ohio. Sept. Would probably have fur-

nished a greater reduction in fares, (although

this is by no means certain) but it is emphat-

ically a "fair" month; everybody is either

going to one or more fairs, or else getting

ready to go.

Now comes the work of getting up the pro-

gramme; and we shall be very thankful in-

deed for suggestions as to topics and the

mention of suitable persons for leading in

their discussion.

INDIVIDUAL VS. MANUFAOTUEERS' "EIGHTS."

The only defense attempted by friend

Root, of Gleanings, in reply to our criticism

of his peculiar views upon patents, is that it

is the sale of "individual " rights to which he

is opposed. He explains that he does not

consider it improper for an inventor to sell

the right to a manufacturer who expects to

make the article for sale. Now, by what

species of reasoning, or sophistry, Mr. Root

can arrive at such a conclusion, is truly per-

plexing. Just look at it. To sell a man a

right to make an article for his own use is

wrong, to sell him the right to make it to sell

to others is perfectly proper. We give it up.

crowded out at the entrance most of the time.

Some of you may think this an expensive

way of getting cells; but, try it once; and

when you come to cutting them out you will

consider it cheap. The bees build a large

number of cells, the queens hatch about a

day sooner and begin laying sooner; besides,

they are large, strong and well developed.

We would just as soon have queens reared in

this manner, during the next two months, as

any we ever had.

THE JONES METHOD OF GETTING QUEEN CELLS.

There is probably no better time than in

Aug. and Sept. for re-queening an apiary, or

introducing new blood by the purchase of a

few queens. At this time of the year queens

are plenty and cheap, the bee-keeper has time

to attend to their introduction, while the

leaving of a colony queenless a few days is

less objectionable than it would be before the

honey harvest. Considerable care is neces-

sary, however, to rear good queens at this

season of tlie year. Simply removing the

queen from a colony seldom results in secu-

ing the best of queens at any time of the

year; queens thus reared after the honey

harvest is over and past are "pretty poor

sticks." We have always raised the finest

queens, at any time, by the Jones method.

Take all the brood and the queen from a

colony, giving it a nice comb in which eggs

from a choice queen are just hatching, cut-

ting a few holes in the comb, then shake all

the bees from half the combs of two or three

colonies, in front of the hive where the cells

are to be built. We thus get a great mass of

bees with only a few larvie to feed; the hive

iB jammed so full that some of the bees are

STATISTICS—POOE SEASON—ENOOUEAGEMENTS.

We have been so outspoken in our criti-

cism of Gleanings, that we consider it not

only justice but a pleasure to speak in com-

mendation of its work in securing statistics.

If reports from only five correspondents in

each state will furnish us with sufl&cient data,

and it certainly has that appearance now,

then a vast amount of labor and expense is

saved that would be incurred were there a

correspondent in each county. The last lot

of reports, sent in the fore part of July, in-

dicate that the present season is to be the

poorest for honey that has been known for

years. The shortage is wide-spread and al-

most universal. Now, the knowledge that

may be gained from these statistics will pre-

vent the man who has a little crop from fool-

ing it away ; will enable him to market it

understandingly. The plan of having statis-

tics gathered in this manner was brought out

at the last meeting of the N. A. B. K. S., and

is probably the most valuable idea to which

that convention gave birth. We congratu-

late Mr. Root upon the successful manner in

which he has carried out the idea. By the way,

Mr. Jones has been trying his hand at get-

ting statistics, in Canada, and it appears

that our brethren over the border are reap-

ing harvests no richer than ours.

A few friends have written us letters of

condolence, in which fears have been ex-

pressed that this poor season would have a

disastrous effect upon the Review. Fear not

friends, the Review was not designed for

the butterfly class of bee-keepers—those who

pick up bee-keeping one year and drop it the

next, or with the first failure—but for those

who are in the business to stay; who

would no more think of dropping their bee

papers because of a failure in the honey

crop than would a farmer of stopping hie

agricultural journals in a poor season. It ifi

jit such times tliat a man needs all available
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knowledge. Two poor seasons in succession

leave heavy burdens upon the shoulders of

individual bee-keepers; but, for their effect

upon the pursuit, we are almost ready to

welcome them. They will clean up the mar-
kets, raise prices, teach bee-keepers that

honey costs something, drive out dabblers

and silence the gushers for at least several

years. These things are encouraging to the

regular honey producer, as, according to the

law of chances, good seasons will soon be
here; and the naen who are in the business

when they come will be the so-called lucky

ones. Many will doubtless become discour-

aged and offer their bees at ridiculously low
prices, but, at the risk of being called a "gush-

er" ourselves, we must say that we never saw
the time when we would sooner invest money
in fcees than between now and the opening of

the next honey harvest. Don't lose your

heads brethren, simply because you got so

little honey the last two years. To help tide

over these poor seasons, some advise bee-

keepers to mix some other occupation with

that of bee-keeping. If the specialist does

not do enough better to enable him to suc-

cessfully pass through poor seasons, then

there is no advantage in specialty; or else bee-

keeping is an undesirable occupation.

THE REVIEW A "hOME-MADe" PAPEB.

In one corner of the front parlor of the

Hutchinson "mansion, "which edifice, by the

way, is an old-fashioned one. built thirty or

forty years ago, and surrounded by wide ver-

andas and a perfect grove of shade trees; as

we were saying, in one corner of the front

parlor stands a marble-topped table; not such

as are usually found in parlors, but large and
square; it is what printers call an "imposing

stone." In another corner stands a home-
made rack upon which are type cases; some
of the cases, those for holding the display

type for "ads.," also being home-made. In

another corner is a paper cutter, while the

editorial desk and book-case combined rears

its lofty form in the remaining corner. The
floor is painted, and there are curtains at the

windows, and, being a part of the house, Mrs.

H. feels it her duty to keep it neat and
clean ; and when brother printers call,

those who have seen the usual dust, dirt and
grime of the ordinary printing office, they

usually exclaim: "Why, what a neat little

office you have." Yes, my friends, for the

past three months, with the exception of the

press work, the Keview has been entirely

home-made. "We" not only write the edito-

rials and prepare the copy, but set the type
and "make up" the "forms." Mrs. "We"
addresses the wrappers and stitches the pa-
pers after our little daughters have folded
them; she also wraps up for the mail all the

papers that are left after the little girls "get
tired" of that part of the business. We do
the work because we really enjoy it, and be-

cause it enables us to save the profit that

would otherwise go to the printer.

We do not know that this item will help

anyone to become a better bee-keeper, but
we know that it is pleasant to catch a glimpse
of the home life of a paper in which we are

interested.

SWEET AND ALSIKE GLOVEB.

In our "Planting for Honey" number,
some thought that we did not do justice to

the raising of plants for honey; that we
dressed it in too somber colors. We still

think that it was shown in its true colors.

Here are two little items upon the bright side,

however, and we are glad to give them.
While riding in the cars lately, we occupi-

ed a seat in company with a young physician

who keeps bees in a small way in an adjoin-

ing county. In response to our doleful tale

of few swarms and scarcely any honey, he

regaled us with a report of hives full of honey
and swarms more numerous than desirable.

After enjoying our surprise to his heart's con-

tent, he finally let it out that all these happy
results came from a sixty acre field of Alsike.

We must not forget, though, that he had
only a few colonies; still, we think, and have

always believed, that the introduction of Al-

sike, in large quantities, among the farmers

surrounding an apiary, is an advantage to the

owner of the apiary, especially where there is

no basswood, provided it does not bring with

it a crop of bee-keepers.

The other item is a clipping from a letter

received by us, July 27, from Dr. A. B. Ma-
son. It reads as follows: "I was 'awful

'fraid' we shouldn't have honey enough to

make a display at the fairs, but, the bees are

just booming, sweet clover is in all its glory,

the weather is ' just the ticket ,
' so, I guess

we'll 'get there.'"

.Inst as we were ready to make up the

"forms" the following came on a postal

from our friend A. Snyder, of Coeyman's
Hollow, N. Y. "After testing sweet clover
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again this season, I think more of it than I

ever did. Basswood was a complete failure

and. had it not been for sweet clover, we Al-

bany Co. bee-keepers would not have had

any honey. It is such a wonderfully good

honey plant that I am saving large quantities

of seed.

FOOD AND ITS BELATION TO THE WINTERING

OF BEES.

In the Southern States, and other places

not blessed with a stei-n winter, where the

bees can enjoy frequent flights, it matters

little what the food, so long as it is not actu-

ally poisonous. By this we mean, any kind

of sweet, like sugar, honey, or even honey-

dew, will answer as winter food. In these

mild climates little or no protection is need-

ed, but, as higher latitudes are reached, chaff

hives are needed and there must be some
care exercised in regard to food. As we
journey still farther from the equator, it is

only cellars and the best of food that bring

forth uniform results. It will be seen that

to know when the bees have good food is

really an important point here in the North.

We have often wondered if the character of

honey as a winter food for bees might not

be determined by a chemical or microscopi-

cal examination. If so, then a bee-keeper

could have his honey examined in the fall

by an expert, and, if it proved unfit, extract

it, and feed sugar, or other honey that was
desirable. We wrote to Prof. Cook, asking

his views upon this point. He replied as

follows

:

"I feel cei'tain that, at present, no test
could assure us that honey was absolutely
safe. We do not even know why it is not
safe. AVe know sugar is. At present, I
think the best we can say is. that honey
which suits us and buyers will likely be
wholesome to bees. Honey that we would
not eat or sell should not be used in winter.
Again, we know that sugar syrup is safe.
We cannot say that of any honey for certain.

A. J. Cook."
The Professor's advice is good

;
yet we

know that bees have died with dysentery in

its worst form when they had, as food, honey
that, to our taste, would be unsurpassed.

Then again, they have been wintered suc-

cessfully upon honey-dew. In our opinion

food is the pivotal point upon whicli turns

the wintering of bees in our Northern States;

but, if food is the fulcrum, then temperature
ifl the long end of the lever. Prof. Cook
says sngar is a safe food, and we agree with

him, in fact, we believe this is so well nigh

universally admitted that it needs no discus-

sion, but there are objections to its use.

Every pound of sugar fed puts a pound more
of honey upon the market ; the work of

feeding the sugar is something ; the bee-

keeper often has a crop of honey that is

meeting with slow sale, and he has not the

money to invest in sugar: while some object

to its use on the ground that it lends vigor m
to the cry of "adulteration." Now the

question is, shall we feed sugar to our bees,

or will it be better, in the long run, to take

our chances with honey, even thoiigh we do
occasionally lose nearly all of our bees ?

There is, of course, a difference in localities;

and where one has successfully pursued the

same course year after year, it is doubtful if -

a change would be desirable; but what shall

the man do who loses heavily nearly every

winter ? If he does not wish to use sugar, a

change in his management that will leave a

different kind of honey in his hives for win-

ter may bring good results. O. O. Popple-

ton, in an excellent article published a year

ago in Gleanings, took the ground that the

best honey for winter was that secured dur-

ing the most bountiful yield. If the yield

from any source was light, the honey thus

secured was inferior. There, friends, we
have opened the discussion upon "Food and
its Relation to the Wintering of Bees," will

yoiT please continue it, and we will devote

the September Review especially to this

topic.

BEE-KEEPING EXHIBITS AT FAIRS.

Without a dissenting voice, all our corres-

pondents agree that the exhibition of honey

at fairs is an advantage to bee-keepers. The
producer and consumer are brought face to

face. The public receives a great object les-

son in regard to the beauty, excellence and
sweetness of honey. At a fair, people are

abroad with a disposition for sight - seeing,

investigation and tlie purchase of novelties

and nickuacks; and a fine display of honey,

together with its sale in fancy packages, can-

not help benefiting the exhibitor as well as

the pursuit. In a private letter accompany-
ing his excellent article in this issue, Mr. J.

H. Martin says: "Bee-keepers do not push

their business as other business men push

theirs." Mr. Martin is correct. They forget

that honey is a luxury, that it nmst be pushed,

advertised and kept in sight; and Mr. Mar-

tin, and the rest of us, often forget that all

bee-keepers are not salesmen. To secure a
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big crop of honey, and to sell it at a high

price, requires an entirely different set of

(jualitications: although we often find them
happily united in one man. The bee-keeiier

who is no salesman, and cannot acquire the

art, must allow others to sell his honey while

he puts all his energies into its jjroduction;

but, as the sale of honey comes at a different

time of the year from its production, it is an
excellent plan for those who possess the prop-

er qualifications and advantages to turn their

attention to its sale when its production no
longer requires their care. The fall fairs are

certainly an excellent place at which to sell

and advertise honey; but Mr. Heddon very

pertinently remarks: " May it not be true

that the same amount of energy expended at

these fairs could be more wisely put into the

regalar honey trade ? He thinks, were it not

for the premiums, bee-keepers would not

find it profitable to make exhibitions. This

idea is worthy of consideration. ^Ve think

all would depend upon the exhibitor. But we
must take things as we find them. Premi-
ums ABE given; and it is very seldom that an
exhibitor does not receive premiums enough
to at least pay his expenses; while, as a rule,

the premiums received are sufficient to pay
the expenses several times over. But, as we
said in the Jaly issue, we do not care to dis-

cuss this question at any great length from
the point of benefit to the individual exhib-

itor; what we wish decided is, are these shows
a benefit to bee-keeping 'i The decision is

that the exhibition of honey is an advantage,

and should be encouraged. Full colonies of

bees are objected to,and,we believe,with good
reason. A single frame nucleus witli a queen
and a few drones and workers, together with

brood in different stages of development,

can be made to show more that is really in-

teresting, than can be shown with a full col-

ony. We would have bees left out of the

premium list entirely: and, instead, we would
offer premiums for the most useful, instruct-

ive exhibitions. For instance, we would offer

a liberal premium to the one who would the

most clearly explain and illustrate to the

public the operation of extracting honey;

which might be performed something after

this fashion: have an extractor, a hive filled

with tough, old combs, an uncapping knife,

and a " sprinkler " tilled with water. Show
visitors how the combs hang in the hive. Ex-

plain that the bees fill the cells with honey

and cap it over. Then remove some of the

combs and explain how the bees may be

shaken and brushed off. Then exhibit the

uncapping knife and show how, by its use, the

cappings are removed. Next,lay down a comb
and, by holding the "sprinkler" at quite a

little distance above it, the water will fall

with sufficient force to enter and fill the cells.

Now hold up the comb and say: "We will

now imagine that the water is honey, and
that we have just shaved off the cappings."
Close the performance by placing the comb
in the extractor and giving it a triumphant
whirl. The visitor must be dull indeed who
would not ever after know what is meant by
extracted honey. Tliis illustrates what we
would have done in the way of getting out of

the old ruts. As to the exhibition of "sup-
plies," and the offering of premiums upon
them, there is a difference of opinion. Our
agricultural societies are all dropping the giv-

ing of premiums upon implements. Space is

allowed for their display but no premiums
offered. We notice that the Mich. State

Agricultural Society has, this year, dropped
out the premiums on apiarian implements.
We presume that " supplies must go," except

as they are shown by enterprising dealers.

Now a word about premium lists. Let there

be no premiums offered upon anything that

cannot be shown by the article itself. Don't
ask the judge to take the word of exhibitors,

by offering premiums on "the largest j-ield

from a single colony," or for "the greatest

number of samples of different kinds of ex-

tracted honey." Also leave out all such pro-

visos as: "honey must be of this year's

raising;" "raised by exhibitor;" etc.

EXT-RMOXiBD.
Shall We Attend Agricultural Fairs 1

AND SHALL WE TAKE TIME TO MAKE AN EXHIB-

IT OF THE PKOUUCT8 OF OUB
OWN INDUSTBY ?

But few persons have had more experience

with bees and honey at fairs than has our old

friend, Dr. A. B. Mason, of Auburndale, O.

In the last number of Gleanings he gives

his views upon the subject, and from that

article we make the following extracts

;

These exhibits aid us in our efforts to pop-
ularize the use of honey as food and medi-
cine. They will also help to raise the stand-
ard of excellence, both quality and attract-
iveness of the honey put upon the market.
New ideas will be disseminated, new methods
will be learned, and old ones discarded.
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I don't care to aid in getting up displays
of honey, etc., for the purpose of inducing
people to engage in this, to some, pleasant
and lucrative emyloyment, but do it for the
same purpose the manufacturers, merchants,
and other business men show their goods

—

to advertise, work up a market, and sell the
products of the business.
The premium lists of the fairs are gener-

ally made up during the first two or three
months of the year ; and unless some one or
more bee-keepers in the locality see to it, it

is more than probable that no premiums will

be offered for the displays of the products of
the apiary. It may not be too late now to

have the matter arranged in many localities,

even if the premium-list has been made up,
if the proper oificers (president or secretary)
are spoken to at once. Don't get the pre-
miums too high to start on, but work them
up gradually each year as the display be-
comes larger and more attractive. As a rule,

the matter is not thought of by those who
make up the list.

A display of bees and queens is always "in
order," and calls forth more quaint and
original expressions from a crowd of sight-

seers than even the extractor does.
Supplies are viewed with curiosity ; but

honey, that "sweetest of sweets, excepting
the lasses we all love to greet," is the great
attraction, and creates a desire to taste that
which'to many is so irresistable that a pur-
chase has to be made before the visitor is

satisfied, and then, when leaving, frequently
turns and casts longing glances at the tempt-
ing display of luscious sweetness.

If all county and State agricultural so-

cieties cannot be induced to give fair pre-
miums for the products of the apiary, with-
out doubt enough can be secured to more
than pay expenses ; but some one or more
bee-keepers must look after the matter, and
be sure that it is attended to. It will not
take care of itself.

The exhibition of bees on the wing at fairs

crowded with jieople has not usually proved
to be much of a success. The candy and
fruit men are frequently annoyed by bees
from the neighborhood, and it is always laid

to the bees on exhibition, when, in fact,

every bee is conlined to its hive.

The question with us all very properly
arises, " Does it pay to be to all this expense
and trouble ?'

' The same question very nat-
urally arises, also, in regard to any kind of
an exhibit at fairs, and each will have to an-
swer the (luestion for himself.
On page 221 of Gleanings for 1887, J. H.

Martin puts this matter before us very nicely.

He says, " Does it pay to spend time and
money to advertise the honey business ? If

we look around us, we see every trade mak-
ing strenuous efforts to get ahead. Take up
the moat obscure county paper, and every
trade is represented in its columns. Our
most successful merchants are the oiu.^ who
' catch on ' to every advertising hot dty to

be used in tlie extension of their l)usiness.

Our fairs are the red-hot centers of attrac-

tion and advertising, through all lines of
Ijusiness, witli the exception, p rhaps, of
l)ee-keeping.
" Probably the hardest thing for a spirited

bee-keeper to bear, at the present time, is

the general belief that bee keeping is a small
business, and that any ninny who knows just
enough to chew gum can successfully pro-
duce honey ; and bee-keepers, as a rule, are
following a course of action to confirm peo-
ple in that belief; for if a business is not
worth a little advertising effort, it is not
much of a business."

It seems to me that ^ few bee-keepers in
each county where honey is produced can
make it pay to be to the necessary expense
and trouble of making a nice and attractive
exhibit. To be sure, it has to be "niixed
with taste and brains," and that is just what
every successful bee-keeper, or his wife, has
a supply of. See that the premiums are
enough to pay expenses, (which need not be
heavy), and trust to sales, etc., for the "net
proceeds."

AuBUENDALE, 0., July 9, 1888.

Honey Exhibitions at Fairs.

The Bee-Keepers' Magazine, from which

we copy the following excellent advice, says

it was read before the Eastern N. Y. Bee-

Keepers' Association, but by whom written

the Magazine sayeth not.

Ought bee-keepers to make honey exhibi-

tions at our county and state fairs? I tliink

they had, and I believe that here is a field

that has been too much neglected. The great
point to be gained, is that whereby we can
increase the home consumption of honey.
The benefit that the great cause of apiculture
would receive from a judicious exhibiton of

honey at our fairs is, that it gives us a chance
to bring our honey in its different shapes,
and ways of putting up, directly before a

large number of consumers, with yourself
behind the counter instead of the retailing

grocer, who is often, I am sorry to say, not
very friendly to our interests. It gives us a
splendid chance to get right at the consurn-
ers, so to speak. We can disabuse their

minds of the adulteration bugbear, and nail

the "Wiley lie." How strange it is that this

falsehood has secured such a hold on the
minds of otherwise intelligent people. It

seems impossible to convince a great many
until you corner them right down with an
ott'er of i^^ljOOO for proof and samples. I tell

you, brotlier bee-keepers, if you get up a nice
exhibition of honey and wax with some of

the implements necessary in the business
and an observatory hive or two of bees, it

has been my experience, that you v/iU not
be without an audience; questions will gen-
erally be asked you as fast as you can answer
them, and I know a great deal of good can
be done.

It also gives us an opportunity to see and
talk with the old-fogy bee-keepers, those who
keep but a few "sleeps" of bees in log gums
and nondescript hives, to try and induce
them to have their honey made in neat sec-

tions, and not lower prices by offering for

sale their unmarketable honey. Of course
harm to our pursuit might result from an
exhibition by persons given to too mucli
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bragging. Some conceited novice in the
business might do injury by enlarging ui)on
the number of tons of honey he thinks he
can produce, and how soon he expects to be-
come very wealthy, without giving as well
the dark side of the business, when some se-

vere winter he may lose from fifty to one
hundred per cent, of his colonies, or the
weather may be such dui'ing the time of the
honey flow that every pound of honey he re-

ceives he finds has cost him two dollars or
more per pound, as has happened in a great
many cases this past year. Now just here I

want to say that I think a great deal of harm
has come to our business by this boasting,
and reports of phenomenal large honey
yields, it not only induces others who have
no natural qualifications into the business to
increase the competition, but causes the con-
sumers to think they ought to buy cheaper.
It may be urged that by these exhibitions we
will induce many not now in the business to
embark in it. I think not. I believe the bet-
ter way is to come right out square and let

them see what we are doing. I have made
exhibitions at the Saratoga county fairs for
a number of years and I have yet to hear of
any one starting in the business as the result,
but I know it has been the means of helping
hundreds, I may say thousands, of pounds of
honey out of the glutted city markets. I

think, perhaps, you will agree with me that
for the cause of apiculture exhibitions at fairs
are desirable, but will it pay the persons
making them for their time and the neces-
sary expense? We might ask, does bee-keep-
ing pay? Does any business pay? The an-
swer depends in a great measure on the
individuals themselves. It may not pay di-

rectly the first year, but if advertising is

worth anything it no doubt will, in the long
run. If yoiir fair managers offer no premi-
ums, make a good display one or two years
without, and I think they will then, rather
than lose this attractive feature. There is

also a great advantage in being the first one
to start in anything like this.

Feeding Back Extracted Honey.

After very kindly noticing our special num-
ber upon "Feeding Back" the Bee-Keepers'

Guide says:

We are inclined to think that those who
report favorably to this i)ractice are a little

mistaken as to the results from the amount
of feed given. If the bees are gathering
.sufficient from the fields to keep them act-

ive, feeding might be profitable for the pur-
pose of completing nearly finished sections,

but when the dearth of honey is such that the
bees from strong colonies, those containing
from .'50,000 to (50,000 bees, lay very quiet,

scarcelv tiying at all, to feed under such cir-

cumstances would be disastrous in the ex-

treme. It would arouse this great host of
bees to the highest activity. They would
wear themselves out with useless flying and
a large quantity of feed would be wasted in

keeping up this energy, while if let alone
they will remain quiet, economize their

stores and save the wear and tear on their

wings, until the fall flowers bloom, when all

nearly finished sections will be finished with-
out any trouble or waste of feeding back.
When we compare the trouble of feeding, the
waste of honey, or the amount consumed by
the bees, the waste of bees from their activ-
ity, the condition of the bees after the feed-
ing and the general efi'ect it has upon the
whole apiary with the difference in price be-
tween extracted and comb honey, it does not
seem as though any one should be in favor of
feeding back. It seems to us that the more
common practice of extracting the honey
from the unfinished sections at the close of
the fall honey season or storing them away
to be put on again in the spring would be
preferable.

Because we took up the topic of feeding

back, and made it the subject of special dis-

cussion, we do not feel called upon to defend

or champion the practice, our only desire is

to arrive at the truth, but the idea advanced

by friend Hill, and by others, that the feed-

ing of bees arouses them to an abnormal ac-

tivity that is injurious, is fallacious in the

extreme. Feeding does arouse the bees, but

not so much as a natural honey harvest, as it

saves the wear and tear upon their wings;

and it is in this direction that bees first wear

oiit. When feed is first given to bees, if

given in the day time, it starts them to flying,

but after they have become accustomed to

finding feed in the feeder it has no such

effect. In fact, it has an opposite effect, if

anything, and feeding has been objected to

upon the ground that it kept the bees from

the fields. Feeding starts the bees to rearing

brood, and, if allowed sufficient comb in

which to rear it, the colony will be more

populous at the expiration of the feeding

than when it was begun. Bees do not waste

honey that is fed to them, it is either stored

in the cells or used in brood rearing, and one

reason why so many have failed to make a

profit izi feeding back is because of the

superabundance of room given in the brood-

nest. We carefully mark the hives contain-

ing the colonies used in feeding back; and

these colonies are always found in an excel-

lent condition at the beginning of the next

season. It is possible that the plan of ex-

tracting the honey from unfinished sections,

d storing them away for use the next

t"' ing, is preferable for the average bee-

k>^'' er, there is certainly much to be said in

fa^ of the plan, but, if the bee-keeper will

see . '"t that his queens are young, ho need

have'*'" fears that feeding will injure his col-

onies' .^^^ more than he need exi)ect such a

resuli* from a honey flow.
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ADVERTISING BATES
are fifteen cents per line, (Nonpareil space)

each insertion, with discounts as follows:

On 10 lines and upwards, 3 times, 5 per cent.; 6

times, 15 per cent.; 9 times, 25 per cent.; 12 times,
35 per cent.

On 20 lines and upwards, 3 times, 10 per cent.;

6

times, 20 per cent.; 9 times, 30 per cent.; 12 times,
40 per cent.

On 30 lines and upwards, 3 times, 20 per cent.;

6

times, 30 per cent.; 9 times, 40 per cent.; 12 times
50 per cent.

Oa.m.iola,n IBees.
Pleasantest bees in the world! Hardiest to win-

ter!! Best honey gatherers!!! In order to intro-
duce not only the bees but our paper,

"The Advance,"
We offer, to any one who will send us $1.25, a
copy of our paper and a nice Carniolan queen.
The queen alone is worth $2.00

Address "Tlie -A-dvance,

"

8-88-tf. Mechanic Falls, Maine,

G. B LEWIS & CO.,
We make the best Bee-Hives, the best Sections,

the best Shipping-Crates, the best Frames, Etc.
We sell them at the lowest prices.

Write for free Illustrated Catalogue.

G. B. LEWIS & CO.,
1-88-tf. TVatertown, Wis.

Please mention the Reuiew.

Heddon Hi^res

I HAVE a hundred, all complete—just fin-
ished. Purchaser given riglit to use them,

by Mr. Heddon. WiU sell at $3.00 each, in lots of
10 or more. I am going out of the business, is
why they are offered for sale.

8-88-tf. E. D. KEENEY, Arcade, N. Y.

Lamb Knitting Machine.
We have a Lamb Knittfr, nearly new, taken on

a trade, tliat, we offer for sale or exchange.
It will knit stockingH, gloves, mittens, scarfs,

wristlets, underwear, etc., in fact, almost any-
thing that can be knit.
The machine is all complete, with all attach-

ments, including spooler and Shaker swifts for
winding yarn, a book of instruction, and is
mounted on a walnut stand with iron legs.
A new machine costs $45.00, but we offer this

one for $25.(X); or we would exchange for f)ther
desirable proi)erty. Make us an oiler, if you
have anything to exchange. An illustrated, de-
scriptive circular will be sent upon application.
Address W.Z.HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mi

PUR[ ITALIAN m^f
Test<'d,$1.25 each; untested, 70 eta. eacll 1 for

t3.(X). Ail br.'d from a select, imported ,^^<.\\er.
Safe arrival giiarantei'd l)y return mail.

ID. Ca-. E3D1>^IST01<^
8-88-2t. Adriii i-higan.

NOW IS YOUR THE.
I once paid $20 00 for a queen and lately paid

$3 50 for another one. Both queens were satis-
factory and well worth the money. Now, I pro-
pose to send the American Apiculturist one
year and a better queen than either of the above
for $1 50.

August 1, we expect to have 400 select and test-
ed queens in nuclei ready to mail on demand.
Now is a good time to subscribe for the Apioul-
TUBIST and secure one of these fine queens.
Purity and safe arrival are guaranteed in all

cases. If introduced by the method given in a
late issue of the Apiculturist no one wiU lose a
queen in introducing. If you do not undi rr^tar,.!

or even if you have any trouble to fiud a quuen
you are referred to the method given on page 151
August issue of the Apiculturist.
The queens sent out are guaranteetl to live,

with proper care, three days in the cage in which
they are sent.

Read tie FoUowiii Testimonials

:

Davenport, Iowa.
Mr. Alley—The queen I received from you

last year is doing splendid work and turning out
some of the handsomest bees I ever saw.

M. d. huggins.

Mt. Hope, New Jersey.
Queen received, successfully introduced, and is

laying. She is the choicest I have of 41 queens.
D. A, MACE.

East Meredith, N. Y., July 3 ', 18S,s.

Mr. Alley—I received the two queens in fine
condition—not a dead bee in either cage. I never
before saw such beautiful queens and am well
pleased with them, also with the Apiculturist,

JOHN A. DELAMARTER.

Lincoln, Nebraska, July 24, 1888.

Mb Alley—I received the two queens July 9.

They are beauties. I notice they are attending to
their family duties quite satisfactorily.

ALMON TOWER.

Lake Worth, Florida, July 24, 1888.
Mr. Henry Alley—The queen came to hand

yesterday and was as lively as could be. I guess
you never sent a queen so far south before. Dade
county is one of the extreme southern counties
of Florida. The queen is a nice one and 1 am
well pleased with her.

B. B. PLUNKET.

International Bridoe, July 23, 1888.
Her Majesty arrived O K this a. m, Mr. John

Berryman, one of Ontario's succes.sful apiarists
pronounces her a "perfect beauty." I have kept
bees sinc(i 18ti7, have bought (jueens from various
breeders, and will say this one has been excelled
in beauty ljy none ever received by mo.

O. FITZALUYJSI WILKINS.

Tested Queens, Winter Strain, $1 50.

Select 1 25.
Warranted " " " 1 00.

Ten per cent iliscount by the dozen.

Sample copies of the American Apioultubist,
mailed free. Address

AMERICAN APICULTURIST,
8-88-2t. Wenham, Essex Co., Mass.

Plense mention the Reuiew,
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Foot- Power Maciery
Read what J. I. Parent, of

Cimrlton, N. Y., says— "We
cut with one of your Combin-
ed Machines, last winter, 50

chaff hives with 7-inch cap, 100

honey-racks, 500 broad frames,
2,000 honey-boxes, and a great
deal of other work. This win-
ter we have double the amount

^of bee-hives, etc., to make, and
'we expect to do it all with

, , 'this Saw. It will do all you say
it will." Catalogue and Price List free.

Address W, F. & JOHN BARNES. 686 Ruby St. Rockford, Ills.

For Sale Cheap!
I have a few thousand of those beautiful, eight-

color, cliromo cards, designed especially for bee-
keepers, which I wish to close out, and will sell

at vm;y low rates. Sample and terms sent upon
Hjipjication. They are highly recommended by
tliose who liave used them at fairs.

Address J. H. MARTIN,
Hartford, N. Y.

Syrio-AIMno Queens.
Energetic workers, very gentle, and the most

Bea-vitifvil Bees
yet i)rodnfed. They cap their honey very white,
and ex<!el tlio Italians for comb honey. Queens
only for s-de. Send for circulars.

Address Dr. G. L. TINKEE,
7-88-;5t. New Philadelphia, Ohio.

P/fMve mention the Reulew

Heddon's Feeder
Holds 15 to 20 pounds. No robbing; no coming
in contact with bees when re-fiUing; no heat

wasted; no daul^ed bees. Price $1.00 Fully de^
scribed in ]SS7 circular. Send for it.

Address JAMES HEDDON,
Dowagiac, Mich.

Please mention the Review.

"'ITALIAN QUEENS.
We have left a few nice young qneens that were

recireil under tlif swarming impulse in some of
our choicest colonie.s.

By taking them from full colonies, we can fur-
nish some choice tested queens of last year's
raising.

Upsides the abovt-, we are rearing queens from
a queen that i)rodiices tlie liglitest colored and
most handsome bee.f we have ever seen. The
work(>r8 are a briglit ypllow to tln^ very tip of the
abdomen, while the drones lire really yellow all

over. In rearing these (ineens, we are now prac-
ticing tlio .Jones method, as explained in the
reading columns. If you would see a handsome
queen, get one of tliese.

Purchasers may have tlieir choice of the above
three classes of iiueens at$1.0() each;8ix for $5.00;
twelve^ or more, 75 cts. each.

100 nice, straight, all-worker, Langstroth combs
at ten cts. apiece.

Address. W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Michigan.

T^he 3pightest
Four-Band Italian Qneens & Bees,
and the Reddest Drones. In working qual-
ities equal to any and superior to many.
PIlTprCt. Selected Tested, 1 and 2 years old, $2.00
iniljlli!). Tested, , , „ „ $1.50
Queens reared this season, that produce a major-
ity of four-banded workers:
Best Selected Tested, $3.00
Tested, $2.50
Untested, |i,oo
After August 1st, '.i less than above prices.
Send for circulars to

Li. Li. H[E-A.R,3Sr,
7-88-2t. FrenchviUe W. Va.
(We have received some of the queens, workers

and drones from friend Hearn, and they are cer-
tainly the most handsome in color of any we have
ever seen. We shall rear queens from one of tlie
queens. Ed. Review.)

-^f^ :E=ositi-^e lE^a^ct

!

Queens by return mail from the old and reliable

Knickerbocker Bee-Farm.
(Established IKSO.)

Warranted queens, $1.00; Tested, $2.00. Spec al
rates on large orders. Circular free.

GEO. H. KNICKERBOCKER,
Box 4 1 , i^ixie Flains,
8-88-2t. Dutchess Co., N. Y.

Please mention the Reuieuf.

CARNIOLAN QUEENl
A S2)eclalty.

All lired from Imported mother. Gentlest bees
known. No smoke needed. Cannot be equaled
as honey gatherers. Ninety per cent, of the queens
sent out are purely mated.
One Untested Queen, „ „ $1.00
Six ,, Queens, „ ,, 5.50
Twelve „ „ „ „ 10.00
One Tested Queen, ., ,, 2.00
One Selected, Tested Queen „ 3.0O
All orders will be filled in rotation. Safe arri-

val guaranteed. We have never seen foul brood.

Address ANDREWS & LOOEHAET,

8-8,S-2t. Patten's MiUs, Wash. Co., N. Y.

Please mention the Reuhto.

OOBB'S
Divisible, Interchangeable, Reversible

MONKY-GASEI-

For

(Patented Dec. '.0, 1887.)

p descriptive circular and price-list,

A.ldress THOS. M, (X)BB, Patentee,

Box 194, (jrand Hapids, Mich.
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THAT PITTSFIELD SMITH
Has purchased this space for one yeah, and he expects it will pay him simply because

the numerous readers of the Review cannot help but patronize him when
they learn his prices and manner of doing business.

He offers Simplicity Brood Frames of Pine at $1.00 per Hundred or 9.00 per Thousand

!

BLACK BEE VEILS, all Grenadine, with Elastic Top and Bottom, and
made to Pit Nicely, only 40 cts. each, postpaid.

Numerous Other Bargains if You Want Them.

Address Plainly

7-88-12t.

Also one of ttie Laiiest PRICE LISTS of t!ie Season Maileil Free.

CHAS. H. SMITH, Pittsfield, Mass., Box 1087.
ntion the Reuiew.

l-88-12t.

BEE KEEPERS
Should send lor my circu-
lar. It describes the best
Hives, the best Cases, the
best Feeders and the best
Methods. Address,

J. M. SHUcK,
DES MOINES, lOV.l

Please mention the Reuiew.

BEE
RETAIL

.4ND

Wholesale
We furnish Everything ueeded in

the Apiary, of practical construction, and at the
lowest price. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send
your address on a postal card, and we will send
you our illustrated catalogue free.

E. Kretchmer, Coburg, Iowa.
2-88-tf. Please mention the Review.

Bee-Keepers' Guide.
This work not only describes fully and clearly

the practical part of befvkeepinf?, but also treats

of the science of the Im'o and bee indnstry with
very nuinerf)UH illnHtratif>ns. Thus this book is

unifjue amone our excellent American l)fp books
in its full and clear exjiosition f>f tlic natural his-

tory of the bee, and illustrated dcHcriptions of
ail our imporUint honey plants. Every bee-
keeper to win the host success, must know the
science undorlyins his art, hence he needs this

book, even thout;h he has hoiik^ one of tli(^ others.

PRICE, $ 1 .25. LIBERAL DISCOUNTS TO DEALERS.

Send to -A.. J".. COOKl,
1-88-tf. Agricultural Co] lefje, Mich.

Please muntion the Reuiew,

Tested Italians Queens.
Before .June I.'-,, .$!.;.() each, af1<>r, $1.00 each; un-

testfKi, ^U cents each. Hix for $1.00. Hees for

sale by the pound. Nuclei oi- full colonies.

For i)riceH, write for what you want.

/. R. GOOD, Najtpamc, Ind.

Zta,lia.n Q-cieexis.
Untested Queens 75 cts.

Tested Queens $1.25

C. TVEEKS,
7-88-3t. Clifton, Tennesee.

Please mention the Reuiew.

BEt>KEE?EES' SUPPLIES. J
Hives, Sections, Foundation, Smokers, Frames,

Crates, Etc., furnished at greatly reduced rates.

Also Italian bees and queens at very low prices.

Send for catalogue.

A. F. STAUPFER,
2-88-1 yt. Sterling, Ills.

Please mention the Reuiew.

Read This and Profit Thereby.
Send to me for illustrated price list free. All

kinds of Aj^iarian Sui>plies of the best manufac-
tures make, also the beet Smoker on the market.
Dealers should sentl for wholesale list.

W. E. ULARK,
Oriskany, N. Y.a-88-tf

Please mention the Reuiew.

.88tf. Please mention the Rvl

40 CENTS A YEAR FOR THK

Canadian Hoiiev Producer,
Published by E. L GOOLD & CO , Brantforcl, Can.

It will give you all the Canadian Apricultural
uewH, also [Jee-Keeping news from Ifritain,
l''rauc« and Oerniany. Articles of value from
Ijrominent bee-keepers. Samples free.

l-88-lf. Please mention the Reuiew.

TliB Aincai BfiB Joariil
I
E.slahlished in 11-I(U.J

I
1 (5 page W(Hikly * 1 .00 a Year.

1

IS the Ohh'nt, Ijargewt- and (-heapest Weekly Bee-
Paper in the World. Sample free.

Address, BEE JOURNAL Chicago, Ills,

l-88-tf Please mention the Review.
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ITALIAN QUEENS AND SUPPLIES
F<D:R 1S88_

Before you purchase, look to your interest, and
send for catalogue and price list.

J. P. H. BROWN,
1-68 tf. Augusta, Georgia.

Please mention the Review.

M. S. WEST,"
Dealer in Honey and All Bands of

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
l-88-tf. Send for Circular.

Please mention the Review

K\d riat-Botlom Coml] Foundation.

High Side Walls, 4 to 14 square feet
to the ground. Wholesale and Re-
tail. Circulars and Samples free.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
(sole manufacturebs),

SPROUT BROOK, Mont. Co., N. Y.1-8^-tf.

Comb Foundation.
We have a cf«mplete out-fit for its manufacturee

Onr mills all run by steam jjower, and we have
i\\c vfi-y Ijcst facilities for purifying wax We
make it as thin as you want it for sections. We
make a specialty of making Ijrood foundation for
square frames, thick at the top with a gradual ta-
per to very tliin at the bottom, tlius securing the
greatest amount of strengtli for the quality of wax
used. For prices, wholesale or retail, address

A. G. HILL,
6-88-tf. Kendallville, Ind.

Plccs^ mrr.tinn the Review

Honey - Extractor,
Square G1<<S8 Honey-Jars, Tin Buckets,

Uee-IIives, Hoii«y-Sectioiis, &c., &c.
Perfection CoUl-IJlast Smokers.

Apply to CHAS. F. MUTH & SON,
Cincinnati, O.

P. 8.—Send 10-cent stamp for "Practical Hints
to Bec'-Koepers. -.i-SS-tf.

Please mention Uw Review.

Leahy's + Foundation,—wiiolesalp: and hetail—
My Foundation is recommended by hundreds

of Bee-Keei)ers, as having no eiinal. It is kei>t
for sale by J. Jordine, Ashland, Ne)).; IMoeller
Manufacturing Co., Davenj)ort, Iowa; B. P. Bur-
lier & Son, Cole Brook, Ohio; Smitli & Smith,
Kenton, Ohio; J. Callam & Co., Kenton, Ohio,
and others. I will tHk(> one lb. Sections in ex-
chanj?e for tlun Foundation on reasonable terms.
Special prices to dealers. Send for Catalogue of
other supplies. IJ. II. I^EAHY,

l-8S-iat. Higginsiille, jMo., Ilox 11.

Please nirntion the Reuieuj.

The Canadian Bee Journal.
FIKST .'s; WEEKLY IN THE WORLD!

.Just now we wish to increase our subscription
list by doubling it, hence, we make a si)ecial of-
fer. For every yearly subscription received we
will send free, by return mail, books relating to
bee-kee)nng, to the value of §1.00. They are as
follows: "Queens and how to Introduce them;"
"Bee Homes and how to Build them;" "Wintering
and Preperations therefor;" "Bee-Keepers' Dic-
tionary;" :'Foul Brood, its Cause and Cure;" and
Rev. W. F. Clarke's "Bird's Eye View of Bee-
Keeping." Samples of the C. B. J„ free.
American currency or stamps, also postal notes

and money orders taken at par.

THE D. A. JONES CO., Ltd.,

7-88-tf. Beeton, Ont., Canada.

FRlENDS,^usBEES or HONEYany way interested in
'^*-'-*^ ilUHI_l,

we will with pleasure send a sample copy of the

SEMI-MONTHLY GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE,
with a descriptive price-list of latest improve-
ments in Hives, Honey-Extractors, Comb Foun-
dation, Section Honey-Boxes, all books and jour-
nals, and everifthing pertaining to Bee Culture.
Nothing Patented. Simply send your address
plainly written to. A. I. ROOT,

1-88-tf. Medina, Ohio.

J. P. CaldY/ell, of San larcos, Texas.
BREEDER OF PURE ITAtlAN QUEENS.

Selected Tested $1.7.t
Tested. $1.2.5
Untested, 7.t cts.
Six Untested, §3.75
Twelve Untested, $7.00

All queens will be shipped in cages which an-
swer tne double purpose of an introducing and
shipijing cage. Address .J. P. Caldwell,
7-S8-3t. San Marcos, Tex.

Plea^" mention the Review.

Old Reliable Bingham Smoker and Bingham 4
Hetheringttm Honey Knives. They last eight
years, never clog up or go out.

Bingham & Hetlierington Uncapping Knife.

Patented May 20. 1879.

Send card for free circular, descriptive of the
best and cheapest tools to use.

BINGHAM & HETHERINCTON,
1-88 tf. Abiouia, ."\lichigan.

ntion the Review.
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W. T. FALCONER,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Manufacturer of a Full Line of

BBB-KBBPER'S SUPPLIES,
That are unsurpassed for quality and workmaji-
ship. Estimates given on application. Capacity
for manufacturing doubled for 1888. Factory has

over 20,000 square feet floor surface. 100 Horne
power used. Give me a trial. Send for pricie

list, free. Yours truly,

\¥. T. FALCONER.

YOU SHOULD SEE
My prices for 1888 of Italian Queens, Bees, Eggs
for hatching from Standard Poultry, (seven

varieties) Japanese Buckwheat, and two choice
new varieties of Potatoes.

YOU CAN SAVE MONEY by getting my price list be-

fore you purcjhase.

CHAS. D. DUVALL,
2-88-tf. Spencerville, Mont. Co., Md.

Please mention the Reuiew.

Carniolan Queens.
Grentlest and largest liees known; not surpassed

as workers even by the wicked races. Imported
queens, "A" grade, $8.00; tested, $4.00; untested,

after June Ist, $1.00, or six for $5.00. Cash must
accompany every order. Send for circular.

S. W. MORRISON, M. D.,
• Oxford, Chester County, Pa.

5-88-5t. Please mention the Reuiew.

FINJE ITALIAN
For Balance of Season. 1888.

1 Untested queen for 7.5 cts.

3 Untested queens for $2.00

1 Tested queen for $1.50

3 Tested queens for $1.00

Invariably ))y return mail; and safe ar-

rival fruaranteed.

T^. J, EIL.IJIS03^T,
Stateburg, Sumter Co., Soutli Carolina.

3-88-tf' Please mention the Reuiew.

k
o
mH

The Production of Gomb Honey.

Although tlds neat little book contains only 45

pages, it furnislies as much practical, valuable in-

formation as is often found in a book of twice its

size. It is "boiled down."
It begins with taking the bees from the cellar

and goes over the ground briefly, clearly and con-

cisely, until the honey is off the hives; touching

upon the most important points; and especially

does it teach when, where and how foundation

can be used to the best advantage; when combs
are preferable and when it is more profitable to

allow the bees to build their own combs.

Price of the book, 25 cents. The Review and

this book for 65 cents. Stamps taken, either U.

S. or Canadian. Back numbers of the Review
can be furnished.

Address \N. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.

Alley'sDrone&Queen-Trap
50,000 Now In Use.

SWARMING CONTROLLED.

If you have not used one of these traps, do so

the present season. One of the_ latest improved
will be sent by mail, postage paid, for 65 cts. in
stamps. Or, if you choose, the trap and the
American Apiculturist one year, for $1.00.

r/ie American Apiculturist one year and One of the
finest Italian queens, reared in the largest

queen-rearing apiaries of the world, will be sent

for $1.50. Send for price-list.

Address,
American Apiculturist.

6-88-tf Wenham, Essex Co. Mass.

J. F. MOORES
Has on liand a lot of fine, tested Italian queens

which he will sell at $1.00 each,
until further notice.

Now is Your Time to Buy.
Safe arrival and satisfaction guarantbod. ('ir-

cular free. J. P. MOORE,
Morgan, Pendleton Co., Ky.

Please mention the Reuiew.

NEW YORK.

MASS.
3-88-tf.

FORKIGN OKDKKS SOT.ICITED.

EASTERN * DEPOT
{Bees.) FOR (Qtieen.f.)

EverytLing Used by Bee-Keepers.

Ii^x'lusivc^ ]\1aiiuf;ict-iirer of tlio

'lanky Moiaitis Honsy-fistractor,

DAOAHTS FCUNDAIIUN, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

,
i/^l!IT[ POPLAR OR BASSWOOD SECTIONS,

()i)c-l'iccc. Dovetail, <ir lo iiuil. Any (i^Uiin- '•

lity, any size. ( 'dMipli'l'' itiuchinei-y -linest

work. Keiid for llaridsoiiin llluHtratwl ('ata-

logue, Krc'.

E, R. NEWCOMB, Pleasant Valley, Dutchess Co., N. Y.

Please mention the Riuiew.

NEW JERSEY.

CONN.
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Ventilation.—When Needed and Why.-

Sest Means of Securing It.

-The

DE. C. €. MILLEB.

F4JIEND Hutchinson.—If you'll enlarge
the?size of the Review and give me all the
space, it will give me a little better chance
to tell part of what I don't know about ven-
tilation. The days of hot discussion as to
upper and lower ventilation of the hive are
probably over. As nearly as I understand
the matter from reading, those who practice
out-door wintering generally favor the plan
of. having the bees in some way warmly
clad, so that no part of the walls of the hive
shall condense upon it the moisture gener-
ated by the bees, trusting to the escape of
anything objectionable through the entrance
of the hive, or through the minute pores
provided in the covering. But as to the
ventilation of cellars, there is a great differ-

ence of opinion, from those who hold that
no ventilation whatever is needed to those
who believe in a constant inflow of fresh air.

If ventilation of the hives is needed then
surely ventilation of the cellar is needed.
Of what use is it to change the air in the
hives, if the air in the cellar be nowhere bet-
ter than that in the hives V And if the air in
the cellar be never so pure, with no chance
for replacement, and if impurities from the
hive are being constantly thrown into it,

will it not be constantly becoming more and
more foul?

I know there are those who say that bees
use so little air iu respiration that no pains
need be taken to provide fresh air for tliem.
I don't know how much they use. and most
likely l-hey use more at some times than
others, but I suppose that where so much
water is evaporated as to make several
pounds difference in the weight of a hive in
the course of the winter, that considerable
respiration takes place, unless there be some
means of evaporatior independent of respi-
ration. Undoubtedly temijeratiire and the
amount of activity make a dci-ided differ-

ence in the amount of air used, as well as in
the need of special means requiri'd for ven-
tilation. The Siberian in his sledge, lies

with his head completely buried in furs, and
feels no discomfort, whereas tlie same con-
dition would smother liim under the tropics.
The walls of a cellar may be so d'hi . or the
number of colonies therein so tew. that
plenty of aii' is provided when to all appear-
ance the cellar is shut perfectly tight, When

the mercury marks 20^ below zero, the great
difference in the weight of the air in and out
of the cellar causes pretty rapid ventilation
no matter how tightly everj'thing is closed,
but let the temperature in and out be the
same for any length of time and unless
something is done, the ventilation will about
cease. In the warm spells that come before
time to take out the bees, they become very
uneasy and noisy. At such times I open
doors and windows wide and leave them
open all night, and when I find the bees so
quiet in the morning that the bright sun
shining in upon them does not disturb them,
it is pretty hard to convince me that, in that
particular case, at least, ventilation was not
a decided benefit.

In the face of all this, however, is the fact
that others, such as G. M. Doolittle, succeed
in getting along all right with none of the
fuss and trouble I have, and their bees don't
seem to need any ventilation. I envy them,
and should be glad to be convinced that no
ventilation is necessary for me. Possibly
the time may come, when by attention to
some details that now escape me, I shall bo
able to close uiy cellars up tight and leave
them for the winter, but for the present I

don't dare to attempt it.

With only a few colonies in a cellar I

never made any provision for ventilation,
plenty of air coming through the cracks of
the wall, ^^'ith an increase of colonies I

provided for drawing off the air by means of
a stove pipe, either coming down near the
bottom of the cellar, or going from a stove
in the cellar, the stove door being left wide
open. I don't know that anything further is

needed were it not for the fact that in very
freezing weather all the fresh air ihat comes
in is so cold that the cellar becomes too cold.

For this reason sub-ventilation is needed,
for if the air be carried one or two Imndred
feet at a deiitli of four or five feet below the
surface of the ground before it enters the
cellar, it will be raised to nearly the temper-
ature of the ground at that depth. With
.">0 to iiSi.) colonies in my cellar I am not sure
but a four or six inch pipe will answer quite
well for a sub-ventilator, and with a small
pipe I think lOU feet is long enough. When
the number increases to 200 or ;J00 colonies
I prefer a larger pipe, and the difference in
expense mH being so very great, it may be
best in all cases to have an eight or ten inch
pipe. If the pipe should be larger than ne-
cessary it is an easy matter to close it up at
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either end. "With a ten inch pipe I think I

should like not less than 20() feet in length,

and a depth of not less than live feet. If the

cellar be enough warmer than the outside

air, there will be a constant stream of air

coming through the sub-ventilator and pass-

ing out at the chimney above, and even if

not needed this fresh air can hardlj' do any
hai m, for it certainly is a little more like

wintering out doors in a mild winter, than if

no such change of air took place.

Since writing the above I have again read

the editor's article on page 137. It's good,

and fair. I thoroughly agree that we know
very little about ventilation, and further

that what we think we do know, we may be
mistaken about. For instance, Bro. H., you
say that after you put in a sub-earth ventila-

tor your bees wintered neither better nor

worse. Now you don't know that. For you
don't know how they would have wintered

THAT wiNTEE without sub-earth ventilation.

But if "the air in the cellar had a fresher,

more wholesome smell," I would go to some
trouble for that.

I agree about the space under the brood
nest in the hive, and if I were beginning

again I would perhaps have my hive bottoms
detachable so that in the cellar there could

be a s'pace of two inches under the frames.

It just occurs to me to say that all that is

done about ventilating my hives in the collar

is to leave the entrance open full width, and
on account of cellaring I have enlarged the

height of the entrance from % to K an inch.

The sheets on top are left sealed down just

as they were on their summer stands, and on
most of my hives will remain so from Au-
gust or September till sometime the follow-

ing spring.
You ask about size of cellar and number of

colonies. I am very confident from my own
experience that a very few hives will do

better in the same cellar than a larger num-
ber, and as a general rule the smaller the

cellar the more need of special effort to get

a good supply of fresh air.

P. S.—I haven't time to fight back just

now on the pollen business, but mind you

the grudge holds good and I may take it up
some time again. After all, v/hat does it

amount to practically, admitting that the

pollen theory is correct V For even Brother

Heddon does not now advise taking away
natural stores and feeding sugar.

Makengo, III. Sept. '20, 1888.

Ventilation Dependent Upon Circumstances.

—A DiscQssicn of the Conditions Under

Whicli it is Needed.

OlilTEB F08TEK.

In considering this (juostion we will notice

first the direct effects of an interchange of

air between the interior and exterior of the

hive or bee cellar.

First. Under ordinary conditions it re-

duces the temperature.
This cooling effect of veutilation though

beneficial in hot weather, becomes a source

of danger in the winter. Then the fiesli aii'

from without provides the oxygen, which.

we are told, is essential to the life of every

breathing thing. The accumulative poison-

otis impurities and excessive moisture which
are constantly being thrown from the bodies

of the living bees are wafted away with the

air that passes out of the hive in the process

of ventilation.
The amount of ventilation then that a

colony of bees requires is determined by the

quantity of oxygen they consume and also

by the excessive heat, moisture and impuri-
ties they produce.
Now, if this consumption and production

were always the same, the ventilation prob-
lem would be easily solved, but since the

demand for air varies from one to a thous-

and, there is no wonder that we have various

views concerning the question.
The two colonies that Prof. Cook sealed

up with ice. perhaps, represented the mini-
mum of ventilation required. I presume
the air those bees received through the ice

did not equal what would pass through an
opening I4 inch in diameter. In contrast

with this, I had several colonies almost suf-

focated in my cellar last spring while we
were carrying out the others. These had a

three inch space below the frames with wire

cloth at each end to the amount of seventy-

two square inches:—l.l^^ times the estimated

ventilation of Prof. Cook's colonies sealed

in ice. In hot weather I have had bees

smother with four times as much extra

space and four times the ventilating surface.

As a general rule the demand for air is in

proportion to the consumption of food.

Those conditions which effect the one con-

trol the other. Our object should be to re-

duce both to the minimum.
Although too much ventilation cannot be

given at any time, provided the air is of the

proper temperature when it enters the hive,

the expense of warming the air justifies the

strictest economy in its supply during cold

weather.
With a properly constructed cellar we can

control the temperature and adjust the sup-

ply of air to the demands of the bees.

Where bees are packed on summer stands

their apartments should be so arranged that

the bees can regulate their own supply of

ventilation according to their needs, which,

we find, can be done appr'->xiinately. I have

made an extensive trial ov six different ar-

rangem.ents for ventihi'ion in connection

with out-door packing, and have opinions

as follows: The only ventilation should be

provided for at the entrance, which may be

at tlie top or near the bottom. A large ante-

chamber should intervene between the apart-

ment containing the bees and the outer en-

trance. If this chamber is above the bees

it should also be above the packing. The
passageway front the chamber to the bees

should be eight or ten inciies from the outer

entrance and from one to one and one-half

inciies in diameter. If tiie chamber is below

there siiould be openings to the bees on all

sides and no packing between. This ciiam-

f)er serves as a reservoir in which the cold

fresli air from witliout is tempered by tiie

warm air from within, as it passes tlirough

in exclianging jiiaces.
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The bees which ofteu leave the cluster in
cold weather, apparently for exploration,
are warned of the weather before they have
gone too far to return.
In very cold weather the passageways fill

up with frost, which thus cuts off ventilation.
When it moderates, the frost disappears,
and when it gets warm in spring the bees
cluster in the chamber around the opening.
Although I have had much better success

with the chamber and entrance above the
bees, I think after one year's trial that the
proper place for the chamber is below.
Nearly all the methods tried have been

eminently successful, yet I am not inclined
to adopt any one of them just as followed.
Taking all into consideration I am inclined

to think that a properly constructed cellar is

a good enough place to winter bees in.

I have a cellar with a sub-earth ventilator
100 feet long and twenty-four inches square.
It^ walled with stone and is from four to
eight feet below the surface. The cellar is

18x87. Along one side and one end a two
inch brick wall extends from floor to ceiling
and is four inches from the main wall. The
space between these walls is used as a flue

with a chimney arising from one end and a
stove-pipe opening into the other. The
stove is in a small ante-room into which the
outside cellar way opens.
Five or six little fires during the winter

fixes the temperature and drives out the
moisture.
With upwards of 200 colonies in the cellar

they often need all the ventilation the facili-

ties v/ill allow.

Mt. Veenon. Iowa, Oct. 3, 1888.

No Need of Ventilation, Unless it be to

Control Temperature.

H. K. BOAKDMAN.

Fkienl) Hutchinson.—Your remarks in
the opening of this subject in September
Review hit my mind exactly. As you say,

we know very little on the subject, yet
there are very few things in bee keeping
where so much valuable time has been
wasted as in devising successful means of
ventilating bees to death. Wliat do we
know about ventilating bees in the hives or
in the winter repository? We do not even
know what they re<iuire, and if wo did know,
it would then be by no means an easy prob
lem to solve. It is a broad and important
subject and much yet remains to be learned
even in the ventilation of our own dwelling
houses and public buildings.
Bees need air, but just how much depends

upon their condition. At times i hey need a
considerable amount, and at other times
scarcely any is needed, depending very much
upon the amount of activity in 1 he colony.
When bees are in a state of excitement, as
is the case when swarming, or robbing, or
when they are being moved, to close the hive
entirely would prove fatal, while (hi'y might
be closed in, if in a state of quietude, for
days, or even weeks, without serious results.

At the approach of cold weather, when
brood-rearing has been suspended, the bees
lapse into a dormant state, in which condi-
tion they use but very little air, and so long
as this condition of quietude can be main-
tained, I am fully satisfied that very little or
NO change of air is necessary for the welfare
of the bees. But this condition does not
continue throughout the winter. As spring
approaches brood-rearing is again resumed,
which is attended by an increased activity of
the bees and a rise in the temperature.
This condition calls for an increase in the
supply of air. This supply should, I think,
be only sufficient for the actual needs of the
bees, and not excessive or in drafts, which
will disturb the bees and do harm. The
amount of air in a bee room at this season
will depend upon the size of the room, the
number of colonies it contains, something
upon their strength and very much upon the
general temperature and weather outside.
It is a mistake that bees wintered in doors
do not feel the changes of weather, even
though the thermometer inside does not.
The capacity of a winter repository can

only be determined by experience. It will
vary in different seasons. It is desirable to
put in as many as will go through the spring
without heating up or giving trouble in con-
trolling the temperature. I sometimes give
free ventilation at night, or when it is cool
outside, to lower the temperature if it gets
too high. I don't just like to do it, but con-
sider it better than letting the bees get too
warm.
^Vhen I built my first bee-house, some

years ago, I had some quite positive notions
about ventilation, and I had the bee rooms
arranged with ventilating tube to give ample
ventilation—a constant supply of fresh air.
Later experience has proven them to be
worse than useless, and I have abandoned
them altogether as well as all other special
means of ventilating my wintering reposi-
tories, and at the same time I provide ample
means for the ven tilation of the hives in the
natural way : that is, by leaving the entire
bottom of the hive open—never disturbing
the top or cover as is the custojn of so many
bee keepers, especially in out-door wintering.
The frequent reports of bees going through

a long winter buried in the ground, entirely
excluded from the air, and coming out all

right ill the si)ring, is, I think, the most
practical jtroof that they do not really need
much A'entilation in winter in repositories.

I think I would not hesitate to pack a
moderate sized room full to its utmost ca-
pacity and close it until February, jirovided
the bees could be left in a state of quietude,
and a uniform, favorable tem))erature main-
tained. 'I'emi)erature and ventilation are so
closely connected tliat it is quite difiicult to
separate them into two distinct topics.

I have only considered this topic in its re-
lation to indoor wintering. In wintering on
the summer stands there are no doubt many
things to be learned, many mistakes to dis-
cover, many methods to improve, but there
is room in this direction for an entire
article.

East Townsend, Ohio, Sept. 26, 1888.
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Suspended Animation.—Little Need of Ven-

tilation.

J. H. MAKTIN.

There was much in our bee journals a year
or two ago about the Daniel McFadden
method of wintering bees in high latitudes.

It seemed to be a case of suspended ani-

mation. If we advance a little further to-

ward the pole we find that the Dog Rib In-
dians living near the Great Bear Lake annu-
ally consign a greater portion of their tribe

to the bottom of the Lake in hermetically
sealed cases where they remain with anima-
tion suspended for several months, and
upon the approach of warm weather they
are fished out and restored bj' the animate
portion of the tribe. In corroboration of

the above there are Hindoo jugglers who will

allow themselves to be buried several days
with seemingly no injury ; and now Dr.
Tanner, of fasting fame, proposes to be
sealed up for three days, and then to be re-

stored.
If the human species can thus live without

ventilation, it is high time that bee-keepers
should try some experiments with their bees
in our lower latitudes. It would certainly be
an economical method for both bees and
bee-keepers to get through the winter with
suspended animation. In fact, they will be
obliged to if we have many more seasons
like the par.t.

Leaving the theoretical, or perhaps the
fanciful, I am led to review my experience
in ventilation, during the wintering of bees.
My views have materially changed during
the past few years, and, I do not pay so
much attention to the change of air as for-
merly. My bee cellar is provided with a
sub-earth ventilator, but I have discontin-
ued its use. I also have ventilators opening
into an ante-room. These I now keep
closed. The ventilators from the bottom
of the cellar up through the roof are of
more importance. A gradual draft draws
oft' foul air, and there is no cellar made so
tight but it will allow enough fresh air to
enter around doors, windows, etc. A strong
draft with open ventilators for the ingress
of air, changes the air too rapidly and causes
uneasiness in the bee hive, while a slow
draft and moderate circulation is the most
conducive to an equal temperature and
quietness.

I have thus a definite plan for the ventila-
tion of the cellar. I have also a definite
plan for the ventilation of the liive. In the
j)ast I have had indifferent success with
(juilts and jjorous absorbents. I now use,

with Ijetter success, a broad cover which is

securely sealed by the bees. 'Vha hive is

also placed upon u two and one-half inch
rim. Besides the entrance in front, there is

a slot on each side one incli wide and twelve
inches in leugtli. 'I'his is covered on the
inside witli wire cloth. Witli tiiis ventilating
rim I have had good success in wintering.
When wintering out dcjors I also use this

rim, but cover the side ventilators with tlie

packing. The ventilation question I think
is but little understood. We have ticen too
busy in disiiosing of our sweets at a time

when we should- be studying and ex-

perimenting upon this subject. I propose
to seal up a hive as tight as possible with
newspapers, and report in the spring. My
bees will soon be ready for the cellar, and,
as I have but little honey to dispose of, 1

shall be ready to start for the Great Bear
Lake about Nov. 1st. A kind invitation is

extended to other bee-keepers in a like for-

lorn condition.

Haktfobd, N. Y., Oct. 1, 1888.

Upon receipt of the above we wrote friend

Martin, asking him if that Indian story

wasn't a pretty tough one? If he could sub-

stantiate it if called upon for proof ; or did

he intend it merely as a fanciful legend?

Here is his reply

:

Haktfoed, N. Y.. Oct. 10, 1888.

FiiiEND H.—Your postal received. I had
to smile upon reading it. Well, that is a

Ijretty big yarn : but, in my estimation, it

isn't much bigger than that McFadden
story. I read the Indian story some years
ago in some travels. I have forgotten who
the traveler was. I think it was Sir John
Richardson. And it has been recalled sever-

al times when reading some impossible
scheme of bottling bees for six months or
so. So the only thing I can substantiate is

that it was related by a traveler. Macken-
zie, the first European who became ac-

quainted with them, describes them as an
ugly, emaciated race, besmeared with grease
from head to foot. So I will say in the
words of Hamlet: "There are more things
in heaven and earth, Horatio, than are
dreamt of in your philosophy."
The story also has an application to those

who ai-e blue and wish to pass the winter
economically. If you wish a postcript to

my article use the above quotation from
Hamlet, or any explanation you choose.

Kesi^ectfully, Ac,
J. H. Mautin.

Ventilation Apparently a Damage.

.1. M. DOUDNA.

FiiiEND HuTCHrNsoN.— After reading the
Review for January I feel like saying it is

"just the ticket" and yax wiil make it win.
There is one subjecl. 1 should like to see

discussed, and that is " \'(-ntilation." It

peri)lexes me more tlvju all other wintci-

problems. My cellar is l:ixi4 feet and S)\,

feet deep. In the south-west corner a six inch
pij)e connects with the chimney above and
reaches to within one foot of the cellar bot-
tom—at least this was the arrangement in
IKSd-'KT : the present winter the pipe extends
only one foot below the iq)()er fioor, but the
results are the same. Tliero is a sub-eartii

pipe, or sijuare box, 4x() inches in the cleai',

IL'.'S feet long, and seven feet under ground.
It enters the cellar ;it the north end. This
has been kept closed most of this winter, but
was open all of last winter, when the frost

got in badly, and I had many mouldy combs.
The temperature this winter has not been
l)elow 42' and there is no^sign of mould.
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The cellar is very dry ; five feet at the bottom
being dug in sand.
The hives are in three rows, the middle

one being double. In the alley on the west
side there are ten times as many dead bees
as in the one on the east side, and the
nearer the ventilator the more dead bees.
The winter entrance to the cellar is by a

trap door in the lloor of the kitchen at the
north-east corner, opposite the ventilator

:

and if any bees are disturbed by going into
the cellar, it is those nearest the trap
door which is often left open an hour at a
time with the light shining on the hives

;

yet the bees seem to be hibernating perfect-
ly. I do not think there is a quart of dead
bees in this corner, while in the opposite
one with the same number of hives, there is

a bushel. Now if the "fathers" in bee-keep-
ing did not tell us to ventilate the cellars I

should say ventilation was a fraud.
The hives are piled one on another six

hi|;h, and the cellar is so full as to leave
very little room to move around.

I am satisfied the outlet pipe is a disad-
vantage to the bees near it. Is it any bene-
fit to those further away? We cannot have
outside ventilation above ground and keep
the cellar from freezing in this climate, as
the mercury is often " monkeying around "

40°— . It has been frozen solid several times
this winter, while the spirit thermometers
have shown as low as tA"—zero.

I think of trying one winter with all ven-
tilators closed, but am afraid it will not be
satisfactory.
Now will some one tell me how to winter

a cellar full of bees and have all sides winter
alike? There seems no difference between
those at the top or bottom of the piles. Up
to this time none show a spot of diarrhcea on
the hives this winter, although they have
every winter when the temperature was al-

lowed to get below 32°.

Alexandria, Minn., Feb. 1, 1888.

Ventilation Needed Only to Control Tem-
perature.

PKOF. A. J. COOK.

Nature is too abstruse and her ways and
methods too involved and intricate for any
of us to be dogmatic in our opinions. I

think science, and also bee keeping, (for
the earnest student of bees is a scientist,

whether he ever went to school or not),
tends always to make it^ votaries modest in
their assertions. So I do not speak excathe-
dra on this matter of ventilation. I will
simply express my views tentatively, pre-
mising that I am a learner in this and all

other subjects pertaining to our art.

Bees, I think, need very little air. Espe-
cially so in winter when they are taking so
little exercise. Direct experience proves
this. Thus, while I should prefer to have a
sweet, wholesome atmosphere in my cellar
always, possibly because it is such a pleasant
thing to think of when I wake up in the long
winter nights and think of the bees snug in
their winter quarters, yet I doubt if the mat-
ter of ventilation as ventilation need give us
serious thought.

Why did I arrange for sub-earth ventila-
tion in our new bee cellar ? you ask. Well,
because our old one had it and was a grand
success, and I know of many such cases.
Mr. .Jones has sub-earth ventilation in his
bee houses, and, of his years of experience,
unless he has changed of late, believes in it.

Now our theory ! Well, I believe in this
dimply to control temperature. I believe if
correctly arranged we can control the tem-
perature to our liking with such an arrange-
ment. I think this is Mr. .Tones' view.
Were I sure I could keep the temperature in
my cellar from 40° F. to 4,0° F. easily and
cheaply, despite the outside blasts, I would
never go to the expense of such ventilation.
To be sure I did not succeed last winter even
with it ; but for my life I can't see why.
My brother and many others whom I know
winter satisfactorily with no such ventila-
tion. Yet their cellars keep at just about
45° F.

I believe in short that we may dismiss the
idea of carbon dioxide and oxygen, so far
as cellar ventilation is concerned ; but the
heat and temperature problem we must
never lose sight of.

Ageicultukal College, Mich. Sept. 18, '88.

Ventilation wholly Unnecessary.

JAMES HEDDON.

You ask me to tell you what I know about
the subject of ventilation for bees. I sup-
pose, of course, you mean as it has a bearing
upon the successful wintering of the insects.
As you know, I have been a heavy loser of

bees in years past, they having succumbed
to the same old malady which sweeps them
out of existance for others who live in this
latitude, viz., bee dysentery.
You know how many theories have arisen

from time to time, as to the cause of these
winter losses. Well, at one time, all eyes
were turned toward ventilation as the one
great condition that was to solve the whole
problem. Reports came in from all sorts of
ventilation, that of the hives and the reposi-
tories, until it became evident to the think-
ing man, especially if he were himself an ex-
perimentor, that ventilation had nothing to
do with the wintering problem.
A few years ago, when I was building my

large cellar, I wrote to several leading bee-
keepers who,I thought, knew most about the
winter ventilation of bee repositories and
hives. After I had heard from all of them,
and re-considered my own experience, I made
up my mind to lay no sub-earth pipes, and to
make no special arrangements for ventila-
tion; and since I have wintered bees in the
cellar, ever experimenting, I believe I con-
cluded wisely.
In a repository containing a large number

of colonies in proportion to its size, I reason
that a little change of air is need;-d, but I am
quite sure that most bee-keepers over esti-

mate the importance of ventilation. I should
not be at all surprised if it should prove to
be a fact that, when all else is right and bees
are in that quiescent state which accoinpa-
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nies successful wintering, they need no
change of air from the time the hives are set
in until they are taken out of the repository.

DowAGiAo, MiOH., Sep. 28, 1888.

Old Bees and Queens—Late Feeding of Su-

gar—Heavy Losses the Consequence.

C. E. BOYEB.

The fall of 1887 found me with 118 colo-
nies. About thirty of them were weak sec-
ond swarms and nuclei. These were united,
and by September 12 there were only 103 col-

onies. All were now weighed, and sixty
colonies, forty-five of which were prime
swarms having old queens, were found to be
in almost a starving condition. Those with
old queens had slacked breeding the latter

part of July, hence they were rather weak,
having mostly old bees. A few of the sixty
colonies had five to eight pounds of honey,
but nearly all had only from one-half to two
pounds. I immediately began feeding these
colonies sugar syrup, prepared as follows:
Thirty-five pounds of water was placed in a
galvanized iron pan and brought to the boil-
ing point. 100 pounds of granulated sugar
was then stirred in, and, as soon as the sugar
was well melted, ten pounds of honey was
added. As soon as the boiling point was
again reached, ten level teaspoonfuls of tar-
taric acid, dissolved in a cup of hot water,
was stirred in, and the syrup allowed to boil
three minutes longer.
This syrup was put into large feeders, on

top of the hives, about ten pounds given each
colony at one time, and the feeding contin-
ued until each colony had twenty pounds of
stores. The weather was quite cool, and hav-
ing only a few feeders, it was October 20 be-
fore the work was completed.
The syrup was very thick, and the bees

would take it only when it was given to them
warmed and a little at a time. As the weath-
er grew colder, the syrup hardened in the
feeders and the bees could not remove it.

November 24, only forty-seven of the sixty
colonies remained alive; these were put into
the cellar, and by March 1 not one colony
was alive. The syrup had crystalized in the
combs. A few showed signs of dysentery.
Some colonies died clustering on combs of
crystalized syrup, and a few had left the hives
entirely.

Of the other forty-three colonies, all except
six had vigorous young queens, with plenty
of young bees and brood, and, with the ex-
ception of ten colonies, were supposed to
have plenty of honey. The ten colonies that
were lacking in stores were fed about five
pounds each of syrup.
The six colonies having old queens were

put in the cellar Novenil)er 24, and taken out
March 15. One was dead from dysenteyy:
two were weak and scant of honey and one of
them soon died; three had wintered fairly
well.
The thirty-seven colonies with young

(lueens and mostly natural stores were put
in the cellar November 10. Thirty-one win-
tered well; four were short of honey and
weak in numbers; two starved.

The bees were all wintered in the same cel-

lar. It had an earth fioor, and upon this was
spread sawdust to the depth of about three
inches. This was intended to absorb the
moisture, and so it did, it became wet, and
the heat, causing evaporation, kept the air
damp all winter.
When the bees were put in,the temperature

was 4.5° to 48° and remained there about for-
ty days, when it lowered to 40° to 42°. The
outside limits of temperature were from 38°

to .50°; and it went to either extreme only
three or four times and remained but a short
time.

I suppose there are several causes for the
sugar-fed bees dying, but I think the main
one that of improper food given too late in
the season. I do not mean that sugar syrup is

an improper food, but the feeding of it so
thick, using acid, so late in the season, is, I
believe, the cause of my losses.

AiNGEB, Ohio, Sep. 2.5, 1888.

Fall Honey That Always Kills the Bees.

BYKON WALKER.
The following from friend Walker came to

hand a little too late for the Sep. No. It

seems that our friend secures magnificent

crops of fall honey, but it is very unwhole-

some as a winter food for bees. He solves the

problem, however, by going South in the

spring and bringing home a car load of bees.

Ere another spring we hope to have him tell

the readers of the Review all about how he

manages this part of the business.

Fbiend Hutchinson — : Your letter ask-
ing for my views in regard to "Food and its

relation to the wintering of bees" was duly
received and ought to have been answered
before but was not, partly because I have
been so very busy and partly because I hard-
ly knew what answer to make. As I have
some 280 colonies of bees scattered in five

different localities, that I am trying to man-
age with the help of a couple of boys, and, as

honey—mostly comb—has been coming in at

the rate of 500 pounds or more per day, for
several weeks, you will see that I can't spare
much time to write articles.

If success attained in wintering bees du-
ring many successive winters is a condition
required of those who write for the instruc-

tion of others on any of the various problems
entering into this subject, then I am to be
counted out. ( )n the other hand, if a record
of comparative failure in wintering during
such a period ( I have averaged a loss of over
fifty per cent, or, at least 100 colonies, eacli

winter—several years twice that number

—

for fourteen years, while tliose that did sur-

vive the winter and spring were usually in

a very weak condition) if continued failure,

year after year, can qualify a man in any
manner to write upon this subject, then,

undoubtedly, I am the man. Be that as it

may, I cannot now spare the time for that

puri)ose, but, without going into details, I

will endeavor to give you the conclusions I

have reached in this matter of food for bees
in winter.
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Before doing this it may be well to state

that my apiaries are located in the vicinity
of immense swamps that cover a great part
of four townships. They abound in an abun-
dance of fall pasturage, such as asters, bone-
set, etc. : and that the losses above mentioned
were incurred in spite of the utmost care in
providing winter protection. Chaflf hives,

every description of packing, bee-houses and
cellars constructed expressly for the purpose,
with sub-earth ventilation and without, hav-
ing all received a thorough trial.

5ly first conclusion is that honey gathered
from swamp flowers, with the exception of
that from golden rod and it may be a few
other flowers, is greatly inferior as a winter
food for bees compared to that gatiiered
from linden or clover.
Second, that honey gathered from swamp

flowers is sure to result in bee diarrhoea
where long confinement of the bees to their
hi^s is caused by cold weather, and this will
be the case no matter what protection is giv-
en, in doors or out.

Third, that the honey gathered from the
source mentioned is in no respect better as a
winter food when gathered during an abun-
dant flow.

Fourth, that otherwise poor honey for
wintering cannot be made good by thorough
ripening. Some of the worst cases of bee
diarrhcea that I ever saw resulted from hon-
ey gathered in the South the previous spring
and so thick it could hardly be extracted.

Fifth, where hard frosts do not come un-
til late, and the honey harvest lasts well into
September, it is not practicable in large api-
aries, at least, to replace poor stores by ex-
tracting and feeding.

Sixth, where the stores are partly early
and partly late gathered it is better to
risk it with such stores than to attempt a
change after frosty weather appears.
Seventh, no matter what the stores, a tem-

perature of ri)° is too high for good results.

Eighth, although not altogether germane
to this subject, where the last of September
finds the hives filled with stores unsuitable
for winter use, it will be more profitable to
destroy the bees and extract the honey than
to run the risk of wintering the bees. If
they could be furnished with sealed combs of
sugar syrup or early gathered honey it would
be all right. If the bees were destroyed I

should expect to ship bees from the South in
the spring to cover the combs.

I hope you will have an article on this sub-
ject from Mr. Bingham, as I see that he has
found it practical to change these late gath-
ered stores for something more suitable: but
he has not yet given us the particulars. See
A, B. .T. for Feb. 22, page 117.

Capao, Mich., Sep. 8, 1888.

Special Ventilation not Needed.

E. L. TWLOB.

I reason that the matter of ventilation is

not of very great importance, because after
trying different plans and many different de-
grees as regards the amount of air admitted
I have not been able to see that the manner

in which the bees were wintering was affect-

ed thereby; at least so far as the final result
was concerned. As a consequenc, I now
place but little importance upon the matter
and pay little regard to it except in so far as
it may be utilized to aid in expelling moist-
ure from the hive and in controlling the tem-
perature.
In cellar wintering I find the most satis-

faction in ventilating the hive bj^ entirely
removing the bottom board and setting the
hive on two strips of board. The bottom of
the hive being thus left entirely open allows
all debris and dead bees to drop out and all

moisture to be the more readily expelled.
For some reason which I am unable to

fully explain I have occasionally found my
bees in the cellar greatly aroused. At such
times and when they become uneasy towards
spring the opening of an outside window for
an hour or more has a very quieting effect.

Then, sometimes, as the time for new pollen
approaches and the temperature of the cel-

lar goes threateningly high the opening of a
door or window for the night makes every-
thing cool and quiet again.
The points that I have mentioned cover

the ground of ventilation so far as I have
been able to make a practical use of it.

Lapeek, Mich., Sep. 29, 1888.

Loss of Bees by the Crystalization of Sugar

Stores.

H. D. BUBKELL.

I often see sugar referred to in the bee pa-
pers as a safe winter food for bees; that it is

not invariably so is shown by the following
bit of experience.
In September, 1885, I fed two barrels of

the best grade of granulated sugar to about
sixty colonies: feeding from five to twenty
pounds to the colony, as needed. The syrup
was made with sut^ar, tartaric acid and boil-

ing water, according to a formula especially

recommended by one of the most experienced
advocates of sugar for winter stores: yet it

crystalized in the combs as hard as maple
sugar, and every colony having stores con-
sisting largely of this food either died or
wintered so poorly as to be practically worth-
less. At the same time about eighty colonies
in the same yard but having all natural
stores wintered with the loss of only two col-

onies, and they were smothered by the en-
trances becoming closed with chaff. All

were chatt-packed and wintered on their

summer stands.

I have fed sugar largely many times and
usually had trouble from crystalization. Last
fall a friend fed sugar syrup in which was
mixed twenty per cent of honey and the

usual amount of acid, still some of it hard-
ened and killed the bees.

Nearly every year for many years I have
wintered more or less colonies on stores con-
sisting largely of sugar, and my experience
leads me to prefer the average run of honey
to sugar, every time.

Bangob, Mich., August 30, 1888.
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QUEENS INJURED BY ENFOECBD IDLENESS.

Mr. Doolittle asserts, in a well written

article in Gleanings, that queens are not

injured so much by transportation in the

mails, or by express, as they are by the

sudden check in egg production, that results

from taking them away from full colonies

in which each queen is laying perhaps her

weight of eggs each day. We think he is

correct. We have always noticed that a

young queen, just beginning to lay, is far

less likely to be injured in shipment than

one laying extensively in a full colony.

A PBXMITVE HONEY EXTBACTOK.

Mr. Lemuel Stout, of Philadelphia, Pa.,

has succeeded in extracting about forty lbs.

of honey, all he had, by placing the combs

in a tin can attached to the rim of an old

buggy wheel, said wheel being held in a hor-

izontal position by an old hoe handle thrust

through the hole in th( hub. The lower end

of the hoe handle rested in a small hole made

in a block of wood fastened to the floor,

while the upper end revolved in a hole bored

through a block fastened to a joist overhead.

A cord was wound around the hub, and, by

pulling strongly on the cord, the wheel was

made to revolve.

UNSTITCHED AND UNTBIMMED MAGAZINES.

There is not a foreign bee journal that

comes to our desk trimmed, and some of

them are unstitched. The last number of

the Advance also came untrimmed. Yes,

and there are two leaves in nearly every

number of the C. B. .J. that, for some reason,

are uncut. To some this may seem like a

small matter for criticism, but, to the busy

or tired man, who must hunt up needle and

thread and stitch a paper (and he can't do it

so neatly as it is done by a professional),

then hunt up the shears and haggle ofif the

edges, or use bis pocket knife and leave the

edges of the leaves looking like the cutting

edge of a fine-tooth saw, to such a man this

condition of affairs sometimes assumes suffi-

cient magnitude to induce him to toss the

magazine into the drawer unread. The
leaving of magazines unstitched and un-

trimmed is a nuisance for which there is no

excuse.

PAPEB HONEY CANS.

Mr. Will Heddon, son of James Heddon,

has been experimenting with stout manilla

paper as a substitute for tin in making the

jacketed cans for honey. In an article to

Gleanings he tells how they can be made

—

glued together over a block—at a cost of five

cents for materials. We have often thought of

paper as a material for this purpose but sup-

posed it would be of no use, that the honey

would soak through. After receiving Mr.

Heddon's letter, Mr. Root did some experi-

menting in this line; but, if we understand

him aright, he used water instead of honey

when testing his work. The water soaked

through. He then coated the inside of the

package with wax, by pouring in melted wax
and turning the package over and over, and

it held water for several days even when sub-

jected to rough treatment. It finally sprang

a leak. It strikes us, however, that honey is

the stuff with which to do the testing. We
sincerely hope that this idea may yet be

worked out to a practical success.

EXTBACTING HONEY WITH THE EDGES OF THE

COMBS TUENED TOWAKDS THE CENTER

OF THE EXTBAOTOE.

The British Bee Journal has been describ-

ing a honey extractor in which the combs

are placed in a horizontal position; and the

folks that publish Gleanings have been ex-

perimenting by placing the combs in a per-

pendicular position, but with their edges

pointing directly towards the shaft of the

reel and towards the outside of the extractor.

That is, they occupy positions similar to the

spokes of a wheel. It will be seen that a

large number of combs can be placed in one

extractor, and there will be no necessity of

reversing them. At first thought it would

seem that the combs could not be emptied

when in this position, but actual practice

says that nearly all of the honey can be

thrown out even when it is quite thick.
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When at the North American convention we
had a talk with Ernest Root about their ex-

periments in this line, and he says there is

not a particle of doubt but that new honey

can be thus extracted. Let those who fail to

"catch on" hold a glass of water at arm's

length and rapidly swing it around. The
raanner in which the water flies over the side

of the glass will illustrate how the honey can

get out of the cells when whirled in this

manner.

It will, of course, require time and more
experiments to determine how much of prac-

tical value there is in this idea.

CAENIOLANS—ABE THEY A VABIATION OF THE

' GEEMAN BEE?

In the October number of the Apiculturist,

Mr. L. Stachelhausen tells us that the Car-

niolans are certainly nothing but a variation

of the so- called German bee; and Prof. Cook
gave utterance, at Columbus, to the same
assertion. Mr. Stachelhausen says the Car-

niolans are very good for their location and
for certain purposes, but not for American
apiaries. Prof. Cook is crossing them with

the Syrians and is pleased with the results.

The Carniolans are certainly yet on trial in

this country. Let us avoid premature con-

clusions. One thing is certain, there is no
cause for mourning if they are a variation of

the black bee: the practical question is, do

we want them?

THE ABTIFIOIAL OOMB ONCE MORE.

A few days ago we received from Mr.

Weed a i}4xi}4 section full of artificial

comb. That is, it was full of comb walls,

but there was no septum. It was exactly

like what would result from cutting off one

side of a very thick comb, cutting close to

the septum. Accompanying the specimen

came the following letter :

Detboit, Oct. r., 1888.

Me. W. Z. Hutchinson :

—

Deab Sib.—I mail you to-day an incom-
plete section of comb, which shows that it

can be made of the size to fill a section box.
The plate which was in process of making
when you were here, is at last finished, as
the comb shows. The machine for putting
on the base, and putting the halves together,
is in process of making, and will soon be
done. The piece sent was cut off of another
about fourteen inches long. We expect to
commence making the wood base right
away. Yours, &c.,

238 Third St. E. B. Weed.

APICULTUEE AT THE MICH. EXPEBIMENTAL
STATION.

We are pleased to learn that some of the

money appropriated by the Hatch bill for

the establishing of experimental stations, is

to be expended under the supervision of

Prof. Cook in making apicultural experi-

ments.

First upon the list of experiments to be
conducted is that of crossing different va-

rieties of bees. Making "hybrids?" Yes,

but don't sneer gentlemen ; some of our

most valuable plants, animals and fowls

originated in a cross.

Next upon the list is that of special plant-

ing for honey. Among other things a large

quantity of Rocky mountain honey plant

seed is to be sown this fall. This plant

fairly revels in a drouth. Pleurisy root is

to be given a trial ; also the Chapman honey

plant. As the Professor says that but little

cultivation is to be done, that it can't be

afforded, that the plant to be of value must
be of the "root hog or die" order, those that

can spread and take care of themselves, we
don't know as we have any "bone to pick"

with him on the subject.

Next in line comes the experiments in re-

gard to the adulteration of honey, and its

detection.

Other lines of experiments will be taken

up ; and those who know Prof. Cook know
that the truth will be told, and that good
will come.

VENTILATION.

According to the views of the majority, as

expressed in this number of the Review, no
special arrangement is needed for the venti-

lation of a bee repository. And let us not

forget that the views herein expressed are

those of our leading bee-keepers, those who
stand at the head of their profession and
know whereof they speak. We are proud of

the articles in this issue; not only are we
proud, but we are pleased to see how nearly

their authors agree. Ventilation, simply for

the sake of securing fresher or purer air,

finds but little support; while the few who
plead for special ventilation do so almost en-

tirely upon the ground that they can thereby

more readily control the temperature. Some
who have been to the expense of furnishing

their cellars with sub-earth and special ven-

tilation have finally abandoned it as not only

useless but injurious. If bee repositories are
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built sufficiently under ground it does not

seem that ventilation would be very much
needed for controlling temperature. When
bees settle down into that quiescent state

that accompanies successful wintering, at

least during the fore part of the winter, their

need of air is very slight indeed. When their

nap is ended, and spring arouses them to ac-

tivity and to brood rearing, more air is need-

ed. It is then, if ever, that special ventila-

tion is a benefit; but as all that is needed can

be so easily secured by the occasional open-

ing of doors or windows at night, if it ever

becomes really necessary, it hardly seems

worth while to go to the expense of laying

sub-earth pipes. We should not, nor advise it.

There is one thing, however, that becomes

clearer each year, and this discussion upon
ventilation has added to its transparency,

and that is, that there is an advantage to be

derived from raising the hive from the bot-

tom board. Perhaps this ought not to be

called , ventilation, but it is certainly very

beneficial.

NO CHANGE OF POSITION.

In the Aug. 22 A. B. J. Bro. Newman very

kindly copies our editorial upon "Sweet and
Alsike CJlover" that appeared in the August

Review, prefacing it, however, with the fol-

lowing :

Alsike and Sweet Clover.—Mr. W. Z.
Hutchinson, editor of Bee-Keepers' Review,
some time since took strong grounds against
planting for honey. At that time we con-
cluded not to say anything about it, because
we felt sure he was mistaken, and that time
would soon demonstrate the falsity of his
position. It has now come. In the last is-

sue of the Review we find the following
which shows that had it not been for sweet
clover, many honey crops ah-eady gathered
would never have existed. The crop of
honey yet to be gathered seems to promise
exceedingly good results. Tally another one
for sweet clover.

We fail to see anything in our editorial

demonstrating the falsity of our position, or

indicating a change of views upon our part.

To be sure the reports we gave went to show
the value of sweet and Alsike clover as

honey plants, but we have never contended

that they were not valuuble. Our position

has been and still is, tliat tlie cultivation of

plants for honey alone is unprofitable ; that

the introduction of sweet clover into waste

places, when the area of waste land is suffi-

ciently great, is very desirable ; that the cul-

tivation of Alsike clover and buck-

wheat, in sufficient quantities, near an

apiary, is advantageous to the owner of the

apiary ; that in adopting the cultivation of

honey bearing crops the expectation of se-

curing honey should not be given too much
weight. We have recently visited Dr. Mason
and seen the bees coming in loaded with

nectar from the sweet clover, and heard that

welcome roar at eventide made by the bees

in evaporating their honey ; but the planting

of the sweet clover cost Dr. Mason not one

penny.

The above was put in type for the Sep.

Review, but was finally crowded out.

WHY THE REVIEW IS LATE.—ATTENDING CON-

VENTIONS.

W^e do delight in seeing a periodical out

promptly, on time; and when we "caught

up" last spring, after our illness, we most

thoroughly resolved that, in the future, the

Review should be on time. In fact, we got

out the September number a little ahead of

time, to allow us to attend the State Fair.

Just as we were preparing to go we were at-

tacked with inflammatory rheumatism. For

two weeks we were confined to the bed, suffer-

ing intensely; then we began to sit up, and,

finally, to hobble about. At last we were

able to set a little type by placing the case

low down in the rack, and sitting in a chair.

We had up nearly a "galley" of type, and

would probably have had out this number on

time, had it not been for the doctor. He
came in one morning, and we were telling

him how much we wished to go to the con-

vention at Columbus, when he surprised us

by saying : "Go ! I don't think it will hurt

you a bit. The change and the excitement

will do you good, and you will come back

feeling better." We picked up and went,

and had a good time. Of course we did not

meet a large number, did not expect to ; the

three past seasons have been too poor to

allow of large crowds at a convention.

Nothing particularly new was brought out

in the discussions. In fact, to one who
reads the journals and keeps posted, there is

but little to be learned in the discussions at

a convention. Were it not for the social

part, many conventions would not be worth

the attending. But to meet our brother bee-

keepers, to grasp their hands, to look in

their faces, to rub our mind against theirs

in actual, personal conversation, is a great

thing. It brightens us, it sharpens us, it
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gets us out of the ruts, and we go home with

a feeling of vim and freshness about us. We
have always noticed that when the editor of

a journal attended a convention the next

number of his paper was greatly improved.

There would be a freshness and sparkle, in-

describable, but nevertheless very apparent.

SUGAB FOR WINTEE STOEES.

Dr. C. C. Miller, in a recent number of

Gleanings, very fairly sums up the question

in regard to the policy of using sugar for win-

ter stores. When this can be done at a good
round profit, he thinks it unreasonable to ex-

pect a bee-keeper to refrain from its use; -on

the 9ftier hand, he admits that its use is no
benefit to the money market, and, unless the

gain is considerale, he would advise winter-

ing the bees upon their natural stores. It

has been argued that it is all right to use su-

gar when there has been a failure in the hon-

ey crop, but that the substituting of sugar

for honey is highly improper. The Doctor

can see no material difference in the cases,

and we must say that we agree with him.

Mr. Doolittle, in this same number of

Gleanings, gives directions for preparing

sugar syrup for winter stores; and Mr. Root,

in his comments, says he cannot believe it

necessary to add anything to the syrup to

to prevent crystalization. We tliink Mr.

Root in an error upon this point. It is true

that he has fed sugar without the addition of

anything to prevent crystalization, and it re-

mained liquid in the combs. We have done
the same thing, but the sugar was
given early, and in handling it the bees

probably added sufficient acid to prevent

crystalization. The feeders and utensils

were badly coated, however, with a crust of

sugar. When we have added acid or honey
all crystalization has been prevented even in

the utensils. Like Mr. Root, we have never

had any syrup harden in the combs, but the

correspondence in this issue of the Review
shows that others have, even when all pre-

cautions have been heeded.

Late in September we received a letter

asking if we would advise the extracting of

honey in October and the feeding of sugar.

We replied that we would not unless there

were most excellent reasons for believing

the honey unsuitable as a winter food. Ex-

tracting honey at this season of the year is

very unpleasant business. The weather is

cold, the honey thicklbid stiff and difficult to

extract, the bees "dumpish," but cross when
aroused: and we think this late disturbance
far from beneficial. The decision to use su-
gar for winter stores should be arrived at

early in the season, and the management be
such that autumn will find the brood nests

nearly free from honey, then it will only be
necessary to put on the feeders and feed. If

the locality is such that there is a fall fiow of
honey, then the sugar must be fed during any
dearth of honey that may occur earlier in the

season, and a set of combs filled with sugar
syrup thus secured for each colony. As
the final honey harvest draws to a close, the

combs of syrup can be exchanged for the

combs of honey.

Much has been said about honey and pollen

being the natural food for bees, and it has

been argued that no trouble could arise from
that source. Did bees never perish when
left entirely to nature's management, this

argument would be more forcible; but when,
undisturbed by man's reason, they meet an
untimely fate, it is evident that nature has

made a mistake somewhere.

moistube.

Some of the topics taken up for discussion

are necessarily of more importance than
others. A most thorough discussion of some
of them only shows us that they don't

amount to anything. Well there is consid-

erable consolation in that. Its a comfort to

know that there is no necessity, unless it be
in exceptional cases, for special ventilation

of bee cellars. Next month we are going to

discuss a topic that may not be of very
much importance, and then, again, perhaps
it is, and it is to aid us in arriving at a decis-

ion that we shall discuss it. The subject is

moisture. Is it an advantage to have the

air of our bee cellars dry ? Or, do the bees

winter more perfectly in a moist atmos-
phere ? Or, is this an unimportant factor ?

If it is important how shall we determine

what degree of moisture is most conducive

to the health of the bees, and, having decided

this point, what shall we do about it ? How
can we control the amount of moisture in

the air in our bee repositories V

It seems to be almost universally admitted

that dryness is desirable, yet there seems to

be a woful lack of facts upon which to

found this belief. That the air must be dry

seems to be the natural conclusion at which
we would arrive, and, having thus decided,
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efforts are put forth to secure the desired

condition. The bees winter well, perhaps,

and the conclusion is jumped at that a dry

atmosphere is very essential. What proof

is there that the bees would not have winter-

ed equally well in a damp atmosphere ?

We know there are strong advocates for

dryness in bee cellars ; but bees have been

wintered exceedingly well in damp cellars.

Several years ago a Mr. Simpson, of Illinois,

dug an out-door cellar. He was hindered in

finishing it until late in the fall. He then

put poles across and covered it with straw.

The straw was some distance from home,

and it snowed between the loads; thus the

covering was of alternate layers of straw

and snow. The heat from the bees gradually

melted the snow, and there was a constant

drip, drip, drip, all winter. The water stood

in puddles upon the hives and at the en-

trances, while the cellar bottom was a per-

fect mud hole. Contrary to the owner's ex-

pectation, the bees wintered well, better

than bees in other dry cellars in the vicinity.

It must not be forgotten, however, that

water in a cellar does not necessarily cause

moisture in the air. It all depends upon

the relative temperature of the air and

water. If the water is warmer than the air

there will be evaporation, if colder, there

will be condensation, and the air will be

actually dryer for the presence of the cold

water. A lump of ice will dry the air in ex-

actly the same manner, viz., by condensing

the moisture. Perhaps the most practical

method of drying the air in a cellar would

be by the use of charcoal or lime, which are

great absorbents of moisture.

The way to decide in regard to the amount

of moisture in the air, is by the use of a wet

bulb thermometer. The arrangement is

very simple, and any of our readers could

make one. Attach two ordinary thermome-

ters side by side to a piece of board. Just

below them fasten a tin cup for holding

water. Make a light covering of candle

wicking for one of the bulbs, allowing the

wicking to extend down into the water in the

cup. The water will ascend the wick and

keep the htulb constantly wet. There will,

of course, be evaporation from the wick

surrounding the bulb ; evaporation causes a

loss of heat, hence, the dryer the air the

greater the evaporation, the greater the loss

of heat, and the lower will go the mercury

in the wet bulb thermometer. The greater

the difference in the temperature as shown

between the wet and dry bulb thermometers,

the dryer the air. In the open air there is

sometimes a difference of 26°. If we under-

stand the matter, perspiration is more free,

and a lower degree of temperature can be

endured in a dry than in a moist atmosphere.

EXXRKOXED.
Patents.

We have never read a fairer, more logical

treatment of the apiarian patent question,

than the following from the pen of R. L.

Taylor. We copy it from the October Api-

culturist. We most earnestly recommend its

perusal by those who "think patents all

It seems there is a question arising among
bee-keepers concerning the propriety of ob-
taining a patent on any article pertaining to

bee culture. It is broadly asserted that the
bee-keepers of this country are now gener-
ally of the opinion that it is not best to

obtain such patents. I know not on what
authority such assertion is made, but I trust

it is not true. I am glad to notice that the
Apiculturist has boldly challenged the
statement, and it seems to me the matter is ^

of such great importance practically as well

as morally, that I have thought it worth
while to say a word upon the topic.

It appears plain to me that the patent laws
are beiieficient in their effects to all ; to the
inventor in protecting him in his right to

his own invention, and not less so to others

who reap the fruit of his skill and study by
reason of the laws furnishing him an incen-

tive to apply his skill and study. Many are

opposed to the granting of patents, but that

is not a diflficult thing to account for. Some
are opposed because they are themselves
destitute of mechanical skill and so imagine
that a freedom to use the inventions of others

would be the most advantageous thing for

them. Others because, through a spirit of

general charity, they think, though stumbled,
perhaps, at tlie idea of taking the thought,
time and money of the inventor without
recompense, that the greatest good to the

greatest nunrber would come of a like free-

dom. Still others are manufacturers of bee-

keepers' supplies and aim to make and keep
for sale everything that is largely called for.

Naturally enough, such desire about all the

profit that can be obtained, and so would
prefer that the inventor have no legal right

to any part of it, and either shut him out
from all financial benefit, or else only give

him credit for a nominal sum to be fixed at

the dircretion of the manufacturer, and ac-

cepted as a gift. But all these overlook the
great fact that every party to a transaction

taken as a whole must receive a share of the

profit, or transactions become infrequent
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and business suffers. The drive wheels of a
locoraotive cannot say to the other wheels,
give us all the oil, for that would create
friction and locomotion would cease.

It requires time, thought, labor and money
to make and perfect an invention, and cer-
tainly the laboring inventor is worthy of his

hire. And if that is so, should he not have
legal protection in his right?
And then comes the disssmination of the

invention and the making plain its functions
and advantages. How often when an inven-
tion has been patented, and its dissemination
begun, does some one rise up and claim that
he invented the same thing long before.
He did not believe in patents, perhaps, and
so seeing no hope of adequate reward, let

his invention sleep in secret. The other,
having hope of reward, publishes his dis-

covery, and this so far as the iniblic is con-
cerned, is the chief virtue of an inventor.
AVitftout question, the knowledge of articles

patented is more likely to be disseminated.
All effort is made through some incentive

;

and in the struggle for sustenence and a
competence, there is only one incentive that
moves all, and that is the hope of gain.
Who will say it is best to take that incentive
away?

It is said that patents give an opportunity
for the commission of frauds. If that were
true shall we abolish genuine money because
it gives an opportunity for counterfeiting?
But it is not the patent on an article that
gives the power to perpetuate fraud. That
is rather a safeguard, as the fee prerequisite
to the use of the invention begets caution
and careful examination. Fraud is accom-
plislied through the effort made to dissemin-
ate a worthless^ article. To the simple, the
fact that an article is proclaimed as vrnpat-
ented, smacks of honesty, and they are easily
caught by bait having apparently such an
aroma. Tlius, through advertising and other
active efforts, a certain hive which is verj'

inconvenient in use, and its making very
laborious, and wldch is discarded by almost
every bee-keeper having bees in any consid-
erable number, as soon as he gains a little

experience, is now selling to beginners more
extensively than i)erhaps any other hive.
Practically it operates as a fraud to a greater
extent than all other bee-keeping articles
with patents real or pretended combined.
I speak from experience with the hive both
practically and financially. A patent on the
hive instead of increasing the mjury, would
have lessened it very materially. A few dol-
lars' charge for individual rights has a won-
derful effect in suggesting caution in the
adoption of new devices.
Smokers furnish another case in point.

The ones protected by patent are decidedly
the best, and the ones heralded as unpatented
are the ones to be slmnned.

It is also objected that inventions are the
work of maiiy minds, and, therefore, a single
person should not be allowed a revenue
from them. It is true, no doubt, that inven-
tors draw upon the common fund of knowl-
edge amassed by others, but is he. who is

acute enough, and studious enough, and de-
voted enough to combine that knowledge,
and make it produce practical results, and

is, after that, sufficiently enterprising to
bring it to the doors of the multitude, and to
persist in explaining it until stubbornness
itself shall admit its value, therefore entitled
to no credit?
There is much food for thought in this

subject, but time and space forbid its further
pursuit at xjresent, but let us intelligently
consider, that we may get into a proper at-
titude with reference to it.

Lapees, Mich.
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dation, Si'ction Honoy-Boxos, all hooks and jour-
nals, ;ind pvcrythinfj; pertainius to Boo Culture.
Nothinfr Patent<Ml. Simply send your address
plainly written to. A. 1. KOOT,

1-88-tf. Medina, Ohio.

Sack. IsTTjijmlDers

(DsLin ^^& F\irnis]:ieci.
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OOIBB'S
Divisible, Interchangeable, Reversible

(Patented Dec. 20, 1887.)

T}m\ descriptive circular and price-list,

' "•^ Address

Box 194,

THOS. M, COBB, Patentee,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

The Canadian Bee Journal.
FIRST $ WEEKLY IN THE WORLD!

.Just now we wish to increase our subscription
list by doubling it, lience, we make a special of-

fer. For every yearly subscription received we
will send free, by return mail, books relating to

))ee-keeping, to the value of $1.00. They are as
follows: "Queens and how to Introduce them;"
"Bee Homes and liow to Build them;" "Wintering
and Preperations tlierefor;" "Bee-Keepers' Dic-
tionary;" t'Foul Brood, its Cause and Cure;" and
Rev. W. F. Clarke's "Bird's Eye View of Bee-
Keeping." Samples of the C. B. J , free.

American currency or stamjjs, also postal notes
and money orders taken at par.

THE D. A. JONES CO., Ltd.,

7-88-tf. Beeton, Ont., Canada.

OF

The American Bee Journal
FOR SALE.

We offer for sale the lirst sixteen volumes of

t Ids grand old journal, nicely bound in cloth and

morocco, for f 40.C0.

C^onsidering the value of these volumes for

reference, tlieir scarcity, and the difficulty of se-

curing them—a difficulty that will increase as the

years roll on,—we look ujion this offer as a bar-

gain.

Address W. Z. HUTCHINSON, FUnt, Midi.

40 CKNTS A yKAK FOK THE

Canadian Honey Producer,
Published by E. L. GOOLD & CO ,

Brantford, Can,

It will give you all th(i Vnnmlmn Apricultiiral

news, also Kee-Kccping news from Uritain,
France and (ierinaiiy. Articles of value from
prominent bee-keejiers. Samples free.

1-88-tf, Please mention the Reuiew,

Liangstrofh Fund.
A good, full-l.'/iKtli pliutograph of i\u- Uov.

|j. Jj. Jjiingslroth, imouiiUmI on cabinet curd, will

bo sent to any address for 50 cts. Onc-iialf tf) go
to the Langstrodi fiiiid.

Address THOS. B. REYNOLDS,
|{.>x ;trit;, Daytmi, Ohio.

ITALIAN QUEENS AND SUPPLIES
FOI?. 1888.

Before you purchase, look to your interest, and
send for catalogue and price list.

J. P. H. BROWN,
1-88 tf. Augrasta, Georgia.

Please mention the Reuietv.

M.~S."WBST,
IPTuXlSTT, - 3Vi:iOI3:iC3-.A.lSr,

Dealer in Honey and All Kinds of

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
l-88-tf. Send for Circular.

Please mention the Review.

Fatsnt riat-Eotlom Coml] roundation.

High Side Walls, 4 to 14 square feet
to the ground. Wholesale and Re-
tail. Circulars and Samples free.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SON.S,

(sole manufactubebs),
SPROUT BROOK, Mont. Co., N. Y.1-88-tf.

Comb P'ouxida.tion.
We have a complet*" out-fit for its manufacturee

Our mills all run by steam power, and we have
the very best facilities for purifying wax. We
jnake it as tliin as you want it for sections. We
make a specialty of making brood foundation for
square frames, thick at the top with a gradual ta-

per to very thin at the bottom, thus securing the
greatest amount of strength for tlie quality of wax
used. For prices, wholesale or retail, address

A. G. HILL,
B-88-tf. Kendallville, Ind.

Old Reliable Bingham Smoker and Bingham &,

Hetherington Honey Knives. They last eight
years, never clf)g np or go out.

Bingham & Hetherington Uncapping Knife.

I\.toiited May 20, 1879.

Send card for free circular, descriptive of the

l)est and cheapest tools to use.

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,

1-88 tr. Abronia, Michigan.
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Can furnish You a Full Line of Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

HE MANUFACTURES

Popular Styles of Hives, Ffames, Section -Cases, [tc„ [tc,

AND DEALS IN

Foundation, Smokers, Honey Extractors, and ail Necessaries for ti^e Apiary.

Address Plainly

7-88<»12t.

Also one of the Largest PRICE LISTS of tHe Season Mailed Free.

CHAS. H. SMITH, Pittsfield, Mass., Box I 087.
Please mention the Review.

BEE KEEPERS i

bee-keepers' supplies.

l-8,S-12t.

Should send for my circu-
lar. It describes tlie best
Hives, the best Cases, the
best Feeders and the best
Methods. Address,

J. M. SHUcK,
I>ES MOINES, IOWA

Please mention the Reuiew.

RFF SUPPLIES wSxe
%J mm Ln We furnish Everything needed in
the Apiary, of practical constructi(>n, and at tlie

lowest price. Satisfaction suaranteed. Send
your address on a postal card, and we will send
you our illustrated cataloK^ie free.

E. Kretchnter, Cohnrg, Jowa.
•2-8K-tf. Please mentit

Oa;miola,rL ISees.
Pleasantest bees in the world! Hardiest to win-

tor!! Beat honey gathprers!!! In order to intro-
duce not only the bees but our paper,

"The Advance,"
We offer, to any one who will send us $1.25, a
copy of our i)appr and a nice Carniolan queen.
The (pieen alone is worth $2.00

Address "Tlie .A.civa.nGe,"
8-88-tf. Mechanii; Falls, iMaine,

Honey For Sale

Address

D0WA61AC. MICH,

Hives, Sections, Foundation, Smokers, Frames,

Crates, Etc., furnished at greatly reduced rates.

Also Italian bees and queens at very low prices.

Send for catalogue.

A. F. STAUFFBR,
2-88-1 at. Sterling, Ills.

Flease rnenHun the Rtuiew.

Leahy's + Foundation,
—\A'HOI.ESALE AND DETAIL—

My Foundation is recommended by hundreds
of Bee-Keepers, as liaving no equal. It is kept
for sale by .1. .lordiue, Ashland, Neb.; Moeller
Manufacturing Co., Davcniiort, Iowa; B. P. Bar-
ber & Son, Cole Brook, Ohio; Smith & Smith,
Kenton, Ohio; J. Callam & Co., Kenton, Ohio,
and others. I will take one \h. Sections in ex-
change for thin Fovmdation on rpasonable terms.
Special prices to dealers. Send for Catalog\ie of
other supiilies. K. B. I^E.-IHY,

l-88-12t. Higginsville, Mo., Box 11.

Barnes' Foot Power Machinery,
WORKERS OF WOOD OR METAL,

withoutsteampower, by u^ iiigr outtitsof th
Machines, can bid lower, and savo
more money from their jobs, than
by any other Tncans lord oiiijithii I-

work. I.ATIIES, S.\\V>, I\H»R-
TisEKs, ti;noxki{i«, etc., Sold
ontriaL Illustrated I'rice-ListFree

W. F. &JOHN BARNES CO.,

No. <; (i BabrSt.,Kockford,m.

Bee-Keepers, Look Here!
In ordrr to keep my machinery running du-

ing the (hill seas.iu, I will allow Ten Par Cent. Dis-

count, until fiirtlier notice, on Sections^ Shipping
Crates, Bee-Feeders, Chatf Hives, Single bee-
Hives, Frames. Etc.
Supply Dealers sliould get my prices on Sec-

tins. J. 3Vt. KiiisrziiEi
10-H8-tf llochester, Oakland Co., Mich.

Please meiillon the Reuiew.
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W/T. FALCONER,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Manufactiirer of a Full Line of

BEE-KEEPER'S SUPPLIES,
That are onsorpassed for quality and workman-
ship. Estimates given on application. l^apacii:y

for manufacturing doubled for 1888. Factory has
over 20,000 square feet floor surface. 100 Hor.'ie

power used. Give me a trial. Send for price
list, free. Yours truly,

W. T. FALCONER.

YOU SHOULD SEE
My prices for 1888 of Italian Queens, Bees, Eggs
for hatching from Standard Poultry, (seven
varieties) Japanese Buckwheat, and two choice
new varieties of Potatoes.
YOU CAN SAVE MONEY by getting my price list be-

fore you purchase.

CHAS. D. DUVALL,
3-88-tf. Spencerville, Mont. Co., Md.

Please inenticn the Reuieui.

Honey - Extractor,
Square Gluss Honey-Jars, Tin Buckets,

Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections, &c., &c.

Perfection Cold-Blast Smoliers.

Apply to CHAS. F. MUTH & SON,
Cl^iCTNNATI, O.

P. S.—Send 10-cent stamp for "Practical Hints
to Bee-Keepers. 2-88-tf.

P/ease mention i.'i^. Reuiew.

Carniolan Queens.
Gentlest and larget^t Ijees known; not surpassed

as workers even by the wicked races. Imported
queens, "A" gi-ade, $6.00; tested, «4.00; untested,
after June Ist, $1.00, or six for $5.00. (]ash must
accompany every order. Send for circular.

8. W. MORRLSUX, M. D.,

Oxford, Chester County, Pa.

5-88-7t. Please mention the Review.

The Production of Comb Honey.

Although this neat little book contains only 4,5

pages, it furnishes as much practical, valuable in-

formation as is often found in a book of twice its

size. It is "boiled down."
It begins with taking the bees from the cellar

and goes over the ground briefly, clearly and con-

cisely, tmtil the honey is off the hives; touching

upon the most important points; and especially

does it teach when, where and how foundation

can be used to the best advantage; when combs
are preferable and when it is more profitable to

allow the bees to build their own combs.
Price of the book, 25 cents. The Review and

this book for 65 cents. Stamps taken, either U.

S. or Canadian. Back numbers of the Review
can be furnished.

Address W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE.
Every Farmer and Bee-Keeper should have it.

FlfteeiilliT!ioiisaii(l,Wliolly Revised!

MUCH ENLARGED !

Contains many more beaatifal Illustrations
and is trp to date. It is both PRACTICAL and
SCIENTIFIC.
FK/ICEiS: By mail, $1.50. To dealers,

$1.00. In 100 lots, by freight, 50 per cent. oflf.

Address A. J. COOKj,
10-88-tf Agricultural College, Mich.

Please mention the Review.

The Amerioan ipiculturist

Will be mailed to any address from October 1,

1888, to January 1, 1889, FOK/ '7' £5 Cts.
Address American Apicnltiirist,

10-88-2t Wenhara, Maes.

Please mention tlie Review.

NEW YORK.

MASS.
3-H8-1).

FOREIGN OKDKRS SOI.ICITKD. NEW JERSEY

EA8TEEN * DEPOT
{Bees.) FOR (Queens.)

Everything Used by Bee-Keepers.

Kxeliisive .Mamifacturcr of the

Stanley Aulomilic Koney-Extractor,

DAOAHT'S FOUNDATION, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

WHITE POPLAR OR BASSWOOD SECTIONS
( )ii<'-l'i(i'c. Dovetail, or to iiai]._ ^\n.y iiuan-
(ity, any size. Coiniilcte iiiachin<,'ry- finest
work. Send for HandHonie Illustrated Cata-
loKiie, Free.

E. R. NEWCOMB, Pleasant Valley, Dutchess Co., N, Y. CONN,
ricAiHP mrntion the Review.
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Moisture Unimportant except in Its Relation

to Temperature—What's the

Matter with Sugar!

„• JAS. HEDDON.

;,R. EDITOR:—Of course I read your
~ leader on the moisture question be-

fore beginning this article; and, as

usual, you have gone over all the

ground, leaving nothing for me except to

sanction what you have said on my side of

the question; and make known to my bee-

keeping brothers what twenty years of expe-

rience have taught me. How perfectly to

the point is your declaration that, if we do
nothing more, we shall perhaps settle the

question that the subject is of little impor-
tance. It seems to me unnecessary that I

consume your valuable space in reciting all

the particulars of different conditions under
which my experiments have existed. I will

not do so. but will say that I am positive

that moisture is not a main factor in the

cause of bee diarrhoea; the one great cause
of our winter losses. The whole thing is in

the food, every ^/jmc. and temperature is the

main auxiUiari/ cause. When fed upon pure
cane sugar syrup, stored in combs contain-

ing not one cell of bee bread, I had nearly
100 colonies winter perfectly in a damp cel-

lar. Water and mould gathered under the

covers and upon the alighting boards. The
temperature was below the freezing point

a great deal of the time; several times going
below 20" F. Every one of those sugar-fed
colonies came out in perfect health, without
one particle of faecal accumulation; not even
water was voided upon their first Hight. If

I could believe that moisture played any
special i)art in the wintering of bee?. I sliould

believe a moist cellar better than a dry one.

You have been over all the ground in your
iutroductoiy remarks in the last Review, ))ut

1 may rei)eut and say that my experience sanc-

tions this: that as temi)erature his much to

do witli l)ee diarvh<Ha when the fo )d is bad,
so, Hgiiin, moisture has much to do with
temperHtnre: for liumidity in the atmosphere
makes the effect ecpial to a much lower teui-

peiature. Were 1 keei)ii)),' my cfllar at .W'

or (A)', 1 sliould prefer an atmosphere laden
witih moistJire; if at ;5,^)" to. 40°, I should pre-

fer to hav^ it dry; and yet, the wliole (pies-

tion is one of temperature. Moisture plays

no part only as it influences the etfects of

temperature. By the foregoing, it will be
seen that if the temperature is below 45°, and
the atmosphere moist, the remedy is a fire

which will have a tendency to displace the
moisture and raise the temperature.
The same as regards the matter of venti-

lation, as I expressed myself in your last

number, I do not care to go to any expense
in the matter of moisture in my bee cellar,

as I am at this time controlling all these
matters with a stove in an adjoining room.
The mills grind slowly, but I firmly be-

lieve that, ere long, the pollen theory will be
understood; and our bee-keepers will all

know that the consumption of nitrogenous
food, when the bees are confined and cannot
void, is the oiie cause of our winter losses,

and that all other conditions cut no figure
except as they aggravate or ameliorate the
direct cause.
Friends Boyer and Burrell only echo my

own views, or in other words I can echo theirs
in regard to the certain death of bees with
sugar syrup for winter stores when that
syrup crystalizes. Many are the times that
I have wintered bees on sugar syrup, and no
honey is its equal when it remains liquid;
but when it crystalizes nothing is sureir

death. I have been caught with this crys-
talization, and all I can say is: "What can be
the matter with our latter-day granulated
sugar?" In years gone by it did not crystal-
ize when treated exactly as we now fail with
it. Well, I have overcome the difficulty by
mixing in one-third or one-half honey.

DowAGiAc. Mich.
J

Nov. 3, 1888.

Moistnre to be Avoided— Its Relation to

Temperature and Ventilation.

U. B. BOAEDMAN.

-y^HEN wintering out of doors, bees
'[^ will withstand almost any degree

of cold so long as they are kept
dry: but, to a low temperature

add moisture, and we have a condition with-

in the liive that is very destructive. I am
not satisfied that moisture within the hive is

under any circumstances a benefit, absolute-

!:>• and .pei;manently, to the bees^yet I am
not very radical upon this point. That the

bees do Bometimes utilize the moisture con-
densed within the hives, when they would be
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able to get it in no other way, I am satisfied

of beyond a doubt; and while I am not sure

of any benefit from the presence of moisture

in the hive, I am absolutely certain that it is

often a cause of injury. But, even thougli

the air in the bee room is not dry, moisture

rarely condenses within the hives to any con-

siderable extent if the repository is kept at a

favorable temperature and hives reasonably

ventilated; and this is one of the important
advantages gained by in-door wintering—the
temperature can, to a certain extent, be con-

trolled. AVith a low temperature in the bee-

room we will find the moisture running out

of the hives, and no effort to keep the air dry

will avail in p?i^/r(^/y preventing it.

We are quite apt, I think, to overlook the

principal manner by which moisture finds

its way into wintering repositories. Direct

ventilation from the outside brings together

bodies of air possessed of different tempera-

tures; and the result is condensation of the

moisture and a damp repository. My bee

houses are built in such a manner as to

avoid any ventilation direct from the out-

side. This is done by having an extra room,
connected with the bee room, and into which
the outside door opens. In admitting a fresh

supply of air, for the purpose of controlling

the temperature, this arrangenaent is partic-

ularly valuable; and I would not omit it in

any plan for building a wintering, bee repos-

itory.
There has been considerable speculation,

from time to time, in regard to the influence

of springs or streams of water in the winter-

ing repository. I cannot think they do either

very much good or harm. There is, in this

respect, much straining at a gnat and swal-

lowing something very much larger. We
might look at a pool of water on the floor as

a serious thing and be annoyed by it, and
and yet, while we opened the door to expel

it a much greater amount would rush in with

the incoming air, and be condensed upon
everything with which it came in contact.

Some years ago, a man of my acquain-

tance had a vegetable cellar in which the

temperature went very low during the win-

ter. Towards spring there came a warm
day, and, very naturally, it occurred to him
that the cellar might be warmed up by open-

ing the outside door and admitting the warm
air. Accordingly, the door was left open.

Upon going into the cellar a short time

after, what was his surprise and astonish-

ment to find everything dripping with mois-

ture! You say, no doubt, that he ought to

have known better. He does now; he has

learned that ventilation does not always

carry the moisture out; that it sometimes
brings it in. This same thing hai)pens with

the bee house or wintering repository, or the

colony wintering out of doors.

And let me say here, althougli not strictly

upon this subject, that tlie honey room in

which is stored comb honey requires the

closest attention and care to avoid n\oisture

from this source.
But, is there anything to be gained by

keeping tlie bee house dry? Is it any better

for the bees? I think it is. If the room is

cold, moisture is a positive injury. If warm,
mould and decay seize npon everything per-

ishable, and we have the revolting spectacle
of death and decomposition— a condition
better fitted for a sepulcher than a room for
bees to even hibernate in.

Although moisture does not seem to be di-

rectly fatal, I cannot be satisfied with a win-
tering repository in which the bees are to live

nearly one-half the year, that is saturated
with moisture, wreaking with mould and
decay and tilled with unpleasant odors. If

at any time I cannot go into the bee room,
close the door, and remain some time with-
out a sense of oppression or discomfort, I

feel that the conditions are not entirely fa-

vorable for the bees.
I have always endeavored to keep my bee

rooms as dry as possible, using lime to ab-
sorb the moisture; and, so far as I am able
to judge, a dry repository has given better re-

sults in wintering than one where moisture
prevailed.

East Townsend, Ohio, Nov. 3t 1888.

Moisture and Ventilation.

UK. C. C. MILLEK.

^•^SjpUST a very little about moisture. I

T-s»^ have noticed that, in the spi ing, when
(^JP warm days come, but before the bees

are taken out of the cellar, if the outer

air runs up to .W or 00°, it is much more
difficult to keep the bees quiet in a moist
than in a dry day. Possibly it may be that

the air being lighter when moist, ventilation

of the cellar is less complete; for, with all

that has been said about ventilation not

being needed, what ventilation w needed is

needed.

Mabenqo, III., Nov. 3, 1888.

Moisture and Temperature.

EUGENE 8E00B.

NOTWITHSTANDING all that I have
heard and read about the dire effects

of moisture in bee repositories in

winter, I have coi'^ie to look upon it

in about the same liglit, (is regards its effects

upon bees in a cellar, that the majority do

(and myself with the majority) regarding

ventilation—of no importance if conditions

are right.

About five years ago I put a hot air fur-

nace in one of the four rooms of my cellar.

Since then the cellar is quite dry; although,

as a rule, the doors are closed between the

apartments. The bees now go through the

winter rather dryer than formerly, but I do

not attribute the difference in that respect

so much to the dryness of the cellar as to the

fact that they are kept warmer than before.

In common with a great many novices in

bee-keei)ing, I once thought that cold would
not injure bees in a cellar. " If they can en-

dure 20^ below zero out of doors, why can't

they stand 20" above in a cellar?" we argued.

I don't argue that way now. I have coipe to
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believe that there is a vast difference be-
tween a dry atmosphere and a damp one at
the sidtnc temperature; and that a damp cel-

lar needs to be kept warmer than a dry one.
If, therefore, a damp cellar is kept at the
proper temperature, so that the moisture
will not condense on the inside of the hives,
I should have no fears that the combs would
become mouldy. Experience and observa-
tion confirm this view.
In my opinion, therefore, the way to avoid

any ill effects of a too damp cellar is to reg-
ulate the temperature. Never allow it to
reach the freezing point. It is better if it

is never below 40'.

P. S. A part of my bees have been in the
cellar a week, although the weather is as fine
as could be wished for in autumn. We never
tire of experimenting, you know.

FoKEST City, Iowa, Oct. 2.5, 1888.

Moisture—How to Avoid It and Its Eflffects.

.1. H. MABTIN.

ftlAT moisture, either in the cellar or
open air wintering of bees, is of vital

consequence is attested to by the expe-
rience of a host of bee-keepers. Why

it should be present at certain times, and
how to avoid it, is like many other questions
that are unsolved. Bee-keepers have been
so busy getting rich by securing great yields

of honey, that these little matters of mois-
ture, etc., have received but little attention.
Let us see if from our experience we can

glean a few helpful hints upon this impor-
tant subject. AVe know that if we winter
bees in an upper room of an occupied dwell-
ing, the hives and been will have the highest
degree of dryness: and, but for the variable
temperature in such a room, bees could be
wintered successfully there every time: at
least so far as moisture would have any fatal

effect upon them. To overcome the varia-
bility of temperature we go below the sur-
face of the earth, or into the cellar; and here
we many times have to contend with mois-
ture, though the ventilation be ever so per-
fect. There has been much written about all

of these points, but no definite rule lias been
eliminated. Now let us see if we cannot
lay dowii at least one rule that will account
for much of the moisture existing to the det-

, riment of wintering bees in a cellnr. Our
rule or law is this: a cellar dug in a loose or
gravelly soil may have a spring of water in
it, or water flowing through it, and the mois-
ture will do no harm to bees, or to articles

stored in the cellar. A cellar dug into hard-
pan or only partly into it, will hold moisture,
cause mildew and mould, and tlu' effect will

be bad upon bees placed in it. .\ cellar dug
into a rock where the layers and seams will

not carry off water is as bad ns one dug in

hardpan, while, if the seams arc such as to
drain off water the cellar will be dry. A cel-

lar dug in clay soil, though the s )il be very
comi)act, is not so retentive of moisture as
one dug in hardpan. A simple test as to the
amount of moisture in a cellar consists in
laying a flat ptone do-wn near the ground; if

it collects moisture, or drops of water, on
the under side, it is evidence of too much
humidity. A cellar in hardpan, or even in
clay, can be much improved by digging
down two or three feet and filling in with
stones at first, then with gravel, and finish-
ing up with a covering of cement. AVe have
seen a very moist cellar converted by this
plan into a dry, healthful repository for bees.
There is another point in relation to put-

ting bees into a cellar. If hives to the amount
of fifty or more are piled into one cluster as
closely as possible they will not be affected
by moisture so much as though placed around
on shelves; and the centre colonies will come
out bright, dry and healthy.
A very good example of moisture and its

fatal effect is often observed in the out door
wintering of bees. A colony may become
covered with snow to a great depth, and if

the temperature remains low the bees will be
dry and healthy under, their frigid mantle,
but should there be rapid thawing during the
day and freezing at night, moisture collects
in the hive, moulding the combs and enfee-
bling if not destroying the bees. If the bee-
keeper gets the snow away from the hives as
soon as the thawing commences, all will be
well; or if the hive is elevated sufliciently
above the snow the effect will be healthful
for tlie bees.

I think "moisture" is a neglected point in
our study and discussions, while it is more
vital to the safe wintering of bees than are
many subjects upon which volumes have
been written: and I trust some of our scien-
tific apiarists will give us some valuable
hints upon this subject.

Haktfobd, N. Y., Oct. 25, 1888.

Inflnence of Soil on Cellars.

O. O. POPPLiETON.

§OME two or three years ago I called at-

tention to this point and J. H. Martin
also does in the Feb'y "Review." Its

importance seems to have been almost
entirely overlooked. My apiary in Iowa was
situated in the valley of tlie Uapsipinicon
river, the soil of which was of a peculiar damp
cold nature, and I do not know of a single
person living in that valley who has success-
fully wintered any number of bees in a cellar

during a term of years. The only successful
ones were those who used chaff hives. A few
miles only to the East and to the West of my
place, the land was drained by the Turkey
and Cedar Rivers.and the soil was of a much
drier, warmer nature. In those valleys,

cellar wintering was practiced with excellent
success by many. After much study of the
subject I became convinced that the charac-
ter of the soil in which our cellars were
made was the reason of our non-success.
While attending the Iowa State Conventions,
I made it a rule to ask everyone who claimed
to succeed in wintering in cellars or caves,

whether their cellars were damp or dry, and
without a single exception the reply was
"Dry." Many said. "Dry enough to be
dnsty."
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Many have made the mistake of calling a
cellar wet because it has water in it, but the

injury from that source isn't to be compared
for an instant to the trouble caused by the

soil surrounding a cellar being of a cold

damp nature.
The mass of testimony we now have points

to the fact that such cellars can probably be
used successfully by keeping them at a high-

er temperature than dry cellars need to be
kept at, and it will pay for all having damp
cellars to keep this in mind.
You, Mr. Editor, are fortunate in living in

a sandy section of country, where situations

with cold, damp soils are the exception, while

I am now fortunate enough to be where win-
ter has lost its terrors.

Havana, Cuba, April 5, 1888.

No Injury from Moisture—Water an Aid in

Controlling Temperature.

PBOF. A. J. COOK.

fFEAR I cannot say much on this ques-

tion of moisture. I do not feel nearly

so anxious for a dry cellar as I once did.

Our old cellar had water in it all the

time, and it was a splendid cellar. Of course

the mere presence of water does not neces-

sarily imply a moist atmosphere; but often

the atmosphere was very damp, as shown by
the damp walls and the mould that would
collect on suitable bodies in the cellar; yet,

for many winters, that cellar was a perfect

success, the bees always coming out in good
shape. I should like to have water in my
cellar, just as the dairyman desires a spring

cellar for his work. Still, I am not sure

that the water in the cellar accomplishes

anything more than to preserve a uniform
temperature and prevent sudden changes.

To recapitulate then, I am sure that water,

or even moisture, in a cellar are not inimi-

cal to bees placed in it during winter. I

believe the water is a good thing. My
theory is that it aids by preserving a uni

form temperature.

AGB'CL. COLIiEGB, Oct. 24, 1888.

Injarioas Effects of Moisture Easily Avoided.

B. L. TAYLOB.

(PM O FAR as I have been able to discover,

>^«^ there is nothing that would lead me to

§^ suppose that moisture affects the wel-

fare of bees in any respect differently

from the manner in which it operates upon
the well-being of the larger animals. The
problem involved in "Moisture" seems to

me not to be u difficult one if we lemember
two facts; viz., that heat expels moisture;

and that moisture furnishes an excellfent me-
dium for the escape of heat. So, it is evi-

dent that, in the discussion of this question,

these two elements must be taken as inter-

dependent; that is, what might be an injuri-

ous amount of moisture in one case might
be perfectly harmless in another, owing to

the existence of a higher temperature.
And it is plain that this matter of heat pre-

sents two aspects; viz., the internal hefit, so
to speak, of the clustered colony, and the
temperature of the surrounding atmosphere.
Each should be taken as complementary of
the other—the higher the one the lower the
oth- r may be permitted to be. The well-fed,
fat and vigorous ox throws off the moisture
left on his sleek hide by a shower, in clouds
of vapor, even in a low temperature; while
an ox of low vitality, ill-fed and lean, in the
same temperature would remain wet and
shivering; but if the temperature were suffi-

ciently raised he would throw off the mois-
ture equally as well as did the other in the
lower temperature. We must recognize the
same distinction between strong, healthy col-

onies of bees and those weak in numbers
and vitality. While I say this, I do not think
there is anything to fear from the moisture
of any ordinary atmosphere. There is no
danger from moisture in the dampest of cel-

lars, only it will not answer to arrange the
hives and their trappings so as to collect the
moisture. If there is much moisture, the tem-
perature must be under control and kept
well up; and the hives so arranged as to favor
the exi)ulsion of the moisture. All that is

necessary in order to guard against any ill

effects, even from a saturated atmosphere, is

well-fed colonies of fair strength, in well

ventilated hives, kept in a temperature of

from 45° to .50°.

A cellar can scarcely be so dry that mois-
ture will not drip down the inside of the hive

if the temperature be low; and while this in-

dicates too little warmth, it is not necessarily
injurious. The important point is to keep
the moisture out of the cluster; hence it fol-

lows that the fact that the moisture is so

great that mould gathers on the comb is not
in itself any proof that the conditions are

unfavorable to the well-being of the bees.

Having had considerable experience with
both damp and dry cellars, I am firm in the

belief that there is nothing to fear from the

effects of any atmospheric moisture, if one
only bears in mind the principles above
hinted at; providing the conditions indicated
which will enable the bees to drive that

moisture away from the cluster.

Lapkek, Mich., Nov. i), 1888.

How to Secure Better Ventilation for Hives

with Fast Bottom Boards.

O. O. I'OPl'LKTON.

^HILE writing an article, several

years ago, for one of the bee jour-

nals, I incidentally spoke of a

method of arranging hives in the

cellar that is practiced by the well known
bee-keeper. Dr. JesseOren, of La Porte,

lowjn, which, I think, it may h» well to de-
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scribe more fully than I did there, as it has
a direct bearing on hive ventilation; that is,

with hives having fast bottom boards.
Instead of setting the hives level, or nearly

so, as they stand in the apiary, and with
their fronts to the alley, as is usual, he sets

them up at an angle of 45°, with one of the
sides of each hive next the alley. Each hive,

as it is brought into the cellar, is leaned
against the preceding one. When the first

tier of hives is in place, a wide board is laid
upon it, then upon this is placed another
tier, and so on. The hive entrances are left

opeii full width.
This method of placing the hives accom-

plishes three things. First, it keeps the
hives clear of dead bees and rubbish; second,
it secures more perfect ventilation; third, it

converts shallow hives into deep ones for the
time being. This last point is one on the
value of which bee-keepers differ. In fact, I

believe you and I do; but no one, I think,
claim^, that shallow frames are superior to
deep toes /or wintering.

Havana, Cuba, Sep. 29, 1888.

Moisture in Bee Cellars.

S. COKNEIL.

^OU ask: "Is it an advantage to have
the air of our bee cellars dry? Or do
the bees winter more perfectly in a
moist atmosphere?" The most relia-

ble experiments that have been made as to
the effects of moisture in bee cellars are
those of Mr. N. W. McLain, as given in his
report of 1886. In his remarks on the condi-
tions necessary to secure the minimum of
functional activity within the hive he says:
"37°F., in a dry cellar, is a danger point;
the danger increasing in proportion as the
temperature is lowered or the humidity of
the atmosphere is increased." After recom-
mending 44° as the safest temperature for
the repository, he says: " If the repository be
damp, a degree of temperature higher in
proportion to the dampness should be main-
tained." Referring to this statement, Mr.
Frank Cheshire says: "The reason being that
water has an enormous capacity for heat
(specific heat) whether in the liquid or va-
porous form; the latter abstracts heat from
the bees and intensifies their struggle." Dr.
Youmans says: "Air which is already satura-
ted with moisture refuses to receive the per-
spiration offered to it from the skin and
lungs. &v d the sewage of the system is dam-
med up." This occurs when the saturated
air is of the same temperature as the body.
A fault I have to find with Mr. McLain is

that while he gives the temperature of the
air he does not give the percentage of satu-
ration he had when the air was "dry" or
"moist."
Perhaps the best means of drying damp

air is to expose a large surface of sulphuric
acid or a large quantity of newly burnt lime.
The acid has a great affinity for moisture,
and is not very expensive. A bushel of lime

absorbs twenty-eight pounds of water in the
process of slacking. But, as neither of these
is likely to be used by the average bee-
keeper, we must find some other means of
overcomii>g the effects of a damp cold at-
mosphere. I have shown, above, the effects
of moist air at the temperature of the body.
There is no reason to doubt that such condi-
tions would injure the bees as much as our-
selves. The temperature required to be
maintained in the cluster is 65°. Suppose
the temperature of the cellar is 43°, and the
air completely saturated with moisture, by
the time the air reaches the centre of the
cluster, and is raised to 65°, the degree of
saturation will be only fifty per cent., be-
cause air at 65° will hold just about twice as
much moisture as air at 43°. This is why
bees may winter well in a very damp cellar
when they have all the necessary means for
keeping up a temperature of 65° in the clus-
ter. The ease with which this temperature
can be maintained depends upon the non-
conductivity of the hive, the quantity of
bees, their facilities for getting into a com-
pact cluster, the condition of the air of the
apartment as to humidity, the ventilation of
the hive, and, of course, upon the quality of
the food. I have forty hives with cork
dust filling, and twelve straw hives in all of
which the combs extend diagonally towards
the centre, in the manner shown in the cut
on page 280 of the A. B. J. for 1885. These
hives are covered with quilts of wool, and
are raised above the bottom board two inch-
es; the ventilation being so arranged that
neither the inlet nor the outlet can possibly
become closed. As to upper or lower venti-
lation, it matters not which, provided the
heat of the bees is not unnecessarily wasted.
But ventilation in some way must be had;
because it can be shown that when bees con-
sume only half an ounce of honey per day
the air in the hive needs to be changed every
half hour.
A correspondent in a recent number refers

to Prof. Cook's hive which was hermetically
sealed with ice and then had snow shoveled
over it and was left sealed (?) for three
months. Having always seen that the heat
of the bees melted the snow around the
hives, I never had any confidence in this ex-
periment. Not but what I have every confi-

dence in Prof. Cook's statement, but I think
there must have been some mistake in the
observation.
You say: "It must not be forgotten, how-

ever, that water in a cellar does not necessa-
rily cause moisture in the air." If this were
so there would be no evaporation from lakes,

rivers and ponds; and no clouds. Your error
seems to lie in mistaking absolute humidity
for relative humidity. A few years ago I put
down a sub-earth pipe, using glazed tile to

exclude ground air and water. The bottom
of the excavation had quicksand in places,

and when the earth was filled in its weight
caused the pipe to sink, breaking the joints

and letting in the water. The air came in
through this pipe almost saturated; while,

with the pipe closed, the percentage of satu-

ration was about eighty.

Lindsay, Ont., Canada, Nov. 8, 1888.
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YOBK STATE CONVENTION.

The N. Y. bee-keepers will hold their con-

vention in the City Hall, at Syracuse, Dec.

11, 12 and 13. Exactly when the Michigan

folks are going to hold theirs. Why wouldn't

it be a good plan to hold conventions be-

tween Christmas and New Year's, when we
can go on the railroads at half fare?

A GOOD FALL OKOP.

Accbrding to the statistics that appear in

Gleanings for Nov. 1, the fall crop of honey
has generally been quite bountiful ; and,

taking the season as a whole,about half a crop

has been secured. The average price of comb
honey is a trifle over 19 cts. Extracted, a

little above 12 cts. But little fall feeding

will be done, as the bees are mostly supplied

with natural stores.

THE CANADIAN HONEY PHODUOEK.

In the last number of the Review we spoke

of the improvement in bee journals result-

ing from the attendance of the editors at bee

conventions. That number was scarcely

mailed before the Canadian Honey Produ-

cer for November came to hand, furnishing

a most excellent illustration of the truth of

our remark. It is the best issue of that paper.

The excellent report that it gives of the Col-

umbus convention shows that no mistake

was made in electing Bro. Holterman as sec-

retary. This paper also gives the only de-

scription we have yet seen of the Bee and

Honey exhibit at the Ohio Centennial.

MIOHIOAN STATE BEE-KEEPBBS' OONVBNTION.

The Michigan State Bee-Keepers' Associa-

tion will hold its twenty-third annual meet-

ing, December 12 and 13, in the City Council

Rooms, at .Jackson. A programme is being

prepared, and, from the excellent papers al-

ready promised, an interesting time may be
anticipated. We think it safe to say that

the meetings held by this Association are

never outdone by any other state conven-

tion. Down at Columbus we heard several

speak of this. "We never have such conven-

tions in our state as they do in Michigan."
* 'I don't see why it is, but they do have such

splendid conventions up in Michigan.

"

Such were the expressions heard. We are

proud of "Michigan my Michigan;" and not

the least of our pride is in her oldest and
best bee-keepers' Association. We may not

all feel able to travel long distances to at-

tend conventions, but let us rally to our own
home gathering; extending a warm welcome
to all who may come from "distant lands."

CONTBAOTING THE SUBPLUS BOOM IN SUPEBS.

In our editorial upon "Sections and their

Adjustment on the Hives," we speak of the

objection brought against cases and supers

that their capacity cannot be contracted, and
this often results in an increased number of

unfinished sections. Dr. Miller tells in the

last number of Gleanings how their capacity

may be contracted. It is accomplished by

leaving out one or more rows of sections,

and covering the open space at the bottom
of the super by laying in side pieces of sec-

tions. Simple as it is, the Doctor says he

had never thought of the plan until this year.

Why, bless you Doctor, we supposed every-

body had thought of it, (we hope you don't

feel hurt Doctor) and that it was not prac-

ticed because of its fussiness. Perhaps it

brings in no more labor than the cariig for

the unfinished sections that result from

allowing the bees access to the whole super

until the close of the honey harvest.

MOISTUEE AND ITS BELATION TO THE WIN-

TEBING OF BEES.

The burden of the testimony is that mois-

ture plays but an unimportant part in the

wintering of bees, except as it relates to tem-

perature. But little moisture is required to

saturate cold air; that is, it will absorb but

little moistue, the point when it will receive

no more being soon reached. As the tem-

perature rises, the absorbing capacity of the

air increases. When air of a high tempera-

ture, at that of our bodies, or nearly that, is

saturated, or nearly so, with moisture, the

exhalations from the lungs and skin are ta-
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ken up but slowly; we are oppressed and say

the weather is "muggy." This explains

why we feel better on bright, clear days.

Heating air increases its power of absorp-

tion, hence we enjoy a fire upon a damp day.

If the air of a cellar is dry, it will be readily

seen that the temperature may be allowed to

go much lower. In other words, a cold, dry

atmosphere, or a warm, damp one, may be

about ( qual, so far as effects are concerned.

We fear this point has not been sufl&ciently

considered. We have had many reports of

the successful wintering of bees at such and
such a degree of temperature, but nothing is

said as to the degree of saturation. We
wish bee-keepers would use a wet-bulb ther-

mometer in their cellars; it would not be the

wor^ of half an hour to arrange one; then

let fhe degree of saturation be given with

that of the temperature, and we will have

something approaching accuracy. We say

"approaching accuracy, "because the strength

of the colonies and the manner in which
they are protected, have a bearing. A pop-

ulous, well-protected colony can warm up
the inside of the hive, expelling the moisture

and increasing the absorbing capacity of the

enclosed air. Building a tire in a room on
a damp day is the same in principle. While
it is true that moisture may be brought into

the cellar with air from the outside, we do

not think this is the case in the freezing cold

of winter. Frozen air, if the expression is

allowable, has a very low point of saturation.

That is, it will hold but very little moisture;

and when it is brought into the higher tem-
perature of the cellar its capacity for absorp-

tion is greatly increased—it is ready to re-

ceive water instead of giving it out. When
the outside air comes into a cellar and de-

posits moisture upon the objects therein, it

is evident that the incoming air is warm and
moisture-laden—warmer than the cellar and
its contents. Mould in bee repositories is usu-

ally looked upon as something undesirable,

and we will admit that its appearance is far

from pleasant, but we must not forget that,

in a certain sense, it is a plant—the child of

warmth and moisture—and that the condi-

tions necessary for its development may not

be injurious to the bees

—

ynay be more bene-

ficial than a condition under which mould
does not develop, viz., one of moisture and
cold. A very damp cellar ought to be warm
enough for the development of mould. But
the cellar need not be damp. It can be made
both warm and dry. These matters of tem-

perature and moisture are under our control.

Either by fires, or by going into the earth,

preferably the latter, we can secure the

proper temperature: and, by the iise of lime

to absorb the moisture, a dry atmosphere

can be secured. Certainly, it is not much
trouble to keep unslacked lime in the cellar.

While it is evident that moisture in ordinary

cellars is not injurious, provided the temper-

ature is high enough, it is a great comfort to

know that there is nothing to fear from a dry

atmosphere; that we can indulge our fancy,

if you choose to call it that, for dry, sweet-

smelling, mouldless cellars, and know that

the results will at least be harmless.

DR. c. o: millee's review and comments on

THE A B C OF BEE CULTURE.

We presume there is not one of our readers

who has not read the A B C of Bee Culture,

and who does not know that the type for

printing this book is kept standing, and that

corrections and revisions are constantly be-

ing made in order that it may always be "up
with the times." A copy of the latest edition

(37th thousand), just out, lies before us.

This edition has been more thoroughly revi-

sed than previous ones: much new matter,

especially in regard to Comb Foundation,

Comb honey. Hive Making, Qneen Rearing
and Swarming, and many new engravings

being added. Some excellent biographies

and splendid pictures of some of the leading

bee-keepers form a special feature of this

edition.

A few years ago Mr. Root employed Mr.

G. M. Doolittle to review and criticise this

work, and Mr. Doolittle's views were pub-

lished in the back part of the book. He has

now secured the services of Dr. C. C. Miller

in this line: and his comments appear for

the first time in this edition. The Doctor

has touched upon something more than 100

points, but we can mention only some of the

most important.

In cutting out queen cells to prevent after-

swarming it is well nigh impossible to be

sure that none are overlooked, and all may
as well be left as more than one.—The Doc-

tor cannot give up all hope that some day

we shall know enough to profitably keep

down the desire for swarming, when work-

ing for comb honey.—He has failed in mak-
ing Alsike a profitable crop.—In fastening

in foundation he succeeds better with press-

ing than with rubbing the foundation into
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the wood.—^No matter how much or how
little contraction is practiced, the Doctor

would still put, in the first super given to a

colony, a previously worked out section as a

bait.—In regard to what is the proper name
for the well known malady that sweeps away

our bees in winter, he asks: "Is not diarrhcea

a better name than dysentery?" (If we uii-

derstand the matter aright, there is an infla-

mation of the intestinal lining, hence; dys-

entery would be the more correct term. Ed.)

Our friend prefers entrances }{ inch in

height. We agree.—Honey improves in the

keeping of the bees; but unsealed honey may
be improved after being extracted.—Like

ourselves, our critic takes issue with Mr.

Root upon the subject of adding tartaric

acid to sugar syrup to prevent its crystaliza-

tion when fed to bees. He would not omit

it, while Mr. Root thinks its addition unnec-

essary.—Dr. Miller has always had plenty of

hybrids, but they have been well behaved.

He thinks they do not deserve the reputa-

tion given them by Mr. Root.—He very suc-

cessfully introduces queens by simply lifting

out from the nucleus the comb upon which

is the queen, and putting it, bees and all,

into the queenless hive. We have often done

this, and, usually, it works all right.—The
Doctor has wintered many colonies, two in

a hive; with a% division board between them,

and he ahvays found the two colonies prac-

tically in one cluster. ,— For transferring

larvae, in queen rearing, he has used a joint

of grass or timothy, giving it a slanting cut

with a sharp knife.—In clipping queens he

cuts oflf both wings on one side. If only one

is cut it does not show very plainly, and a

queen is sometimes caught to be clipped

when she has already been clipped. In clip-

ping queens he catches and holds them by

the shoulders with the thumb and finger of

the left liand, while he cuts ofif the two wings

on one side. Just as we do it.—He very prop-

erly objects to the rearing of queens in hives

containing no young bees.—In speaking of

Rocky-mountain bee-plant, Mr. Root says, if

there are many plants, it will be a good plan

to cultivate them the same as field crops.

Our critic says: "I'm afraid the honey

wouldn't pay for the work, even if the land

cost nothing." And Mr. Root admits that,

at present writing, he (luite agrees with him.

We all three think alike.—In transferring,

the Doctor no longer makes "patchwork"

of the old combs, but uses foundation.—He
doubts the advisability of uniting weak colo-

nies in spring.—He has found that entering

the cellar or jarring the htves does not make
anything like the difference that it seems to

him that it ought to make.—At present he

keeps fires nearly all winter in his cellar, but

is looking forward to the time when, with

better cellars and more knowledge, he may
leave his bees with no care the entire winter.

—He says the opinion is gaining ground that,

during the spring, when packing might be

desirable, bees are better off in the cellar.

—

It may be well to remark, says our friend,

that many think the discouragements of out

door wintering greater than those of in door.

—He says he has found it just as well to put

two hives in the place of one in the apiary;

putting them in pairs as close together as

possible without their touching.—He is oppo-

sed to the hexagonal arrangement, prefer-

ring the hives in straight rows, all facing one

way, as swarms are then more readily seen.

WINTEBING BEES IN CLAMPS.

Several subscribers have asked for a de-

scription of our method of wintering bees in

clamps; or, in other words, by burying them.

After an experience of several years with

both clamps and cellars, we can say, most

cheerfully, that we have found no advanta-

ges in clamps not possessed by cellars. We
say "cheerfully " because the work of putting

bees into a clamp and taking them out is de-

cidedly task-like; and we are glad to know
that, when a cellar is available, no necessity

exists for a clamp.

The number of colonies that we have placed

in one clamp has varied from six to sixty-

four; and the only experiment in this line

that turned out disastrously was when the

clamp contained the last mentioned number.

Notwithstanding the views expressed in the

last Review against the necessity of ventila-

tion, we believe that our loss— a loss, in this

instance, of seventy -five per cent.— was

caused by a lack of air. The hives were

placed in a compact body and covered very

deeply—about two feet deep. There were

almost no traces of disease; the hives, combs

and bees were dry and clean; but the bees

were dead. Some of the hives were entirely

deserted. In others the bees were nicely

clustered but dead. Perhaps the covering

of them so quickly, before the excitement

attending their disturbance had subsided,

was one cause of the disaster; the large num-

ber of excited colonies crowded into the.
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smallest possible space greatly increasing

the need of air. When the hives were placed

in a row, or even in two rows, side by side,

we have had excellent success.

We are fortunate in having our apiary lo-

cated upon a sandy slope: and at its upper

edge we bury our bees. First we dig a trench

five feet wide, with sides sloping at an angle

of 45°. The length of the trench depends, of

course, upon the number of colonies we wish

to bury. Some pieces of oak fence posts,

about four feet long, are placed, two feet

apart, across the trench: the ends of the posts

resting in notches dug in the sloping sides

of the trench. When these " sleepers " are

in place their upper sides are a foot below

the surface level of the earth. The space

below them is filled with dry straw, then

strtps of board are laid upon them to form

a floor upon which to place the hives. After

the hives are in place—set in two long rows

—

they are surrounded and covered with straw

to the depth of two or three feet. Along the

centre and lengthwise of the pile of straw

some boards or rails are placed: then fence

posts, pieces of rails, or something of the

kind, are leaned against the pile of straw,

their upper ends resting upon the boards or

rails laid along the centre of the pile, while

their lower ends rest upon the ground. These

stakes, or posts, surrounding the pile of

straw, are placed a foot or less apart: and

their object is that of furnishing a support to

the covering of earth. When these supports

are in place; another coating of straw, a foot

thick, is added; then the earth is shoveled on

to the depth of a foot or eighteen inches.

U'ith the exception of one winter, no pro-

vision was made for ventilation. That win-

ter, a tube, 2x3 inches in diameter, extended

from the]^top of the mound down through

the covering to the boards that supported

the hives. This tube was not put in for the

sake of ventilation, but to allow a thermom-

eter to be let down and drawn up by means

of a string. We may remark, in passing,

that the bees wintered no better that winter

than in other winters when there was no

ventilation. The temperature remained at

46° the first few days: then sank to 44°: stayed

there a month or more; then went gradually

down to 41°, where it remained nearly three

months, when it gradually began to rise, and

stood at 4.5° when the bees were removed in

the spring.

We now have an out-door cellar in the side

hill near the apiary. In this cellar 1.50 colo-

nies can be stored; and the work of construc-

tion would be equaled by that required in

"clamping" and "unclamping" that number
of colonies. Still, rather than attempt to

winter bees in the open air with no protec-

tion we would put them in clamps; and

should do so with full faith in their winter-

ing excellently.

THE POLLEN THEOBY.

In the last number of the Bee-Keepers^

Guide the so-called " pollen theory " receives

a most thorough "hauling over the coals."

The arena of action is in the "Query De-

partment." The first "round" is "only in

fun," and comes in this shape: "Is pollen

any more injurious to bees than bread made
from wheat flour is to the human race?"

After DadantctSon say: " It does not bear

the same relation to the bees that bread does

to man:" and H. D. Stewart has remarked

that : "Pollen is a nSitural food for bees,

while bread is an artificial food for the

human race," it is not worth while to repeat

the remarks of the opposition. The next

blow is struck in sober earnest. Listen, "Do
you consider pollen the cause of dysentery

with bees in winter?" Mr. Doolittle does

not ; and gives as a reason that he has re-

moved all the pollen and yet the bees perish-

ed with dysentery. Dadant & Son admit

that it helps by filling the intestines of the

bees : but say that no injury results unless

the intestines are overloaded for a long time.

Next comes the following: "Is the fact

that Prof. A. .7. Cook found pollen grains in

the secretions of bees affected with dysen-

tery any proof that pollen was the cause of

the disease?" Of the ten men who reply

not one is willing to admit that it is proof.

Following this comes another round " just in

fun." Read this: "If the statement that

pollen consumed by bees during cold weath-

er and in confinement causes dysentery,

be admitted, do you think that healthy,

comfortable bees would be so foolish as to

eat it ? " Dadant & Son say :
" Pollen does

not, alone, cause diarrhoea, but it loads the

bees' intestines more than pure honey and

compels them to discharge their abdomen

oftener." Mr. Doolittle is satisfied that

bees eat pollen only when brood is being

reared. Mr. Doolittle is mistaken. Bees

have died of dysentery early in the winter,

when there was no brood in the hive, and

had not been for two months, yet their in-
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testines were loaded with pollen. Mr. G. W.
Demaree remarks as follows :

" The editor

of the Review says it is ' evident that nature

has made a mistake somewhere.' It is not

clear just what Mr. Editor of the Review

means by nature. If the whole matter has

been left to Mr. Hutchinson's 'nature,' there

may be some mistakes made by that indefin-

able and indescribable something. But the

'Judge of all the earth' has made no mistakes.

In His all seeing wisdom He has provided

pollen and honey as food'for bees, and bees

feed on the food provided for them without

harm." Bro. Demaree, if bees feed without

harm upon the food furnished them by the

•Judge of all the earth, will you please tell us

what it is that He furnishes that causes the

dysentery ? In the last " round " there was a

little unpleasant circumstance. Read the

following: "Is not the whole aim of the

pollen theory to divert the attention of com-
mon bee-keepers, causing them to relinquish

their efforts in providing ample protection

from the cold, and an abundance of good
honey Qr sugar syrup for the winter, thereby

causing great losses of bees ? " That one

little word "aim," that we have italicized,

was misunderstood. It was thought that the

motive for promulgating the pollen theory

was under discussion, and some of the re-

plies are very unpleasant reading. It is a

pleasure to note that some of the replies,

although oijposing the pollen theory, are

loud in their defense of the sincerity of its

advocates. Bro. Hill explains that thei-e was
no intention of accusing any one of dishon-

esty, and that " effect " or "result" would
have expressed the real meaning intended

much better than the word (aim) which was
used.

It is evident, notwithstanding the volumes

written upon the subject, that the pollen

theory is not perfectly understood. " Why,"
says one, " my bees have an abundance of

pollen, and they don't have tlie dysentery.

This shows that there is nothing in the pollen

theory." Pollen in the hive does not cause

dysentery unless it is consumed in large

quantities and the bees are confined a long

time. It may be asked why the bees con-

sume the pollen in some instances and in

others do not, and we can answer very easily

by saying we don't know. There is probably

more than one cause, and while we can end
all trouble by removing the pollen, it is more
hopeful and more practical, we believe, to

study the causes that lead to its undue con-

sumption. The most practical suggestion

that we have to offer is this : have young

queens that will keep up breeding later than

old queens ; contract the brood chamber so

that it will be kept well filled with brood ;

and the end of the honey harvest will find

but little honey or pollen in the combs.

When the brood hatches out there will be

cells in which sugar syrup may be stored.

The syrup will be stored in the center of the

hive where the bees naturally cluster ; and,

if kept in a proper temperature, there will

probably be little seeking after pollen until

brood-rearing at the approach of spring re-

quires its consumption.

SECTIONS AND THEIB ADJUSTMENT ON THE

HIVES.

This is to be our special topic for Decem-
ber. It may be asked, is it seasonable? We
reply that it is. A decision in regard to the

kind of sections we will use and the style of

surplus receptacles in which they will be

handled must be arrived at suflSciently in ad-

vance of the honey season to allow us to

make or secure these supplies. If a bee-

keeper can make more money by adopting a

different style of section, super, or method

of adjusting and manipulating the sections

upon the hives, he would be glad to know it;

and particularly would he be glad to come
into possession of that knowledge at a time

when he has the leisure of winter before him
in which to make the change.

How earnestly we do wish that we could

say or do something that would induce bee-

keepers to look at their business in a busi-

ness like way; to lead them to try and

"secure the greatest results with the least

expenditure of capital and labor," Only

those who have kept a dollar and cent ac-

count with their bees fully realize that labor

is the most expensive item entering into the

cost of honey. Let us suppose that a man
cares for 100 colonies, and by a series of

crooks and turns and complicated methods

he secures a good yield; a yield somewhat
increased we will suppose by the laborious

manipulations. Let us suppose, still further,

that by improved methods and fixtures he

can manage l.W colonies equally as well with

no greater expenditure of labor, it is evident

that his profits will be greater; they would be

larger even though the new departure did

not bring the yield quite up to that of the

old system. Of course there is a limit to th^
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increase of colonies that may be made on
account of lessened labors resulting from the

adoption of improved methods and fixtures,

as the farther we advance in this direction

the nearer and clearer looms up the spectral

head of "'Overstocking."

But it is a pleasure to note that the fix-

tures and methods of to day are superior

even to those of half a dozen years ago. In
this matter of sections and their manage-
ment we have most emphatically discarded

the plan of putting them on the hives and
taking them off one at a time; a few bee-

keepers still manipulate them by the wide
frame full; but the majority of bee-keepers

have adopted some sort of a case or super by
means of which twenty-five or thirty sections

can be handled at one time quicker than
wink; and " tiering-up " may be practiced.

The old, cumbersome, complicated, labori-

ous side-storing system is, practically, laid

upon the shelf. "VTe feel like taking it for

granted that "top-storing"and "tiering-up"

with some kind of a case, crate or rack, fur-

nish the be.st method now known for secur-

ing comb honey; that it is the only one that

enables us to handle a "honey shower" with

perfect ease, "rattling" the sections on and
off the hives in a rapid, business-like way;
and that about the only discussion needed is

upon the merits and demerits of the different

styles of sections and of the supers or cases

in which they are used. It is true that "tier-

ing-up" has been condemned, but princi-

pally upon the ground that the inability to

contract the surplus apartment to less than a

whole case results in a large number of un-

finished sections at the end of the season.

If this practice enables us to care for more
bees, and it certainly does, and we thereby

secure move finished honey in the aggregate,

why grumble at the unfinished work thrown
in?

For making sections, basswood is used

probably to a greater extent than any other

wood. It is the whitest readily obtainable

in all parts of the country, while it possesses

the elasticity needed in the one-piece section.

Its faults are that it shrinks and swells badly,

becomes mildewed and discolored very ea-

sily, and any honey accideutly dropped upon
it soaks in and leaves a stain. White poplar

is the best wood for sections. It is whiter

than basswood, very hard, does not shrink

or swell readily and is not stained by con-

tact with honey or easily soiled by handling;

but, unfortunately, it lacks the elasticity

necessary in one-piece sections. There is

no handsomer nor better section than the

four-piece, dovetailed, white poplar; and we.

believe the only valid objection ever brought
against it is that more time is required to

put it together. We are aware that we have
been pleading for time saving fixtures, but

we must make a distinction between the

hurry and bustle of swarming time and the

leisure of a winter's evening; or between the

time of an experienced apiarist and that of

some boy or girl who can put together sec-

tions. The objections to the one-piece sec-

tions are that they cannot be made of the

most desirable wood and that they are made
with "naughty" corners that gouge into the

honey when crating it or removing it from
the crate. Several manufacturers have told

us that these undesirable corners can be left

out, that cutter heads can be used that will

leave an opening clear across, the same as it

is in the four-piece section: but, for some
reason, they don't make them so: we have

yet to see a section so made. Just at present

open-sided sections are a fit subject for dis-

cussion. We have never thought that they

possessed any decided advantages over the

ordinary closed -sided sections: but good
men, with no mercenary motives, assert that

they do; and, as a honey producer, we desire

the section possessing the most advantages;

as the editor of a bee journal, we ought to

try and point out this section. The points of

superiority claimed for the open-sided sec-

tions are that the greater accessibility of all

parts induces the bees to enter more readily:

to extend their work more regularly in all

directions: to finish up more completely the

end and corner sections, and that, too, nearly

as soon as the center ones: to build straighter

combs and to attach them more securely to

the sections. It is claimed, still farther, that

the air can circulate more freely through

the sections, ripening the honey sooner and
that larger yields are the result. We believe

that the only real objection brought against

this style of section, aside from the increased

difficulty of removing the propolis, is that

there are "naughty '' corners upon the up-

rights as well as upon the horizontals, and

that these corners strike and catch in putting

the sections into a super; in crating the

honey and in removing it from the crate.

The depressions in the uprights also allow

the combs to swing nearer together when
slipping the sections down into the crates,

thus increasing the danger of damaged
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combs. In short, more time, care and pa-

tience are required in handling them.

Sections placed in wide frames, one tier of

sections high, and used in a super, work all

right; but we think this method is falling

into disuse on account of increased expense

and labor. If we do not wish to use separa-

tors nor open-sided sections, we know of no
better style of case than the old, Heddon
super. It is cheap, substantial and perfect.

The T super allows the use of sections of

varying widths, also of varying sizes in one

direction, and with open sides or not just as

we choose; separators may be used or not; the

whole arrangement is cheap and simple, and
the ease with which it may be emptied leaves

no excuse for a side opening case.

This subject of sections and their adjust-

ment on the hives is a broad one, and we have

necessarily passed over many important

points, but we think enough has been said to

start the discussion; and correspondents are

at liberty to introduce anything of impor-
tance bearing upon the subject.

EXTRKOXEO.
Dampness Not Injurious.

'^j^N the October Review we spoke of a

^/ man in Illinois who wintered his bees

very successfully in a cellar where it

would seem that the air was saturated with

moisture. Below is a complete account of

the matter as published nearly eight years

ago in Gleanings.

I have a story to tell about wintering bees,
and yet fear to tell it, on account of the crit-

icism which I know, according to the books,
and, in fact, according to all authoi-ities on
wintering, I richly deserve. Yet "All is well
that ends well," and it may be that we have
gone too far in preparing our winter quar-
ters, etc. Now, I will make a plain state-
ment of facts, and you, friend Root, and
others, can deduct your own opinions.
During the summer of 1878, I purposed

building a honey house, with a cellar under
it for wintering my bees. During my leis-

ure hours, I dug tFie cellar, and when the
honey season closed, I was taken sick and
the building of the house was abandoned.
But, quite late, I put a frame of poles in it,

and laid the sleepers across it with rails on
them. The next step was to get the straw;
but my team was in the cornfield, and no
straw could be put on until the corn was all

cribbed. So time passed. At last the corn
was in, and the next day it commenced
snowing, and we commenced hauling straw.

We had a good distance to haul it, and the
result was a layer of straw and a layer of
snow, until we had about two feet of snow
and straw on, when it got so cold and bad
that we quit. That evening I got some of
my neighbors to help, and set my bees in the
cellar, the combs being covered with frost,
and the tops of the hives with snow, with
snow in the cellar, everything being directly
opposite to teachings. Well, the next three
days were stingers, and I felt glad that the
bees had escaped the severe freezing they
would have received on their summer stands.
On the fourth day it moderated a little, and
we commenced to haul straw and it com-
menced snowing again, giving another layer
of straw and snow alternating, until I had
about four feet on, and quit.

Now I intended to set my bees out the first

good weather that came, give them a flight,

and then put them away according to the
books; but no good weather came until the
last of February, and they were put in the
7th of December. After they had been in a
week or two , I picked up heart, and went in
to see how they were getting along. When I
opened the door, I was sicker than ever:
drip, drip, drip, from over head, the bottom
of the cellar all slimy mud, hives all dripping
wet. Now, remember, I had over eighty
stands of Italian bees in there, but not all

the bees I had, for my lower apiary, as I call

it, contained forty-seven stands and I had
them put away according to the books, and I
felt quite sure of them. Well, after looking
around a little while, I found there were no
dead bees on the ground, and nothing about
the hives to indicate disease or death. So I

closed the cellar, and came out of the rain
into the cold. Another snow and cold spell

followed, lasting until sometime in January,
and I did not bother them for three weeks.
When I went in again, the snow had about
all thawed off the straw, and it being flat, of
course the water ran through and down, over
the bees. Remember it was the heat of the
bees that melted the snow. I expected to
find a sorry lot of bees. When I opened the
door, I could just hear a faint hum^ sufficient

to let me know that there were some left to
tell the tale; but, as the light of the lantern
struck them, the humming sounded like the
joyous song of a June day. Still, there was
that drip, drip, from over-head, and the hives
were all wet from top to bottom, but there
was not a pint, all told, of dead bees on the
floor. Now, here is the point I wish you to
mark; at the entrance of each hive that I ex-
amined, the bees were out in regular circles,

drinking the water that flowed down the hive
on to the alighting board, as I set my hives
in, bottom board and all, just as they stand
in the apiary. After drawing a long breath,
I felt better. I looked at them several times
more during the winter, and found them al-

ways, in greater or less numbers, taking
water. Well, the result was that I never saw
bees come out in better condition in the
spring; there was not a mouldy comb, not a
case of dysentery, and, although set out the
last of February, and before the last very cold
spell, not a case of spring dwindling. Only
two died, and they starved. The combs of
the other hives were full of young bees with
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plenty of bees to cover and protect them du-
ring the extreme cold that followed.
My lower apiary that was put away in

good style, and kept dry, consumed one-half
more honey, raised very little brood, and,
with dysentery and spring dwindling, I got
but little good of it this summer. AH the
honey I got was in the fore part of the sea-
son.
Now, friend Eoot, and brother bee-keepers,

I have given you the whole story, and a long
one it is too, but it may set you to thinking.
The idea I have drawn from it is, that dysen-
tery is caused by thirst. Bees confined a long
time without water become thirsty; to relieve
that thirst they consume honey; honey has
more or less solid matter that connot pass
oflf by evaporation through the pores of the
body, as water does, and the abdomen be-
comes distended and diseased. This is but
theory: but. hereafter, if I have my bees in a
dry cellar, I will keep a rag saturated with
Wf^r at the entrance, all the time they are
in ^winter quarters.

James A. Simpson. Alexis, 111.

Protection Against Moisture.

N PAGE 531 of the second volume of

''Bees and Bee-Keeping" Mr. Frank
Cheshire expresses his views in regard

to the influence of moisture upon the winter-

ing of bees. We think he has reference to

their wintering in the open air, but the ideas

expressed are equally applicable to in-door

wintering. He says:

" Dampness is a great enemy to wintering
bees. Prof. McLain noted the critical tem-
perature to be less in a damp than a dry air,

the reason being that water has an enor-
mous capacity for heat (specific heat), wheth-
er in the liquid or vaporous form; the latter

abstracts heat from the bees, and intensifies
their struggle. The water produced by the
honey is thrown off in vapor, because the
cluster is warm. If the hive is thin, or the
bees small in numbers, and, in consequence,
distant from the sides, or if the top protec-
tion is scanty, the heated vapor is immedi-
ately deposited as dew. and the interior of
the hive is wetted. When the sides are so
non-conductive that the inner faces are not
below the dew point of the interior air, the
hive remains dry; and since wood conducts
more freely than cork-dust, the inner lining
should be as thin as notions of strength will
allow. In gentle top ventilation, the heat of
the cluster just beneath the roof keeps the
part in contact with the bees both warm and
free from damp, and the air passes off, carry-
ing the moisture with it. The combs below
are not mildewed, nor do they run with dew.
If dampness appears at all, it is behind the
runners, beneath the ears, where the temper-
ature commonly, falls to the lowest point;
this, however, causes neither damage nor in-
oonvemence."
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IS the Oldest, Largest and Cheapest Weekly Bee-
Paper in the World. Sample free.

BEE JOURNAL Ch cago, Ills.Address,

-88-tf ntion the Review.

flilSBEES or HONEY,
we will with pleasure send a sample copy of the

SEMI-MONTHLY CLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE,
with a descriptive price-list of latest improve-
ments in Hives, Honey-Extractors, Comb Foun-
dation, Section Honey-Boxes, all books and jour-
nals, and everything pertaining to Bee Culture.
Nothing Patented. Simijly send your address
plainly written to. A. I. KOOT,

i-88-tf. Mediua, Ohio.

Please mention the Review.

ITALIAN QUEENS AND SUPPLIES
FOTl 1888.

Before you purchase, look to your interest, and
send for catalogue and price list.

J. P. H. BROWN,
1-88 tf. Augusta, Georgia.

Please mention the Review.

M. S. WEST,
Dealer in Honey and All Kinds of

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
1 -88-tf. Send for Circular.

Please mention the Reuici

Patent rkt-Bottom Comb roundation.

Higli Side Walls, 1 to 14 square feet
to the gronnil. Wholesale and Ke-
tail. Circulars and Samples free.

,J. VAN DEUSKN & SONS,
(sole mandfacturebs),

SPROUT BROOK, Mont. Co., N. Y.

Please mention th,r Review.

1-88-tf.
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THAT PITTSFIELD SMITH
Can furnish You a Full Line of Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

HE MANUFACTURES

Popular Styles of Hives, Ffames, Section -Cases, Elc, Etc,

AND DEALS IN

Foundation, Smokers, Honey Extractors, and all Necessaries for the Apiary.

Address Plainly

7-88-12t.

Also one of tlie Larpst PRICE LISTS of lie Season Mailed Free.

CHAS. H. SMITH, Pittsfield, Mass., Box I087.
Please mention the Review,

BEE KEEPERS
Should send for my circu-
lar. It describes the best
Hives, the best Cases, the
best Feeders and the best
Methods. Address,

J. M. SHUcK,
I>JE:-S MOINES, IOWA

Please mention the Review,l-88-r2t.

Comb Foundation.
We have a complete out-fit for its manufacturee

Our mills all run by steam power, and we have
the very best facilities for purifying wax We
make it as thin as j'ou want it for sections. We
make a specialty of making brood foundation for

square frames, thick at the top with a gradual ta-

per to very thin at the bottom, thus securing the
greatest amount of strength for the quality of wax
used. For prices, wholesale or retail, address

A. G. HILL,

6-88-tf. Kendallville, Ind.

40 CENTS A YEAR FOR THE

Canadian Honey Producer,
Published by E. L 600LD & CO , Brantford, Can.

It will give you all the Canadian Apricultural
newH, also Bee-Keeping news from IJritain,
France and Oorinany. Articles of value from
prominent bee-keepers. Samples free.

1-88-tf, Please mention the Review,

Honey For Sale

Address

D0WA6IAC, MICH.

Leahy's + Foundation,
—T^raOLESALE AND RETAIL—

My Foundation is recommended by hundreds
of Bee-Keepers, as having no equal. It is kept
for sale by J. Jordine, Ashland, Neb.; Moeller
Manufacturing Co., Davenport, Iowa; B. P. Bar-
ber & Son, Cole Brook, Ohio; Smith & Smith,
Kenton, Ohio; J. Callam & Co., Kentcm, Ohio,
and others. I will take one lb. Sections in ex-
change for thin Foundation on reasonable terms.
Special prices to dealers. Send for Catalogue of
other supplies. R. B. LEAHV,

l-88-13t. Higginsville, Mo., Box 11.

Please mention the Review.
» .

Barnes' Foot Power Machinery.
WORKERS OF WOOD OR METAL.

without steam power, by using outfits ofthese
Machines, can bid lower, and save
more money from their jobs, than
by any othermeans lor doing their
work. LATHES. SAW-, MOR- ,

TISER8, TENONEKS. ETC., Sold
on triaL Illustrated JPrice-ListFree

W. F. & JOHN BARNES CO.,

No. 6 BubySt.,Kockford,IlI.

Bee-Keepers, liook Here!
In Order to keep my machinery running du-

ing the dull season, I will allow Ten Per Cent. Dis-

count, until further notic(>, on Sections, Shipping
Crates, Bee-Feeders, Cliaff Hives, Single Bee-
Hives, Frames.Etc.
Supply Dealers should get my prices on Sec-

tins. J. li/L. ICIKTZIE!
10-S8-tf Rochester, Oakland Co., Mich.

Pleam: mention the Review.

FJpTsUPPOiES^SL
iJ L. Li We furnish Everything: needed in
the Aphiry, of practical construction, and at the
lowest price. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send
your address on a post.!il card, and we will send
you our illustrated cjitalogue free.

E. Krefchtner, Coburg, Iowa,
'i-SS-tf. Plenan mention the Review.
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OOBB'S
Divisible, Interctiangeable, Reversible

(Patented Dec. 20, 1887.)

Vm descriptive circular and price-list,
f "A Address THOS. M, COBB, Patentee,

Box 194, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Tl^ Canadian Bee Journal.
FIRST $ WEEKLY IN THE WORLD!

_
Just now we wish to increase our subecnption

list by doubling it, hence, we make a special of-
fer. For everj' yearly subscription received we
will send free, by return mail, books relating to
bee-keeping, to the value of $1.00. They are as
follows: "Queens and how to Introduce them;"
"Bee Homes and how to Build themf ' "Wintering
and Preperations therefor;" "Bee-Keepers' Dic-
tionary;" t'Foul Brood, its Cause and Cure;" and
Rev. W. F. Clarke's "Bird's Eye View of Bee-
Keeping." Samples of the C. B. J free.

American currency or stamps, also postal notes
and money orders taken at par.

THE D. A. JONES CO., Ltd.,

7-88-tf. Beeton, Ont., Canada.

B-A.CK: VOLiXJlS^CEJS
OF

The American Bee Journal
FOR SALE.

We offer for sale the first sixteen volumes of

this grand old journal, nicely bound in cloth and
morocco, for $40.f 0.

Considering the value of these volumes for

reference, their scarcity, and the diificulty of se-

curing them—a difficulty that will increase as the

years roll on,—we look upon this offer as a bar-

gain,

Address W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.

THE BEE-KEEPERS' ADMCE~

Ponltrymen's Journal.
To induce you to become familiar with our pa-

per we make the followinff offer. To every per-
son who is interested in Bees and Poultry, that
sends us $1.00, we will mail Scribuer's Lumber
and Log Book, 1(50 pages, well bound, price 35 cts.;

Chas. A. Green's 5 Books, under one cover, price
30 cts.; Foster's Book: "How to Produce Comb
Honey,", price 5 cte.; Hilton's Book: "How I Pro-
duce Comb Honey.", price 5 cts.; also a marker
for marking fowls or chicks, price 1.5 cts.; togeth-
er with "THE advance" one year. Send for sam-
ple copy of "the advance" to

J. B. MASON & SONS,
M^banic Falls, Mvoe-

Home ^ JR^ade,

BUZZ-SAW.
Since coming to Flint, where buzz-saws run by

power are near by, we have so little use for our
foot-power buzz-saw that we have decided to sell

it. This machine is one that we made ourselves

five or six years ago. It is of good size, and sub-
stantial, and could be run with power if desira-

ble. The frame is of oak; the saw mandrel of steel,

one inch in diameter and ten in length; the saws
eight inches in diameter. Besides the regular saws
there is a thick one just right for making the
openings in queen-excluding honey-boards; also

a thin one for cutting the grooves for the zinc in

the edges of the slats of the wood-zinc honey-
boards. There is an arrangement for cutting mi-
ters of different angles; also one for holding up
the end of a long board while cutting pieces from
the opposite end. The treadle comes up behind
the operator, which makes the work of treading

far easier; the motion being more like that of

walking. If necessary, in heavy work, two men
can tread at the same time.

As this machine has been used only in making
our ovra hives, it is, in reality, just as good as
new; and is well worth $40.00; but, as we now
have so little use for it, we offer it for S2.5.00,

which we consider a bargain.

TMs saw was illustrated and described a few
years ago in Gleanings; and anyone who thinks of
purchasing will be furnished, upon application,

with the numbers of Gleanings containing the

description.

Address, w. z. Hutchinson. Flint, Miohigan.

Old Reliable Bingham Smoker and Bingham &
Hetherington Honey Knives. They last eight
years, never clog up or go out.

Bingham & Eetherington Uncapping Knife.

Patented May 20. 1879.

Send card for free circular, descriptive of the
best and cheapest tools to use.

BINGHAIVI & HETHERINGTON,
1-88 tf. Abrosia, Micbigan.
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DISCOUNTS
Will be allowed as asual, during the fall and

winter months. Prices quoted on application.

Sniierlor WorMiisMD ai Material.

Shall be pleased to make estimaten on any list of

goods wanted. Correspondence solicited. A full

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
MANUFACT0KED BY

W. T.FALCONER, Jamestown, N. Y.
tlt:use mention the fieuieiv.

YOU SHOULD SEE
My prices for 1888 of Italian Queens, Bees, Eggs
for hatching from Standard Poultry, (seven
varieties) Japanese Buckwheat, and two choice
new varieties of Potatoes.
YOU CAN SAVE MONEY by getting my price list be-

fore you purchase.

CHAS. D. DUVALL,
2-88-tf

.

Spencerville, Mont. Co., Md.

Honey - Extractor,
Square Gl<iss Honey-Jars, Tin Buckets,

Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections, &c., &c.

Perfection Cold-Blast Smokers.

Apply to CHAS. F. MUTH & SON,
Cincinnati, O.

P. S.—Send 10-cent stamp for "Practical Hints
to Bee-Keepers. 2-88-tf.

Carniolan Queens.
Gentlest and largest bees known; not surpassed

as workers even by the wicked races. Imported
queens, "A" grade, $6.00; tested, $4.00; untested,
after June Ist, $1.00, or six for $5.00. Cash must
accompany every order. Send for circular.

S. W. MOKRISON, M. D.,

Oxford, Chester County, Pa.

S-88-7t. Please mention the Keuiew.

The Production of Gomli Honey.

Although this neat little book contains only 45

pages, it furnishes as much practical, valuable in-

formation as is often found in a book of twice its

size. It is "boiled down."
It begias with taking the bees from the cellar

and goes over the ground briefly, clearly and con-

cisely, until the honey is off the hives; touching

upon the most important points; and especially

does it teach when, where and how foundation

can be used to the best advantage; when combs
are preferable and when it is more profitable to

allow the bees to build their own combs.

Price of the book, 25 cents. The Review and

this book for 65 cents. Stamps taken, either U.

S. or Canadian. Back numbers of the Review
can be furnished.

Address W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE.
Every Farmer and Bee-Keeper should have it.

FifteeutliTlioiisaii(l,WliollyMs8i!

MUCH ENLARGED !

Contains many more beautiful Illustrations

and is UP to date. It is both pbaotic.^l and

SCIENTIFIO.

Prices; By mail, $1.50. To dealers, $1.00. In

100 lots, by freight, 50 per cent. off.

Addi-ess A. J. COOK,
lO-88-tf Agricultural College, Michigan.

Please mention the Reuieu).

The AmeriGan Apiculturist

Will be mailed to any address from October 1,

1888, to January 1, 1889, IPOK, 7'5 OtS.
Address American Apiculturist,

10-88-2t Wenham, Mass.

Please mention the Reuiew,

NE^ YORK. FOREIGN ORDERS SOLICITED, NEW JERSEY.

EASTERN * DEPOT
{Bees.) (Queens.)

MASS.
Z.H8-ti

Everything Used by Bee-Keepers.

Exclusive Manufacturer of tjie

Stanley Aiiloni:itic Honey-Ei^lractor.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

WHITE POPLAR OR BASSWOOD SECTIONS

Oru'-l'ieci', Dovftnil, or to nail. Any ouan- ';

tity, any size. ( 'oiniili'tc iiiacliinery--nne8t
wti'rk. Send for UandHoirie Illustrated ('nta-

logue. Free.. ;•

E. R. NEWCOMB, Pleasant Valley, Dutchess Co., N. Y

PlensK mention the Rouiew,

(XKNiN.
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A Brief History of the Review.

NE YEAR ago, lacking a month, the

gentleman whose portrait adorns (?)

this page embarked in the publica-

fion of the Bee-Keepebs' Review. It was

a rash undertaking.

At least, most people

would call it such; as

the bulk of his capi

tal consisted of the

confidence and good

will of his brother

bee-keepers. The
excellence of this

capital, however, was

shown by the fact

that fifty beo-keej)-

ers subscribed be-

fore the first num-
ber was published:

and when samples

were sent out, sub-

scriptions came
pouring in at the rate

of from fifteen to

twenty per day. The
skies were never

brighter. There need

be no more worry

about the financial

success of the Re-

view. Only keep up

its standard of excel-

lence, and all would

be well. Then came
sickness. First the

little daughter; then

her father. He lay in the big bed: by his

aide the little girl lay in her crib: while f he

wife and mother hung over them, and nursed

them back to health. But the Review? It

was cut down as an untimely frost outs down
a tender plant. JJravely jt^ editor wtnt to

work: and, finally, tiny shoots, in the shape

of subscribers, again began to appear. But
the vigor of the parent plant was lacking.

To drop the figurative, it became evident

that the enthusiasm, with which the Review
was welcomed, had received a check— been

nipped in the bud—

.

and that the expense

attending its publi-

cation must be cur-

tailed or it could not

live. Sleepless nights

and anxious days

were spent in think-

ing, thinking, think-

ing, endeavoring to

decide upon the best

plan of action. Only
one course seemed
open — the Review
must be "home-
made." There was
a long talk with the

printer, in which the

facts were frankly

and fairly stated.
Very kindly he con-

sented to give up the

contract and to sell,

upon easy terms, the

type that had been
bought new expressly

to use on the Review.

Then the "front par-

lor" of the Hutchin-

son "mansion" was
given up for an office.

A second-hand im-

paper cutter: as well as

galleys, etc., all really

/2/f^ fit ^^^^^^^2^^&^«^««^*»^.

posing stone and a

chases, rules, leads

as good as new, were bought at about half-

price of a man who got them on a mortgage.

Some type cases and a rack were made,

(ibout twenty sn:)aU fojit^ of new, display
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type purchased; and the gentleman men-
tioned in the opening lines of this history

commenced another rash undertaking—that

of attemi^ting, without previous experience,

to set up the type and make up the forms of

a magazine. It was difficult and discourag-

ing at iirst. Type that went to its place so

quickly and neatly under professional fin-

gers seemed to have become perfectly help-

less—couldn't even stand alone. But there

were no serious mishaps, while the work was

really fascinating—had the novelty of new-

ness. When an ad. came in, what pleasure it

was to see how neatly it could be gotten up,

how attractive it could be made to appear.

Then the arrangement of the ads., and the

other matter, in "making up," so that all

should have a pleasing effect—all this was

enjoyable. The wife and children became
imbued with the spirit of enterprise. They
addressed the wrappers, folded and stitched

the papers, and wrapped them up for mail-

ing—and—the life of the Review was saved.

Its subscription list climbed gradually up

until it has now reached 887. This is not a

large number, to be sure, but its beauty lies

in the fact that none of these good people

were either coaxed or hired to subscribe.

They bought the Review for the same rea-

son that they would buy a pound of shingle

nails or a sack of flour—for ifsclf. Of such

subscribers it can truthfully be said: once a

subscriber, always a subscriber. The friends

of the Review will be glad to know that,

even during this first year of its existence, it

has brought in a little more money than it

has cost; that, under its present method of

management, its publication could be con-

tinued with a subscription list of only 1,000;

that with 2,003 subscribers, a number that it

will j)robably have within Ihe next year, a

snuii little i)rofit would be left in the pocket

of its fortunate editor and i)roprietor.

The "Lateral," or Doolittle, Plan of Manip-

ulating Sections, SDme Evidence

in its Favor,

T. 8. HANFOED.

/r LLOW me to add my testimony in

j) favor of Bro. Doolittle's method of
the lateral movement of surplus
frames. I have been using this

method largely for four or five years, and
find it much superior to either side storing
or tiering uj). Esjjecinlly is it valuable in a
poor season, or when the honey flow is liglit,

and it is less trouble than tierinu up in our
bBHt honey flows. I usb clowed emd frames,

holding four sections, with permanent wood-
separators let into the end of the frames
and nailed fast. These frames rest on
strips one inch wide and a heavy quarter of
an inch thick, and as long as the inside
widtli of the hives, and placed over the ends
of the brood frames ; or they can be used on
any honey-board having a bee space above.
The side boards for these frames are % in.

thick, held together by spring and chain, or
a piece of rubber cord will hold ihem tight
enough. At the bottom of these side boards
I tack a strip of enameled cloth, three or
four inches wide, to cover the brood frames
that may be expo?ed, when using only three
or four surplus frames. By having extra
frames filled with sections and starters, I

think it is less trouble to open these suvers,
take out any frames that may be finished,
move the other frames up together and
place the new frames at the sidps, than it is

to fill an extra super, with 24 or 28 sections,
and place it under the super on the hive.

Besides, we don't know that we will really
need any more room than what tlie sui)er

we raised up contained, if it had been well
filled. There is not half as much fussing
about this as there is in using two or three
rows of sections in T supers and filling the
vacant si)aces with sides of secti' ns. A
sudden check in the honey flow, as we have
had so much of the past two seasons, is

liable to catch us with our almost filled

supei's raised and with empty ones under,
when nine times out of ten the bees will

take the honey out of the case above and
carry it below. If we could have taken the
finished sections out as they were filled, we
could have had some filled sections, instead
of a lot of partly filled ones. I vote for the
lateral movement of surplus frames every
time.

New Castle, Pa. Nov. 23, 1888.

Sections and TUeir Adjustment-A Criti-

cism of Mr. Doolittle's Methor's.

J.YMES HEDDON.

^ I have sai'1 before, I invented tha
first sections I ever saw. I took my
idea from the Bint'ham brood-cham-
ber, adding a lv)1tom tuece. Of

course, these sections we'c crude, holdinir

about three pounds eai li. put togetiier in

clami)S of eight, with idass on each sic'e,

held by spring wire, fiu'ht fitting t'^ps,

j)laced on the honey lioard and covered with
the old style caj). Others were working on
the same idea about the same time. Soon
much better aiul smaller sections were
bi-ought out, and, for seven years, I experi-
mented very carefully, and, as usual, on
(piite an extensive scale, until a few years
ago I settled down upon the simplicity sec-

tion, 4^4 X 4'4, only I made them just seven
to the foot, open top and bottom; but not
open at the sides. These sections are of
white pojilar, four-piece and notclied at the
corners. Since using these with the best of
sucoiBss. I have Iveen open to cbnvictioti. and
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watched for and studied for improvements,
but. so far as I can see, nothing better than
this is yet known to bee-keepers.

In regard to the stj'le of storing case for
adjusting these sections to the hive, I will
say that where separators are not to be used,
my old style of case, now known all over
the world as the Heddou surplus case, is the
best I know anything about. I do not be-
lieve that a single improvement can be
made upon it in any way whatever. Any
improvement that can be made in any direc-
tion will prove injurious to a greater degree
than it is beneficial. When separators are
desired, then this old style standard case is

not the thing, because separators must be
cut up, and complication at once created. I

believe that the very best separator case is

the one-story, wide frame with tin separator,
under my patent. But this separator case
has a serious objection. It is too costly,

when desired in large quantities. Tin sepa-
rators are costly as well as the case itself.

The next best thing, something cheaper and
lighter, is the T tin case, which I have used
more or less for four or five years, it being
first shown to me, and, so far as I know, in-

vented by Mr. Vaiidervort, of foundation-
mill fame. He has used it a dozen years or
more. Now, to close the (juestion of choice
in surplus cases, my advice is. first, if no
separators are to be used, my old style case :

if separators are to be used, and not so
many cases are to be made as to make their
expense a serious matter, my new style of
wide frame case, coming under my patent,
would be the choice. If, however, large
quantities are to be made, and economy in
iirst outlay is a matter of considerable
moment, I advise the use of the T tin case.

in its simplest form. Sections should always
run pai'allel with tlie brood-frames, for
several reasons which I will not occupy
space to give. A break-joint honey-board
should always be used between the sections
and the frames. The old time notion that
the whole tier of sections should not be ad-
justed to the colony at otirr. because it gives
too much surplus space to start on, is, in my
mind, simply an old supei'stition. rapidly
dying out. We iiave found an advantage in
using small sections, because when the first

surplus room was given, thf toj) of that room
was nearer the hrood-chainher. With regard
to tiering, I am not sure whether I invented
or borrowed tlie system ; but raHier think I

read about it somewhere, and at once
catching on to its superiority over all other
methods, adopted it tiie first year of my bee-
keeping. By the way, while I write this, I

remember distinctly that I got the idea
from my father-in-law, Charles Hastings,
even one year before T owned any bees. I

remember distinctly of his tiering vip 40

pound boxes, and remember so i iering such
boxes the first year of my bet -keeping, I'O

years ago. . I have practiced the system ever
since, with receptacles for both comb and.

. extracted honey. The advantages to be de-
rived from the tiering system are so com-
pletely outlined in your introduction to tlie

subject in last issue, that I feel there is

nothing left for me to say. You very cor-
rectly remark that the extra tini<' reiiuired

to put together the four-piece sections is of
little moment, for a boy will make very sat-
isfactory wages in putting them together at
")() cents a thousand. I had a boy who put
together a thousand every eight hours, be-
fore he had spent more than two or three
days at the business. The reason why the
notched corner, whether a right angle or
curved line corner, is always found upon
the one-piece section is because, if the open-
ing is cut clear through to the side piece, it

is more apt to warp and break the small
film of wood left to hold the sections to-
gether. That side i)iece gets a leverage
upon it, as it were, when the humidity of
the hive strikes the interior of the sections
and the upright begins to warp. Basswood
is most susceptible to the absorption of
moisture which causes warping. The claim
that the open-side section will induce the
bees to begin work earlier I do not believe.
I am very sure it is a fallacy in this location.
My bees begin in the sections just the mo-
ment the nectar in the flowers admit of it,

and they begin just as early with three
honey-boards between sections and brood-
chambers as with one, for I have made an
extensive test and proven it. The acute
angles created between the uprights by this
opening in the sides will be the cause of
gathering much glue, and would be an in-
tolerable nuisance, it seems to me, when
used in connection with separators. If
used in connection with separators,
the openings would be closed up by the divi-
sions in my old style case, and if no
such divisions are used, just think what a
place for ants and glue to gather. I desire
to go on i-ecord as saying that open-side sec-
tions will soon be things of the past. A side
ojjening case will always work better in the
imagination and in an illustration oc the
page of a bee paper than in actual use.
More then a dozwi of them have shot into
the bee-keeping horizon, but they all winked
out like little meteors, and so I believe
they always will. I know pretty well who
the ))ractical honey producers are in this
country. One who has read and written for
journals and produced honey on a large
scale for twenty years knows the difference,
immediately, between a theoretical and
practical writer. Such a one when reading
an article, no matter how eloquently and
skillfully written, will at once and correctly
determine whether the writer has an apiary
in his brain or in his back yard. I look
with interest for articles on this subject
from such men as H. L. Taylor and others I

might mention, who ship their honey to
market by the car-loads.
The article on the first page of Gleanings

for Nov. lotii, page HfV), is another one of
Mr. Doolittle's fine-spun theories, which no
one can afford to i)ractice. He starts out
with a wrong basis, which is that we should
follow nature. We don't want nature's
potatoes, nature's corn, nature's wheat, na-
ture's chickens, cows nor horses : but we
want much better ones, those which have
come about as a result of man's intelligence
opposing nature at the proper place and at

the right time.
T would not be afraid to offer two
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thousand dollars for good evidence that
there is any system of working surplus re-

ceptacles which will get a more complete
finish at the end of the season than will the
tiering up method, that will not lose honey,
or, in other words, reduce the surplus crop
in an exact proportion. Sometimes bees
will almost completely finish all their sur-
plus work without any compressing in any
manner, and then again they will leave lots

of it unfinished, and even the compressing
method will not finish it by a good ways,
and this depends upon the temperature and
honey flow outside of the hive. Do not for-
get this point : Who is there that is known
to be a practical dollars and cp»te honey-
producer who is using Doolittle^s method /

That is the point. You recollect that I put
that to the Chicago convention and that
busted the Doolittle man. Mr. D. talks as
though he lived in the Arctic regions—all the
time talking about '• warmth, warmth,
warmth." You know that I live e.vaeflij

on parallel 42, and I never had one bit of
trouble from low temperature, not even
with my weakest stocks, at a time when
there was one drop of surplus honey in the
fields. I hane been troubled with heat. I

have had perfect success in getting sections
finished when my style of supers are tiered
four high. If Doolittle's system would work
a bit, somebody would have been making
his hives and offering them. He has not
anything that he can sell to the public or
that any one else cares to make and sell.

DowAGiAc, Mich. Nov. 19, 188K.

Heldon Case, Wide Frames and T Supers,

the Last-Named Preferable.

DK. 0. C. MILLEE.

fHAVE heard men say they were satis-

fied with their arrangements for taking
surplus honey and wanted nothing bet-
ter. I have never had anything with

which I was entirely satisfied, and never ex-
pect to have. None the less, I think I can
tell something about the advantages and
disadvantages of different sections and
supers. At present I am using T supers and
one-i)iece, 4^4 x 4)^ x 1 If)-!*;, sections, which
is equivalent to saying that in the present
state of my knowledge I know of nothing
better. I have used, previous to using the
T supers, (! lb. boxes on box hives, also on
frame hives, wide frames, and Heddon
supers, giving each a thorough trial, and to
a less extent two or three other kinds of sur-
plus arrangements. If I were like some,
merely keeping a few colonies for the
pleasure of it, and cared nothing for the
amount of labor as compared with the
amount of surplus, I am not sure but I

would use wide frames. But as I am trying
to make the most money for my time and
labor, I can't afford wide frames. In their
defense, however, I may mention that the
difficulty of getting sections out of them
has been overrated. A certain W. Z. H., in
many respects a very decent kind of a man,
once said, if I remember rightly, that he

could empty a Heddon super while he was
getting the first section out of a wide frame.
Quite true, probably ; but it only showed he
didn't know how to empty wide frames,for the
flrst section should never be taken from a
wide frame, but the whole eight at once

:

and I think I can take 1,000 sections out of
wide frames in less time than out of Heddon
supers. Still, if I did not want to use sepa-
rators, I would rather use Heddon supers
than wide frames, on account of less labor
in manipulation. Even without separators,
I much prefer the T super to the Heddon,
on account of greater ease and safety in
taking out sections, particularly if the sec-
tions are allowed to remain in the supers
till the weather becomes cool.
In your editorial, Bro. Hutchinson, you

speak of "the inability to contract the sur-
plus apartment to less than a whole case" in
tiering up. Let me take issue with you.
Any number of sections from one to 24 may
be put in a T super. It is some trouble, and
I doubt if it would be desirable to put in
fractional parts of rows across, but 1 have
during the past season used a number of
supers in which each super contained a sin-

gle row, or six sections, and others contain-
ing 12 sections, the full super containing 24
sections. These partly filled supers work
satisfactorily—as satisfactorily, I think, as
any other system, with or without tiering
up. So long as I use T supers, I presume 1

shall each year use some partly filled. All

that is necessary is to put m place of an
omitted row a thin board in the bottom, or
some pieces of sections.
As to width of sections, I have used in

considerable numbers five different widths,
measuring (), 7, S, 5) and 10 to the foot. On
the whole I found no advantage in having
any other than the ordinary 2-inch, or, to be
exact, 1 15 10 inch.
When I first heard of side openings to sec-

tions I whittled them out in about 100 sec-

tions. So far as I could judge from so
limited a trial, I could see no advantage in
them. We are apt to become enthusiastic
over new things, especially those of "our
own git up," and I have thought that the
advocates of open sides were just a little too
extravagant in their claims. The claim
that " the greater accessibility to all parts
induces the bees to enter more readily " I

doubt. I have no difficulty in getting my
bees to commence work in sections as soon
as I want them to, and 1 wouldn't give a
cent, I think, to have them commence any
sooner than they do. (iive them a single

section (somewliere near the center of the
super), out of which honey has been emp-
tied, and there is no trouble about their

beginning as soon as I want them to. Con-
siderable stress is laid upon the point that a

bee can save a good deal of travel by going
across from one section to another, instead
of going around. What does she want to go
across for, or around, either ? If she has a

load to dei^osit in a section she would better

go straight up, transact her business, and
then go straight down again, without wast-
ing time in unnecessary travel crosswise. I

think bees may be a little more inclined to

extend their work side-wise, if there is
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ready access in that direction, and this may
count for something when the super is not
crowded full of bees. I have seen open bee-
ways with very straight combs well secured
to the sides, and I have seen just as straight
and just as well-secured work with closed
sides ; and I have seen bulgy work with
open as well as closed sides.

I changed from four-piece to one-piece
sections regretfully. The one-piece give
more trouble by being out of square. There
is trouble about breaking at the corners.
They have the "naughty" corner, but they
are more rapidly put tog^ether, and I changed
pretty largely, because I wanted to follow
the crowd. I don't believe in following the
crowd always, especially in morals and
l)olitic ; but as far as possible I think it is

better to use what is nearest a standard arti-

cle in the way of supplies. I like two-piece
sections well.

^ABENGO, III. Nov. 19, 1888.

The Heddon Case—"Wide Frames—Putting on

Sections—They Must be Handled

by the Case.

K. L. TATLOK.-

[ ; )K my markets and methods I have no
liesitation in saying that, as respects
size, the 4^4 xi?^, 7 to tlie foot, sec-
tion is the best. In markets with

which I am acquainted it is never, so far as
size is considered, placed second to any
other ; and is well adapted for use either
with or without separators.
As to the preferable pattern, I favor the

four-piece section. I have never seen a one-
piece section that I desired to use. It is

said that four-piece sections, after they are
l)ut together, get out of shape with hand-
ling : but one-piece sections will draw nut
of shape without handling. I have never
tried a make of which a considerable per
cent, would not work out of. shape in a
Heddon case or in a T super. It appears
also that the "naughty" corners cannot
well be obviated, and it is an objection, not
only because it is liable tu break the comb
in the next section in crating, but also be-
cause it contracts the openings for the bees
through the case. I think the sections are
better Hlled when the openings extend en-
tirely across them. In the four-i)iece sec-
tion the top and bottom pieces should be
fully -^H inch narrower than the sidfs.

As between white poplar and basswood,
the former is much tiie better wood for sec-
tions: it is whiter, keeps its color very mucli
better, is liarder, and show- little sensitive-
ness to moisture, while the latter stuins
easily, responds quickly and excessively to
moisture and drought, and on account of
this characteristic, as well as its softness,
the notched corners do not hold well. Pop-
lar sections, unless poorly made, if put to-
gether with a "former," as they should be,

are sufficiently firm.
Of all the cases in use, if sepaniturs are

not to be used, the " Heddon" Is unques-

tionably the best. It is cheaply made, and
is in every way convenient. As between this
case and the case with single tier wide
frames, I am in doubt. The first cost of the
former is very much less, the same number
of sections filled in this will be found to
contain about ten per cent, more honey than
if tilled in the other, but it takes longer to
clean the sections, and then they will not
look so well as those filled in wide frames,
and though with me there is no trouble in
packing the honey, it requires a little more
time and care to do it, and the honey is not
quite so smooth and fine in aj)pearance, nor
are the sections so nearly e(iual in weight.
( )n the other hand, if the wide frames are
properly made, the sections with little clean-
ing are as bright on all sides as when they
were put upon the hive ; and, for some rea-
son wliich I have as yet not been able to
divine, they are more nearly filled with honey
than any sections I have been able to get in
any other way : that is, I mean there is less

vacant space around the inside of the sec-
tions—of course, the combs are not so
thick. The whole time i-equired for manip-
ulating the sections in each of the two
kinds of cases from the beginning to and
including the packing of the honey is, I

think, about equal. For the present, at
least, I want both kinds. I am trying a
modified T super, but I am not yet prepared
to speak approvingly of it.

^Vhatever the kind of cases and sections
used, when the honey season is at hand,
there should be a sufficient number ready to
supply the colonies with all needed room for
storing their surplus. ^Vhen the honey flow
is fairly begun, I am on the lookout for
colonies that are in condition for working in

the sections. The honey boards are already
adjusted, and it is inconvenient to look for
bits of new comb on the tops of the brood-
frames. Indeed, that is <iuite unnecessary,
and withal a i)oor criterion of the condition
of the colony for working in the surplus de-
jjartmeut. I simi)ly raise the cover, and if

the upper side of the honey-board is well
covered over with bees, a case of sections
goes on so quickly that the latter do not have
time to take wing. Other cases are then
added as room is required. To properly de-
termine this point some skill and experience
is required. The strength of the colony, the
stage of the honey season, and the liberality

of the honey flow, are all to be considered.
\\'ith strong colonies in the early part of the
season, when honey is coming freely, space
should be given generously, and, under these
conditions, when a case is about one-quarter
full of honey, the corner sections being
filled about 0(iually with the center ones, a
new case is given by placing it on the hive
under the case already on. Less and less

space should be given as the above condi-
tions become less favorable, only the case
must always be taken as the unit. We can-
not afford to handle, in the bee yard, sec-

tions, wide frames, or fractions of cases.

To work to advantage, bees need elbow
room, and it is only necessary that they
should have so much ; but as we cannot
watch ( ach hive continually, and as thous-
ands of young bees are being added to the
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colony daily, it is better to anticipate some-
what their needs in this direction. In doing
this the cases are sometimes tiered up four
and Hve high, as I prefer not to remove the
honey till towards the close of the current
honey flow.

Lapeek, Mich. Nov. 'I'd. 188^<.

Sections and Supers—What Kind Shall We
Use?

OLIVEB FOSTEB.

§URELY no more seasonable subject
could be discussed in December, i'he

RiiViEW is to be commended, not only
for its choice of special topics, but for

its tact in arousing its contributors to a
lively discussion of those topics.

I discovered long ago that the most effect-

ual way to stir up a man was to tread on his

corns ; but the practical application of dis-

covery is left to art and science.

When in a November editorial we see
some of our pet "corns" assailed in the
stirring-up process, who wouldn't accept of a
kind and generous invitation to ' kick
back.'\

After using many thousands of both the
four-piece and the one-piece sections, I

most decidedly prefer the latter. They are
cheaper and more rapidly put up, but the
most important point in their favor is their
strength. One dovetailed corner to a sec-
tion is all that I can tolerate, and I often
long for some easy way to nail that corner.
If in rapid handling, we strike a four-piece
section .at one corner, it is easily knocked
out of S(iuare. If it contains a full sheet of
foundation, it is injured: if honey, it is

spoiled.
In tiering up by the case-full we get many

combs not firmly attached, especially at the
bottom. In shipping, it is best to place this

aide up. The retailer will lift it by this

piece, and if it is dovetailed, it will probably
come off.

It is claimed that white poplar is best for
sections, because it will not sliriiik as mucli
as basswood, is whiter, etc. Now, the
shrinkage of sections is a serious objection
only where a super is used that is not ad-
justable to shrinkage. As for whiteness,
why have sections so white ? Tlie lioney
does not look so white in them. I have for
four years stained my shipping and retail-

ing cases with asphtiltum—almost black.
The honey appears enough whiter and nicer
to pay for staining, and my package lias re-

ceived many words of praise.

For my own use I would jjrefer sections
made of some uniformly brown wood, such
as red elm or yellow poplar, I think it is. I

refer to the wood berry-boxes are made of.

Either of these woods is tough enough for
one-piece sections. Propolis stains would
not show on such sections and tlie honey
would look whiter.
Having elsewhere discussed the theoretical

advantages of open-side sections, I will

simply say that I have used them extensively
and almost exclusively for four or five years.

and shall continue to do so, believing, as I
do, that I can get the honey stored in them
more promptly and rapidly, and with less

contraction and tinkering with brood-cham-
bers. Last spring, as an experiment, I filled

four cases with ojien-side and closfd-side
sections—14 of each in each case. I placed
all the open-sides together on one side of
the case and the closed-sides on the other,
makiugiUo rows of each, lengthwise of the
case or super. I put foundation starters in
all alike, about IV inches wide. I placed
one of these cases on each of four colonies,
carefully arranging the center of the brood-
nest under the center of the super. Work
was commenced in all near the center of the
case, but always in the open-side sections.
^Vhen the supers were about ^-4 filled, perhaps
"s of the honey was in the onen-side sec-
tions. The closed-side sections in the cor-
ners were always finished last, and when the
supers were removed, among these were the
only unfinished combs.

It has been reported that the bees some-
times build combs through the open sides.

I have given this matter a thorough test this

season with wide side openings, crowding
the bees until they built comb and stored
honey in the .'>-ll> horizontal bee spaces be-
tween the supers, but I have never yet seen
combs connected through these vertical side
openings. Why should we expect it other-
wise ? The side openings are simply a con-
tinuation of the natural space between the
combs.

I would advise caution in adopting open-
side sections. Those who projiose using
them in a super of fixed size, in which they
can "rattle around," will probably decide
against them, as some have done. They cer-

tainly will, if it is the T super in which they
are tried. I thought this point was api)a-
rent to all, until I noticed it overlooked in the
November editorial.

The difiiculty arises from the fact that the
upright folds of the T tins separate the rows
of sections, causing three narrow spaces,
which extend from side to side of the super
and from the T tins to the top of the sec-
tions. Now, these spaces do no great harm,
unless the bees have access to them, but
where they do, tiiey plug them full of propo-
lis, soiling the sections and making extra j

work. With closed-side sections their only
j

access to these spaces is at the upper corners 1

of the sections, and by using an extra set of j

T tins in these openings .-it the top, all ac- h

cess to the sjiaces is shut ofl. But not so .!

with open-side sections, for with these in
'V supers, the bees have access to these nar-
row spaces all around every side opening
and no chance to shut them off.

Tliis dilliculty is also met to some extent
in all other supers of a fixed length, as tliey

nnist be enough longer than the tier of sec-

tions to allow of easy manipulation. A lit-

tle consideration of this point will reveal

one advantage of a case that is adjustable in

length as well as width. Perhaps those who
object to the open sides because of the so-

called naughty corners, have not yet learned
how to manage them. We make all our
shipi)ing and retailing cases fully }^ inch
wider than the tier of sections, and they can
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be tilled and emptied as rapidly and as safe-
ly with open-side sections as with the others.
The cover board holds the sections from
jostling.

With ret,'ard to supers, I am too modest ( ?

)

to say which one I prefer. I will simply say
that the leading feature of the one I use is

its adjustability in size from \ inch longer
and wider than the tier of sections it con-
tains to I4 inch shorter and narrower, by
which function the sections can be pressed
tight together both ways, even if they swell
or shrink, as they always do.
Aside from the ui.equaled ease in tilling

and emptying this super, the sections are re-

moved with the least possible injury to the
combs. The brace combs, which often con-
nect the outside combs with the sides of the
case, are pulled loose laterally, whereas they
would scrape or roll along over the surface
of the coml> while crowding them out of a
super of fixed size.

Mt. Vebnon, Iowa. Nov. 2(), 1HS8.

Sections and Section Supers.

DK. G. L. TINKEK.

EE-KEEPERS are steadily approach-
ing a standard section honey box—the
one-pound. The tendency is also to a
uniform size, the 4 14 x 4^4. and also

to a uniform width, the I's. Such a section,
having open sides, and used with separators,
will average one pound in weight.

It appears to be well settled that as much
comb honey can be secured in the one-
pound package as in any larger size, and
since the one-pound is the most popular in
the markets, it is likely to become a stand-
ard, as all other sizes of sections are gradu-
ally, but surely, going out of use. This fact
is shown by the steady and increasing de -

maud of supply dealers for the one-pound
l)ackages.

It is well known that the linn or basswood
is the only white timber from which one-
piece sections can be made. It is also
largely in use for this purpose, which is the
more unfortunate, as the basswood is one of
the best sources of honey for our bees. It

is not an exaggeration to say that when this

tree as it now stands iu the large forests is

destroyed that the production of honey will

become unprofitable, unless artificial pas-
turage can take its place, which is doubtful.
The rapid and increasing destruction of the
basswood is already causing serious appre-
hension in the minds of many of our best
bee-keepers. Mr. H. R. Boardman, whose
foresight and ability none will question,
stated to the writer not long since that the
basswood in his locality was rapidly being
cut down and used for sections. It was a
(juestion of only a few years when this
source of nectar for his bees would be de-
stroyed, when he doubted if bee-keeping
would not cease to be profitable. And I find
that this same estimate of the value of the
basswood to bee-keepers is held Viy many
others.
At the, present time bee-keepers are the

largest consumers of the basswood, and
every man who uses the one-piece section is

encouraging its further destruction. It

seems to me that such bee-keepers are
standing in the way of their own future
success, when self-interest should discour-
age, as far as possible, the cutting down of
basswood timber. Bee - keepers should
guard with jealous care the trees yet stand-
ing iu their localities, and in many instances
valuable trees may be spared with proper
effort.

If the one-piece section had any great ad-
vantage over the four-piece dovetailed sec-
tion, in the way of obtaining a larger sur-

plus, there might be some justification for
its use, biit no such advantage exists. The
only advantage claimed is that the one-
piece can be put together a little quicker
than the four-piece. But it often happens
that, owing to many breakages, the four-
piece section can be put together the most
rapidly. Certain it is, that the saving of
time in putting together the one-piece sec-
tion is not a serious item, when a few boys
at 2.") cents a day can put together, for a
small outlay and in short order, more four-
piece sections than any of our largest bee-
keepers can use. I always employ small
boys to put my sections together, and they
like no better fun.
But the one-piece section is always a frail

affair, and it is next to impossible to make
them true. ( )n the contrary, the four-piece,
if properly made, is much the stronger,
and it is easily made perfectly true, both in

size and width. Again, unless the former
are securely clamped in the super, they will

speedily assume a diamond shape and be-
come both unsightly and difficult to crate.

Lastly, the white poplar makes the most
beautiful section. It is a whiter wood and
not so easily soiled as the basswood. ( )wing
to its being a very brittle wood it cannot be
made into the one-piece sections. It must
be made either dovetailed or to nail. As
the white poplar is worth almost nothing
for any other purpose, and makes the best
section by far that is made, it is a marvel to

me why any bee-keepers should use the one-
piece section.
There is another timber, the white (jum,

growing extensively in this country, that
makes a nicer section than the white pop-
lar, but it is more difficult to work. The
wood is heavy and very fine grained, taking
a high polish from a properly fitted circular
saw. Home of it is almost as hard as white
hickory, but for that matter I can make
beautiful sections from the hardest white
liickory. Some of the gum trees are brash
and soft, and I am sure can be worked as

easily as the white poplar. The white gum
makes the best and nicest shipping crate

that is made. It holds a nail securely and
is less inclined to split than the white poplar.
For years I have sought a section or sur-

plus arrangement by which as much comb
honey could be secured as by the use of
brood frames in the supers. At last I can
say to bee-keepers, I have found it. It is the
use of the open side sections. .\t last it can
truly be said that no loss in comb honey is

occasioned by the use of a small package, if

so constructed as to favor the work of the
bees. .\nd only by providing the freest
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communications to all parts of a section
super can this be done. JNumerous closed
partitions in a super are so many barriers to
the work ol: the bees, and will ever result in
a diminished product. An item of the
highest importance in the construction of a
super is to provide free ventilation from end
to end and side to side. The nectar
brought in by the bees usually comes with a
rush, and it is fully one-half water, which
must be evaporated. It is carried at once
to the rapidly growing combs of ttie sec-
tions, and if a draft cannot be easily made
through all parts of the super, the ripening
of the honey must go on slowly and oy in -

creased and protracted labor of the bees.
No wonder they often get discouraged in
working in the old style of closed side sec-
tions, and often hesitate to make a start in
them. This one advantage will many times
offset any alleged advantage in handling
closed side sections. But the open side sec-
tion has numerous other advantages over
the closed sided. The edges of the combs
are built out even all around and the section
is perfectly tilled. The closed side section
is rarely built out square to the uprights of
the section, even in a good honey How, but
the bees are apt to leave a bee-space be-
tween the uprights and the edge of the
combs, except a thin attachment in the cen-
ter. VV^ith the open side section the bees
always build the edges of the combs straight
out to the uprights, and as a result put more
honey in them than in the same sized closed
side section. Hence it is that an open side
section, 434x414x1^^, will weigh on an
average as much as a closed side section 4I4

X 434 X 2. Again, with closed side sections,
it is seldom that the sections at the ends and
sides of the super are filled out as perfectly
as the central ones. But the open side sec-
tions fully and completely overcome this ob-
jection. The end sections will be filled out as
perfectly as any others, and no one-sided
combs are built.

In a moderate honey flow the bees take the
central rows of sections first and follow the
separators, the central end sections being
completed about the same time that the
center sections are : tlie sections at the side
of the case being the last to be completed,
the tendency being to complete all sections
in which work is begun.
After years of experience in the endeavor

to succeed in obtaining well built combs in
sections without sej)arators, I gave it up,
and I have resorted to every known expedi-
ent. I prefer wood separators, sawed
1-lG thick, and if made as wide as the
section is high, they give most excellent re-
sults. In the use of a section IT^' wide this
requires that the top and bottom bars
should be only \% of an inch wide, thus se-
curing a passageway '4 inch wide each side
of the separators. I also wish the separa-
tors perforated opposite the openings in the
side of the sections. For this purpose a%
augur hole answers every need, and is never
filled up with l>race combs. VVilh sections
and separators so constructed every section
has 12 openings into it for the passage of
the bees and for allowing free ventilation.
However the 8ui)er may be constructed

otherwise, the above points are first essen-
tials, as they are requisite to the successful
working of the bees. In all other respects,
a super should suit the- convenience of the
bee-keeper for ease and rapidity of opera-
tion. For this purpose I have found nothing
better than wide frames, one tier high, pro-
perly supported in a case. This requires
also that the side of the super be removable,
and retained in place by an adjustable hook
at each end of the case. The most practi-
cable device of this kind that I have used is

the invention of Mr. H. D. Cutting.
That the wide frames may be made light

and yet not sag with the weight of honey in
the sections, I place a bar or post in the cen-
ter of each frame, so that both the top and
bottom bars of the frame aid in supporting
the sections. So constructed, the top and
bottom bars require to be only 3-l(i thick and
1^8 wide. Such frames are cheap and afford
every desirable facility in handling four sec-
tions at once and tlie removal of sections as
fast as completed. The separators are not
made fast to these frames, so that it is an
easy matter to shake the bees off from a
frame of sections, and the center bar pre-
vents any liability of the sections being
thrown out of the frames from shaking
them. I leave the sections in the frames
until ready to crate them for the market.
They are then easily forced out of the
frames by placing a block the size of two
sections beneath and pressing the frames
down.
The principal objection I have to the T

super is that the whole case must be left on
the hive till all the sections are completed,
for only one section can be handled at a
time, and that with great liability of injur-
ing the combs, even by the most careful.

But it is not practical to take off one section
at a time in a large apiary, so that all the
sections must be left on till all are com-
pleted, and when, as is often the case, the
honey comes in slowly the center sections
are liable to be soiled by being travel stained
when left on too long. Besides if the tops
and bottom bars of the sections are exposed
they will be more or less soiled.

Again, the T super cannot be made to work
right with the open side section and wood
separators as above described. It is admit-
ted that it works fairly well and is very cheap
for holding the closed side sections.

As more T supers would be required to run
an apiary than of the wide frame supers, the
claim is made that although a little cheaper
than the latter, the cost of the number re-

(]uired for an apiary is about the same, with
all the advantage of facility of operation on
tlie side of the wide frame super. I may add
that after a trial of a great many kinds of
section sui)ers, I have found none that give
the perfect satisfaction of the wide frame
super.
The advantage of storifying supers is fully

recognized and no super is perfect that does
not admit of being raised up and an empty
one placed beneath it thus permitting the use
of as many sections on a hive as may be de-
sired.

New Phila., Ohio, Nov. 2, 1888.
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Bee Conventions.

MAHALA B. CHADDOCK.

jROFESSOR Cook says, at the close of
a most excellent letter in behalf of the
American Bee-Keepers' Association

:

" I have spoken ; who will speak next ?

In answer. I say "I will.'' I am of the
opinion that it doos not pay to attend these
conventions—unless one has an ax to grind.
Professor Cook ouyht to <io : it will pay him
to do so. Mr. Hutchinson, Heddou and
Root all have something to go for. Mrs.
L. Harrison gets better pay for what she
writes because she attends the conventions.
Dr. A. B. Mason can sell his recipes for
preserving egg^. The Dadants can talk
about their most excellent foundation. D.
A. Jones ought to be there to keep up with
the times. This applies to tlie editors of all

the bee journals : but for the common bee-
keepers, like myself, it will not pay.
Itjs too small an affair to get cheap rates

on railroads. To make it popular it ought
to be tacked on to some big affair likt the
soldiers' re-union. Now, if the bee-keei)ers'
convention had been at Columbus at the
time that the G. A. R. men went there on
that excursion, I could have gone there and
back for six dollars and fifty cents. Nearly
all our neighbors went and that was all the
fare they had to pay. I know I should try it.

anyway. Now, next year, won't somebody
try to have the convention attached to some
big affair—like a buttouliole bouijuet on a
fat man—and then we will get excursion
rates, and everyl)ody can go. But, if I ever
do get money enough to go to one of their
conventions. I hope none of the members
will remember anything about "axes to
grind," nor lay anything that I have said up
against me.

Vermont, III. Nov. 17, 1W8.

The + Bee-Keepers' + Keview,
PUBLISH Kl) MONTHLir.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Editor & Proprietor.

TERMS:—.50 cents a year in advance, two
copies for 95 cents; three for $1.35; five for $2.00;

ten or more, 35 conts each; all to be sent to one
POST OFFICE. In clubs to different post offices,

NOT LESS than 45 cents each.

FLINT, MICHIGAN, DECEMBER 10, 1888.

"PRACTICAL BEE-KEEPING."

Mr. D. A. Jones is writing some papers

upon '"Practical Bee-Keeping." They are

being published in his paper, the C. B. J.

We expect to have room to review them in

the next issue. As their author is a practi-

cal apiarist, something "practical" may be

expected.

TWENTY PAGES.

To make room for the comprehensive
index, also for the increased amount of ad-

vertising that appears in this issue, we have

added four extra pages, making twenty
in all.

SENDING PAPERS AFTER THE SUBSCBIPION HAS

One man, in sending in his subscription,

said: "You may send me the Review one
year, upon this condition: that you will stop

it when the time is out." Good. This is a

man after our own heart. This putting of a

paper into a man's pocket, or the next thing

to it, a paper that he has not ordered at that,

and then in a few months turning around
and asking him to pay for it; then, if he

doesn't respond to the "dun," threatening to

sue him: following this up, perhaps, by pub-
lishing an undignified "whine" about delin-

quent subscribers—all this is not only very

unpleasant and unbusiness-like but inijiist.

We know editors offer all kinds of excuses

for this sort of thing; but we believe that the

true reason has never been published: we are

led to believe that the secret spring moving
them to such action is the fear that many of

their subscribers do not think enough of the

paper to renew, and it is the desire of the

editors to force their papers upon such sub-

scribers just as long as possible. We shall

promptly stop the Review when subscrip-

tions expire. Upon the wrapper of the last

number will be stamped: "Your subscription

expires with this number:" and if there is

anyone who does not care enough for the

Review to renew—why, we shall be sorry,

and that is the best we can do.

QUEEN BBEEDEBS JOUBMAL.

In these latter days we are getting spec-

ialty down pretty fine. We now even have a

journal devoted especially to queen rearing.

"Vol. I. No. 1." of the Quet'H Brpeders'' Jour-

nal, looking bright and fresh, lies upon oar

desk. It is the same in price and size as the

Review, but the type is larger and all the

matter leaded, and this first issue is really

creditable, both in appearance and contents.

Our only fear is that there are not enough

queen breeders to support a journal devoted

especially to their calling; but then, a large
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share of bee-keepers are more or less inter-

ested in queen rearing, and perhaps there

will be enough of them subscribe, in addi-

tion to the queen breeders, so that the Q. B.

J. can make a "live" of it. We hope so, as

this first issue shows that it is deserving

of success. With pleasure we welcome it to

our exchange list.

In his introductory the editor says: "The
industry of apiculture has crystalized itself

into three distinct classes, viz.—Honey pro-

duction, supply manufaturing and queen

rearing. We believe the last named branch

deserves more attention than has been given

it in the past. We shall do all in our i)ower

to promote its best interests, and bend our

energies to inspire the American breeders to

the successful production of the best queens

in the world."

"EXTKACTED.

We had hoped to give, in our "Extracted"

department, the views of Messrs. Miller and

Doolittle upon our special topic, as they

appear in the last two numbers of Gleanings

;

but our own correspondents needed so much
elbow room this month that the "Extracted"

department was crowded out altogether. As

most of the readers of the Review are, quite

likely, also subscribers to Gleani)iys, and, as

these articles have appeared so recently, it

is, perhaps, just as well as it is.

HOW TO MABK SHIPPING CASES WITH A STENCIL.

In the opposite column we have a little to

say about having sections and crates neat

and tidy; about wrapping them with paper

that they may reach the markets in a clean

condition. There is one more little item in

this line that it might be well to mention;

and that is the use of a stencil in marking the

cases for shipment. Very seldom do we see

a neat job in this line. The blacking gets un-

der the plate, giving the letters a blurred ap-

pearance. Then the brush slips over the

edge of the plate and daubs the fingers and

wood. For holding the plate in position we
have always used a little wooden frame a

trifle smaller than the outside of the plate.

This firmly holds tlie i)late so that it cannot

move about; als(f protects the fingers and

wood from the brush. We have always used

a brush having very short, stiff bristles.

Lately, our brother wished to mark some

crates; failing to find the brush, he wrapped
a piece of an old woolen stocking around the

end of a stick, tying it securely, thus forming

a swab. With this for a brush the lettering

was simply perfect—just as neat as print.

The pressure of the swab held the plate

firmly against the wood, while its porosity

enabled it to absorb, and yet give out in the

right proportion, the mixture of lamp-black

and kerosene. Thirty crates were marked
with once dipping the swab in the blacking.

THE BEST KIND OF SECTIONS. AND THEIK

MANIPULATION.

It is evident that those bee-keepers who
are not satisfied with the four-piece, white

poplar sections have never used any that are

first-class. They must be made of well sea-

sored timber, dovetailed so that they must
be driven together, either with a mallet or a

former. Such sections as these are faultless.

They are not knocked out of shape even by

rough handling ; neither do the top-bars

come off when the honey is lifted from a

case. Most strenuously do we object to the

use of dark wood for sections or shipping

crates, or to the painting, or even staining,

of the cases for holding honey. We have

seen sections of a dirty-brown, colored wood,

also of black walnut ; have seen cases or

crates stained, painted, and even varnished,

and to us they seemed failures. Let the

honey and its surroundings be neat, clean

and white—beautiful in their simplicitj'_

To daub on paint or asphaltum varnish

seems a desecration. It is asserted that

dark sections and cases make the honey ap-

pear whiter by contrast. Possibly ; but the

contrast is not a pleasing one. To make a

comparison : it is like a colored oil-cloth i

spread, for a dining table, instead of the

" snowy linen." Honey, in its virgin i)urity

is a beautiful luxury. We know not witli

what to compare it, unless it be a sweet

young girl ; and we think robes of white are

the most becoming for either. That the

beautiful white shipping cases may reach

the market unsoiled, we have wrapped them

with paper. You may smile if you like, but

the purer, cleaner, sweeter and more deli-

cately neat appear our delicious combs ol

lioney, the more tempting are they to the

man who is conducting a debate between his

pocket-book and the desire to brighten the

eyes and gratify the appetites of wife and
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children. But very little evidence appears

aga inst the open-side sections. Some think

them no better ; while others are loud in

their praise. Last month we gave Dr. Mil-

ler a playful "dig."' because he was so slow

in thinking of how it was possible to con-

tract the surplus room in a T super or in a

Heddon case. Now we are obliged to plead

guilty to a greater amount of thick-headed-

ness. Until reading the excellent article of

friend Foster's, that appears in this issue, it

never occurred to us that the T super was
not just the thing in which to use open-side

sections. The upright portions of the T
tins separate the rows of sections, and the

side openings allow the bees access to these

cracks, which are, of course, filled with pro-

polis. With wide frames, or particularly

wifli the Foster case, this difficulty does not

appear. Wide frames, one tier of sections

high, receive a warmer support than we
really supposed they would. There is cer-

tainly no better method of using tin separa-

tors than by nailing them to wide frames ;

while, so far as results are concerned, the

wide frame system is perfection. The ob-

jections to wide frames are their cost, and a

little more labor in manii)ulating. In their

favor it may be said that they atford the

most convenient method of contracting the

surplus room to a less capacity than a whole

case of sections : while, if placed in a case,

they may be handled a case full at a time.

And we must say that our friend Taylor is

decidedly in the right when he says that, in

the apiary, we can afford to handle sections

only by the case full. That the proportion

of unfinished work may be diminished by a

careful gauging of the surplus room near

the close of the honey harvest is undoubtedly

true ; but, simply for the sake of this ad-

vantage, we cannot afford to adopt fixtures

that will be a hinderance during the height

of the harvest. At i)resent the apicultural

finger is pointed at pound sections; top-

storing; tiering-up; and some sort of a case.

Whether wide frames will stay in the case is

doubtful : u)e think they will drop out.

Since the above was in type, and after the

matter for this number was all set up, in came
a long article from Mr. H. R. Boardman.
We are the more sorry that it cannot appear

in this issue, as it is a most excellent defense

of the use of wide frames in full liives. For-

tunately, it is of such a nature that it will

''keep," and our readers may look for it in

the January Rbview.

BEE HIVES.

We are going to do something courageous.

Listen. The Jan. Review is to discuss

" Bee-Hives." This will be almost equal to

discussing a lot of babies in the presence of

their mothers. The man who could engage

in such a discussion, do justice to the sub-

ject and to the babies, and come off with

dying colors, would be awarded the proud

title of •' a genius." It would require more
than genius to conduct such a discussion

harmoniously. Tact would be needed : and

a review and analysis of the principles of

beauty, sweetness and cuteness, as applied

to babyhood—the work so neatly done, so

pat, that all listeners would, unconsciously,

arrive at a unanimous decision—this would

be a most magnificent piece of skill and

tact. How much more diplomatic than say-

ing that Mrs. Healthy has the most hand-

some baby. It is in this manner that we
propose to carry on the debate upon " Bee-

Hives"—discuss principles instead of indi-

vidual hives. It may not be possible to ad-

here strictly to this rule, but we consider it

desirable. The stronger the arguments, the

warmer their welcome : but all must be

courteous.

In "Bees and Bee-Keeping." under the

head of •' Hives for Bees," Mr. Frank Ches-

hire shows that external protection is essen-

tial : that, lacking this, a crust or envelope

of closely clinging bees must be formed

upon the outside of the cluster, thus forming

a living hive, inside of which it is possible

to maintain a temperature of 95°. This en-

velope or crust would vary in thickness ac-

cording to the temperature. Upon our

hottest days it would break up altogether.

By furnishing the bees with an outer cover-

ing the workers composing the "living hive'"

are released for other labors ; l>ut if the hive

is too large the bees cluster at one side or

corner, thus leaving one side of the cluster

exposed, over which must be formed a pro-

tecting crust of bees. Mr. Cheshire saya

:

"It is true that hives gather no honey, but

in so far as they ettect the objects which

have engaged our attention, they are the

cause of much being gathered."

These remarks of Mr. Cheshire naturally

introduce the question of the sizi- of hives.

That it should be adapted to tlie size of the

colony, the season, etc., is admitted by all ;

but the question of how the capacity of a

hive shall be changed ought to lead to a
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lively debate. If the combs are very deep it

is impractical to contract or enlar>:Ce the

brood-nest, except laterally, and by the aid

of division boards : but this method allows

of a most complete control of the degree of

contraction. Changing the size of the

brood-nest vertically is practical only with

shallow combs : and the shallower the combs
the more perfectly can this method of con-

traction and expansion be managed. As

bees strive to put their work in a globular

form, with the honey at the top and the

brood at the bottom, it is evident that the

brood-nest ought to be more shallow than

broad. For awhile before swarming-time a

large brood-nest is needed : larger, at least,

than is needed after the main honey harvest

has come. We do not wish to discuss in this

issue the contraction of the brood-nest, ex-

cept as it has a bearing upon the hive ques-

tion. That is, what style of hive will enable

us to practice contraction to the best ad-

vantage. As top-storing and tiering-up are

now almost universally practiced, and as

bees usually work much more readily in sec-

tions that are over the brood, it is evident

that a hive allowing vertical contraction is

the one for the "' contractionists '" to use. If

contraction is not to be practiced, then there

arises the question of what size shall be the

brood nest. Some plead for generous space,

that the queens may not be cramped for

room, as though this condition of afifairs

were very undesirable and unprofitable.

Were queens expensive, this plea would be

worth consideration ; but, as the capital is

in the combs, honey and hives, rather than

in the queens, the question as to which

should be kept employed at the expense of

the other's idleness, needs no argument. If

the size of the brnod-nest is to remain un-

changed, then let it be of such capacity that

an ordinarily prolific queen will fiU it at the

height of the breeding season. Let the size

be less than this, rather than more. Eight

Langstroth combs, or their equal, will fur-

nish sufficient room.

Aside from a small l)rood-nest, to secure a

more complete filling of the combs with

brood, or to lead to more rapid work in the

sections, there be mentioned the making of

hives in such a manner that they may be in-

verted. Tlie masses have not seemed to

take kindly to inversion. Like many new
things, it has been extravagantly praised ;

but it is far from valueless, and well worthy

of notics in the discussion. With a hive

having a horizontally divisible brood-cham-

ber, the interchange of the parts accom-
plishes the same results as inversion.

In northern climates bees need more pro-

tection in winter than is afforded by single

wall hives. In the latitude of Michigan this

is best afforded by a cellar ; farther south

some kind of packing is probably preferable.

Whether this packing shall be in the shape of

the so-called chaff hives, or in something of

a temporary nature that can be removed in

the spring, is another debatable point. We
know that temporary packing calls for a little

extra labor, some untidine v^, and a some-

what unsightly appearance in the apiary

during the winter ; but it is cheaper than

chaff hives, while the' advantage of having

light, single-walled hives during the working

season, hives that can be picked up, handled,

manipulated, tiered-up, carried, if necessary,

to a distant but more desirable location

—hives, in short, that can be handled in a

way that means buxhiei^s—all these advan-

tages are so great thatwe should never think

of adopting the chaff hive.

Speaking of the greater ease with which

an apiary can be managed when the bees are

in single-walled hives, brings up the point

of handling hives instead of frames. Pre-

venting after-swarming by moving about

the hives is an illustration. With small

hives, or those that can be handled by sec-

tions, and in which the frames are securely

fastened, the queen may be found by shak-

ing out the bees, instead of going over the

hive comb by comb. When raising extracted

honey, the supers, with such hives, may be

freed from bees in a similar manner, just as

they are driven from a case of sections.

When contracting the brood-nest, one sec-

tion of the hive is removed, instead of tak-

ing out combs and putting in "dummies."
As the physician judges of internal condi-

tions by external symptoms, so the practiced

eye of the bee-keeper can easily determine

the condition of a colony without removing

a comb. As a taking apart and thorough

examination of the human body was neces-

sary before it was possible to learn to accu-

rately "judge of internal conditions by ob-

serving external symptoms," so movable

frames allowed us to learn of the mysteries

of the bee-hive, and to reach that stage

when tlie taking apart of the brood-combs is

seldom necessary. Such being the case,

hives that allow us the most completely to

handle them instead of frames are, other
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things being equal, the most desirable.

There are also some minor points to be

considered. Shall the bottom board be fast

or loose ? How shall the hives be put to-

gether at the corners 'i With what kind of a

joint shall the different stories fit together ?

Shall the frames be covered with a cloth, or

shall they be separated from the cover sim-

ply by a bee-space ? etc. We will briefly

give an opinion upon these points. For

shiijping bees, or for moving them from one

locality to another, a fast bottom board is an

advantage : aside from this, all the advan-

tages, and thei'e are quite a number, are with

the loose bottom board. Unless hives are to

go together with a "telescope" joint at the

joining of the different stories, there is no

excuse for having the corner joints a bevel;

unless the frames are covered with an oil

cloth, or similar covering, there is no excuse

for the " telescope " joint: unless the cover

is raised more than bee-space above the

frames, there is no excuse for the oil cloth :

and there is no excuse for raising the cover.

As we said at the close of our editorial last

month upon "Sections," this subject of

"Bee-Hives" is a broad- one, and it is im-#

possible to touch upon all points ; but cor-

respondents are not only at liberty, but are

invited, to introduce anything of import-

ance bearing ujion the subject. If anyone's

"corns" have been trodden upon, let them

"kickback" as vigorously and beautifully

as has our friend Foster.
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surface, all combine to Rive the book a pecuiiarl
neat nd t;wty appearance.

The price of "The Production of Comb Tfcmey
is '25 els.

For 65 cts. we will send the Review one year and "The Production of Comb Hour y." For Sl.OO w
will s>nd all the numbers of the Review for the present year ilf<(-.si, flu" Revikw for next y( ar 1 1)->9

and the "Tne Produf-tion of Comb Honey;" or, for the same amount iSl.tJOi. we will send the Review
for TWO years from Jan. 1st, 1889, and "The Production of Comb Honey."" Stamps taken, eitlier U. I

or Canadian.
Address W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mic]
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Before Settling
On a Section and Super you should not f^ il to

investigate the merits of the Adjustable
Honey Case. My illustratea pamplilet,

"How to Raise Comt Honey," tells all about it and
improved metlious s^uerally. Send five, one cent

stimps for pamphlet aud free catalogue of Bees
Queens & Supplies.

OLIVER FOSTER,
Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa.

Please nmntion ih,_- Ri-uie.,:

BEE-HIVES, SECTIONS, ETC.
We make the best bee-hive.s, shipping-crates,

sections, etc., in the world; and sell them the
cheapest. We are offering our clioicest, white
I^tx-ti^ sections, in lots of 500, at $3.r)0 per 1,0U0.

Parties wanting 3,000, or more, write for^spwcial

prices. No. 2 sections, $2.00 per 1,000. Cata-
logues free, but sent only when ordered.

G. B. LEWIS, & CO.. Watertown, Wis.

^^mmmxaA.^

P/nase mention the Reuiew.

B. A. BURNETT,
Commission Merchant,

161 South Water St. Chicago.

Fruit, Vegetables, Butter, Eggs, Poultry,

Game, Wool, Seeds, Honey, Etc.

/fe/cr to Editor REVIEW, to North Western National Banli,

Chicago, or to any Commercial Agency-

f/euse mention the Reuiew.

Honey For Sale

Address

DOWiGIiC, mcH.
Please mention the Reuiew.

Maii..„,;inent for Sprine, The Best—Much be- |

pends Upon Circumstances 49
Manual of the Apiary, Cook's 1.36

I

Manipulation 68 '

Moisture Unimportant, Except in its Relation
to Tempeiature 161 t

Moisture and Temperature 16sJ

Moisture, Vo Injury from 164
Moisture—How to Avoid it and its Effects 163
Moisture 155

j

Moisture Easily Avoided. Injurious Effects of. 164
[

Moisture and its Relation to the Wintering of
Bees 166

Moisture, Protection Against 173
MoistuPB in Bee-Cellars 165
Moisture to be Avoided—Its Relation to Tem-

ppirature and Ventilation 161
Moisture and Ventilation 162
North American Bee-Keepers' Society, the

next Meeting of the 117
Non-SwarmlnK System, Simmin's 2T>

[16-pag-e Weekly—$1.00 a Year.]

IS the Oldest. Larg-est and Cheapest weekly
bee paper in the Woi'ld. Sampiel'ree.

i**r* *i: PUBLISHER s'f,
. ,, W^,

923 & 02.-J West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

The Queen Breeders'
JOURNAL.

£. L. PRATT, Pub, Marlboro, Mass.

A It) page Montlily devoted to Queen K°aring.
Price 50 cts. a year Send yonr name on a postal
and receive a sample copy of this bright, new.
journal. Address, The Q. B. Journal.

17.5 Main St. Marlboro, Mass.

CIRCULARS of the HUBBARD

Patent Hive
Will interest you. Send for thorn: or, better

yet, send 10 cts. for the valuable little book: "First
Principles of Bee Culture." Main feature of the
hive: convenience in handling liees in the brood
chamber.

No Section Crate made comes nearer pleasing
everybody than mine. Built to order for any
hive. If you are going to purchase twenty or
more of some one for season of 1889, will send
you one for a sample Free.

I am especially desirous of corresponding with
parties who purchase 20,000 or more se-otions a
year.

a. K. HUBBARD,
La (jrange, Indiana.

("After Feb. 1st will be in a new factory at Ft.

Wayne, Ind.)

Please mention the Reuiotu. , .

rMttllBllCS 118 V
Scores Preferable, Early Gathered 130
Stores, Winter 132
Sugar, What's the Matter with? 161
Suear Syrup, Chancing it with Honey 129
Sugar is Used it Must be Fed Early, If 133
Sugar, Late Feeding of 150
Sugar Stores, Loss of Bees by the Crystaliza-

tion of 151
Sugar for Winter Stores 15.')

S: pers, Contracting the Surplus Room in 166
Sweet Clover—How it can be Spread—Its

Value as a Honey Plant 35
Swarm Conlrcllers 85

Taking away the Queen During the Honey
Harvest 81

Temperature for Cellar Wintering 18
Temperature. Foon More Important than 97
Temperature, Ventilation Needed only to Con-

trol 149
Temperature, Moisture an'' 162
Temperature, Water an Aid in Controlling 164
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THE "REVIEW." TliB Pfoiluction flf Comb Hofley.

If evpr a bee-paper wais started witli a jjlace

ready and waitinf^ for it, the RtviEW has enjoyed
tliat good fortune. Tlie first number was wel-
come;! before it was read, and wlien it was read it

took its place easily and at once among the things
tiiat justify their own existence, and need no pro-
bation before being fully and finally accepted.
It is an imitation of none of its contemporaries,
while it is on a level with tlie best of i:hem, both
in tlie merit of its general sch"in(> and in its typo-
graphical neatness. .

SPECIAL FEATURES.
One special feature is tiiat of reviewing current

apicultural literature. This is not done in the
usu.tl, stereotyped, conventional, platitudiual
manner, but ail the bee-journals are read, and
when a valuable idea is found it is seized upon
and made tlie subject of a short, crisp, terse edi-
torial. Errors and fallacious ideas are treated in
a similar manner. Another feature is tliat of
making each issue what might l)e termed a "spe-
cial number." A "leader." or introductory edito-
riaLo"ftpou some special topic appears in the num-
ber preceding the one devoted to its discussion.
This gives correspondents a cue to follow in pre-
paring their articles for tlie coming number. No
pains are spared to secure, as correspondents,
practical, successful b?e-keepers who are able to
write, from experience, articles that are a real
h="lp to lioney producers. The editor's extensive
acquaintance with bee-keepers enables liim to be
eminently successful in securing exactly the in-
formatiim needed upon each topic. For a whole
month he works upon each special topic, gather-
ing tog'ther the best that is known upon the sub-
ject, and tlie cream of his researches appears in
the ni'Xt issue.

TOPICS ALREADY DISCUSSED.

The Jan. number discusses "Disturbing Bees
in Winter." The Feb. issue is devoted to "Tem-
perature," as applied to l)i'e-rei)ositories. The
.\lar(;h number takes up "Planting for Honey."
"Hpring Managt'ment" is the special topic of the
April issue. Tue May number discusses the
"Hiving of Bw>8." "Taking Away the Queen
During th > Honey Harvest" occupies the .June
issue. Tue .July number gives the best that is

known upon "leeding Hack." "Apiarian Exhi-
bitions at Fairs" is the special tojiic of the Aug.
Review. Sep. takes up the question of "Food,
ami its Relation t<i the Wintering of liees.'

"Ventilation of Bee-Hives and Cellars" is well
"ventilated" in the Oot. issue. The Nov number
cannot well be called "dry," as it is filled with
the b;'st of reading up(m "Moisture, and its Ke-la-
tion to the Wintering of Bees." The present
number, as will be seen, discusses "Sections, and
their Adjustment on tlie Hive."

TESTIMONIALS.

It is customary for jiapers to puidish tostimn-
nials in regard to the r excellence; and, although
the HEVItW has receiv. d "stacks" of th" most
flattering ones, its editor cannot bring himself to
allow them to appear in its columns. Tiiey snem
out of place—a journal should speak for itself.

Price of the Review. "lO cts. a year. Samples
free. Back numbers can be furnished.

Although this neat little book contains only 4.i

pages, it furnishes as much practical, valuable in-

formation as is often found in a book of twice its

size. The following is a brief outline of its

CONTENTS.
The "Introduction" gives a concise sketch of

the author's experience in producing comb honey
and explains liow the book came to be written.

The first chapter, "Securing Workers for th«e_ Har-
vest." sets forth the advantages of cellar winter-
ing combined with spring prutecti<m; giving the
best and cheapest method of securing the latter.

Under the head of "Supers" the author names his

favorite surplus case, giving reasons for the pref-

erence.
Tue next topic is that of "Separators." Their

advantages and disadvantages, the conditions un-
der which they are needed and the methods nec-
essary for their abandonment are brielly told.

Then "Sections" are taken up; the good and
badtjualilies of the ditferenl kinds mentioned;
the time for putting them on given; and the ad-
vantages of having them filled with comb, espe-

cially in the spring, fully exidaiued.
Tlie next three pages are devoted to "Tiering-

Up," in which the oiierations of this system are
explicitly described, showing the ease with which
it enal)les a bee-keeper to handle a "Honey -Show-
er." Tiien follow "Hiving Swarms on Empty
Combs;" "Hiving Swarms on Foundation;" and,
"Hiving Swarms on Empty Frames;" in which
the question ot profitably dispensing with fuU
sheets of f<mndation in the brood-nest when hiv-

ing swarms is made perfectly clear, and thorough
instructiims given for its accomplishment.
"Tiie Building of Drone Comb,"—Tiiis appears

to have heen the great stumbling-stone in the
road to success witli starters only, hence six pages
have i)een given up to tiiis subject. Why bees

l)uild it, is well (considered; and the way to pre-

vent its construction made i)lain. The next two
pages are useil in answering the que.stion, "What
Shall be Used in the Sections?' That is, when
founchdiim shall be used; when combs; and when
the bees shall be allowed to build their combs.
Under the head of "Secretion and Utili2ati<m of

Wax," attention is called to the fat't that we have
been losing a big thing by not utilizing the nat-
ural wax secretion. Illustrations are given, and
suggestions made.

TYPOGRAPHICAL NEATNESS.

So far as typographical neatness is concerned,
the book is a little gem. It is printed from new
type (.brevier I : the matter ieaded;tlie paper heavy,

delicately tint-d and super-ca^ndered; the press-

work a "credit to the craft." But it is the cover,

which is liright yellow card-board, passe<l through
acoml>-foundation mill, that lias brought forth

the most enthusiastic encouiums. The work is

very nicely done, and, at the first glance, the

cover would almost be taken for foundation;
while the beautifid twig of b'l.sswood upon the

back of the cover and the artistic lettering uptm
the front, printed as th^-y are upon a corrugated
surface, all combine to give the Dock a peculiarly
neat nd tiisty appearance.

Th" price of "The Production of Comb Honey'
is 2.") cts.

For 1)5 cts. we will s.-ud the Review (me year and "The Production of Comb Honry." For Sl.OO we

will s >nd all the numbers of the Review for the present year ( 188si, the Revikw for next y( ar (
l^«ti

and the "Tne Production of Comb Honey;" or, for the same amount iSl.(JOi. we will send the Review

for TWO years fnmi -Jan. 1st, 188D, and "Tlie Productitm of Comb Honey." Stamps taken, either U. 8.

or Canadian.
AddreSH W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.
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Divisible, Intercliangeable, Reversible

HONSY-GASS-

(Patented Dec. 20, 1887.)

Pnp descriptive circular and price-list,

^^1 Address

Box 194,

THOS. M, COBB, Patentee,

Grand Rapids, Midi.

The Canadian Bee Journal.
FIRST $ WEEKLY IN THE WORLD!

.Just now we wish to increase our subscription
list by doubling it, hence, we make a special of-
fer. For every yearly suljscription received we
will send free, by return mail, books relating to
bee-keeping, to the value of $1.00. They are as
follows: "Queens and how to Introduce them;"
"Bee Homes and how to Build themf' "Wintering
and Preperations therefor;" "Bee-Keepers' Dic-
tionary;" i'Foul Brood, its Cause and Cure;" and
Rev. W. F. Clarke's "Bird's Eye View of Bee-
Keeping." Samples of tlie C B. J free.

American currency or stamps, also postal notes
and money orders taken at par.

THE D. A. JONES CO., Ltd.,

7-88-tf. Beeton, Ont., Canada.

B-A.CK: -VOLiXJlvrES
OF

The American Bee Journal
FOR SALE.

We (jffer for sale the first sixteen volumes of

this grand old journal, nicely bound in cloth and
morocco, for SlO.i 0.

Considering the value of these volumes for

reference, their scarcity, and the difficulty of se-

curing them —a diiliculty that will increase as the

years roll on, —we look upon this offer as a bar-

gain, .

Address W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.

THE BEE-KEEPERS' ADYAKCE
- AND—

Poultrymen^s Journal.
To induce you to becniiic familiar with our pa-

per we make the foUowinir oiler. To every pei'-

son wlio i« interestetl in Bees and Potdtry, that
Hericls us J^l.OO, we will mail Scribner's Lui7iber
and Log Book, KM) pages, well bound, pric(*U5 rts.;

Chas. A. Oreen's ."> Hooks, under one cover, piice
30 ctB.; Foster's Book: "How to Produce Comb
Honey.", price,") cts.; Hilton's Book: "liow I Pro-
duce Cond) Honey.", price f) c(s.; also amarker
for marking fowls or cidcks. i)rio" 1") ets.: togeth-
er with "THE advanck" one year. Send for sam-
ple copy of "THE advance" to

J. B. MASON & SONS,
Mechanic Falls, Maine.

Home^-jRDade,

BDZZ-SAW,
Since coming to Flint, where buzz-saws run by

power are near by, we have so little use for our

foot-power buzz-saw that we have decided to sell

it. This machine is one that we made ourselves

five or six years ago. It is of good size, and sab-

stantial, and could be run with power if desira-

ble. The frame is of oak; the saw mandrel of steel,

one inch in diameter and ten in length; the saws

eight inches in diameter. Besides tlie regular saws

tliere is a thick one just right for making the

openings in queen-excluding honey-boards; als( >

a thin one for cutting the grooves for the zinc in

the edges of the slats of the wood-zinc hone^-

boards. There is an arrangement for cutting mi-

ters of different angles; also one for holding np
the end of a long board while cutting pieces from
the opposite end. The treadle comes up behind

the operator, which makes the work of treading

far easier; the motion being more like tiiat f)f

walking. If necessary, in heavy work, two men
can tread at the same time.

As this maeliine has Ijeen used only in making
our own hives, it is, in reality, just as good as

new; and is well worth $40.00; but, as we now
have so little use for it. we offer it for jari.OO,

which we consider a ))argain.

This saw was illustrated and descriljed a few

years ago in (ileanings;and anyone who thinks of

purchasing will be furnished, upon application,

with the numbers of (rleanings containing the

description.

Address, w. z. Hutchinson. Flint, Michigan

out lleliable Bingham Smoker and Bingham &
Iletherington Honey Knives. They last eight
years, never clog nj) or go out.

Bingham & Hetherington Uncapping Knife.

i'atentcd May 20. 1879.

Send card for free circular, descriptive of the
l)eHt and cheapest tools to use.

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
1 8K tf. Abronia, Michigan,
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THAT PITTSFIELD SMITH
Can furnish You a Full Line of Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

HE MANUFACTURES

Popular Slfles of Hives, Frames, Section -Cases, Etc, [lc,

AND DEALS IN

Foundation, Smokers, Honey Extractors, and all Necessaries for the Apiary.

Aaj'esa Plainly

Also one of ttie Laiesl FRICE LISTS of tlie Sca^^oii Mailed Free.

CHAS. H. SMITH, Pittsfeld, Mass., Box I 087.
Please mention the Review.

l-^8-12t.

BEE KEEPERS
Nlio ,ld semi i'ly my ciicu-
l;ir. It di'.-cribcs Uic bt-sl

Ilivcfr-, the l)e>t I iises, the
I), si Fceilers ;inil the best
AleiliiKis. Adiliess,

J. M. SHlJcI'7-

Please mention the Review.

Goznb Foundation.
We liave a complet*' out-fit for its inHnufacturee

Our iiiilln all run by steam power, anil we liave

the very l)est facilities for i)Uiifyiun wax We
make it as thin as you want it for sections. We
make a specialty of makiu;; lirood foundation for
H(iu:ire frames, thick at the lop witli a Kradiial ta-

per to very thin at the bottom, thus securiiii; the
>?realest amount of slrentjtli for tliequality of wax
use<l. For prices, wlioh'side or retail, address

A. 0. HILL,

6-88-tf. Kendallville, Ind.

40 4 ENTS A YUAK FuK THE

raiiadiaii 1 1 one v rrodiiccr,
Pubh<h.d b> E. L GOOLD & CO . B^antforl. Can,

It will Rive you all the Canaclmn Apricullural
news, also Hee-KeepinK news from Itrit.iiii,

France and <M>riiiiiiiy. Articles of value from
prominent bee-keepers. SainplcB free.

1-88-tf. Please mention the Reuieu/.

©ee^Keepers,
ATTENTION!

Tin© Oomm©r"Gia,l Hotel,
near t!ie Midi. Central Depot, will be head-cjuur-

ters for bee-keepers diirin:,' tlie coming conven-

tion at Ja<'kson. Di>c. 12 and i:i.

Special Rates, S1.23 and $1.00, Per Day.

Good beds, excellent taljle, steam heat and all

ttrodern imirrovoments.

Leahy's + Foundation,
—WHOLK.SALE ANl> HI TAIL

—

My Foundation is recommended by Imnflreds
of lJe<'-Keepers, as having no equal. It is kept
for sale by J. Jordine, Ashhuul, Neb.; Moeller
Manufacturinff Co., Davenport, Iowa: H. P. Bar-
ber & Son, Cole Brook, Oliio; Smith & Smith,
Kenton, Oiuo; J. Callam & Co., Kenton, Ohio,
and others. I will take ()ne lb. Sections in ex-
change for thin Foundation <m reasonable terms.
Si)ecial |)rices to dealers. Send ff)r Catalogue of
otlier supplies. li. B. I.IOAIIV,

l-8H-12t HiffKiiisville, Mo., Kox 11.

Barnes' Foot Power Machinery
WORKERS OF WOOD OR METAL.

without steam power, by usins; on tilts of these
Machines, can Iml lover, and save
more money from th 'ir jolis. t lian

by nnyothermcanslordointrtlu'i
work. LATHES. SAW-, MOK-
TI.*EKH, Tr.X'NKIts. ETC., Sold
ontriaL Illu.-^tiated I'li.'C-List Kreo

W. F. & JOHN BAR;\iES CO.,

No. « 6 Baby St., RocLford, IlL

Bee-Keepers, Look Here!
In ord 'r to ki ep my maciiin"ry niiii'iei; <•"-

in»^ the dull season, 1 will allow Ton Por Cent. Dis-

count, until further notice, on Sj'clioiis, Sinppiug
Crates, Bee-Fe<'ders, Chaff Hives, Biugle i^ee-

Hives, Frames.Etc.
Supply Dealers should get my prices on Sec-

tins. J. 2>a.. ICHSTZIE
10-S8-tf . Hochester, Oakland Co., Wifh.

Please mention the Review.

Dcc SUPPLIES ::^^
^J «• I" We furnish KverytliluR ne(Hle<l in
the Apiary, of practical const ruction, and at the
lowest pr <'e. Satisfaction guaranteiHl. Send
your address on a posUd card, and we will send
you our illustrated catalogue free.

E. lirt'trhuier, Cubury, Iowa.
^^..BtMjf. Pleami rmmtion the Retficu>
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DISCOUNTS
Will be allowed as usual, during the fall and

winter mouths. Prices quoted on application.

Snuerior Woiimaiistiiii aul Mat:rial.

Shall be pleased to make estimate^ on any list of
goods wanted. Correspondence solicited. A full

line of

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
MANUFACTUHF.D BY

W. T. FALCONER, Jamestown,N Y.
ftauae mentiofi the h'tiuictu

YOU SHOULD see"
My prices for 1888 of Italian Queens, Bees, Eggs
for hatching from Standard Poultry, (seven
varieties) Japanese Buckwlieat, and two choice
new varieties of Potatoes.
YOU CAN SAVE MUNLY by getting my price list be-

fore you purchase.

CHAa. D DUVALL,
2-88-lf. Spenoerviile, Mont Co., Md.

Pleasf mciTa.n the Rkuicw.

Honey - Extractor,
Square Gl >(S H<»ney-.Jars, Tin Buckets,

Uee-Hives. Iloiiey-Set tions, &q.., &c
FerfVciion Cold-l!last Smokers.

Apply to CUAS. F. MUTH & SON,
Cl.NCINNATI, O.

P. 8.—Send 10-cent stamp for "Practical Hints
to Bee-Keepers. :i-88-tf.

ITALIAN QUtENS AND SUPPLIES
FOI^ 1888.

Before you purchase, look to your interest, and

send for catidogue and price list.

J. 1*. II. ItKOWN',

1-88 tf Augusta, Georgia.

Please mention the Reu'mw.

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE.
Every Farmer and Bee-Keeper should have it.

FifieeiitliTlioiisaii(l,WliollyRe?iseJ!

MUCH ENLARGED!
Contains many more beautiful Illustratione

and is up to date. It is both peactioal and
SCIENTIFIC.

Prices; By mail, 81.50.^ To dealers, $1.00. In
100 lots, by freight, 50 p. r cent. off.

Address A. J. COOK,
lO-88-tf Agricultural College, Michigan.

Please mention the Review.

Patent Fht-Bottom Coml: Founlatioii.

High Side Walls, 4 to 14 sqjgare feet
to the ground. Wholesale and Re-
tail. Circulars and Samples free.

J. VAX DEU.SKN & SONS,
(sole mandfactueehs),

SPROUT BROOK, Mont. Co., N. Y.

r/f,.i-.? mention llie FeDlfu)

M. S. WEST,
Dealer in Honey and All Kinds of

BBE-KtBPERS' SUPPLIES.
1-88-tf. Send for Circular.

FRIENDS, ;^"BEtS or HONEY,
any way interested in

"^-*' 1 1
vr ni- I

,

we will witli pleasure send a sample copy of th«»

SEMI-MONTHLY CLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE,

with a descriptive price-list of latest improve-
ments in Hives, Honoy-Extractors, Com!) Foun-
dation, Section Honey-Boxes, all books and jour-
nals, and everything pertaining to Bee Culture.
Nothing Patented. Simply send your address
plMinly written to. A. I. KOOT.

l-88-tf. Medina, Ohio.

Please mention the Reuieiv*

l-8S-tf.

NKW VOKK. FOREKiN OUDERS SOMtlTEO. i\EW J K RS KY.

EASTEKX * I)K1>()T
{Beea ) for {Queina

)

Everything Usflil by B^t.-Keepers.

Exclusive Manufacturer of tlie

Stanley Autonitic Honey-Ixtractor.

DAOANT'S FOUNDATION, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

VHITE POPLAR OR BA8SW00D section:
,

One-Piece, Dovotiiil, or to nail._ Any quan- '•:

tity, anv size. {'()iiii)Jete iiiacliinery—finest

work. Send for Handsome Illustrated Cata-
logue, Free.

E. R. NEWCOVIB Pleasant Va'ley, Dutchess Co., N, Y

Maaos mention thu Rnuleti).

MAs^. CUxNN.
9-Ba^.
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